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ABSTRACT

The High-Speed Growth and Characterization of Crystals for Solar Cells
Research Forum was held on July 25-27, 1983, at the Sandpiper Bay Hotel in
Port St. Lucie, Florida. The Research Forum was arranged into eight
interactive sessions and addressed theoretical and experimental phenomena,
applications, and characterization including stress/strain and other problem
areas that limit the rate of growth of crystals suitable for proc~ssing into
efficient, cost-effective solar cells. The Flat-Plate Solar Array Project of
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory sponsored the meeting: Thirty-five invited
papers were presented. Discussion periods followed each presentation. These
Proceedings are a record of the papers and the discussions.
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FOREWORD

The Research Forum on High-Speed Growth and Characterization of Crystals
for Solar Cells was held at the Sandpiper Bay Hotel in Port St. Lucie,
Florida, July 25 through 27, 1983. There were 68 participants, and 35
technical presentations were made. Keeting attendance was broad-based, as
evidenced by the source breakdown of papers: 16 from industrial laboratories,
13 from universities, and 6 from government laboratories. The For~m was
sponsored by the Flat-Plate Solar Array Project of t~e Jet Propulsion
Laboratory.
The objectives of the Forum were to address theoretical and experimental
phenomena, applications, characterization and all problem areas related to
high-speed crystal growth, to define future areas of research, and to provide
the opportunity for unrestricted technology exchange among those attending.
The format used to achieve these objectives involved eight intensive sessions,
consisting of four to five papers each, over the three-day period. Time for
each paper was equally divided between presentation and discussion periods.
This format provided a successful exchange of ideas.
This Proceedings document includes each speaker's manuscript and a
transcript of the discussion period following each paper. Each of the
manuscripts is printed, without changes, as received from the author. The
discussion sections have been edited with the intent of enhancing the clarity
and continuity of each discussion.
It is hoped that this Proceedings document will serve as a reference for
the broad field of high-speed crystal growth.

Katherine A. Dumas
Proceedings Editor
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HIGH-SPEED GROWTH OF SILICON CRYSTALS:
FLAT-PLATE SOLAR ARRAY PERSPECTIVE
.~. ~
K. K. Koliwad and A. R. Kokashi
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California

ABSTRACT
Silicon crystal growth continues to be an area of considerable
technological and programmatic interest to the Flat-Plate Solar
Array Project (FSA). Developing a low-cost crystal growth
technology is critical to achieving the U.S. Department of
Energy program goal of $0.70 per peak watt photovoltaic (PV)
module technology. Silicon sheet is the centerpiece of the PV
module. The shape and quality of the sheet as well as the
growth process impose considerable requirements on the polysilicon material and on solar-cell and module fabrication. The
cost of materials dominates the cost of PV modules; hence, the
PV technology has to be based on unique material-conserving
sheet-growth processes. The technology strategy of the Project
is aimed primarily at developing that base. The direction of
the development of sheet technologies pursued by the Project has
been toward minimizing material use while achieving maximum
throughput and higher sheet quality within the bounds of lowcost requirements. The objective of this paper is to put into
perspective the significance of growth speed in meeting FSA
goals. FSA technical goals are described and an analysis of the
growth process parameters that influence the add-on price of the
silicon sheet is presented.
INTRODUCTION
The cost of silicon sheet is a major barrier to achieving the goal of
$0.70 per peak watt of energy from crystalline silicon photovoltaic (PV)
modules, set by the National Photovoltaic Program of the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE). The Flat-Plate Solar Array Project (FSA) , sponsored by DOE, has
been supporting research in low-cost silicon sheet growth processes. The
direction of that effort has been toward the development of materialconserving processes that are capable of achieving maximum. throughput and
higher sheet quality within the bounds of low-cost requirements. Siliconribbon growth processes have been the primary technologies assessed that have
potential to meet DOE's goal of $0.70 per peak watt.
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DOE's specific ~esea~ch objectives in this area have been to resolve
impediments to the improvement of ribhon growth speed and quality
(Reference 1.) These two aspects (ribbon growth speed and quality) are
expected to play a major role in the achievement of the technology for
$90/m2 , l5~ efficient crystalline silicon flat-plate modules. The objective
of this paper is to put into perspective the signifieance of growth speed in
meeting the cost goals, with specific reference to silicon ribbon technologies.
gene~ic

PRICE AND TECHNICAL GOALS

I

The overall price goal of $0.70 per peak watt for a flat-plate PV module
is broken into add-on price goals for the various component elements that make
up the module. Table 1 lists the various add-on price goals that FSA is
striving to achieve (Reference 2.) The relative differences in add-on prices
reflect the difficulties in achie~ing the technology required of those
components. Given these pric.e targets, analyses of the technologies have been
carried out to arrive at technical goals. Table 2 lists the various technical
goals that have to be met, for example, by the dendritic web (web) and
Edge-Defined Film-Fed Growth (EFG) silicon-ribbon processes (Reference 2.)
Web and EFG are cited as examples because of their maturity and their high
potential for success. It should be noted that the technical goals are
process-specific; for example, a lower growth rate for web takes into account
its potential for higher solar-cell conversion efficiency.
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Analytical studies (References 3 and 4) show that the add-on prices of
ribbons are very sensitive to the key technical goal of thro.ughput (area of
ribbon p~oduced per minute) that relates to the ribbon growth rate. Figure I
shows the dependence of the add-on price of web on the growth rate. Other
cost facto~s, such as duty cycle and labor, are parameterized. The data used
for the base case referred to in Figure 1 are shown in Table 3. Figure 2
shows the effect on the add-on price of variations in cost parameters from the
base case. Figures 3 and 4 depict similar analysis for EFG.
These results point strongly toward the growth rate in ribbon processes as
a key technical barrier to achieving the cost goals; hence, research on
growth-rate enhancement is of highest priority in the large-area silicon sheet
development effort of FSA. The quality of the ribbon must be adequate for
attainment of 15~ efficient modules.KEY TECHNICAL ISSUES
The technical issues in achieving high silicon-ribbon growth rates are
nontrivial. This conference is expected to explore these issues in depth.
The following are the general technical issues associated with throughput and
quality.

4

Throughput:
High crystalline rate,
Thermal stresses,
Flatness
Quality:
Equilibrium crystal structure,
Impact of chemistry of growth environment,
St~uctural defects and purity,
Defect behavior control
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Table 1.

FSA Add-On Price Allocation Guidelines for
Various Components of PV Modules Using Sheet
Produced by EFG or Web Processes

Module Component

Guidelines
/

$l4/kg

Silicon (polycrystalline)
Sheet Alternatives:
EFG

$23.3/m 2 of wafer

Dendri tic Web

$38.6/m 2 of wafer

Cell Fabrication

$211m2 of cells

Encapsulation Materials

$l4/m2 of module

Module Assembly

$14/m2 of module

Table 2.

Technical Goals to be Achieved by EFG and Web Processes

Sheet Alternatives
EFG
Web

Parameter

Encapsulated Cell Efficiency,
Packing Efficiency, "

"

Module Efficiency, "
Sheet Thickness, mils
Silicon Mus Yield
--Sheet Processing,
Cell Yield, "

"

Module Yield, "

10

12

14

95

95

11.4

13.. 3

8

6

80

80

95

95

99.5

99.5

'-.~

.....

..

\

Table 3.

Base-Case Data for Throughput Used for
Sensitivity Analysis

Sheet Alternatives
EFG
Web

Production Parameters

Number of Furnaces per Production Unit

1

1

Number of Ribbons per Furnace

4

1

10

5

Ribbon Width. em
Growth Rate. em/min

4.25

5

Run Length. h

160

72

Duty Cycle. to

90

90

Process Yield. to

90

100

NOTE:

Remaining relevant base-case data for estimating add-on prices
are given in References 3 and 4 for web and EFG processes
respectively.
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DISCUSSION

RAVl: You mentioned a deadline, in your talk, for the currently supported
technologies to mature and be commercially competitive by 1986. Why is
there a fixed time limit? Why not 18 years?
KOLIWAD: Looking from a programmatic point of view, we have been supporting
these programs for the last eight years and we see that the resolution of
the problems and issues has to happen before what we, at that time, called
achievement of these goals by 1986. We still want to maintain the
rationale that was put forward at that time for achieving low-cost
photovoltaics by 1986. We have reduced the thrust of the program towards
very critical items. I am sure that most of the people are familiar with
the original goals and why they were set to be in 1986. This is
consistent still with that schedule. Of course now there is an urgency
felt which was not present in 1974 when the goals were set. This is
because there is a considerable amount of activity both from outside the
United states and from the thin-·films area. So we have to decide whether
this technology is going to make it or break it, at least from a progranl
point of view.
SUREK: One word that was not put up as a critical problem is yield. In both
quality and rate it is very important that these rates be achieved, and
that throughput and quality be achieved at rates exceeding 99~ or so.
Otherwise you really will not have a process, if you just demonstrate
short periods of growth or one 20~ cell.
KOLIWAD: The sensitivity of the yield is just as high as throughput. As
a matter of fact, the curves were falling on each other, so I took one
out. But the point is extremely important because one factor, given that
everything else is perfect, will determine the cost of power. That, of
course, is yield. All of this has to be more than just a laboratory
'one-time' feasibility study. We should be able to repeat it time and
again.
SEIDENSTlCKER: [Regarding a low-temperature EBlC viewgraph showing
dislocations in web.] We have grown a lot of web that is very low-stress
but I would be pretending if I did not comment that not all of the web we
grow is very low-stress. The material does not look like what I have
normally seen for a low-stress web. It has moderate stress that is quite
adequate for device purposes but definitely not zero.
KOLIWAD: Yes. The point I was trying to make was that we should be aware of
how we relieve the stresses because this may result in a significant
amount of dislocation generation, and so on.
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Bruce Chalmers
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

I

1.

INTRODUCTION

My assignment is to discuss "fundamental barriers limiting the rate
of growth of crystals suitable for processing into cost efficient
effective solar cells". I will first review the physical conditions that
permit the growth of sheet directly from the melt in order to identify the
factors which control the speed of growth; I will then discuss the
application of these criteria to various possible growth configurations,
with specific reference to the effects that increase of speed has on those
aspects of the resulting material that bear on the quality of the solar
cells made from it. Finally, I will make some comments on what I see as
the most useful directions for future research in this area.
2.

PHYSICAL CONDITIONS GOVERNING GROWTH OF SHEET FROM THE MELT

Steady-state growth of sheet from the melt is possible only if three
condihons are met.
a) Thermal balance must be maintained.
b) The
meniscus that controls the crystal geometry must be in static equilibrium.
c) The crystal geometry must be stable against operational fluctuations in
temperature and pull speed.
a.

Thermal Balance

The transformation of mel t into crystal is accompanied by the
release 30f the latent heat of fusion which, for silicon, is 4138
joule/em
The rate at which the crystal grows is governed only by the
rate at which the latent heat is removed from the solid-liquid interface.
There are four ways in which heat can leave the interface: i) conduction,
ii) radiation, iii) Peltier cooling, and iv) transport in the moving
crystal.
i) Conduct10n. In principle, heat can be conducted away from
the interface into the crystal and into the liquid.
The heat flux is
equal to the product of the temperature gradient and the thermal
conduchvity.
For conduction to take place into the liquid, it is
necessary for the liquid near the interface to be supercooled, a condition
that is not conducive to the maintenance of a smooth, uniformly advancing
interface, although a stable smooth interface may be attainable if the
temperature gradient in the crystal is sufficiently large.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FU..MED
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ii) Radiation.
Solid silicon is transparent to that portion of
the spectrum that lies below the band gap, which at the melting point is
0.6. eV. This corresponds to a wavelength of 2 iJ.m. About two-thirds of
o
the energy of the black body spectrum at 168S K has wavelengths above 2
iJ.m. It is estimated that, under ideal conditions, "light piping" could
remove enough heat from the interface into the crystal to provide for
growth at about 3 em/min.
However, the actual contribution of light
piping is probably considerably less because of absorption and scattering
in the imperfect and impure crystals we are concerned with. The liquid is
not transparent at any wavelength.
/

iii) Peltier effect. When an electric current passes through the
junct10n between two dissimilar conductors, heat is either absorbed or
evolved, according to the characteristics of the materials and the
direction of the current. In this sense, liquid and crystalline silicon
are two dissimilar materials; latent heat can therefore be removed from
the solid-liquid interface by means of a current. However, the current
also causes joule heating of both the crystal and the liquid through which
it must pass. Thus, the joule heating negates the effect of the Peltier
cooling.

iv) Transport in the moving crystal. While some heat is carried
away from the interface by the crystal as it moves, it is thought that
this makes only a minor contribution to the overall removal of latent
heat.
These four mechanisms remove latent heat from the interface where
growth takes place and they therefore determine the growth rate (Fig. 1);
however, for growth to continue at a uniform rate, the heat extracted from
the interface must be continuously dissipated from the crystal and, when
the liquid is supercooled, from the liquid (Fig. 2). Heat loss by the
crystal occurs mainly by radi.ntion, although conduction into a moving gas
is also effective.
In both cases, the heat must reach the surface by
conduct10n from the interface. The amount of latent heat to be dissipated
is proportional to the speed of growth and to the thickness, while the
rate of loss from the surface at a given temperature is independent of the
thickness.
It follows that, for a given set of cooling conditions, a
thinner ribbon will grow faster than a thicker one.
To a first
approximation, for a given radiative environment, the maximum possible
rate of growth is inversely proportional to the square root of the
thickness. It should be added that the actual rate of growth is, in some
systems, less than the theoretical maximum because heat which is conducted
through the liquid to the interface to stabilize the position of the
interface must also be dissipated.
b.

Capillary Equilibrium

Steady-state growth requires that the thickness remain constant
so long as thermal balance is maintained.
What happens when thermal
balance is upset is discussed below under the heading of "stability". It
has been established elcperimentally for the general case of silicon

,
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growing from its mel t that for the thickness to remain constant during
0
growth, it is necessary for the liquid surface to make an angle of 169 to
the surface of the crystal. This angle depends on two conditions:
the
restraint imposed on the meniscus at the end remote from the growing
crystal, and the curvature of the meniscus surface that is required to
balance any difference in pressure between that of the liquid and the
ambient gas outside.
The curvature is governed by the equation ~p =
'YO/R + 1/R ) where ~p is the pressure difference, 'Y is the surface
l
2
tension and ~l and R2 are the principal radii of curvature of the surface.
R is the radius of curvature in the vertical plane, and R. is the radius
l
in the orthogonal direction.
R is infinite for the si'de-s of a flat
ribbon; for the edges R2 is relaled to the radius of the edge (Fig. 3).
The way in which these criteria are met in the various sheet growth
configurations is discussed later.
c.

Stability

The question of stability revolves around what happens if
steady-state growth conditions
(i.e.,
speed or temperature)
are
temporarily perturbed.
Does growth revert to its previous steady-state
conditl.on, or is growth terminated?
This is in fact a quantitative
question; how much temporary departure (in terms of extent and of time)
can be tolerated?
The answer to this question tells us how close the
control must be, and, therefore, whether a proposed set of conditions is
conducive to routine growth.
A second, closely associated, question is
how much variation of growth conditions is permissible if the thickness
and the width of the sheet are to remain within specified limits. In the
context of the present discussion, an important issue is how the stability
is affected by increasing the speed of growth. While it -can be said here
that most of the configurations to be considered have inherent stability,
the effect of speed must be discussed in relation to each specific case;
in this sense, "inherent stability" means that steady-state growth is
possible over a useful range of conditions around those selected as
optimum. "Steady state" implies that the rate of advance of the interface
(growth rate) is equal to the "pUll rate". If the pull rate is changed,
the growth rate is, for the time being, still governed by the pre-existing
thermal conditions, and is "therefore unchanged. The two speeds no longer
match and the interface moves to a new position.
For example, if the
"pUll speed" is suddenly decreased, the interface moves towards the
liquid, and vice versa. Exactly similar effects result from a change in
the temperature of the liquid.
If the temperature of the liquid is
lowered, less beat is conducted to the interface (or more from it) in the
liquid. More latent heat is required to maintain the heat balance and the
growth rate therefore increases.
In a stable system, this imbalance is
self-correcting,
and steady-state resumes with a different sheet
thickness.
These considerations apply to the faces of the sheet and,
therefore, to its thickness. The edges are subject to somewhat different
constraints; if they are defined by a meniscus, the constraints are much
more restrictive, but there are alternatives; either to have no edges or
to use solid edges.
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3.

CHARACTERISTICS OF SHEET MATERIAL

I have so far discussed the conditions under which sheet can be
grown.
It is abundantly evident that no one, so far, has been able to
grow sheet silicon that even remotely approaches the ideal stress free,
defect free single crystal that is flat, smooth, of uniform thickness and
pure except for a uniform concentration of a dopant.
However, effective
solar cells can be made from material that departs substantially from
these criteria.
But the extent of these departures must be kept within
limits, either in order that cells can be made, or in order that they will
have cost etfective properties.
I advance the hypothesis, for discussion, that any strategy that is
adopted to increase the linear speed of growth will invoke a penalty in
relation to one or more of these properties.
The maximum useful growth
speed W111, therefore, be a trade-off between the reduced cost associated
with higher speed and the resulting degraded properties.
We must next, therefore, examine the causes for these departures from
the ideal, and determine how they are affected by the speed of growth.
These problems fall into four categories:
A) effects associated with
thermal stress, B) imperfections, C) impurity effects, and D) geometrical
problems.
A.

Thermal Stress

I address this question first because its solution determines
whether cells can be made at all, rather than the properties of the cell
if it can be made. Stress arises during the cooling of an object if the
rates of cooling are unequal in different parts of the material. In the
case of a sheet growing from the melt, the temperature gradient in the
solid at the interface must be sufficient to remove the latent heat of
fusion, and it is zero in that part of the material that has reached room
temperature.
When these stresses exist at very high temperatures, they
may be relieved by relaxation (creep) processes; these are essentially
time dependent.
It follow!:! that less stress relief will occur at high
growth rates than at low growth rates if other conditions are constant.
If insufficient stress relief occurs, the sheet may buckle, or it may
contain residual stresses, or both.
As might be expected, it is found
that if buckling occurs under a given set of growth conditions, it can be
prevented by a reduction in speed; it is also true that buckling and
residuaL. stress problems can be mitigated by adjusting the temperature
profile through which the sheet cools to allow relaxation to take
precedflnce over buckling, and to allow the stress to "anneal out" during
cooling.
However, it should be recognized that stress relaxation takes
place by the generation and movement of point defects and dislocations,
and that the level of imperfection of the crystal increases with the
amount of relaxation and therefore of the amount of stress that has been
re11eved by relaxation.
It follows that the level of imperfection
increases w1th the stress that would have been present if no relaxation
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had occurred. It is relatively easy to calculate the thermal stresses in
the purely elastic (i.e., no relaxation) case.
B.

Imperfections

All the imperfections found in sheet silicon can be divided into
two categories:
those that originate at the solid-liquid interface as
disturbances to the orderly growth of the crystal by the process of each
atom from the liquid attaching itself to a site in which it becomes part
of the crystal, and those that originate later as a result of stress,
precipitation or diffusion.
It may be reasonable to assume that those
imperfect10ns that arise At the interface or as a result of stress will be
aggravated by increasing the speed, while those that depend on diffusion
processes may be reduced. I will not attempt to categorize all the many
types of imperfections, or to predict in any detail what the effect of
growth speed should be; but it is evident that increased speed is likely
to be detrimental to the perfection of the material, and therefore to its
properties.

It must be assumed that the liquid from which the sheet is grown
is impure; it will contain those residual impurities that are present in
the silicon that is used, any impurities that arise from crucible, die and
ambient atmosphere, and (from a chemical but not an electrical point of
view) the dopant.
It has been customary to assume that one of the
differences between die-grown sheet and Czochralski (CZ) material is that
the effective distribution coefficient for impurities is unity for sheet
and, for most impurities, much smaller for CZ; that is to say, die-grown
sheet has the same impurity content as the liquid, while CZ is much purer.
This is true only in a very limited sense, for the following reasons.
The redistribution of impurities during solidification depends on the
well-established fact that a new crystal grows with each solute having a
concentration that bears a specific ratio to the concentration of that
solute in the liquid immediately adjacent to the growth interface. This
ratio is to a very good" approximation the equilibrium distribution
coefficient k.
For most solutes in ~ilicon, this ratio is less than
unity, rangin~ from 0.8 for boron to 10- or less for metallic impurities;
this means that the new crystal that is growing at any instant contains
less solute than the liquid in contact with the growth interface. Solute
is therefore rejected into the liquid, where it is redistributed by
diffusion and, in some cases, by convective motion of the liquid.
The
simplest case is that in which the rejected solute moves into the liquid
by diffusion alone. In this situation, the crystal starts to grow with a
solute concentration that is lower than that in the liquid by a factor of
k. As growth proceeds, rej ected solute gradually "piles up" just ahead
o~" the advancing interface, and the solute concentration in the growing
crystal increases (Fig. 4).
This continues until the steady state is
reached in which the concentration in the crystal is equal to that in the
undisturbed liquid (Fig. 5).
This is what is assumed to· happen in a
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crystal growing from a meniscus of limited depth. However, one important
feature of this sequence of events has been largely ignored; this is that
steady state is not immediately achieved and in some cases is approached
so slowly that in practice it is never reached.
The important
characteristic of this initial transient i~ how much crystal can be grown
before steady state is effectively reache-dT this is the extent d of the
transient (Fig. 6), given by the formula d = D/k R where D is the
diffusion coefficient of the relevant solute in thg liquid, k is as
defined above and R is the rat:..\ of ~rowt:..1f of the crystal. Assu~ing the
reasonable value of D = 5 x 10
cm sec , we find the values of d shown
in Table I.
/
This means that for elements with low values of k , such as titanium
and iron, and, especially at low speeds, a very suS>stantial amount of
material can be grown before the steady-state condition is even
approached;the crystal is substantially purer, in terms of the most
detrimental impurities, than the liquid. These numbers must be used with
caution, because the formula is based on the assumption that the interface
is planar and normal to the growth direction; curvature or inclination of
the interface wlll modify the result in some, if not all, configurations.
The assumption of redistribution of solu.~e by diffusion alone is not
always valid, because convective motion of· the liquid may be superimposed
on the diffusion process.
This occurs only if the hydrodynamically
stagnant boundary layer is thinner than the diffusion layer.
The
thickness of the diffusion boundary layer (6) is given by 6 = D/R. Values
of 6 as a f~~cti~n of_f are shown in Table II for a diffusion coefficient
D of 5 x 10
cm sec • For low speeds of growth, the thickness of the
hydrodynamic boundary layer is likely to be less than that of the
diffusion layer; this increases the rate at which solutes are removed from
the vicinity of the interface, and increases the purity of the resulting
crystal.
An extreme case is that of Czochralski growth, in which
convection is greatly enhanced by rotation and growth is, in the current
context, very slow.
However, the values for the thickness 6 of the
diffusion layer are val id only when steady state has been rel!ched; as
noted above, the most significant impurities approach steady state very
gradually, and the thickness of the boundary layer approaches its
steady-state value equally gradually. Itf.ollows that while solutes with
values of k close to unity, such as boron and carbon, will quickly reach
their stea~y state distribution, which is governed by the relative
thicknesses of the diffusion and the convectional boundary layers, the
solutes with very low distribution coefficients will, for very long
periods of growth, have very thin diffusion zones, with very low
concentrations at the interface, so that steady state inferences are
completely invalid.
If the initial transient is an important factor in achieving higher
purity than would be expected from the k = 1 concept, it may be found that
continuous growth at steady state is not the optimum strategy for high
electrical quality. It is apparent, also, that if the initial transient
is useful as a purification tactic, there is a penalty for increasing the
growth speed, as the length of the transient is inversely proportional to
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the growth speed.
All the foregoing comments on the distribution of solute are based on
the assumption that the interface is planar and perpendicular to the pull
direction.
This {.issumJ»tion is seldom, if ever, completely valid.
In
mnst, if not all cases, the interface as a whole is curved in the "through
th~ thickness" direction.
It is usually concave to the liquid, and either
accidentally or dellberately inclined, and in some cases there is
dendritic growth, in which the departures from flatness of the interface
are extreme and localized. In such cases the solute distribution will be
very far from uniform and far from ideal. Under these circumstances, the
simple "planar, perpendicular" analysis must be modified, but, again,
transient etfects may be much more significant than the steady state.
There is one further assumption built into the foregoing discussion
of solute segregation; this is that there is no formation of solid phases
other than silicon.
Thu is not necessarily true, because the liquid
adjacent to the interface would, at steady state, contain C /k of each
O
solute that is present.
In a typical c~se (for EFG) the a~ounts of
various solutes and the corresponding values of k and C /k are given in
the Table III. It is clearly impossible that theOliquidOatOthe interface
should contain less than 50 percent of silicon; it follows that particles
of foreign phases must form in the liquid long before steady state is
reached, at least ill those conditions in which the diffusion layer is too
thin to be appreciably disturbed by convection; Le., at high speeds of
growth.
I have discussed impe~fections and solutes as two unrelated problems;
but they may interact in the sense that impurity segregation may aggravate
the defects. If the interface is concave to the liquid, as is necessarily
the case for some configurations, the solutes tend to be concentrated
towards the center plane of the sheet, or to one side or the other if the
interface is tilted.
The resulting increased concentration causes
depression of the liquidus temperature which in turn increases the local
curvature of the interface; this can lead to the formation of grains in
the interior of the ribbon, an effect which has been found to be
detrimental to the electrical characteristics of the material. The heat
flow equations dictate that if increased speed is achieved by increasing
the heat extraction from the sheet, increased curvature of the interface
must result; thus again, conditions that are conducive to higher speed may
be detrimental to cell quality. If, however, higher speed is achieved by
decreasing the thickness of the sheet, this consideration does not apply,
and in any case, thinner sheet is less subject than thicker sheet to the
"center grain" problem.
D.

Geometrical Problems

To be useful, sheet must be of reasonably uniform thickness, of
uniform width and it must be smooth enough to be suitable for cell making
Different growth configurations have
by a simple, inexpensive process.
their own specific problems in these areas; it is convenient to discuss
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them in relation to the details of the method used for controlling the
shape.
4.

APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLES

~

SPECIFIC SHEET GROWTH CONFIGURATIONS

Any growth configuration that simultaneously satisfies the thermal
balance. capillary equilibrium and stability conditions can be used for
the growth of sheet material; the various techniques can be classified
according to the ways in which the criteria are met.
I

There are three basic ways in which thermal balance can be achieved;
the latent heat can be removed from the interface. where it is generated.
by conduct10n parallel to the axis of the crystal; this subdivides into
the case in which conduction is away from the interface into the crystal
only and that in which part of the latent heat is conducted into the
liquid. In both these cases. the interface is essentially perpendicular
to the axis of the ribbon. The other category is that in which the latent
heat is removed from the interface by conduction in a direction that is
substantially inclined to the axis of the ribbon.
These three
configurations are shown diagramatically in Fig. 7. a. b. and c.
Capillary equilibrium must be maintained along the faces and at the edges.
Along the faces. the position of the meniscus may be defined by a die. or
the meniscus may merge into the free surface of the liquid. At the edges.
there are three possibilities; a) the meniscus may be defined by a die, b)
the edges may be integral with solid components that move with the
crystal;the solid components can be dendrites that grow in advance of the
ribbon interface or they can be fibers of some other material which is
wetted by liquid silicon and to which the edge of the ribbon adheres, or
c) a closed shape can be used, in which case there are no edges (Fig. 8).
The crystal growth configurations to be considered are A) EFG, B)
free meniscu8, Bi) web. Bii) edge supported growth. C) inclined interface
growth. The various configurations are classified in Table IV according
to the ways in which the two criteria are met.
A.

Edge Defined Film red Growth (EFG)

In EFG. the lower extremity of the meniscus is everywhere defined
by the edge of the die.
Capillary equilibrium requires that the angle
between the meniscus and the die top exceeds 30 0 • and steady-state growth
requires that the meniscus makes an angle of 169 0 to the ribbon surface.
The maximum meniscus height for an edge is much less than for a flat
surtace. and three options are therefore available; either the ribbon is
grown w1th sufficiently precise control to maintain the meniscus height at
the edges w1thin the permissible limits, or the ribbon is grown with its
edges substantially thicker than the remainder. or edgeless or closed
shape growth is used.
All of these configurations can be used for growth of sheet material.
The ribbon options have the advantage that continuous growth'is possible.
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but they have the disadvantage that the meniscus cannot be maintained at
the desirable uniform high level across the whole of the width. Closed
shape growth is inherently intermittent because a tube does not share the
property of a ribbon of being flexible and coilable, but the much less
stringent meniscus height condition allows the control technique to be
much simpler for closed shapes than for ribbon.
The thickness of the
sheet can be controlled by observing the meniscus height and maintaining
it at the desired value by adjusting either the temperature or the growth
speed.
In EFG, the he.p.i: balance is established by equating the /latent heat
plus heat conducted t{' the interface by the liquid with heat leaving the
interface by conduction, radiation and convective transport; the sum of
these must equal the heat dissipated by the ribbon into its surroundings.
If heat loss from the ribbon surface is entirely by radiation, the maximum
possible speed is found to be related to thickness as shown in Fig. 9.
These speeds could be reached only if a) the total radiation environment
of the ribbon were OOK and b) no heat reached the interface by conduction
in the hquid.
In regard to the former condition, it makes little
difference if the radiation environment is at 300 0 K (room temperature)
instead of OOK; but the stresses developed if free radiation is allowed
are so high that, except for extremely narrow ribbon, fracture would
occur. The second problem is that the position of the interface would be
completely unstable if there were zero temperature gradient in the liquid.
Therefore, two major modifications are needed:
the temperature profile
must be modified to eliminate buckling and to reduce the residual stress
to an acceptable level, and a positive temperature gradient must be
maintained in the liquid; this decreases the amount of latent heat that
can be removed. Both of these requirements reduce the maximum speed of
growth.
Completely stress free growth would be possible only if the initial
temperature gradient (corrected for change in expansion coefficient) could
be maintained down to a temperature at which no creep or plastic
relaxation occurs, and then approaching and reaching room temperature by
decreasing the gradient gradually enough to avoid catastrophically high
stresses. At useful speeds·of growth (for example 2.5 cm/min) and with a
200 0 /cm gradient in the liquid, the initial gradient in the crystal would
be about l300 o /cm (at 5 cm/min, it would be 2100 o /cm). It is not possible
to maintain a gradient of 1300 o /cm from 1410 0 C to 600°C (i.e., for 6 mm)
and then to "level off" to room temperature depending only by radiation.
The rate of change of gradient, further, would be so high that the
material could not possibly emerge intact. It is therefore necessary to
reduce the rate of change of temperature gradient by means of an
afterheater; a strategy that has been successful is to decrease the
gradient rapidly in the temperature range in which creep and recovery can
keep pace with the stress building action of the change of gradient, then
to maintain a constant temperature gradient until the temperature has
reached the non-plastic regime. This is the "linear afterheater" strategy
(Fig. lOa).
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The maximum speed that can be reached may be limited either by
thermal or by stress considerations. If the gradient at the interface is
reduced sufficiently for the ribbon to enter the linear regime at the
required temperature, the rate of growth is limited by the rate of
extraction of latent heat; it is necessary also for there to be sufficient
time for the stresses to relax while the temperature is still high enough
for relaxation to take place. If the limitation is thermal, the ribbon
simply will not grow at a higher speed; if it is stress, the strip is
buckled if it is grown too fast. The highest speed attainable in this way
is about 3 cm/min (0.05 cm/sec) for a 0.03 cm ribbon. An alternative
procedure is to cool the ribbon very rapidly by means of a I "cold shoe"
with or without forced gas cooling and then to re-heat it so that the
stress can relax before it enters the linear regime (Fig. lOb). In this
way, speeds of up to 0.085 cm/sec (5 cm/min) have been reached.
While thermal conditions allow thinner ribbons to be grown at higher
speeds than thicker ones, the reverse may be true for stress, because the
crit1cal stress for buckling is proportional to the square of the
thickness.
Some increase in speed can be achieved by decreasing the amount of
heat reaching the, interface by conduction in the liquid; the same thermal
condit10ns exist above the interface if the latent heat is increased (by
increasing the speed) to compensate for the decreased flux from the
liquid.
The disadvantage is that stability is decreased as the
temperature gradient in the liquid is reduced; the interface position
fluctuates more for a given change in speed or temperature. This can be
crihcal at the edges (when there are any) ,because the meniscus is
necessarily low there.
There are two penalties that detract from the
quality of the material as the speed is increased. In the first place,
the increased initial gradient means that the rate of change of gradient
around the point D in Fig. 10 must be greater than for the slower growth
case. This leads to increased crystal imperfection because more relaxation
is required.
A second, and perhaps more serious problem, is that the
increased rate of heat extraction causes an increase in the curvature of
the interface, resulting in degradation of the structure of the material
in the center ot the ribbon;
It therefore appears likely that no really drastic increase in the
linear speed of growth in EFG will be attainable without unacceptable
penalties; a modest increase might be achieved by a combination of thinner
ribbon, reduced gradient in the liquid and the use of transverse
temperature gradients. But I do not expect useful material to be grown by
EFG at l1near speeds in excess of 5 cm/minute. This limitation exists
because an essential feature of EFG is that the initial longitudinal
(i. e., vertical) temperature gradient is inextricably coupled with the
growth speed.
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B.

Free Meniscus Growth

In principle it is not necessary for the lower edge of the
menisc:us to be controlled except at the edges of a ribbon or the corners
of a closed shape; web growth and edge supported growth are examples in
which only the edges are restrained.
The thermal and stress conditions
are, in principle, no different in free meniscus growth from those
discussed above for EFG.
The speed limitations are, therefore, quite
similar. In these cases, the meniscus merges into the free surface of the
liquid.
For steady-state growth, the interface must be at about 7 1IIIU
above the liquid level, since that is the level at which the meniscus
SU.rtace makes the required 169 0 angle with the ribbon surface.
It is
therefore not possible to use the meniscus height as a measure of the
thickness when the meniscus is free.
In web growth the liquid in the vicinity of the edges must be
supercooled to maintain growth of the edge dendrites; the liquid from
which the web itself grows can be supercooled at most to a very limited
extent, because otherwise dendritic growth would occur in preference to
web growth.
I think that it is mOElt unlikely that the temperature
0
gradient into the liquid exceeds 20 /cm, which would contribute about 0.2
em per minute to the growth rate, or could be used to reduce the gradient
required in the ribbon for a fixed growth rate by about 60 0 /cm.
It
follows that web growth may have a minor, but will not have a major, speed
advantage over EFG. In edge supported growth, a moving fiber supports the
edge of the ribbon. In this case the melt is maintained throughout above
the melting point, so that some heat is conducted to the interface by the
liquid.
A major difference between EFG (and other techniques in which a die
is used), and both the web and the edge supported techniques is that in
the latter, the meniscus is not separated from the bulk liquid, as it is
by a die.
The solute rej ected into the liquid at the interface can,
therefore, mix with the bulk liquid and it might be expected that more
effective purification of the crystal (by rejection of solute during
solidification) would be obtained.
It is true that the value of kEFF
calculated for this configuration is far lower than the k FF = 1 assumea
for EFG. However, the calculation applies to kEFF when sfeady state has
been reached. It is open to question whether tnese calculations are any
more valid than the assumption that kEFF = 1 for EFG, in view of the very
long initial transients for the low It impurities and therefore the very
gradual increase in thickness of the drffusion layer for these solutes.

c.

Inclined Interface Growth

The remaining option is to depart from the condition that the
interface is essentially perpendicular to the growth direction. This is
exemplified in horizontal growth or low angle growth.
In this
configuration (Fig. 11), the heat of fusion and the heat conducted from
the liquid are dissipated largely from the upper surface. The actual rate
of growth (perpendicular to the interface) is small compared ~ith the pull
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rate. The ratio of the speeds is equal to sin e. e can be quite small.
It is possible to grow ribbon at very high rates, such as 80 cm/min, by
using this configuration; this may not be the limit, as in principle it is
PQssible to make the angle e as small as desired. Thermal stress is no
longer a problem of the same magnitude as with theoretical growth
configurations, because the temperature gradient from A to B can be made
small and uniform until the elastic range is reached.
Some stress may
exist around A because of a change of longitudinal gradient, but this
occurs only at a temperature very close to the mel ting point.
In
principle, it would be possible to eliminate stress entirely by adjusting
the longitudinal gradient in AB to the same value as the longitudinal
gradient in AC.
A second potential advantage of this configuration is impurity
segregation away from the upper surface towards the lower surface. Part
of this segregation may be negated by diffusion during cooling (especially
if this is very slow), but the upper surface and the material closest to
it should be substantially purer than the material close to the lower
surface.
The above remarks depend on the assumption that the "leading edge" A
advances uniformly with respect to the liquid. However, it must be noted
that while the interface CD advances relatively slowly, the crystal at C
grows to the left at a rate equal to the rate of growth of the ribbon;
ii. e., up to 80 cm/min. In order to achieve such speeds of growth, it is
necessary for the liquid adjacent to the tip to be supercooled. The major
part of the latent heat must be extracted into the liquid; in order to
extract it through the solid, a temperature gradient in the crystal at the
interface would have to be of the order of 25,000 degrees per centimeter.
The tip must be a cylinder of small radius that loses heat primarily by
conductlon outwards into the liquid.
The configuration at the tip is
shown in Fig. 11; the radius of the tip depends on the speed; for high
speeds it is probably less than a micron. While it has.been demonstrated
that it is possible to supercool the liquid sufficiently to propagate the
tip at more than 1 em/second, supercooling of the liquid by two or three
degrees would be required. This produces instability of the cylindrical
leading edge, which causes ·the edge to advance as a series of dendritic
spikes, with the interdendritic spaces "filling in" subsequently (Fig.
12). As a result, the upper surface will have a series of ridges and the
solute segregation will be towards the interdendritic region rather than
towards the lower surface. Thus, the material grown at very high speed
may not be as suitable for cell making as ribbon grown in the other
configurations, even though there is no stress in it.
There may be a
maximum speed at which inclined interface growth can be achieved without
the leading edge becoming dendritic; this should be amenable to
theoretical as well as experimental study.
The solute distribution resulting from inclined interface growth
should be very favorable if dendritic growth is avoided.
The total
"growth distance" is approximately the ribbon thickness. The "diffusion
layer", therefore, wlll have only about 0.025 cm of growth- in which to
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establish itself; all the solute that is excluded from the crystal must
either remain in the crystal near D (Fig. 11) or be swept away by the
relative motion of the interface and the liquid.
The diffusion layer,
however, will be quite thin for the more critical solutes. If a slope of
1 to SO (8 = 10 ) is assumed, the thickness of the diffusion layer will
have reached the following values for solutes of interest;
Boron

Carbon

0.02 cm

0.002 cm

Aluminum
Sx10- S cm

Titanium
2.Sx10 -4 cm

Iron
2x10 -4 cm
(

These values are independent of growth speed. This indicates that, with
the exception of boron, the solute distribution will be unaffected by
relative motion of the growing crystal and the liquid. It also means that
the segregated solute will be largely concentrated in an extremely thin
layer at the lower surface. The concentration at the upper surface (k C )
would be (for a liquid whose composition is typical of EFG material); 0 0

Co (ppm)
k C

o

0

(ppm)

Boron

Carbon

Aluminum

Titanium

Iron

0.02
0.02

1.5
0.12

2.2
4.4x10 -3

0.3
3x10-6

1.1
9x10- 6

It has been estimated that the effect of diffusion during cooling will be
sma~l for those elements with diffusion coefficients in solid silicon of
0
10- or less in the 1300 K to 1600 0 K rang~. Th~s includes_tl , 2Cr , ~i Fe
amons others. However, for copper, for wh1ch D 1S about 10
cm sec
at
1400 K, the segregation produced during solidification will largely
disappear during cooling.
These estimates, it must be emphasized, are valid only if the
interface is essentially flat; i.e., is not dendritic in nature. If it is
dendrit1c, as noted above, the segregation pattern will be largely
transverse and should not be conducive to good cell performance.
The control of thickne.ss in inclined interface growth also presents
problems.
The thickness depends on four parameters; pull speed,
temperature of liquid, extent of cooling and distance between the leading
and the trailing edge. There is no readily observed indication (such as
meniscus height in EFG) of thickness, and the problem of developing a
feedback loop for automatic thickness control is therefore not trivial.
S.

CONCLUSIONS

To summarize these considerations, it is apparent that any increase
of speed leads to some degradation of quality; if growth is vertical
(interface perpendicular to the ribbon length), higher speed leads to
either buckling or increased residual stress or more defective
crystallinity and to a less favorable distribution of solut~s; if growth
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is horizontal (interface inclined to growth direction), high speed leads
to degraded surface topography and to undesirable transverse segregation
of solutes. The problem therefore is to select the configuration that
gives the highest speed that is compatible with acceptable quality.
In addressing the problem of optimizing the growth conditions, it is
necessary to examine what is meant by "speed of growth". In the foregoing
remarks, I have taken "speed" to mean linear speed (cm/sec); but it could
be argued that this is irrelevant and that we should really define speed
as either a) area per machine hour or b) area per operator hour.
Some
combination of these two parameters with the actual duty cycle achievable
and the cost of consumables leads to a third, c) area per dollar. And
this must be combined with cell making costs and the resulting efficiency
to give the "bottom line", d) peak watts per dollar. It may well be found
that it is better to increase the width of a ribbon or the total width of
ribbon growing from a machine than the speed; multiple ribbons and closed
shapes are examples of increased width; and it may be found that a group
of very simple "slow" single ribbon machines have economic advantages over
very complicated, faster mUltiple ribbon machines; and discontinuous
growth may have advantages over continuous growth because of transient
effects.
It is clear that there are a number of areas in which more
information is needed.
We need a better understanding of the stress
problem; in particular, we do not have adequate quantitative data on the
deformation and stress relaxation of silicon at very high temperatures to
be able to make proper use of the computer model that has been developed
to predict buckling and residual stresses under specified temperature
profiles.
With this information, we should be able to specify the
temperature profile (vertical and horizontal) that combines absence of
buckling, acceptable residual stress level, acceptable level
of
imperfections and maximum speed. Once we know what temperature profile we
would like to produce in the ribbon, we will need more information on how
to produce it in a growing ribbon. Third, we need to know more about the
actual interface shape and the resulting solute distributions that are
produced by growth in specified temperature profiles; fourth, we need to
study in detail the transient effects related to the rejection of solutes
at the solid-liquid interface; fifth, we need to understand the conditions
governing the advance of the "leading edge" of an inclined interface; and,
sixth, we need more infol"1llation on the effect of speed and thermal
profiles on crystal defects, as well as the effects of these defects and
their interaction with impurities on cell performance.
The extent to
which defects are detrimental to photovoltaic performance, and their
dependence on speed of growth, is a maj or area of ignorance; are the
imperfect10ns a direct function .of speed, or are they in fact caused by
the stress which is, in some configurations, an unavoidable consequence of
the thermal profiles required for fast growth?
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I hope that I will learn during this meeting that my own state of
ignorance on these questions greatly exceeds our collective ignorance; if
not, much research remains to be done before we can be confident that the
best possible way of growing sheet for solar cells has been found.

FIGURE CAPTIONS
1.

Heat balance at interface for ribbon growth.

2.

Heat balance for ribbon growth.

3.

Condition for capillary equilibrium

4.

Solute concentration ahead of the interface during growth w5th planar
front.

5.

Concentration of a solute in the crystal and in the liquid.

6.

The initial transient.

7.

Thermal configurations for a) EFG, b) web, and c) incfined interface
growth.

8.

Meniscus shape and constraints for a) EFG; side of ribbon, b) web and
edge supported growth; side of ribbon, c) EFG; edge of ribbon,
d) web; edge of ribbon, e) edge supported growth; edge of ribbon, f)
EFG; closed shape.

9.

Maximum theoretical growth speed for EFG as a function of thickness.

.

10.

Vertical thermal profiles to produce stress-free'ribbon.

11.

Horizontal growth.

12.

Schematic representation of dendritic growth into a supercooled
liquid.
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Length of Imitial Transient for Various Solutes and Speeds of
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Calculated Concentrations of Solutes in the Liquid at the
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Solidification.
Sheet Growth Techniques Classified According to Thermal and
Capillary Conditions.
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Table 1.
Element
Speed of Growth ko
0.1
2.5
10.0
20.0
60.0

em/min
em/min
em/min
em/min
em/min

Boron
0.8

Carbon
0.08

Aluminum
2x10- 3

Titanium
10- 5

0.4 em
0.015
0.004
0.002
3xl0- 4

4
em
O. 15
0.04
0.02
0.01

150
em
5.9
1.5
0.75
0.25

2xl0 5 cm/ 4xl0 5 em
1190
1488
299
374
150
187
50
62

Table II.
Rem/min
<5 em

n
Cr

Fe
Ni
Cu

Iron
8x10- 6

Thickness of Diffusion Boundary Layer.

o. 1
0.3

Table II!.

B
C
Al

Initial Transient d.

2. 5
0.01

5
0.006

10
0.003

20
0.002

60
5xl0- 4

Calculated Concentration of Solutes
at Interface for Steady State.

Concentration (ppm)

ko

Ciko (ppm)

0.02
1.4·
1.5
0.54
0.56
1.6
1. 1
0.8

0.8
0.08
2xl0- 3
10- 5
10- 5
8xlO- 6
8x10- 6
4x10- 4

0.03
17
750
54,000
56,000
200,000
134,000
2,450
450,514

3S

~~

--~-~-~~~-'--------

.'

Table IV.

Capi 11 ary
Configuration

LV
0\

Outer edges of side
meniscus constrained
1. Edges constrained
by die.
2. Edge1ess.

Thermal Configuration.

Heat Extractlon Parallel
to Pull Direction
Heat Flow
Heat Flow
into Crystal
into Crystal
and from Liquid
and into Liquid
EFG (Ribbon)
Stepanov

----

--

----

--

-~-.--

~

!

I
I

EFG with
Displaced Die

EFG (Closed Shape)

Outer edges of side
meniscus free
1. Edges constrained
by dendrite.
2. Edges constrained Edge Supported Growth
by moving fiber.
One side free, the other
constrained .•

Heat Extraction
Inclined to Axis

Web

Horizontal
Gro\'Jth

DISCUSSION

SUREK: I was surprised by some of your initial transient numbers, and I hope
some people would go back and recalculate for their systems. It seems
that virtually nothing has been grown under steady-state conditions, if
you quote something like 15 meters for EFG at a relatively low speed.
CHALMERS:

That is exactly what I am saying.

SUREK: Basically, none of these ribbon growths have ever occurred under truly
steady-state conditions, including EFG.
CHALMERS: I invite you to recalculate the numbers. Will you tell us what
results you get when you have done it? If they are wrong, so much the
better, but I think they are right.
AST:

You get tremendously long transient lengths of 13 meters, for material
that has very small kc like iron or copper. That material also has very
high diffusion coefficients in the solid phase. Did you include the
diffusion coefficient in the solid phase, and does it make a difference?

CHALMERS: I don't think it makes any difference at that stage. It does make
a difference in another context. If you depend on segregation during
solidification to give you part of the crystal of higher purity than the
rest, then diffusion of copper during cooldown is going to very much
reduce the effect, at the very least, and it may eliminate it all together.
AST:

Yes, typical diffusion coefficients in a liquid are something like
10- 5 , 10- 6 and in the solid state may be as high as 10- 8 • If
you get two orders of magnitude difference in the time scale--

CHALMERS: This is perfectly correct, but I don't think this affects what
happens at the moment of solidification. It does affect where the solutes
go in the solid after this has happened, but I don't think it affects the
actual growth interface problem.
GLICKSMAN: If you have a very long initial transient, isn't that usually
suggestive of the fact that very slight convective motions of the liquid
will then tend to cause a significant mixing and therefore begin to become
the dominant part of the transport mechanism?
CHALMERS: I think not, because part of the initial tran~ient effect is that
the diffusion layer itself builds up slowly. It does not immediately
reach its steady-state thickness, and when it is very thin, as it is in
the beginning, the convective transport is going to be ineffective, so I
think this adds to the effect. The initial transient is very effective in
suppressing the convective transport of the solute.
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GLICKSMAN: Right, but someplace between the very thin layer and these rather
long lengths that you calculate on the order of many centimeters--it
would seem that the hydrodynamic boundary layer thickness would become
thinner than the ultimate buildup.
CHALMERS: Yes, it will, but I think it might take a long time, and the faster
you go the thinner the diffusion layer is going to be, because there is
less time for diffusion of the solute away from the interface; therefore,
the diffusion layer is thinner if you grow faster. Here is one of the
various tradeoffs that you will have to worry about.
GLICKSMAN: In horizontal ribbon growth, you thought that the region near the
tip of the growing ribbon, in order to compensate for the high pull speed,
would have to be severely supercooled. It would seem. that one could
arrange by thermal configuration to simply have the liquid nominally at
the melting point to prevent any heat flow back into the liquid, and then
arrange a strategy whereby the latent heat (including the tip) must flow
back through the solid and then radiate through the horizontal surface.
Do you see that as a problem?
CHALMERS: I have a number here. Incidentally, I was hoping you might be able
to throw some more light on this particular problem. It seems to me that
in order to grow at really high speeds, such as 60 centimeters a minute,
you would need to have an enormous temperature gradient in the leading
edge--in the crystal itself,. if all the heat were to be extracted in that
direction, and I don't think that is feasible. This is many thousands of
degrees per centimeter, and I don't think you can pullout the latent heat
from the solid in the vicinity of that leading edge at that rate, whatever
you do. I think the latent heat has to go substantially into the liquid.
But if there is a way of doing it, so much the better.
GLICKSMAN: I think it does work, and again I think we reached a similar
conclusion to what you have mentioned, that when you calculate either
through a radiation boundary condition or some sort of a heat clamp model.
then the numbers seem to indicate that there is adequate opportunity to
dissipate the latent heat .. Of course, what seems to save the day is that
the tip radius of curvature, if it is sufficiently small, winds up cutting
down the path for the heat flow from the tip out. The gradients are
probably fairly severe right within the first few radii near the exit of
the horizontal ribbon, but again it seems that there is adequate
opportunity to remove latent heat by a solid-state conduction process.
GRABHAIER: You mentioned that the stresses in the ribbons are a serious
problem. Do you think it is possible to reduce the stresses in the ribbon
while growing the ribbon?
CHALMERS:

If you grow the ribbon slowly enough, I believe that you can.

GRABHAIER: If you have a high-speed growth, do you have to anneal your
ribbons afterwards in a long-time annealing process?
CHALMERS: Yes. Let me show you one more viewgraph that I didn't show
before. Two strategies have evolved for doing this at Mobil. The first
is shown by curve A, in which the length of the crystal from the interface
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upwards is the X axis. It starts at 1412 0 C, which is the melting
point, and A is the so-called linear after-heater strategy in ~hich you
bring the temperature profile to a linear condition before the temperature
falls below about 1100 0 C. This allows enough annealing at low speeds
that you get into a linear regime, A. and you can then finish up with zero
speed. In the other strategy for higher speed. shown by curve B, it has a
steeper temperature gradient at the interface to get down to a lower
temperature, then it is reheated up to point B. and then again you enter a
linear cooling regime at about 1100 0 • In this manner again you can
achieve stress-free material. in principle at least. at a somewhat higher
speed.
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OVERVIEW OF BULK SILICON CRYSTAL GROWTH

Jerry W. Moody
Monsanto Electronic Materials Company
St. Peters, Missouri

Introduction
The modern electronics industry requires homogeneous, dislocation-free
silicon with prescribed and tightly controlled electrical properties. Two
techniques are used to grow silicon crystals to meet these specifications:
Czochralski and float-zone crystal growth. Growth rates have not been of
prime concern in the commercial evolution of these techniques. Rather, the
prime thrust has been directed toward increasing the size and improving the
homogeneity of the crystals. In about twenty years the diameter of commercially available silicon wafers have increased from 25 mm OD less to 150 mm
or larger. Starting charge sizes have increased from a few hundred grams to
40-60 kilograms. Equipment being introduced today is scaled for even larger
charges and crystals.
Although growth rates are not of prime concern, it does behoove the
crystal grower to grow crystals as fast as is compatible with crystal quality
and homogeneity. This paper reviews the Czochralski and float-zone techniques and examines the consequences of high growth rates in the growth of
electronic grade silicon.
The Czochralski and Float-Zone Crystal Growth Systems
Figure 1 is a schematic illustration of a modern Czochralski silicon
crystal growth system. Here, the silicon melt is contained in a fused silica
crucible which, in turn, is held in a graphite holder. Heat is supplied by a
graphite heater and the entire hot zone is surrounded by graphite insulation.
The whole is contained in a stainless steel, water-cooled chamber.
Provisions are made to lift and rotate both the crucible and crystal.
Nowadays Czochralski silicon crystals are most often grown in an argon purge
under reduced pressure (10-50 torr). The purge rate and flow pattern are
adjusted to keep the melt clear of silicon and carbon monoxide gases which
are generated in the hot zone.
The heat generated at the solid liquid interface is conducted up the
crystal and is radiated to the cooler parts of the apparatus as suggested by
the arrows in Figure 1. (Convection losses contribute only a small part to
the cooling of the crystal.) However, the growing crystal is also exposed to
radiation from the hotter melt surface apd crucible wall. These radiations,
in effect, reduce the temperature gradient in the crystal and affect the
growth rate.
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Thermal conditions are much different in float-zone crystal growth which
is illustrated in Figure 2. Here a polycrystalline feed rod is melted by an
R-F coil. Illustrated is the one-turn, needle-eye coil which is in general
use today. This coil has an inner diameter smaller than the feed rod and
pernlits the growth of large diameter single crystals. The shape of the
melting and freezing interfaces are suggested by the dashed lines in Figure 2
A relatively thin layer of melt clings to the convex (to the melt) conical
interface vf the melting feed rod. The freezing interface in the single
crystal is concave to the melt, forming a sort of cup to hold t4e melt. Thus
a short, stable, liquid zone is maintained between the large feed rod and the
single crystal. In practice, the feed rod is "pushed" through the needle-eye
coil and the single crystal is lowered from the coil. The relative rates of
movement are adjusted to maintain the desired diameter of the single crystal.
Again, the heat flows are suggested by the arrows in the figure.
Heat flows away from the liquid zone - up the feed rod and down the single
crystal and is radiated to the cooler parts of the apparatus. Because of the
absence of a large radiating heat source thermal gradients in the single
crystal are higher than in Czochralski growth, permitting, as will be seen,
higher growth rates.
Growth Rates
Although interface kinetics and constraints on crystalline perfection
are important, crystal growth rate in both the Czochralski and float-zone
systems are determined ultimately by the heat fluxes at the solid/liquid
interface. Under steady state conditions (constant crystal diameter,
solid/liquid interface at a fixed position) the heat conducted away from the
interface through the crystal must equal the heat conducted to the interface
from the hotter regions of the melt plus the latent heat of fusion liberated
by the freezing melt.
Billig(l) and Cizek (2) have examined this heat balance and have derived
the now familiar equation (Figure 3) relating maximum crystallization rate to
radius. In deriving the equation, it was assumed:
(1)

no convection and negligible temperature gradients in the melt

(2)

heat loss from the crystal is by radiation to a cold environment

(3)

solid/liquid interface is planar

(4)

thermal conductivity of the crystal varies inversely with
temperature

(5)

emissivity is temperature independent.

Although none of these assumptions are, in fact, valid, the eq~ation does
serve as a measure of ultimate crystallization rates and suggests conditions
by which growth rates may be enhanced. An important point to note is that
the maximum growth rate varies inversely with the square root of the crystal
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radius.
The function is plotted in Figure 4 using values of the constants
appropriate for silicon (curve labeled "Billig - Cizek"). Also shown in the
Figure are the range of growth rates which are, or have been, used in the
electronic material industry. The theoretical curve indicates that 100 mm
diameter crystals could be grown at over 15 inches/hour. However, the practical rate realized for the Czochralski growth of electronic grade silicon is
less than about 4 inches/hour. Note, however, that the data for Czochralski
grown crystals roughly parallel the theoretical curve; that is"the growth
rate varies inversely with the square root of the crystal radius.
Although float-zone growth rates and the one point for a pedestal puller
(shown in Figure 4) are not as high as theoretical, they are considerably
higher than that for Czochralski growth. The reason for the difference is
the higher the,rmal gradients realized in the float-zone systems. Billig and
Cizek ignored possible thermal radiation interactions between the crystal,
melt surface, crucible wall, and heater in their analysis. In fact, as
mentioned previously, the Czochralski crystal "sees" a hot melt surface and
crucible wall as it groy~ rather than the cold environment assumed by
Billig and Cizek. Rea
} has considered the effects of these interactions
and derived the function illustrated by the curve labeled "Rea" in Figure 4.
Rea's analysis predicts much lower growth rates than Billig-Cizek. However,
even the Rea model leads to· much higher growth rates than are presently
realized in Czochralski growth. (The agreement between the Rea curve and
float-zone growth rates must be considered fortuitous.)
Neither Rea not Cizek-Billig considered heat convt~jion from the melt to
the interface. This sensible heat has been calculated· to be greater than
the latent heat in one particular Czochralski geometry. At least a small
temperature gradient must exist in the melt for crystal growth to be possible
at all. How changing the temperature gradients in the melt affects crystal
growth will be discussed later.
Most of the Czochralski crystal growth machines in use today are
designed for 100 mm diameter crystal. They can accommodate crucibles of from
10 to 14 inch diameter holding 12 to 40 kilograms of charge. The machines
can economically produce 75 mm and 125 rom diameter as well as 100 mm
diameter electronic grade silicon. The new machines, currently being introduced, are designed for 150 rom crystal and will be useful for diameters from
100 mm to 200 mm. It should be realized that, although the linear growth
rate varies inversely with the square root of the diameter, the cross sectional area grown in unit time increases with the 3/2 power of the diameter.
The diameter of float-zone crystals has lagged behind that of
Czochralski crystals. However, 100 mm float-zone crystal is now available
commercially and a 125 rom crystal was exhibited at a recent trade show.
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Effects of Enhanced Growth Rates
The shape of the solid/liquid interface is a sensitive function of the
growth rate in both Czochralski and float-zone systems. In both cases the
freezing interface is concave toward the melt at growth rates commonly employed and become more concave with increasing growth rate. Figure 5 is a
photograph of a typical interface in a Czochralski grown, 100 mm diameter
crystal. The growth interface was made visible by precipitating oxygen
(which is incorporated into the crystal in striae which correspond to the
interface) in a sample cut parallel to the growth direction. After the
precipitation heat-treatment, the sample was etched to reveal the striae.
It will be noted that the interface is roughly spherical in shape. A
measure of the shape of the interface is the height of the interface above
the melt surface as measured at the center of the sample. This measurement
is plotted in Figure 6 as a function of growth rate for a 100 mm diameter
crystal. The interface shape also depends on melt depth and rotation rates.
In general, the interface becomes less concave as the crystal is pulled and
the melt is diminished. The dependence on rotation rates is more complex.
The data in Figure 6 were taken on samples from near the seed end of crystals
grown with the crystal rotating faster than the crucible (in opposite directions) as is common practice.
At the stage of growth illustrated in Figure 6 the concavity of the
interface increases linearly with growth rate. At higher growth rates it is
possible that the meniscus would become unstable and separate from the crystal. However, before this happens in the growth of dislocation free single
crystals other effects become manifest. To increase growth rates in conventional Czochralski systems, the common practice is to reduce the power
to the heater. This, in effect, reduces the thermal gradients in the melt.
Now, the low index faces of silicon grow at different rates under equilibrium
conditons. The fastest growing faces are (1-1-0) and the slowest growing
faces are (1-1-1). When melt thermal gradients are reduc~d to enhance
growth rates, equilibrium conditions are approached and the growth rate
dependence on orientation becomes apparent. The fast growing directions
begin to dominate and the crystal shape is likely to change. Round crystals
being grown in the (1-0-0) direction tend to become squarish while (1-1-1)
crystals become triangular or hexagonal. If the conditions persist long
enough, gross deformation of crystal shape may occur. Figure 7 is a photo
of a cross-sectional sample taken from a dislocation-free (1-0-0) crystal
grown under low thermal gradients in the early stages of deformation. The
squarish cross-section is obvious. Figure 8 is a photo of another crosssectional sample taken from the same crystal in a later stage, showing
extreme deformation of shape. Now the crystal has assumed a three-lobed
shape. At this point the crystal,was still dislocation-free. Shortly after
this point the crystal lost perfect structure and the boule became polycrystalline and became round again. A round polycrystalline rod can be
grown under much lower thermal gradients (and at higher growth rates) than
is possible for a dislocation-free, single crystal.
Crystals such as illustrated in Figure 7 and 8 are obviously not suited
for electronic device application. The growth rate selected by the silicon
grower is the highest rate which permits a nearly round high quality crystal
to be grown at an acceptable yield and throughput. These are the growth
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rates illustrated previously :i.n Figure 4.
Unusually high growth rates cause other problems in float-zone growth.
As growth rates are increased in this case, it becomes more difficult to
melt the interior of the polycrystalline feed rod. The conical melting interface (Figure 2) extends deeper and deeper into the molten-zone as growth
rate is increased. Ultimately, a central core of unmelted rod obtains.
Dislocation-free single crystals cannot, of course, be grown under such conditions. If power to the coil is increased to insure complete melting of the
feed rod, the molten zone becomes so large that surface tensiontorces can no
longer support it and the zone is split. Again, the highest rate is selected
that permits the growth of round, dislocation-free crystals at acceptable
yields. As shown in Figure 4, practical float-zone growth rates are about
twice as high as those for Czochralski growth.
Impurity Segregation
The impurity profiles in float-zone and Czochralski grown crystals are
illustrated in Figure 9. The profiles differ significantly. The difference,
of course, is due to the fact that in one case a small molten zone is moved
through a polycrystalline rod which is assumed to be uniformly doped at Co'
In the Czochralski case, the crystal is "pulled" from a large melt containing
the impurity at Co' The segts,ation behavior in the two cases has been
treated extensively by Pfann
and the expressions describing the segregation are given in the Figure. Here: g is the fraction frozen, x is the zone
length, and 1 is the crystal length. The symbol k is the effective segregation coefficient.
e
Segregation coefficients are defined in Figure 10. The equilibrium
segregation, k , is the ratio of the solubility of the impurity in the solid
phase to its s8lubility in the liquid. It may be obtained from the
temperature-composition equilibrium phase diagram of the system. Crystals
are not usually grown under strictly equilibrium conditions and practical
segregation t6~ends on experimental conditions. The well-known Burton, Prim
and Slighter
expression for the effective segregation coefficient is also
given in Figure 10. It is noted that the effective segregation coefficient
tends from k to 1 as the growth rate is increased. Also listed in
Figure 10 arg the equilibrium segregation coefficients for some common impurities or dopants in silieon. There is some doubt about the value for oxygen.
However, at present it is generally accepted as being greater than 1.
Because of segregation effects and the build-up, or depletion, of impurity at the solid/liquid interface, constitutional supercooling and interface
breakdown can occur under certain conditions of silicon crystal growth.
Growth conditons which lead t~7ronstitutional supercooling and cellular
growth are given in Figure 11
• High growth rates and impurity concentrations, and low temperature-radients and segregation coefficients lead to the
onset of constitutional supercooling.
The most common dopants used in electronic grade silicon are boron,
phosphorus and antimony. Dopant concentrations of boron and phosphorus are
usually so low that constitutional supercooling is not encountered in the
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growth of silicon doped with these impurities. However, it is common to
dope antimony containing crystals to rather high concentrations and cellular growth is frequently encountered before the entire crystal is grown.
Figure 12 is an example of cellular growth resulting from constit~tional
supercooling during the growth of an antimony doped crystal. In this case,
the cell boundaries contain an antimony-rich phase.
Electronic grade silicon is grown from starting charges of the highest
purity. If a less pure starting charge is used, as has been proposed for
"solar-grade" silicon, constitutional supercooling may become/more of a
problem. Metallurgical or "solar-grade" sili.con is apt to be contaminated
with a variety ~~)heavy metals having very low segregation coefficients.
Hopkins, et. al.
have examined the possibility of constitutional supercooling in such cases. Although they conclude that solar-cell performance
rather than constitutional supercooling would probably determine the permissable impurity concentrations, they point out the possibility of interface breakdown at high crystal growth rates.
Conclusions
Modern silicon crystal growth systems have been built with crystal
size in mind. However, to be most cost effective even large crystals
should be grown at the highest possible growth rate. The practical growth
rates in use in modern systems are well below theoretical growth rates.
An examination of the Billig-Cizek assumptions and equations for maximum
growth rate leads to suggestions for modifying present day equipment to
permit higher growth rates. The approach is to minimize temperature gradients in the melt and to increase gradients in the solid.
First, the sensible heat conducted.through the melt is a major factor
in limiting Czochralski growth rates. It was pointed out previously that
at least a small temperature gradient was necessary to grow a ground single
crystal and to prevent spurious nucleation and crystallization. Perhaps a
system of baffles to control fluid and heat flow might lead to the minimum
necessary temperature gradient.
On the other hand, it may be easier to increase the temperature gradienf3tn the Czochralski crystal than to decrease gradients in the melt.
Rea
showed how radiations from the hot crucible and melt surface reduce
thermal gradients in the crystal to limit growth rates. It should be a
relatively simple matter to devise a shield to protect the growing crystal
from radiations from hotter parts of the system. In addition it should be
possible to increase the rate of heat loss from the crystal by increasing
convection losses. Czochralski systems operate under an argon purge at
10-50 torr. Convection heat transfer is insignificant compared to radiation
transfer under such conditions. Convective losses could be increased by
operation under higher pressures and purge rates.
Float-zone systems are better suited for high crystal growth rates.
In this case the major problem is supporting a molten zone wide enough to be
assured of complete melt through. An R-F coil designed to optimize levitational forces may be the solution to this probiem.
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Extensive calculations and experimentation would be required to determine how much these approaches, or others, would enhance bulk silicon crystal
growth rates. It is doubtful that the impetus for such research will derive
from the electronic materials industry. Large crystal diameters and homogeneity remain the prime concern of these suppliers. Rather, it is expected
that the necessary work will be done by those to which low cost is a, if
not the, major factor - the solar cell industry.
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DISCUSSION

KALEJS: You talked on one hand of growth of defect-free Czochra1ski, and on
the other hand about increasing growth rates up to the limit allowed by
heat transfer, and ultimately growth of material that has defects. Could
you give us an idea, roughly, of at what speeds this may occur and how
this may be a function of diameter--in other words, can you get to higher
speeds at lower-diameter Czochra1ski before you get these defects? Also,
what do you think is the contributing factor that basically destroys the
initially dislocation-free material as speed is increased?
MOODY: I have no evidence that, in the growth of dislocation-free crystals,
even the strains introduced because of the growth rates realized in
Czochra1ski and in float-zone growth are a cause of loss of structure.
Even the crystal with tremendous deformation grown in the three-lobe
manner was dislocation-free to that point. Then it lost !\ltructut"~,
perhaps not because of the strain that was in it, but because of extreme
variation in the temper.ature gradients around it. The modern crystals are
free of line dislocations. The Czochra1ski crystals in particular contain
a lot of oxygen and, as the crystal cools, oxygen can precipitate and
introduce point defects or small dislocation. loop~. These are not grown
in, per se, but occur as the crystal is cooled.
KALEJS:

You basically don't think they are impurity-limited at this i stage?

MOODY: Not in tllee1ectronic-grade m"terial. They just don't contain
enough impurities. Only in the cas~ of antimony, where we do end up with
,concentrations high enough toward the tail end of a crystal, is the
'concentration high enough to cause interface breakdown.
SCHWUTTKE;: I would like to address the problem of perfection of Czochralski
crystals. I think that too much emphasis is placed on characterizing
Czochra1ski crystals by saying they are perfect, they are defect-free,
because they show zet"o. dislocations. This is totally insufficient .'
Today's Czochralski, crystals are composite in structure. You have
indicated that this is primarily due to the high content of oxygen and
other impurities.

Re~arding

the problem of homogeneity of impurities-··Czochralski crystals
are anything but perfect. Concer.ning electronic-grade material today.
used for VLSI, we are facing one major problem. The main problem is a
lack of homogeneity of minority carrier lifetime in Czochralski crystals.
Czochra1ski crystals of 4-inch or 5-inch, or larger, diameter deteriorate
co~pletely due to local fluctuations of the minority carrier lifetime.
MOODY: I When I talk about dislocation-free high-quality Czochralski crystals,
I ~entioned they were free of line dislocations, not free of precipitates
and dislocation loops. A float-zone crystal is much freer than that, but.
even there we do have point defects. I did t.ry to stress in my paper that
the thrust in development and research, particularly now in the electronic
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m~teria1s industry, is toward improving the homogeneity of the crystals.
We aren' t very concerned with high growth rates, particularly for the VLSI,
applications. We have to improve the homogeneity of these crystals.

SCHWUTTKE: I want to point out that if you go to larger-diameter ingots, to
continue to tail off is a waste of time and material.
MOODY: I agree with you. I t took at least two hours to tail off on this
particular crystal. Some means of gently separating the crystal from the
melt must be done, because generally the slip goes back about/one
diameter. This crystal is about 20 inches long. and if we lost seven
inches because of slip by suddenly jerking it out of the melt, that cuts
our productivity tremendously.
C. K.iCHEN: Could you comment on the uncertainty in the segregation
coefficients for oxygen (you stated about 1.25) and what is the range that
different people report for this number?
MOODY: The range is from about 0.7, which was one of the earlier esti!l':ates of
the segregation coefficients, to 1.25.
LIN:

The segregation coefficient was reported earlier by Bell in 1964 or 1965
to be in the 0.5 to 0.6 range. In 1973 a Japanese group published a paper
claiming that by doing the float-zone experiment, by purging oxygen in
ambient ~nd quenching it and studying the solubility at three points, the
result was 1.25. This 1.25 was derived from the slope of the liquidus.
It came to my attention several years ago from analyzing the interface
properties of oxygen that it actually shows the same behavior as the
commonly used dopants such as phosphorus and arsenic. Consequently, I did
a crystal-pulling experiment (published in the February issue of the
Journal of Applied Physics) in which I varied the pull speed from 1 to 10
and then compared it with the Burton-Pt'im-Slichter (BPS) equation and
found the oxygen has a faster incorporation rate, at higher speeds, which
is in agreement with the BPS. I used boron as a reference in the same
experiment and calculated it to be 0.25, which is smaller than arsenic
(0.3). This evidence has been supported by a second experiment and the
accurate value should be somewhere between 0.25 and 0.3.

ROSEKEIER: By what techniques does the crystal-growing industry characterize
zero-dislocation materials: etching, topography, TEK or EBIC, or what?
MOODY: All of them. Generally, though, it is by etching techniques.
looking for line dislocations, not dislocation loops.
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CRYSTALLIZATION OF SILICON RIBBONS
Status Report
by Martin H. Leipold
Deputy Area Manager
PV Components Research Area
Flat-Plate Solar Array Project
INTRODUCTION
The use of silicon crystallized in ribbon form offers substantial
advantages for low-cost photovoltaic modules. The flat ribbon form makes use
of the starting silicon highly efficient, resulting in substantial cost reductions in the final module when compared with the wafering of cast materials.
In addition, the rectangular form offers high packing density for more efficient modules. The negative aspects relate primarily either to polycrystalline
form or to limited rates of crystallization. It is the purpose of this
research forum to address the latter point, to establish more precisely the
approach to improvements in this technical area; this paper attempts to generalize common features of silicon ribbon growth and, conversely, to identify
aspects that cannot be generalized.
DISCUSSION
There is a wide variety of detailed approaches to the growth of silicon
ribbons, but one general requirement is a means of stabilizing the fluid silicon in a flat shape. The various technological approaches to silicon-ribbon
growth have been summarized extensively and are listed in Table 1 (Reference
1).1 The means of stabilization may be mechanical, such as filaments in edgesupported pulling (ESP) growth, or capillary forces, as in the edge-defined
fiLm-fed growth (EFG) approach. Thermal stabilization of the edges is importaqt in low-angle sheet growth and dendritic-web growth, although in reality,
dendrites are thermally induced, and the web itself is mechanically stabilized
by the dendrites. The detailed nature of the stabilization mechanism is
important in that it places varying thermal constraints on the crystallization
environn~nt.
For example, in the case of dendritic web, slight supercooling
in the liquid is necessary for the dendrites to grow. The range of temperature
avail~ble is limited by the actual melting point of silicon on the high side
and by spontaneous crystallization on the low side. This range is generally
of the order of 4°C (Reference 2). In contrast, the use of mechanical filaments, as in ESP~ stabilizing the edge reduces the thermal constraints
greatly. Again, the lower limit is that of spontaneous crystallization, and
the upper limit is that temperature' at which the meniscus collaps~s before
sufficient heafof fusion is removed for a solid ribbon to be attained. This
range is generally 100C to 20 0 C.
A second consideration in the general aspects of ribbon growth is the
mecbanism by which the latent heat of fusion is removed from the crystal-liquid
interface. Silicon has the highest molar heat of fusion of any element: more
than 430 calories per gram. At temperatures near the melting point, silicon is
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Table 1.

Technological Approaches to Flat Ribbon Growth

Means of Edge
Stabilization

Common Names

Mechanical
Filaments

Edge-supported pull (ESP)

Incoming Crystal

Ribbon-to-ribbon (RTR)

Dendrites

Dendritic web (see web below)

Capillary Die

Edge-Defined Film~Fed Geowth (EFG)
Capillary-Aided Shaping Te~hnique (CAST)

Die

Inverted Stepanov (IS)

Substrate

Silicon on Ceramic (SOC)
Ribbon against Drop (RAD)

Thermal

Low-angle sheet LASS
Dendrites for dendritic web,
,

I

lar'gely optically opaque to radiation, and all of the heat of fusion must be
transported away from the growth interface by conduction. Some results
suggest a limited degree of trans_parency, but this should be common to all
ribbons.
This fundamental mechanism for heat removal is common to all of the
ribbon-growth methods, but there are two special exceptions. The first
relates to methods such as dendritic-web, which uses a supercooled liquid,
permitting removal of some of the latent heat by conduction into the liquid
(generally accepted to be about 20%). The second variation in the details of
heat conduction relates to the physical orientation of the growth interface to
the direction of ribbon growth. Figure 1 compares the details. With ribbon
in which the crystallization front is perpendicular to the ribbon motion
(Figure
la), Surek (Reference 3) has shown that to maximize the rate of removal
I
of the latent heat of fusion, and thus the growth rate, it is necessary to
impose a very steep temperature gradient in the solid. Depending upon the
exact heat-removal configuration chosen, results suggest maximum gradients of
several thousand degrees Celsius per centimeter, and crystallization rates of
10 to 15 cm/min are potentially achievable at practical thicknesses. In
contrast, if the crystallization front is at a significant angle to the ribbon
growth direction, the heat generation and its subsequent removal can be
distributed over substantial length, offering tremendous increases in ribbon
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Relative Position and Size of Crystallization Front.
Ribbon Motion ('J). and Thermal Gradient.6T/6Z
(Perpendicular to Crysta1lizatio~ Front)

throughput. This approach is best typified by low-angle sheet growth
(Figure lb).
Another aspect of ribbon growth in which some generalizations are
apparent is that of the crystal structure. With the exception of dendritic
we.b. all silicon ribbon growth eventually obtains an equilibrium crystalline
at.ructure in which the surface of the ribbon is close to {no}. the growth
direction is [211]. and significant numbers of twin planes lie parallel to the
arowth direction and perpendicular to the surface. This is shown in Figure 2a.
The fundamental reason for the stability of this structure is not known.
although two possible explanations have been proposed but not proven
(Reference 4). The structure is commonly ob~erved in all supported and unsupported silicon ribbon growth except dendritic-web. It has also been observed
in lermanium and gallium arsenide. Dendritic-web ribbon growth. in contrast.
h absolutely dependent upon the existence of the specific growth orientation
.hown in Figure 2b for growth of dendrites (Reference 5). Web growth has been
ob .. rved with the lOll of twin planes through the central region of the ribbon.
bu't lOll of the dendrite growth direction results in complete breakdown of the
process.
A feature common to both processes is the potential for {lll} planes
(the slowest growth plane) in silicon to exist stably nearly perpendicular to
the growth direction. This arrangement also provides reentrant angles at the
t~in planes to provide nucleation sites for new planes.
Desirable thermal
configurations and appropriate location of nucleation sites are thus satilfied
by both of thele configurations, The fact that these are the only crYlta1
arrangementl oblerved luggelts that they may be the only stable onel.
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(b) DENDRITIC WEB STRUCTURE

EQUILIBRIUM STRUCTURE

Figure 2.

Crystallographic Orientations in Ribbon Growth
and Probable Crystallization.,..F.Iiont Shapes

While the emphasis at this meeting is on the nature of the crystalliza""
tion process, some consideration of stress development and stress states is
required. This results from the direct interrelationship of crystallization
behavior, thermal configuration and development of stress. Figure 3 is a
generalized view of crystallizing silicon ribbon. There are six regions of
behavior: liquid, crystallization, plastic with ther~l gradients,* plastic
without thermal gradient:s, elastic with thermal gradients ~nd elastic without
thermal gradients. All crystallizing ribbons pass through these states.
Table 2 shows suggested r~lative significances of the various regions to the
growth process. By compa~ing the relative importances in this table, it is
possible to estimate the level· of understanding and the properties, parti.,..
cularly the mechanical properties, that control. For ~xample, the verticalgrowth methods that must accombodate high thermal gradients and therefore are
difficult to control in a. plastic zone present difficulties in ribbon deformation. Conversely, low-angle m~thods, in which all of the heat is removed in
the crystallization zone, do not have such gradie,nts in the plastic zone and
therefore do not present deformation problems.

*The term "thermal gradients" is used to describe any random gradient. 1n
reality, certain selected gradients are benign: e.g., those in which thE"
second derivative with length is zero.
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Figure 3.

Thermal Zones in Ribbon Crystallization

Although the fundamental limitations of a group of growth processes as
shown in Table 2 may be quite similar, there still may be s1gnificant practical
differences in the ease with which the required fundamental conditions may be
achieved. Thus, the ribbon-to-ribbon growth process, which has only a very
limited mass of material in the. liquid state, lends itself more easily to
rapid rates of heat extraction than do methods in which a large crucible of
molten silicon is used as the source. These practical considerations are not
discussed in detail here.

I
The crystallization behavior of any material is affected by its impurity
content. Constitutii.lal supercooling and related phenomena can be important.
With silicon-ribbon growth, as practiced for use in low-cost terrestrial photovoltaics, the impurity problem is greatt.y xeduced. Purity requir-ements on the
ribbon, for it to produce acceptable e.f.hciencies, are stringent; impurity
content must be kept quite low. Conversely, however, the solubilities of many
contaminant species in silicon are also very low. Ribb06 crystal structures
that are related to compositional effects have been observed in ribbons grown
under unusual conditions, including capillary-aided growth with unconventional
dies. The general view is that metallic impurities, whose presence must be
less than 10 16 atoms/c 3 or so, are not likely to be influential. The most
~.

I
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Table 2.

Relative Importance of Thermal Zones in
Various Ribbon-Growth T~chniques

Liquid

Crystallization'

Plastic

Elastic
w/thermal

Elastic
w/o thermal

ESP

med

low

high

med high

med

RTR

very low

low

high

med high

med high

Web

med high

low

high

med

med high

EFG/CAST

med

low

bigh

med high

med

SOC

med

med low

*

*

*

RAD

med

med low

*

*

*

LAS

med

high

very low

very low

very low

*Substrate-controlled.

likely remalnlng impurity candidates that may have significant influence on
crystallization behavior are carbon and oxygen. Their role in the crystallized
ribbon, although not well understood, is not highly detrimental. Under the
worst conditions, carbon does appear as silicon carbide precipitates in which
dislocation structures surrounding the precipitates produce traps (Reference 6).
The generic {112} [110] crystallization configuration does·not appear to be
~elated to the presence or absence of any specific impurities, and the web
dendrite structure is likewise not impurity-dependent. Thus it is likely that
the detailed shape of the crys·tallization front is not influenced by impurities
at present crystallization rates. Increased crystallization rates could enter
a new regime, but since most growth methods experience short-term growth at
high rates, no ~roblem is likely to be encountered.
Compositional variations in silicon ribbon as grown for photovoltaics
may be controlled to some extent by creating a flow in the liquid adjacent to
the crystallization front (Reference 7). This may be used to redistribute to
some advantage the impurities in t~e solid ribbon. There does not appear to
be evidence that such redistribution influences the crystallization process.
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,CONCLUSIONS

From this review it appears that sevet'&l general conclusion may be drawn:
(1)

Purity constraints for reasonable solar-cell efficiency require
that silicon-ribbon growth for photovoltaics occur in a regime in
which constitutional supercooling or other compositional effects
on the crystallization front are not important.
A major consideration in the fundamentals of crystal11zation is
the removal of. the latent heat of fusion. The direction of
removal, compared with the ,growth direction, has a major influence
on the crystallization rate and the. development of localized
stresses.

(3)

The detailed shape of the crystallization front appears to have
two f9rms: that required for dendri tic-web growth, and that
occurring in all others.

(4)

After the removal of the latent he~t of fusion, th¢
thennal-mechanical behavior of all ribbons appears similar within
the constraints of the exothermal gradient.

(5)

The technological constraints in achieving the required thermal
and mechanical conditions vary widely among the growth processes.
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DISCUSSION

GLICKSMAN: I think, we do want to be careful in distinguishing the terms
equilibrium growth and steady state, because when we begin to talk about
faceting and supercooling, we are talking about departures from
equilibrium--whereas we may have very non-equilibrium crystal growth, but
occurring at steady state.
LEIPOLD:

Good point.

MILSTEIN: You mentioned equilibrium structures as being of two types, and I
would mention some results that Simon Tsuo, Rick Matson and Jeff Hurd have
obtained on ESP ribbons grown at SERI. They, observed that f<n;' r~tber
thick ribbons you obtain a random: structure (this is using electron
channeling), whereas for thinner (100-150 pm) ribbons you obtain the
equilibrium structure that you described. The thought in my mind is
whether, when you go to thinner ribbons, there is an effect due to surface
free energy that only becomes apparent when the surface-area-to-volume
tatio becomes large.
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OVERVIEW ~ CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES
FOR J!!IDi SPEED CRYSTAL GROWTH
K. V. Ravi
Mobil Solar Energy Corporation
16 Hickory Drive, Waltham, Massachusetts 02254, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT
Features of eharacteri~ation requirements for crystalS,
devices and completed products are discussed. Key parameters of
inte~est
in semiconductor processing are presented and
characteri~a~ion as it applies to process control, diagnostics
and researeh;needs is discussed with appropriate examples.
INTRODUCTION
A wide variety of approaches to characteri~ing silicon crystals and
devices have been developed over the years.
The techniques and the
sophistication achieved have evolved as characteri~ation needs have
increased or changed in response to technological innovation. With the
advent of new technology development geared towards achieving cost
effectLve photovoltaic power generation, a new dimension has been
introduced into the science and technology of materials characteri~ation.
In general, materials characteristics and characteri~ation techniques
employed
for
characteri~ing
crystals
intended
for
photovoltaic
applications are not significantly different from those employed for
characteri~ing crystals grown for conventional semiconductor devices.
In this paper an overview of characteri~ation approaches will be
presented. Since the subject matter of semiconductor characterization is
very large with many specialized and general purpose techniques available
for.characterization, this paper will selectively discuss a few pertinent
approaches and no attempt will be made to be comprehensive.
Prior to discussing characterization approachas a brief discussion of
properties of crystals and devices of interest to photovoltaics will be
presented.
MATERIALS PROPERTIES
The general objectives in developing a technology for high speed
crystal growth for photovoltaic applications are self evident.
The
achievement of low costs requires high productivity in conjunction with
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low materials costs.
In the pursuit of productivity increases, an
essential requirement is that the material properties of interest be
maintained at the de~ired level. Characterization approaches will have to
include characterization of crystals, devices and functional products
represented by photovoltaic modules, since interactive eff~c~s among
various processes play a very important role in determining the
performance and yield of the product.
The interactive nature of photovoltaic product manufacturing can be
represented as shown in Figure 1.
The interactions which modify
properties occur at every stage of the process from the growth/of crystals
to the operation of photovoltaic modules in the field.
Some selected
considerations include the following:
(i) Interactions between the raw material and the properties of the
resulting crystal play an important role in crystal growth from the melt.
Key factors include defect introduction processes, impurity incorporation
phenomena, segregation effects and homogeneity of dopants, impurities and
point defects in the crystal.
Important concerns of the future include
the influence of silicon of less than semiconductor grade purity levels on
the above phenomena. Criti~al issues include the effects of growth r.ates,
crystal dimensions and thermal environment during solidification and
sub6equent cooling to room temperature.
(ii) Interactions between the crystal and the various thermal,
chemical and mechanical operations involved in device fabrication are
important in determining the properties of the device which relate to the
conversion efficiency of solar cells.
Critical issues include the
influence of junction formation conditions (time, temperature, surface
reactions, ambients) on the properties of the p-n junction and the bulk of
the crystal, int~~actions between the silicon and metals used as
electrical contacts (intermetallic formation, ohmic contacts, resistivity,
etc.) and the response of the crystal to various thermal and mechanical
stresses integral to the fabrication process.

I (iii) Interconnection and packaging effects on solar cell properties
ate of concern to assure "maximum performance and reliability of the
ptoduct. Important properties include the integrity of the bond between
the interconnect material and the metallization on the device, the
irlfluence of packaging related stresses on the integrity oftnedevice and
irlterconnection related electrical losses due to factors such as
e~ectrical mismatch, cracked cells, etc.
I
I
(iv) Interactions between photovoltaic modules and the environment
are important in determining module reliability and lifetime. Issues of
interest include interconnect fatigue due to thermal cycling, possible
impu.rity migration effects over time, localized hot spots due to broken
cells and corrosion of contacts due to packaging related failures.
the

Key materials characteristics which can have a significant impact on
cost, the yield, the conversion efficiency and reliability of
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photovoltaic products can be broadly classified
structural and chemical properties as follows:

into

electrical,

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
Electrical properties of importance include the resistivity,
conduct1vity type and the minority carrier lifetime (or diffusion length).
The absolute magnitude of these parameters as well as their distribution
through the thickne.ss and across the surface of the crystal are important.
In devices, electrical characteristics of interest include minority
carrier lifetimes in various regions of the solar cell such as the front
junction region and the bulk of the crystal or wafer.
In addition, the
terminal characteristics such as the open circuit voltage, the short
circuit current and the fill facto-r, of course, determ:ine the conve~sion
efficiency of the solar cell. The spectral response of the device is a
good indicator of relative quality of various regions of the device.
STRUCTURAL-MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
Structural characteristics which can have a strong impact on the
electronic and mechanical properties of crystals and devices include
deviation from single crystallinity, defects such as grain boundaries,
dislo~ations, stacking faults, precipitates and point defect/impurity
complexes. Both the type and the distribution of imperfections playa key
role in determining characteristics of importance.
Variables of a mechanical nature include flatness of the crystals
with special reference to shaped crystals grown directly from the melt,
surface quality from the point of view of surface topography and roughneEls
and the edge quality of the crystal. Since very high process yields are a
requirement in low cost photovoltaic manufacture, mechanical properties
such as short and long range residual stresses, hardness, notch
sensitivity and flexure strength are important in order that the crystals
can withstand thermal and mechanical forces encountered during device
processipgand packaging.
I

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

I Chemical or compositional properties of importance include ill'.1purity
concentration, distribution and lattice location. Key impurities are the
dopant impurities, transition metals, oxygen and carbon-.· In addHJgn,tlie
influence of point defects and point defect associates may be important in
solar cells.
Chemical characteristics of devices involve p-n junction profiles,
junction depths and any thermal processing induced changes in the lattice
location and configuration of impurities.
Chemical effects also become
important in solar cell processing involving wet or dry chemical
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approaches such as etching, deposition of dielectric films for
anti-reflection coatings, metallization, interconnection and packaging.
I

In characterizing materials and devices one can divide the various
characterization techniques and approaches into a hierarchy ranging from
characterization for proce_ss control through diagnostics to research
requirements.
HIERARCHY OF CHARACTERI.ZATION APPROACHES
In an overview of characterization techniques, it is found that the
particular techniques adopted are determined by the needs. The amount and
type of information derived, the sophistication of the techniques utilized
and the time required for characterization all have an impact on the
approaches utilized.
Typical characterization is done in response to
three general requirements, viz. (a) process control (b) diagnostics and
(c) research.
PROCESS·· CONTROL

I Characterization for process control is important in ongoing
technology development, pilot production and manufacturing operations.
Thei needs are for rapid, accurate and statistically significant data of
relevance which provide an indication of the state and reproducibility of
a given process.
The key attributes of characterization techniques for
process control are listed in Figure 2 and discussed below in greater
detaiL
(a) Process control requires o.n line characterization
and
measurement.
Examples of online measu~emEmts include measurement of
crystal dimensions such as width, thickness, flatness a~d the uniformity
and reproducibility of these parameters. An obvious online measurement
technique is device characterization to determine terminal characteristics
of solar cells and modules.
(b) Measurement
techniques
for
process
control . should be
non-destructive and preferably non-c_o_ntact.
Examples inc lucie_ mercury
probe techniques for resistivity measurements, and infrared techniques for
thickness measurement.
(cl Online measurement techniques should be rapid in order to provide
quick feedback to permit corrective action to be taken on a given process
if measurements indicate deviation from standard operating conditions.
(d) Process control techniques need to be flexible and adaptable to
changing conditions as the technology evol ves.
Such techniques, in
analogy with flexible automation, may be termed flexible characterization
techniques.
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(e) Process control measurement techniques are frequently integrated
into equipment utilizeq to practice the process. This is done to provide
online, real time feedback of information for maintaining the pro.cess in
the required condition.
I

(f) Measurement of key' parameters in a manufacturing environment may
require interfacing with computers and be integrated into a total
manufacturing information system.
I~formation such as process yields,
materials consumption rates and throughput of machines needs to be
monitored, collected and analyzed on a real time basis.
An example of a process control measurement technique is the
automatic monitoring and control of the width of silicon ribbons grown by
the Edge-defined Film-fed Growth (EFG) process •
Whereas the thickness
dimension of the ribbon is inherently stable during solidification as a
consequence of. the presence of the shape defining die, the edges of the
ribbon are only partia11y stable since the (f1niscus acquires a second
radius. of curvature at. the, ribbon edges.
As a result, minute
temperature changes at the ribbon edges can cause changes in ribbon width.
To cope with this problem, automatic edge position control devices have
b(:~en developed.
This system involves observation of the ribbon ends at
U,e ,solid liquid interface by means of a TV camera equipped with
anam6rphic optics which preferentially magnify the vertical dimension of
the image over the horizontal dimension (Figure 3)·. The image so obtained
is e1ectronica11y analyzed and information fed back to either movable
radiation shields or miniature resistance heaters on either side of the
die. Automatic temperature adjustments are made in response to change~ in
ribbon width, or position of the ribbon ends to t~a11y stabilize the
ribbon ends, thus maintaining constant ribbon width.
This system embodies most of the key requirements of characterization
or measurement for process control.
The edge position of the ribbon is
determined on a real time, contact-less basis. The infoI1llation so derived
is used for feedback control to continuously adjust for deviations from
standard operating conditions.
This system is also a good example of obsolescence of a technique in
the face of changing technology. A variation of the EFG process involves
the production of sheet silicon by growing tubular crystals of silicon
shaped in the form of a bollow polygon. Sucll crystals, c:alled "nonagons"
since they are composed of.p.olygons with nine flat sides each ....S··em in
wid~h ~ have no edg:s, ~~~ike ribbons, and hence do not require edge
poslt:lOn control devlces.
The long range aim of all process control techniques is to be
eliminated as a result of achieving a high degree of reproducibility in
the process.
As increasingly lower manufacturing costs are sQught, the
necessity for characterization for process control should be eliminated.
An example where this has already occurred is in the manufacture of small
signal (low power) transistors and diodes.
The reproducibility of the
terminal characteristics of these devices is such that electrical
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characterization of individual devices is no longer done and the product
is sold to the customer with a guaranteed minimum acceptable performance
with no testing at the factory. A similar objective is an important one
for photovoltaics.
DIAGNOSTICS
Material and device diagnostics form the most widely employed
~pproaches
in
semiconductor
process
and
technology development.
Diagnostics, as the word implies, has its origin in failtire analysis
whereby a non-functioning device is characterized to unearth the causes
for failure.
Today, diagnostics applies in a broader context whereby
cause and effect relationships are examined in an iterative process to
develop particular processes towards a desired end goal.
In general,
diagnostic approaches involve detailed studies of interactions between
material characteristics such as defect structure and distribution,
impurity content and distribution and relevant electrical parameters such
as min,ority carrier lifetime, p-n junction characteristics, etc ••
I

Diagnostic approaches can be practiced in two different ways.
One
approach is to rely on statistics whereby large amounts of data, such as
solar cell terminal characteristics, are gathered and compared with
another parameter of interest such as, for example> the minority carrier
diffusion length in the crystal. Information so derived_ can be used to
make appropriate changes in the process and any new correlations tested,
again, by the use of statistics. Such approaches are useful in obtaining
broad based information. '
A second, and more fundamental approach to diagnostics is the
iterative process whereby individual crystals or devices are subjected to
appropriate chemical, mechanical, thermal and electrical forces followed
by observation by suitable means.
Such techniques are generally time
consuming, require detailed analysis and interpretation an4 are aimed
towards providing key information for process development leading to
increased yields, enhanced performance and reduced costs. Some examples
of diagnostic approaches "in semiconductor technology development are
presented below:
(a) An assessment of the influence of dislocations in the crystal on

t~e reverse I-V characteristics of p-n junctions built in the crystal is

of interest since a large majority of Crystal growth techniques currently
being developed for low cost photovoltaics result in crystals with
r~latively high densities of dislocations.
Figure 4 shows dark reveu,'
I+V characteristics of diodes with different densities of dislocations.
Dislocation density measurements were made by simple preferential etching
arid optical microscopy techniques. A doubling of the dislocation density
is observed to result in an increase of the reverse leakage current by an
order of magnitude at a reverse voltage of 30V.
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A more detailed examination of individual dislocations can be
achieved by using an SEM operated in the electron beam induced current
(EBIC) mode. Figure 5 shows two sets of dislocations observed in the EBIC
mode at different values of reverse bias on the p-n junction. At the zero
bias or low reverse bias conditions, the dislocations function as
recombination centers.
At higher values of reverse bias, individual
current enhancement regions are observed as discrete sites a,long the
dislocations, indicating local impurity decoration of the dislocations.
Information of this type can now be utilized to examine the crystal growth
and dev1ce processing operations to determine if dislocation and impurity
introduction processes occur at crystal gt:owth or during processing.
(b) The influence of crystal growth rates on defect density and
distribution through the thickness of silic0(5)ribbons gro~Jn by the EFG
technique has been examined by Rao et, a1.
Figure 6 shows cross
sectional optical micrographs of silicon ribbons grown at rates ranging
from 2 cm/minute to 5.,6 ,cm/minute.
When the growth rate exceeds ... 2.5
cm/minute, a subsurface'structure :j,~ observed to develop. This sub~urface
structure is composed of s1!l~ll grains with random 'grain boundaries whereas
ribbons grown at growth rates below -2.5 cm/minute exhibit an ordered
structure largely composed of twins and linear arrays of dislocations. To
further extend the diagnostic approach, the influence of the subsurface
grain structure on the properties of solar cells fabricated in such
crystals has to be assessed and the particular- conditions during high
speed crystal growth that contribute to the generation of the subsurface
structure must be determined.
Issues of interest include interface shape effects on the generation
of the subsurface structure, possible constitutional super cooling
effects, the influence of impurities and the tendency for dendritic
crystallization at high growth rates. Device related pheno-mena that might
be affected by the subsurface structure include its effects on minority
carrier, lifetime, lifetime and dopant gradients, the effect on the back
surface field in n+p p+ structures, etc.
A complete analysis of the
phenomena necessitates characterization and measurement at all stages of
the process commencing with crystal growth and its precursor, the raw
material, through device fabrication and measurements. (c) A third example of
that blends into the category
influence of heat treatments
and interstitials in silicon
s~r~nkagt6)of
faulted and
s1l1con.

diagnostics is a more fundamental approach
of research into fundamental phenomena. The
on the relative concentrations of vacancies
is examined by observation of the growth and
prismatic dislocation loops in oxidized

Figure 5.
Electron beam induced current (EBIC) images of two sets of
dislocations imaged under different conditions of reverse bias on the
diode. At high reverse voltages, discrete current generation centers are
observed along the dislocations, indicating local impurity decoration.
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Figure 7 shows a series of transmission electron micrographs of an
oxidation induced stacking fault in Czochralski silicon. Figures 7(a)-(c)
show the fault imaged under three different diffracting conditions. In
7(b) and (c) only the partial dislocation bounding the fault is in
contrast «c) is a weak beam image). At the leading edge of the fault are
seen numerous dislocation loops which lie on (111) planes parallel to the
main fault. Figure 7(d) and (e) show the fault following annealing in a
non-oxidizing ambient for 5 minutes each at 1100oC. Annealing results in
the shrinkage and annihilation of the small dislocation loops as well as
the acquisition of straight line segments by the partial dislocation
bounding the fault, indicating a shift in the relative concentrations of
interstitials and vacancies. Since the fault and the prismatic loops are
extrinsic in nature, their shrinkage! upon anneal ing in a non-oxidiz ing
ambient indicates an increase in the local vacancy concentration and a
concomitant reduction in the local interstitial c,oncentration.
(d) An important subject of interest in crystals grown at high rates
is the influence of defects, which appear to be an inevitable consequence
of high rate growth, on electrical characteristics of the material. In
particular, grain boundary effects on device charact~ristics have come
under increasingly detailed scrutiny in recent years.
A particularly
interesting phenomena is that of r,~rogen passivation of defects in
silicon crystals.
Hanoka et ale
have shown that hydrogen ion
implantation has the effect of electrically passivating grain boundaries
in EFG silicon ribbons. The phenomena has! been monitored by the use of
the EBIC technique. Figure 8 shows EBIC micrographs of a region of an EFG
ribbon solar cell before and after' hydrogen passivation.
Prior to
passivation, a larger number of grain boundaries in the form of
recombination cen~ers are observed as dark lines. Following passivation,
none of the defects are observed to function as recombination regions.
Hydrogen passivation is alsQ observed to enhance the efficiency of solar
cells, as expected from the EBIC data.
Clearly, further analysis and study is required to' determine the
specific etfects of hydrogen in defective crystals and devices. Questions
such as the nature of interactions between hydrogen and defects such as
dislocations and with lifetime reducing impurities such as the transition
metals need to be answered.
RESEARCH
Materials and device characterization in research is a very broad
ranging field of activity ·aild it is generally difficult to describe any
Figure L.Transmission electron micrographs of an oxidation-induced
stacking fault subjected to heat treatment. (a) and (d) are imaged with
(Ill) reflection. (b) and (e) are imaged with a (113) reflection, and (c)
is a (113) weak beam image. See text for discussion.
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specific features
of
such
activity.
Characterization as!sists
in
investigation of fundamental phenomena of interest. The objectives are to
obtain basic information about materials, devices and processes without
any particular constraints being applied to the investigatory process.
Two examples of characterization for unearthing basic phenomena in
semiconductor processing are discussed below:
(a) The formation of microdeff4js in silicon crystals grown from the
melt is a well known phenomena.
Continuing controversy as to the
nature of lIiicrodefects is· now beginning to yield to new measurement
techn1ques and to new theC?re~ical treatments.
The generafly accepted
mechan1sm of microdefect formation in Czochralski and float zoned crystals
is that of association between silicon interstitials and impurities such
as carbon at the solid liquid interface.
The association between
interstitials and impurities has been postulated to result in the
formation of droplets of liquid silifB'f in the solidifying crystal just
ahead of the solid liquid interface.
The inhomogeneous incorporation
of carbon and transition metal impurities in the solidifying crystal is
postulated to result in locally increased absorption of infrared radiation
from the furnace ambient with the result that droplets of liquid silicon
are retained just ahead of the solid liquid interface. The droplets will
be distributed in a non random fashion conforming to the distribution of
impurit~,s.
Using transmission X-ray topography techniques Chikawa and
Sh1rai
have obtained some evidence for this mechanism. Figure 9 shows
a se~ies of transmission X-ray topographs of a thin silicon crystal during
the course of melting.
Before complete melting of the crystal, small
blaclt dots appear which are postulated to be local droplets of liquid
silicon forming in the crystal at temperatures below the absolute melting
point of the crystal as a whole. During crystal growth from the melt, an
inverse of this effect can result in the retention of local droplets of
silicon in the solidified crystal at temperatures just below the melting
temperature of the crystal. When these droplets subsequently solidify, a
local increase in the concentration of silicon atoms (interstitials)
results due to the higher density (by about 10%) of liquid silicon as
compared to solid silicon.
These excess interstitiah can condense to
form localized microdefects in the form of prismatic disloc~.tion loops or
stacking faults.
An analogous mechanism for
the generation of
crystaB~graphic defects in EFG silicon ribbons has been proposed by Rao
et ale
.
(b) In the investigation of fundament<1il phenomenll , it is often
difficult to work with practical crys.tals and devices . produced as part of
a manufacturing or commercial enterprise. Many analytical techniques do
no.t lend th~mselves to the study of: real devices due to difficulties
associated with the geometry of devices, physical access to p~n junctions
etc.
In such· ·cases, crystals can be processed to simuiate process
conditions (time,
temperature, ambients, etc.) encountered in the
production of practical products and the structures so derived studied by
the use of suitable techniques.
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An example of this is the investigation of the phenomena known as
electrical "piping" in high speed transistors typical of those used in
logic circuits and high frequency devices. Electrical pipes are localized
high conductivity regions which cause unwanted conduction between the
emiltter base and the collector base junctions of transistors.
This
problem is found to be particularly acute in structures made with very
shallow junctions ( < 0.5 Ilm) which are typical of high speed logic
circuits and microwave transistors.
Shallow junctions, of course, are
also a feature of solar cells.

Although the electrical pipe manifests itself in the completed
device, it has been found that the physical origins of this electri~l~
defect can be traced all the way back to the crystal growth step.
Figure 10 shows EB!f9)micrographs of a transistor at two stages of its
fabrication process.
The top two micrographs show the device after the
formation of the collector base junction.
A large density of local
recombination centers are observed as discrete spots. The device is then
removed from the SEM and subjected to phosphorus diffusion to form the
emitter base junction following which the device is re-examined in the
SEM.
Discrete recombination centers are also observed in the completed
transistor which are the electrical pipes.
An immediate conclusion is
that every emitter pipe emanates from a base defect present prior to
emitter diffusion and emitter diffusion itself does not create new
recombination centers or pipes.
Additionally, not all the base defects
convert i.nto emitter pipes.
Further detailed transmission electron
microscopy has established that the emitter pipes are composed of
localized micropits in the surface of the emitter surrounded by a network
of dislocations (Figure 11). .Thebase defect :i;s ;generally composed of
oxidation induced stacking faults often decorated by impurities.
The
or1g1n of oxidation induced stacking faults is the conversion of
microdefects in the crystal to stacking faults during therm~\O~xidation
performed to allow selective diffusion for device fabrication.
CONCLUSIONS
Although a vast array of characterization techniques have been
developed and deployed in analyzing crystals and devices, the search for
newer and better techniques continues.
An idealized characterization
scheme for in situ characterization--of crystals during growth is depicted
in Figure 12.
The challenge facing characterization technology is to
develop a universal probe or set of probes which suitably interact with
the growing crystal, the interface, the liquid meniscus and the ambient to
generate information on a real time basis. The desired information ranges
from process variables such as temperature and temperature distribution to
chemical information such as the composition and distribution of
impur,ihes and structural and electrical information.
A universal
characterization scheme of this type is the "holy grail" of the
Characterization scielltist, the search for which continues.
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FIGURE 8:

EBIC IMAGES OF A PORTION OF A EFG RIBBON SOLAR CELL BEFORE (LEFT) AND AFTER
(RIGHT ) HYDROGEN PASSIVATION. (FROM HANOKA et al. (7)).
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FIGURE 9: TRANSMISSION X-RAY TOPOGkAPHS SHOWING A
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PRIOR TO COMPLETE MELTING, BLACK SPOTS APPEAR IN THE
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DISCUSSION

AST:

When the dislocation density was. increased by a factor of 2, the reverse
leakage current went up by a factor of 10. Then you said that it is
actually the microplasmas tha'c form on these decorated di.slocations that
cause the increase in the leakage current. That says there is a 1:1
correlation b~tween the dislocatir)n density and the impurity decorations.
In other words, your samples that have a factor of 2 or higher dislocation
density have more pr~cipitates in them than the ones that have less, and
that is very puzzling. Usually. you would think that if the dislocation
density goes up, the impurity decoration per dislocation goes down. Could
you make any comment on this?

RAVI: I think i t depends on whether the impurity comes from a source-limited
diffusion source, or an infinite source. One speculation is that you have
a lot of impurities and if you didn't have dislocations they would be more
homogeneously distributed, or distributed in such a fashion th.at they are
not electrically significant. But if you have dislocations, you have no
local nucleation sites or precipitant formation, and this infinite source
of imp~ri ty cQntinues to precipitate as more and more di slocations are
available.
AST:

The point is that there is a correlation between the dislocation density
and the impurity agglomerates. You must assume that when the dislocation
density is a factor of 2 higher, you get more precipitates per square
area, which generates the microdefects, than when dislocation densities
are lower. When you have a nucleation mechanism on dislocations you would
think that these guys go to this dislocation. In the higher case, there
is less decoration per dislocation, given the same amount of impurity.

RAVI:

I think it

depend~

on the impurity content available.

MILSTEIN: Dieter [Ast]is assuming that a single dislocation is electrically
active, and if you have twi'ce as many you should have twice as much
leakage current. The point may be that it takes more than one dislocation
to introduce this leakage current and therefore, by raising the density
and having agglomerates of dislocations in some sense, the probability of
finding the correct agglomerate goes up proportionately and you see this
result. It may not necessarily be due solely to impurities.
RAVl: Certainly. This is the perennial question. Is it impurities or is it
defects, and I don't think the evidence is out yet.
GRABKAIER: In one picture, I could see that you were very successful in
passivating yourr'ibbon material. What have you done?
RAVI: It is basically ionizing hydrogen using a source known as a Kauffman
ion source. Then you implant the hydrogen ions into the surface of the
crystal.
GRABKAIER:

But that is a very expensive process.
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RAVI: It is not an expensive process. You can continuously implant hydrogen
into moving crystals on a bell at rates of a thousand an hour. So His
not expensive. We don't know how stable these devices are under operating
conditions and how reproducibly you can get efficiencies starting at
different qualities of levels.
MILSTEIN: As far as hydrogen passivation goes, the cell that was shown here
was passivated in a plasma source at 275 0 substrate temperature over a
period of four minutes. Carl Seager has observed, as well as other
people, that in very short periods of time it is possible to ~liminate the
el~ctrically active defects over depths, in polycrystalline materials, of
hundreds of lJ.11l using a plasma source for hydrogen. This is an area of
great exel tement and' interest.
SUREK: I would like you to project a 1i HIe.
you see needed?

What sort of process control do

RAVI: We need on-line rapid interactive process-control techniques. But they
cannot become a crutch. You have to be able to eliminate them. I wili
give you an interesting example: in the semiconductor industry, they make
what I call small signal devices, little transistors and diodes, low-power
devices. For the last eight to ten years, these have been made and sold
to customers without ever testing them. They have the process down to
such a degree of precision that they don't have to test anything. They
guarantee a minimum performance to the customer and sell them by bag lots.
That is the way solar cells have to be. We can't afford to test solar
cells to get the cost down in the future. Testing of a device or a module
is a process-control tool. It is characterization for process control.
Now, starting from that end, you go all the way through the operation to
something like measuring the height of the meniscus and having a feedback
control system to make sure it stays where it is. And each one of these
process control techniques, I think, has a different life span. As the
technology improves, you have to reach this Utopian ideal when you have no
process control. It is a perfect process. But they won't have them for a
long time, so I think the answer is, we need these kind of process-control
tools and techniques for on-line characterization measurement and
control. And a lot of them, resistivity, thickness, all of these things
have to be measured.
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THE EFFECT OF SOLIOIFICA nON RA TE ON MORPHOLOGICAL STABIl.ITY"
Robert F. Sekerka
Carnegie-Mellon University
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania

ABSTRACT
The onset of morphological instability is the precursor of the cellular or
dendritic mode of growth that determines the microstructure of a
solidified material. At low solidification rates. the criterion for the onset
of morphological instability parallels closely the criterion of
constitutional supercooling; in particular. the propensity for instability
increases with solidification velocity. At somewhat larger rates of
solidification. however. the results of the perturbation theory of
morphological instability differ significantly from the predictions of
constitutional supercooling. This arises because the critical wave length
for instability decreases as solidification rate increases and thus the
effects of caplllarity (solid-liquid surface tension) playa strong
stabilizing role. This gives rise to the concept of absolute stability.
according to which the system will always be stable for a sufficiently
large rate of solidification. This enhanced stabilization by capillarity is.
however. only present so long as local equilibrium ~s maintained at the
solid--liquid interface. If local equiHbrium is not maintained. such that
the interfacial temperature drops below its equilibrium value by an
amount dependent on growth rate. osci'llatory morphological instabiUties
can occur. The differences among these- various stability criteria will be
lllustrated by means of some simple two-dimensional diagrams that should
supplant the conventional plots of (temperature gradient)/(growth rate)
vs. alloy concentration.
'
Introduction
The onset of morphological instabilities is the precursor of the cellular or dendritic
mode of growth that determines the microstructure of a solidified material. Early
thermodynamically based studies concluded that such instabilities lake place at the onset
of constitutional supercooling. 1 Later analysis 2 of this problem by means of
perturbation theory gave rise to a dynamical theory of instability. At low rates of
solidification. constitutional supercooling and stability theory give similar results but at
high rates of solidification. they differ.

,.
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It is our purpose in this paper to show how the differences between constitutional
supercooling and stability theory can be represented by means of some simple
two-dimensional diagrams. Furthermore, at even higher rates of solidification, the
assumption of local equilibrium at the solid-liquid interface breaks down and the
dynamical theory of stability must be modified accordingly. 3 - 5 These modifications,
that account for such things as non-equilibrium incorporation of solute, will be discussed
briefly in terms of the same simple two-dimensional diagrams.

Constitutional Supercooling versus Stability Theory
For unidirectional solidification of a dilute binary alloy with liquidus slope m, one has
constitutional supercooUng1 and expects instability whenever
(1)

where GL and Gc are, respectively, temperature and solute gradients in the liquid at
the solid-liquid interface. Conservation of solute at the sOlid-liquid interface yields
Gc

=V Coo(k-l)/(Ok)

(2)

where V is the growth velocity, COD is the concentration of solute in the bulk liquid, k
is the distribution coefficient, and 0 is the diffusivity. Accordingly, Eq(l) may be written
in its usual form
(3)

which is viewed as a critical ratio of temperature gradient to growth velocity.
The dynamical criterion for instability2 differs from constitutional supercooling
in two important respects: (1) The temperature gradient GL in Eq(l) is replaced by the
weighted average
'.

(4)
of the temperature gradients Gs and GL in solid and liquid, respectively; here, ks
and kL are thermal conductivities of solid and liquid, respectively; (2) The right hand
side of Eq(l) is replaced by a stability functionS, the value of which lies between 0 and I
and the role of which leads to enhanced stabilization. Thus, the dynamical instability
criterion is 6
GM/mGc<S(A,k)

(5)

where we have indicated that depends on the distribution coefficient k and the parameter
(6)
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TM is the absolute melting temperature of the pure solvent and r is a
capillarity length, equal to Y/L where Y is the solid-liquid surface tension and L is
the latent heat of fusion per unit volume. The function S as a function of A for various k
is shown in Fig. 1. We note that S decreases from 1 to 0 as A increases from 0 to I;
furthermore, since A is proportional to r, we see that the enhanced stabilization made
possible through the function S is due to capillarity, i.e., the tendency of the system to
minimize its solid-liquid surface energy by maintaining a planar interface.
w~ere

Except for high growth velocities, A is usually small so SIVI and Eq(S) becomes
approxim ately
(7)

GM/mG c " I

which we call the modified constitutional supercooling criterion because it closely
resembles Eq(l) except,for the replacement of GL by GM. Since conservation of heat at
the unperturbed solid-liquid interface demands that
(8)

we have
(9)

The modified constitutional supercooling criterion, Eq(7), can, therefore, be written in the
form
(I 0).

A plot of GL/V versus Coo, as in Fig. 2, shows strong similarity between Eq(lO) and
the differences being only a change in slope by a factor of [(k s + kL>/(2kL>1
and a finite intercept. -L/(2kL>. The finite intercept is negligible at small growth
velocities but the difference in slope can be significant at all growth velocities. Often,
however, this difference in slope is not obvious because of uncertainties in the value of 0
which also appears as a factor in the slope.
Eq(~),

i At rapid rates of solidification, the parameter A can become large (see Eq(6»
because the diffusion length D/V becomes small. Thus. the onset of instability occurs at
shqrter wavelengths that are more comparable to the capillary length r. Because,
ho~ever. A depends on V and Coo, it is no longer possible to1"eprescnt the stability
criterion on the axes of Fig. 2 by a single curve. One could. fo[, instance, fix V, note that
A V;lould then depend only on Coo. and plot a family of curves of GL/V versus
Coo for various values of V. A.lternatively, one could plot a family of curves for
various values of GL. Such r(~presentations are effectively three'-dimensional. Of
course, A also depends explicitly on k, but k is fixed for a given material.

Simple two-dimensional diagrams may be obtained as follows: We substitute Eq(2)
into Eq(S) and rearrange to obtain
GM/V

= [(I-kX-mCm)/(Dk)] .s(A,k).

(11)
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We then note that division of Eq(ll) by V creates the variable C(XJ/V on the right hand
side and that this variable is proportional to A-l. Thus, Eq(ll) may be rewritten in
the form
(12)

Since A-l is proportional to C(XJ/V, it follows that a plot of GW/V2 versus
C(XJ/V will result in a single curve for each material. Furthermore. since 8-.1 as
V-.O, the low velocity limit of this plot (large GL/V 2 and C(XJ/V) would be
expected to yield GW/V 2 proportional to C(XJ/V. a factor of I/V could be diVided
from each of these variables. and one would obtain GW/V proportional to C(XJ which is
effectively the modified constitutional supercooling criterion.
rn fact. the limiting behavior of 8 (A.k) as A ...O must be accounted for carefully and
it turns out that a log-log plot is necessary to obtain a simple asymptotic behavior in the
V-.O (A-.O) limit. Such a plot is shown in Fig. 3 from which the asymptotic behavior
at small V is clear and the enhanced stabilization at large V results in a curve that tends
toward the vertical in the limit of absolute stability. A-.L
An alternative two-dimensional diagram may be obtained in terms of somewhat
different variables. rndeed. if Eq(l2) is multiplied by A 2, then inverted. and then its
square coot is taken. one obtains
(l-k)(-mCcx,!T M)(k 3 rGlf/T Mt 1/2 ::. (AS)-1/2.

(IS)

Thd left hand side of Eq(l3) depends on the ratio C(XJ/(GW)1/2. Taken together.
fqs(l2) and (IS) provide a parametric representation of GW/V2 versus
C(XJ/(Gwp/2 with A as the parameter. The result is shown in Fig. 4 which has a
slope of +2 for A...O (the low V limit) and a slope of -2 for A-.l. the limit of absolute
stability. Since 8 =A at the crossings where log
{(GW/V2)[D2/(krMr)]} = O. it follows tha't lhese'crossings occur at
the same values of the abscissa in Figs. 3 and 4.
'
We emphasize that while both Figs. 3 and 4 are general, Fig. 3 is convenient to view
as a function of GW versus C(XJ at fixed V and Fig. 4 is convenient to view as a
function of V versus C(XJ at fixed GW;
Influence on Stability of Departure from Local Eg!:Jilibrium
, As stated in the introduction. even the dynamical theory of stability must be
modified at very rapid rates of solidification to account for departures from local
equilibrium at the solid-liquid ,interface. 3 ,- 5 This may be done by adopting boundary
conditions at the solid-liquid interface of the farm
v == f (T e-Tr. Cr. TI).

(l4a)

CST =Cr k (v. Cr. Tr)

(14b)

where Te is the equilibrium temperature at the solid-liquid interface (with due respect
for composition and curvature), Tr is the interface temperature, Cr is the
concentration of solute in the liquid at the interface, and Csr is the concentration of
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solute in the solid at the interface. Eq(l4a) allows the interface temperature to depart
from its equilibrium value in order to give rise to a finite growth velocity while Eq(14b)
implies that the distribution coefficient k is a function of growth velocity V and other
interfacial conditions.
A stability analysis can be carried out by expanding Eqs(14) about the values V,
CIO' and T10 that are presumed to correspond to growth with a planar interface. The
result is
v

=V + lLT [(T e- Teo) - (Tl- TIal], + lLc(Cr-Cro) of
lLA(TI- TIO)

k = ko + kv(v-V) + kc(CI-Cro) + kA(Tr- TIa)

(15a)
(15b)

where
lLT::: afla(te-Tr),
lLc =afiacI,
lLA =afiaTr,
kv =ak/aV,
kc =ak/acI
and lLA =ak/aTr. The quantity
ko

=k(V, Cra, TIO)

(16)

is the distribution coefficient that corresponds to unperturbed conditions; it might differ
substantially from the equilibrium distribution coefficient
(17)

kE;:: k(O, Cro, fro)

where Cro is no longer independent of T10 but is related as depicted by the liquidus
line of the appropriate phase diagram.
A stability analysis has been carriedout 3 ,4 for the general case of Eqs(15);
however, the functions in Eqs(l4) are not well known, so the par.ameters lLT' lLc'
lLA' kv' kc and kA cannot be specified reliably. We shall, therefore, suppress
the explicit dependence of Eqs( 14) on CI and TI and discuss only some effects of the
kinetic coefficients 1L T and kv'
Analysis shows that the stability criterion depends explicitly on ko' 1L T, and
kv' Most theories and measurements 5 show that ko lies between kE and unity
and approaches unity at high V. This alone would have a tendency to enhance stability
because for ko-~l, an alloy would tend toward the solidification behavior of a pure
substance. Nevertheless, a finite value of kv leads to hew destabilizing effects as
follows: Suppose that the perturbed interface position is given by

z ::: Vt + 50e C1t + ic.>x

(18)

where-5 0 is the small amplitude of a perturbation, C1 and c.> are temporai:and
spatial parameters of that perturbation, and the actual shape is the real part of the given
complex expression. Then the corresponding interface velocity (in the l direction, which
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"'OJ'"

1.

is all that matters for a linear analysis) is
v =V + 0'6 0e<:1t + ic.>x.

- (19)

With kc and kA suppressed. as stated above. Eq(l5b) yields
k:; ko + kv<:16 0e O't + ic.>x.

(20)

Thus. the partition coefficient varies along a perturbed interface and can give rise to
local solute redistribution without the need for lateral diffusion. a process 'which is very
ineffective at high velocities.
We refer to the redistribution of solute via Eq(20) as the "solute pump" mechanism.
Detailed analysis shows that it can lead to instabilities for conditions between those for
modified constitutional supercooling and the predictions of an analysis with kv and
l1T set formally equal to zero but with the distribution coefficient equal to ko!
Furthermore. these instabilities are oscillatory in time. a fact related to the phase shift in
interface velocity (and k) relative to interface position when the real part of <:1 is zero '
(marginal stability) and the imaginary part of 0' is nonzero.
Thus. the regions between the curves of Figs. , and 4 and the lines for modified
constitutional supercooling may be regions where oscillatory instabilities occur. This is
illustrated in Fig. 5 for GL =0. for ko =1/ 2. and for Vkv/( l-ko) =1. which
might s be an upper limit for kv' The dashed curves are boundaries for the onset of
osclllatory instabilities and are labeled by values of the parameter D/(TMrl1T)'
larg¢ values of which suppress oscillatory instabilities. The curve labeled
>1.' is indistinguishable from the curve for k = 1/2 in Fig. ,.
!;onclusions
The effect of solidification rate on morphological instability can be understood in a
straightforward way so long as local equilibrium at the solid--liquid interface is a good
approximation. In this case. either of Figs. , or 4 provides a simple two-dimensional
diagram of the stability criterion. For rates so rapid that non-equilibrium effects are
important. the stability criterion is modified in a complicated way that depends on the
non-equilibrium value. ko • of the distribution coefficient and also explicitly on
differential kinetic coefficients (such as 11 T and kv) that relate changes in local
growth conditions to changes in growth velocity and solute concentration in the solid.
Depending on the values of these kinetic coefficients. oscillatory instabilities can occur
for conditions intermediate between those predicted by the modified constitutional
supercooling criterion and the results of stability theory in which k ois used but 11 T
and kv are neglected.
- I
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DISCUSSION

MORRISON: Have you calculated what the sizes of the regions in that
oscillatory distribution might be for actual crystal-growth conditions?
SEKERKA: Yes, we have. Everything is scaling like <DV)1/2. So it depends
on exactly what velocity you are talking about. In terms of practical
numbers, you are looking in the sub-~ range, where you need ~n electron
m~croscope to see the segregation.
Bill Boettinger has solidified a
nU,mber of alloys where he thinks he ha~ seen this type of nonequilibrium
segregation pattern. It iavery tricky,depending on which way the thing
was growing and exactly how one doe~ the sectioning. I don't think he is
willing yet to say 'yes, I have fou~d it.' But I think we are pretty
close.
GILMER: I think you have to be a Maxwell's demon to actually do much beHe,r
than the existing kinetic laws, or to come up with a relationship that is
much better than the existing kinetic laws. The problem is that the
potential energy variation through the interface is absolutely critical in
determining the quantity of material that is trapped.
SEKERKA: It is extraordinarily sensitive to that. So I think that any sort
of pseudomacroscopic model, although it can predict trapping, is kind of
empiricizing the trapping rather than really calculating it.
GILMER: In fact, one of the things we have been investigating recently is the
potential energy variation through the interface. I think probably more
important than this low-potential-energy region in the interface itself is
the rate at which the potential energy of tho impurity approaches the bulk
potential energy as that impurity is buried deeper into ,the crystal. In
other words, if there is stress associated with the presence of the
impurity, then this is going to increase gradually, and so the impurity
can get immobilized before it reaches its bulk potential energy. This
leads to extremely high trapping rates.
SEKERKA: The Baker model even has a discontinuity in the slope of the energy
at that point and, depending on where that discontinuity occurs, you can
shift those k values all Qye.r the map.
GILMER: What is your objection to a linear dependence on the velocity and the
distribution?
SEKERKA: I was a little surprised by it. I had thought k versus Vought to
be sigmoidal, and ought to start out flat and come up. I felt that we
were not seeing any slight slopes of k at low velocities. Now maybe it is
just too slight to see. Of course, if you plot it on a log-log plot it
will make a sigmoid out of anything.
GILMER:
SEKERKA:

I think that initial slope is small, but I think it is there.
It might be.
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WHITE: Regarding your prediction of an oscillatory instability, I think we
have seen something that very closely resembles that. It's for one or two
of the group of four impurities in silicon when you solidify at abou.t four
or five meters per second. The ~icrostructure is definitely different
fro!R that present in what you call your normal instability.
SEKERKA: That is what should happen, and I was absolutely flabbergasted when
we calculated. this thing. I thought the calculations were spurious, until
we checked the mechanism.
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TRANSPORT PROCESSES IN DENDRITIC CRYSTALLIZATION
M. E. GLICKSMAN
Materials Engineering Department
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, New York 12181

ABSTR.I\CT
Free dendritic growth refers to the unconstrained development of
crystals within a supercooled melt, which is the classical "dendrite
problem".

Great strides have been taken in recent years in both the

theoretical understanding of dendritic growth and its experimental status.
The development of this field will be sketched, showing that transport
theory and interfacial thermodynamics (capillarity theory) were insufficient
ingredients to develop a truly predictivernQde1 of dendrite formation.,
The convenient, but incorrect, notion of "maximum velocity" was used for
many years to estimate the behaviour of dendritic transformations until
supplanted by modern dynamical stability theory.

The proper

comb~nations

of transport theory and morphological stability seem to be able to predict
the salient aspects of dendritic growth, especially in the neighborhood of
the tip.

The overall development of cast microstructures, such as

equiaxed zone formation, rapidly solidified microstructures, etc., also
seems to contain additional non-deterministic features which lie outside
the current theories discussed here •

.PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED'
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Introduction and Background.
Despite the fact that dendrite formation seems to involve both
steady-state attributes (near the tip) and time dependent features (side
branches), the earliest models employed steady-state descriptions of needleI

like, branchless dendrites growing in a shape preserving manner.

[1-3]

The

dendrite was assumed to grow at a constant axial rate, V, into a melt of
uniform supercooling, AT, such that the surrounding thermal field would
appear to be stationary in a coordinate frame traveling with the dendrite
tip.

The st.eady-state shape was chosen, ab initio, sucb that the prescribed

solid-liquid interface remained at its bulk thermodynamic melting temperature,
T.
m

Impositiopof an isothermal boundary condition retained linearity of the

heat flow solution and led toa large class of steady-state "dendrite"
solutions which depended on the arbitrarily chosen shape.

Ivantsov's

solution for the paraboloid of revolution is typical of these linear shapepreserving solutions, namely
A0
where A$

= AT GIL,

Stefan number), AT

=

F

(1)

Fe El(F),

is the non-dimensional supercooling (also termed the

= Tm-T=,

where T= is

th~

temperature far from the

dendrite, C and L are the molar specific heat of the melt and the molar
latent heat of fusion, respectively, and El is the exponential integral,
a tabulated function.
P

= VR/2a.,

Equation 1 relates A0 to the Feclet number,

where R is the radius of curvature of the dendrite tip, and

a is the thermal diffusivity of the melt.

The inverse of Eq. 1, although

not expressible in terms of known functions, does establish that VR=

f.(~0),

which provides an infinite range of hyperbolic solutions, Le., unbounded
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values for V and R for a given value of AG.

Clearly, the transport

solutions for the steady-state dendrite lack uniqueness when the only
physical length scale introduced into the problem is the characteristic,
but unknown, diffusion distance, a/V, or, alternatively, the equally
unknown dendrite tip radius of curvature, R.

I

This limitation was·

recognized over twenty years ago by Bolling and Tiller[4J, who then
introduced a non-linear boundary condition into the problem which
effectively places an upper bound on V and a lower bound on R.

Bolling

and Tiller suggested that local thermodynamic equilibrium along the
dendrite surface requires that the melting temperatur.e., T , is a function
e
of the mean interfacial curvature, K, namely, T

e

well known Gibbs-Thomson equation.

Here r

= T-TK,
m

= yn/AS;

which is the

y is the solid-liquid

surface energy; n is the molar volume of the solid; and AS is the molar
entropy of fusion.

The Gibbs-Thomson equation requires, therefore, that

the dendrite grows with a non-isothermal interface.
Introduction of the non-isothermal temperature boundary condition
raised a severe difficulty, inasmuch as the steady-state shapes which were
treated as a class of shape preserving solutions by Horvay add Cahn[2]
no longer simultaneously satisfied both energy conservation and the nonisothermal equilibrium temperature boundary condition.

Several approximate

th~ories were developed in which the interface shape was chosen to satisfy

either. energy conservation

[5-7]'

or the non-isothermal condition

[8 9]
' ,and

I

a deca~e ago, a self-consistent theory was finally developed[lO] which
determined the dendrite shape as part of the solution and satisfied both
physical requirements.

All of these non-isothermal theories shared the

common result that the values of V and R, which constitute possible operating
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states lie along curves with a maximum in the value of V.

Figure 1, shows

two typical V versus R relationships at a fixed value of the supercooling.
The value of V at the maximum was selected as the probable operating state
over the manifold of possible operating states.

Space considerations do
I

not permi t a full review of the reasons used to incorporate wi·thin these
theories the hypothesis that the maximum velocity is the unique velocity
characterizing axial dendritic growth.

A few remarks are in order, however,

concerning the value of the tip radius corresponding to the condition of
maximum velocity.

As shown in Figure 1 the states of maximum velocity for

non-isothermal models have tip radii such that the Peclet number at V= V
max
is one-half that of the isothermal Ivantsov model.

The tip radius for the

Modified Ivantsov model is just twice the critical radius R*, where R* is
that radius which depresses the dendrite tip temperature by an amount equal
to the supercooling.

Without a temperature difference between the interface

and the supercooled melt, latent' heat eannot be transferred and V

= O.

R*

is easily estimated from, the Gibbs-Thomson relationship by finding the
value of

* = 2/R*

K

-

which reduces the tip temperature, T , to T •
.
e
~

corresponds to a dimensionless supercooling lie

.
*-5
small, yet as seen in this figureR % 10 cm.

,

Fig1.!re I

= 0.05, which is relatively
Even Temkin's analysis

predicts a tip radius of only lO-4 ctn , which is much smaller than the
observed scale of .dendri tes at such small supercoolings.

Of course,

estimates from theory for the size scale R depend sensitively on the
parameters chosen for the critical radius, namely

*

R

=

2rc
llGL '

(2)

among which r is least well known, insofar as it contains the solid-liquid

llO

interfacial energy, y.

Thus, even qualitative observations of dendritic

structures led some investigator's to suspect that the hypothesis of maximum
velocity was incorrect, long before quantitative kinetic data were available
to challenge its validity directly.
I

The lack of reliable interfacial energy data actually precluded a
definitive test of the maximum velocity hypothesis until 1976, when R. J.
Schaefer, J. D. Ayers, and the writer developed a method for initiating
free dendritic growth within a large (30 cc) volume of a well-characterized
substance. [11]

The method, called the capillary injection technique, permits

unimpeded growth of a dendritic mass, eliminating interactions of the
solidification front with container walls.

Kinetic data were acquired over

almost three decades in dendrite velocity with an accuracy of about 3% for
succinonitrile (SeN), a transparent, Bee, plastic crystalline material,
freezing characteristics similar to many' cubic metals.

~~th

seN also has the

desirable properties of a convenient melting temperature (58.08 e), ease of
purification via zone refining, ability to sustain moderate levels of supercooling (up to 10 K), and well studied thermophysical parameters, including
especially its solid-liquid interfacial energy. [l2]

The kinetic data

obtained for SeN were correlated by a power law expression, namely

v

(3)
,

where 13 and b are numerical coe£ficient and exponent, respectively, and
~= 2aQ6SL/ye is a lumped parameter representing the characteristic velocity

of the material.

The value of b was determined to be about 2.5, in excellent

agreement with the non-isothermal theories of Temkin[8], Trevedi[9] and
Nash and Glicksman [10] , but the value of 13 was found to be in serious dis,:
j

i
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agreement with all of these theories.

Shortly after the demonstration

that all theories of dendritic growth that are based either on the
hypotheses of maximum growth velocity[8,13] or on minimum rate of entropy
production[14J fail in the case of SON, it was then shown that kinetic
observations of dendrite growth in ice/water also fail to agree with such
theories. [15]

The maximum velocity predictions of S for both ice/water

and SCN were higher by factors
were the measurements of S.

o~

about three and seven, respectively, than

Again, as in the case for SCN, accurate values

of the thermophysical parameters for ice/water were essential in comparing
theory with observatiOn t including especially the value for y.[16]
Morphological Stability and Time Dependence
As outlined in the previous section, purely steady-state theories
of shape preserving dendritic growth all fa'i1ed, the level of their
sophistication notwithstanding.

Indeed, even solving the steady-state

growth problem with non-linear boundary' conditions in an exact selfconsistent form[lO) served to show mainly that the maximum steady-state
velocity was a relatively p'oorllPper bound 'to the true operating state.
Two disparate viewpoints arose on this issue:

1) that the steady-state

optimized dendrite was correct to first order, but needed inclusion of
nonsteady-state features such as side branching[17,18], and 2) that
dendritic growth was intrinsica~ly time-dependent and unstablef 19 ,20,2l]
Analyses based on the first point of view showed that the steady-state
needle dendrites were unstable when tested for morphological stability
using linear perturbation methods

fashion~d

Mullins and Sekerka[22] and by Voronkov!23]
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,

C,' ··-_..•.. c·

after those first used by
An unfortunate aspect of these

fO!.,

.,

"
"

[I;
~'.!

approaches 'Was that the steady-state dendrite shapes themselves were only

r

.~

I

approximations, and therefore were intrinsically unstable without
perturbation.

Consequently, viewpoint (1) only served to emphasize the

deficiency of steady-state approaches, and did not lead to new insights
into the problem.

I

The second viewpoint was originally proposed a decade

ago by Oldfield[19J wbo was the first investigator to stress that the
size of a dendrite tip might be selected through a balance of destabilizing
forces arising from diffusion by stabilizing forces arising from capillarity.
He found by simple logic and some numerical analysis that

VR

2

C

(4)

~ IOOaIL '

which, as we. shall show, is remarkably close to the results obtained later
by linear perturbation analysis.

Oldfield also demonstrated through comp.uter
I

generated cinematography that such a dendrite was actually a fully timedependent object, with branches
tip.

~manating

as waves from a nearly steady-state

The numerical character of Oldfield's work, unfortunately, prevented

its wide acceptance at that time.
The proper estimation of size scales for morphologically unstable
systems begins with Mullins and Sekerka's ideas that any Fourier component
of a perturbed planar interface represented as 0

= 0 o exp(iwx) is subject

initially to a time dependence described by o(t)

= oexp(at),

where a, in

general, is a complex eigenvalue of the linearized dynamical equations of
the interface motion. [21]
number, t is time, and 0

o

component at t

= o.

The quantity w is the Fourier component's wave
denotes the initial (small) amplitude of this

If the real part of a is negative, then the perturbation

decays to zero amplitude, whereas if the real part of a is positive then
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15 grows

e~ponentially.

If a is purely imaginary, then on average the

amplitude of 0 remains equal to 0

o

marginally stable.

and the interface is deemed to be

The condition of marginal stability for a pure material

growing from its supercooled melt may be shown to be L2l )
J

Re(a)

~

0 ;

-rw'*2 -

G ,

(5)

where G is the average thermal gradient (weighted by the thermal conductivities
of each phase) and w* is the wave number of the marginal perturbation.

We

now adopt the remarkable suggestion originally made by Langer and MUllerKrumbhaar[22] that the wavelength, A*

= 2~w*-1,

sets the scale of the dendrite tip radius, R.

of the marginal perturbation
Moreover, the average

temperature gradient acting on the tip may be found from the transport
solution of the unperturbed, steady-state, shape

preservi~g

dendrite.

For

example, the paraboloid of revolution,as described by Ivantsov's solution[2],
is an isothermal shape with a zero gradient within the solid phase and with
a dimensionless temperature gradient in the melt phase ahead of the tip
GR.

= -2P.

Again, P, the Peclet number, can be related to the supercooling

through Eq. 1. and thus the average dimensionless gradient

G·

= -P.

The

gradient G can be dimensionalized to G by rescaling by the characteristic
temperature

Llc

divided by the dendrite tip radius, R.

Thus, the average

temperature gradient at the dendrite tip is

G

= -1:R 1C = -VL
2aC'

If Eq. 6 is substituted into Eq. 5 we find that the marginally stable

Re(a)

=0

occurs when R

= A*,

(6)

s~ate

which after some rearrangement yields the
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condition for growth

=

(7)

which, except for a slight difference in the numerical coefficient, agrees
with Oldfield's expression, Eq. 4.
Equation 7 is the central result obtained from dynamical analysis
of dendrite tip motion.

If we recall the definition P

= VR/2a,

then Eq. 7

may be recast in an especially convenient form, namely
P

=

4n 2 cr
R L

(8)

----

.

Now, Ivantsov's transport solution, Eq. 1, may be written in a non-linear
operator form as tie

= Iv[P],

where Iv[ ] represents the series of operations

carried out on the right-hand side of Eq. 1.

We can formally invert Eq. 1

to stress that P is some function of tie, viz.,
P

= Iv

-1

although the inversion operator Iv

..,.
[tie] ,
-1

(9)

[] cannot be represented exactly by any

known series of algebraic or transcendental operations.

Nonetheless, the

inversion operator Iv- l [ ] exists, if only as a graph or an ~symptotic expansion.

I';

1/
Ii

Equations 8 and 9 can now be combined, eliminating explicit dependences on P,
to yiela. the operating state of the dendrite under marginally stable dynamical
conditions.

Specifically, we find that
R

=

4n 2
L

cr
Iv

-1

(10)

[tie]

and
V

= Jt2 {Iv-l[~e]}2 ,
4n

llS

(11)

whereJLis the same group of material parameters defined earlier as the
characteristic velocity.

The correspondence between the power law

approximation, Eq. 3, and the kinetic expression, Eq. II, now becomes
obvious.
If Eq. 2 is inserted into the right-hand side of Eql. 8 we see

that
P

*
= 2i!R

~e

,

(lZ)

which shows that a second length scale, namely R*~e/2, has been introduced
into the dendrite problem, however, not through the boundary conditions
(as in the non-isothermal steady-state theories) but rather through the
dynamical stability criteria, Eqs. 5-7, as applied to an isothermal model.
The length . scale R* ~e/2'

= rC/L:is

often referred to as the capillary length,

and is purely a property of the solidifying phases.

The dendritic operating

state as defined by R (Eq. 10) and V (Eq. 11) represents a unique "decomposition"
of the transport solution, Eq. 9.

The. decomposition of the Peclet number is
2
.
specified by the numerical factor, 1/47r , which appears in Eq. 11, and its
reciprocal in Eq. 10.

This "separation" parameter,usually termed

0

* in

the

stability literature(22,24J, depends somewhat on the details of the stability
analysis.
values of

For example, Table I contains a summary of some of the published

*

o_~

Despite major differences in the various stability models

cited in Table I, the values cluster tightly around the mean

±

13%.

* . = 0.022

<0 >

Models as disparate in geometry as the planar front, discussed above,

and the spherical tip[20,24-27] predict
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0*

values only about 30% different.

Scaling Laws and Experimental Observations
An interesting scaling relationship for dendrites can be obtained
from the stability analysis by inserting Eq. 2 into Eq. 10 and then solving
for the ratio of the tip radius to the nucleation or critical radius, R/R* .
We find that
R
R*
wh~,ch

=

21T2!::'0

(13)

lv-l [!::'0)

by virtue of Eqs. 1 and 9 and the definition of

0

*

may be rewritten

in the forms
R

*

R

=

1

Iv[P]

20*

.p

=

20

(14)

*

In the range of small supercoolings (/::'0«1), specifically where the value
~

of P is sufficiently small that El (P)

-£nP, Eq. 14 becomes

-£nP

(15)

~--

20

*

The value of R/R* predicted from Eqs. 13-15 over the typical range of
experimentally useful "small supercoolii1is" (10- 3 </::,0<0.1) is of the order
of 100, clearly indicating that marginally stable dendrites ought to grow
with their tip radii much larger than R* , which is a morphological scaling
law at variance with the steady-state theories that predict small multiples

*
of R.

Figure 2 shows measurements of SCN dendrite tip radii, obtained by

Huang and the author[24J, scaled to the critical radii, R*.

These data

show that the value of R/R * is well approximated by Eqs. 13-15.

The

precise fit of the data in Fig. 2 to the scaling law is limitecl at very
small supercoolings by the presence of convection.

Convection effects,

relative to transport by diffusion, become negligible in SCN above a super-
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cooling of about lKf29J, and, as shown in Fig. 2, a rather close
correspondence occurs near and above bT

= lK.

leis unfortunate that

obtaining reliable morphological data above a supercooling of 2K is, at
present, not technically feasible with SeN.

This is due simply to the

difficulty in obtaining adeguate photographic resolution of the dendrite
tip structure as the tip radius decreases to
Imm/sec.

l~m

and its speed exceeds

Figure 3 shows a series of SCN dendrite tips growing at increasing

levels of supercooling, and emphasizes that the micrographs decline in
optical quality·as the supercooling increases, which requires higher
magnification to resolve the morphology.

Lappe[30] has confirmed many of

the morphological and kinetic measurements originally reported by Huang [31] ,
and has further demonstrated that at a supercooling of 2K, or beyond, a
growing SCN dendrite can not be resolved bPtically to permit an accurate
measurement of the tip radius.

Figure 3 also shows another effect which

might be explained by the scaling law shown in Fig. 2 and described in
Eqs. 13 and 14, namely, that the dendrites are not self-similar, except for
the tip itself.

Inspection of the micrographs in

Fi~.

3 show that the side

branches intrude on the tip as the supercooling increases, due primarily

*
to the faster amplification rate of the marginal eigenmode, w.

It would

be of extreme interest to follow this trend into the regime of large supercoolings and rapid solidification where a great deal, of current resear.ch
interest is focussed.

For the present , w.e can accept that the ratio R/R*

should decrease at large supercooling, with the dendrite becoming
commensurately less stable-;

Eventually, the interfacial molecular

attachment rate will become rate limiting, causing the interface to depart
radically from local equilibrium and from the scaling laws based on local
118

equilibrium.

This remains as an interesting topic of research.

Finally, the fundamental assertion of Langer and HU11er-Krumbhaar
is proved by the data in Fig. 4, where the scaling law A*
hold for SCN over two decades of supercooling.

~

R is shown to

Specifically, R

= 1.2A * in

I

Fig. 4, which is equivalent to an error in Eq. 10 of 20% in the value of
cr *

2
= 1/4n.

As shown in Table I, the analysis of tip stability based on

spherical harmonics almost provides the cr* value needed, viz., cr *

,
.'

=

0.021.

Although the differences among the cr * values appearing in Table I seem
modest, the detailed physical assumptions employed in each stability analysis
are markedly different.

For example, the planar front model bears little

geometrical similarity to a dendrite tip and cannot include factors such
as crystal symmetry or anisotropy.

The spherical harmonic model, by

comparison, only approximates the total tip geometry of a dendrite, yet by
judicious selection of the harmonic index (.\1,=6) this model can reflect the
cubic nature of seN as well as the fact ,that instabilities amplify and
propagate along the four {100} planes which contain the <100> growth axis.
Figure 5 shows the actual details of the tip configuration for SCN at low
supercooling and provides convincing evidence for the growth shape anisotropy
and wave development of the marginal eigenmode.
Recently, Singh has obtained accurate thermophysica1, kinetic, and
morphological data on piva1ic acid (PVA) dendrites growing freely from the
supercooled state. [28]

PVA has an FCC crystal structure, a low entropy of

fusion" and a ten-fold higher anisotropy in its solid-liquid surface energy
as compared to SCN.
log-log plot of

V(~e)

If the stability condition, Eq. 7, is plotted as a
versus

R(~e),

then we would expect a straight line

with a slope equal to -2, and an ordinate position which depends on the
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'.

*
value of o.
dendrites.
yield a

0

Table I.)

Figure 6 shows such a log-log plot of Sj.ngh' s data for PVA
These data are in accord with the predictions of Eq. 7, and

* value

in excellent agreement with stability theory.

(See

To date, two materials, a BCC anisotropy system (SCN) and an
I

FCC high anisotropy system (PVA) have been shown to display kinetics and
tip morphologies x,fhich are in quantitative agreement with the dynamical
theory of dendritic growth at low to moderate levels of supercooling.
Much work remains to establish such correspondences over broader classes
of materials such as metals, semiconductors, and ceramic crystals.
Free Dendrites in Alloys
The growth of dendrites in pure materials is limited to "thermal"
dendrites, of the type described in the previous section.

Thermal dendrites

merely segregate the system's enthalpy during the two-phase coexistence of
solid and liquid.

After total solidification occurs all vestiges of the

prior dendritic structure vanishes.

In alloys, on the other hand, dendrites

also segregate solute additions and impurities, causing a wide range of
effects that collectively pToduce dendritic cast structures.

In both

continuous and shaped castings, much of the dendritic structure forms by
directed solidification, wherein the latent heat is extracte.d through the
solidifying mass to 'the external environment.

This process 9ften results

in the formation of columnar dendritic grains, which lie outside the scope
of this paper.

In certain alloys, and commonly in the latter stages of the

freezing of a casting, freely growing alloy dendrites can occur, which are
commonly referred to as equiaxed grains, because of their isometr.ic d~velopment
within the casting.

The formation of equiaxed grains is ,a technically

important but poorly understood subject[34-36], and controlling the transition
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from columnar dendritic to equiaxed grains is of great interest in both
continuous and shaped casting of alloys.
A quantitative description of free dendritic growth in alloys
requires simultaneous solution of the thermal and solutal transport
equations as well as modification of the marginal stability criterion.
Trivedi and Til1er[37] have given careful consideration to the problem
of steady-state alloy dendrites, but their results depended on the use
of the hypothesis of maximum velocity, limiting the usefulness of their
predictions.

Langer[38] has shown that inclusion of solute diffusion

introduces yet another length scale related to the diffusion distance
D/V, where D is the diffusivity of the solute in the melt phase.
operating state of an alloy dendrite

The

depends on both temperature and

concentration fields adjacent to the solid-liquid interface.

These

fields are related through the phase diagram for growth velocities,
supercoolings, or supersaturations which· are not too large.

The total

driving force must include the free energy to permit diffusion, as well
as heat flow and capillarity.

Any adequate description of alloy dendrites

must provide an explanation for the fact that small alloy additions first
increase the speed of dendrites, at fixed supercoolings with respect to
the liquidus temperature, and after passing through a maximum growth speed,
then decrease their speed.

.
Early observations in

KC~-H20

by Lindenmeyer

[39]

showing this speed maximum with varying solute concentration have been

confirm~d in systems other than ice-water solutions.

[40]

In fact, the

speed increase in SCN-argon alloys is now known to be associated with a
decreasing tip radius, which may be qualitatively described as due to the
diminished stability associated with the constitutional gradient surrounding
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an alloy dendrite.

Suffice it to say that small alloy additions increase

the value of" * and cause the intersection of the marginal stability curve
(VR 2 = const.) with the transport solution (VR = const.) to occur at larger
values of V and smaller values of R.

Furt'her increases of solute concentration

merely depress the interfac.e temperature toward the melt temperature and
consequently restrict the growth rate by limiting the transport of latent
heat.

Of course, it is just as correct to say that at higher alloy con-

centrations, solute diffusion becomes the dominant transport process, which
is limited by the lower cheIIlical (versus thennal) diffusivity.
quantitative theory of

a~loy

A new

dendritic growth by Kurz, Lipton, and the

author~4l) shows that the operating state of an alloy dendrite depends on
the unique interfacial temperature and solute concentrations which
simultaneously satisfies heat flow, solute diffusion, and marginal stability.
Figure 7 shows a comparison of free dend.r.itic growth rates measured by
Chopra[42] in SCN-acetone alloys With this theory.

Inasmuch as the diffusion

coefficient for acetone molecules in molten SCN was independently measured
by Chopra[42] , there are no free parameters in the theory.

An adequate

theory of alloy dendrite growth will permit identification of. those features
of the alloy system and the solidification process which contribute to equiaxed grain formation.

Such a theory would be of inestimable help in

d~signing cast microstructures from first principles, and thereby optimizing

the solidification process toward achieving proper crystallite distributions
and better properties.
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Summaryand.Conclusions
•

The experimental status and theoretical understanding of

dendriti.c crystal growth have evolved over the past three decades from
shape preserving linear solutions of the equations of heat flow, which
admit to a non-predictive multiplicity of operating states, to linear
perturbation methods leading to unique dynamic growth states in agreement
with precision measurements.

This progress has not been. uniform, but

required a sequence of maj or developments from both experimen:t and theory,
:

as well as overturning plausible, but incorrect concepts.
•

n
.'

The fundamental concepts of constitutional supercooling and

interfacial breakdown ultimq.tely were refined into dynamical morphological

.,

•

,

stability theory.

Stability methods combined with thermal and solutal

transport theory now clearly show that dendritic growth is inherently a
dynamically unstable process.

This dynamical viewpoint removes much of

the confusion surrounding the relationship between time-dependent features
such as side branches and steady-state aspects of dendrites in the
neighborhood of the tip.
•

The review of various stability models for dendritic growth

reveals that in the case of pure materials the separation or stability
parameter,

0

geometries.

*,

varies only modergtely

~'ith

radically different stability

To date, the most accurate stability model appears to be that

whic;.h approximates the dendrite tip as a portion of a sphere with cubical
distort.ions reflecting the triaxial crystalline anisotropy of the solid
phase.
•

Quantitative assessment olE theory through kinetic and

morphological measurements requires accurate determ:i.nation of the solid123

i
,~

liquid interfacial energy.

Unfortunately, such data are available for

only a few systems, thereby limiting the scope of such assessments.
•

The theory of free dendritic growth appears to be extendable

to dilute binary alloys by allowing for the combined destabilizing
influences of the thermal and-solutal qiffusion fields.

This/is in

contrast to directed dendritic growth, such as in the columnar zone of
castings, in which the thermal distribution results in a positive
temperature gradient that is stabilizing.

Recent measurements on alloy

dendrites suggest that this approach yields quantitatively correct predictions which may

provi~e

an explanation for the formation of equiaxed

grains in the central regions of castings.
•

The extension of the dynamical theory of dendritic growth

to large supercoolings or supersaturations and high growth rates remains
uncertain.

For example, morphological

situations where departures from local
relatively small.

$1;:~ling

laws are restricted to

~nterfacial

equilibrium are

This remains an important area for study with potential

significant impact on rapid solidification processes and other high-rate
crystal growth technologies.
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TABLE I

Values of the "separation" parameter

(j

* for

freely growing dendrites
I

*

Stability Model

Ref.

Oldfield's "force balance"

19

0.0253

Planar front

21, 24

0.025

Parabolic eigenstate

22, 32, 33

0.0192

Spherical harmonic (t=6)

24-27, 20

System

Ref.

0.0195

seN

24

0.022

PVA

28

(j

0.02

" *.~exp.
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Dendrite tip radius, R, scaled to the critical radius, R* , (log
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Data, based on measurements

performed on SeN, show that the operating states of dendrites occur
at large multiples of R* , in agreement with predictions from linear
stability theory (solid curve).

The disparity noted at small

supercoolings between the theoretical scaling law and the experimental data is ·due to convection in the melt.
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The fixed ratio of R to A* clearly

demonstrates the close connection between the steady-state
features, such as the tip radius, and the dynamical behavior
related to the kinetic eigenstate.
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Comparison of theory and experiment

is based on a "zero parameter" basis, because the diffusion
coefficient for acetone in molten seN has been measured
independently. [42]
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DISCUSSION
, I

CISZEK: I am trying to see what conclusions we can draw about applying the
information from the succinonitri1e system to silicon, and the two things
that come to mind are, first, that these are with much larger anisotropy
and surface free energy in silicon compared with the succinonitri1e
system, and the other one seems to b$ the fact that dendrites, and silicon
are often associated with a (111) twin plane on the spine whereas we don't
see that in your three-dimensional ones. Could you comment on those
points?
GLICKSMAN: First of all, ask "Do we really know the surface energy anisotropy
between solid and liquid silicon?" I am not referring to the kinetic
fa~eting mechanism that we are all aware of. Do we really know gamma as a
function of theta? I posit "No, we don't." There are highly anisotropic
faceting systems that, when one looks at the equilibrium energies, turn
out to be rather modest in their anisotropy. I am not convinced that the
faceting aspects of silicon necessarily imply extremely high anisotropy.
The second aspect that you mentioned is the twin-plane mechanism--there is
noi question about it, silicon finds a way of having the attachment
kipetics become speedy enough to keep up with the transport mechanism.
Apparently, with the tendency to form kinetic {1ll} facets, silicon
does indeed form the twin plane mechanisms and, from the dendrite studies
by Hamilton and Seidensticker, we know that these twin planes are there
and that they are important. We also know that the gross morphology of
the dendrite tip is not that dissimilar to what I have shown you with this
rough interface system. So the study of transport mechanisms and the
fundamental physics, and how morphological stability comes in, is somewhat
independent of the fact that a silicon crystal does in fact have multiple
twin planes in it, so that the interface doesn't depart·too far from
equilibrium. I tend to look at that as a special circumstance for
silicon, but if you look at its effect on the overall dendritic
morphology, it does not change it that dramatically. There are certainly
detailed differences, but I' am trying to say that if you want.to learn
something about the overall transport fields and their relationship, don't
study silicon. But let's try to apply it to silicon.
CISZEK: You don't seem to see the same kind of branching phenomenon when you
look at these {lll} twin planes.
GLICKSMAN: In silicon you will form what we call a faceted dendritic
structure, where the side branches indeed show kinetic fac~ting
tendencies. The structure of a silicon dendrite is definitely trying to
branch, but instead of getting these smooth waves, since you have this
(~ll) hang-up in terms of the facet plane, the structure evolves in detail
somewhat differently. I believe the fundamental physics near the tip is
not too dissimilar to the model systems that I have reported on, and I
think the challenge now is to take that understanding and transfer it
properly to understanding silicon crystal growth.
[
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SEKERKA: You remarked that you were surprised that a system with less than 1~
anisotropy of surface tension could give rise to such a variation in the
morphology around the dendrite tip. That is amazing, if it is indeed
surface energy, but I wonder i f in that system there might not be a
hundredfold difference in anisotropy of kinetics with direction, and if
that maynQt be the thing that is setting the differences in morphology.
Have you any way separating those out in your mind?
GLICKSMAN: You pose a difficult question, and I suppose all I can say is:
inasmuch as the tip region covers not 90°, but perhaps 50° of the
selected growth axis, we have now shown that that fully fulfills the
parabolic shape; that is, it falls off in such a way that the normal
growth velocity is related to the cosine of that angle. There is no
strong evidence that succinonitrile is in fact departing from local
equilibrium over a wide range of driving forces. Now, you are saying the
attachment mechanism is very, very fast, but there is still some sort of
an anisotropy operating within the rough interface context. We have
recently done some measurements on a system that has a 5~ anisotropy. We
have measured the surface energy independently, and it has about 10 times
the anisotropy that succinonitrile has. We see by comparing these two
kinds of dendrites what, on a comparative basis, is for sure the change in
the surface energy anisotropy. Admittedly the attachment mechanism may be
dragged along, but if we at least look at what we know, in terms of the
measured energy dependence on orientation, the surface-energy anisotropy
seems to impose itself in a very understandable way. On the tip shape,
the tendency is to form these branching sheets, and in fact the
suppression of the side-branching wave and the way the wave develops.
These are unpublished data ona new system. I think we are gathering
information that shows that even very small anisotropy seems to pick out
the growth direction. We have no evidence that the big departures from
local equilibrium occur as you go off the preferred ,direction.
SEKERKA: I don't know if big departures are necessary. You know the
perturbation theory that ~am and I did had both effects in it, and they
are sort of mathematically inseparable except for some traveling waves in
the case of the anisotropy. A little bit of either gets you going, and I
guess you are looking for the one that has thahiggest kick.
GLICKSMAN:

That is correct.

SEIDEN.STICKER: When we did some work in the early '60s on germanium, we found
th'at the presence of at least two twin planes was absolutely essential to
relieve the attachment kinetic limitations in the growth of the germanium
dendrites. In that case, we found that there was a very direct
relationship between the spacing of the twin planes and the tip
curvature. About four years ago Dick Hopkins and I started out to do some
similar work with silicon, and we found that that the same effect
apparently did not exist.
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USE OF THE BURTON-PRIM-SLICHTER EQUATION AT HIGH GROWTH RATES

William R. Wilcox
Department of Chemical Engineering
Clarkson College of Technology
Potsdam, New York 13676

ABSTRACT
The following must be assumed in order to derive the classic BurtonPrim-Slichter equation for segregation during crystal growth: isobaric,
isothermal, isopotential or uncharged species, binary, planar interface,
steady state, constant diffusion coefficient in fluid, no diffusion in
crystal, no lateral convection within fluid film at interface with complete
mixing beyond (stagnant film model), and either density, total concentration
or partial molar volumes constant in the fluid phase. In addition, the
effective distribution coefficient and the interfacial distribution
coefficient must be defined properly. The velocity in the equation is the
growth rate times a factor correcting for the difference in volumetric
properties between crystal and fluid. The stagnant film thickness is found
to be a function of freezing rate, with the precise functionality depending
on the type of stirring occurring in the growth fluid.
INTRODUCTION
For many years the Burton-Prim-Slichter equation has provided the basis
for interpreting experimental segregation data and for predicting the
influence of stirring and finite freezing rate on the effective distribution
coefficient keff (1). However, many assumptions were made implicitly in its
derivation. In order to make these assumptions clear, we rederive here the
BPS equation from the most general assumption-free mass transfer equations.
In using the BPS equation it has generally been assumed that the
stagnant film thickness 0 is independent of freezing rate vC' In the second
part of this paper we use results from the hydrodynamic literature to show
that 0 can be a strong function of Vc at even moderate freezing rates.
DERIVATION OF BPS EQUATION
The starting point is the general multicomponent diffusion equations of
Reference (2). The notation is the same as in Reference (2), and is also
given here at the end. The subscripts denote first the component (i for
multicomponent, A and B for binary), and second the phi:l,se (c for crystal and
f for fluid; either liquid or gas). The superscript r denotes that a
standard reference system is used, mole centered (m), mass centered (') or
volume centered (v). These represent the choices of average fluid velocity
that may be used. This is necessary because each component moves at a
different velocity Vi in a fluid with mass transfer taking place. The
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diffusion equations are written in terms of the general parameters
and
which can take the values shown in Table 1.

yI,

zI,

alj

In the absence of chemical reactions, the multicomponent mass transfer
equation is given by (2):
(1)

The most common phenomenological expression used for the diffusion flux J~f
in an isobaric, isothermal, isopotential (or non-electrolyte) system is:

l' = ~

n-l
r
L a ..
j=l ~J

(2)

Note that the flux of component i depends not only on its own concentration
gradient VYi but on the gradients of the other constituents as well.
TABLE 1
Diffusion Parameters in Different Reference Systems
Reference System

z:

Mass centered

M.

r
a ..

~

~

p

~

2

Xi 1Mi

(const. p)

M.

1

e.

Mole centered

1

e

X.

~

=

rn.v.
~

~

p

= p./M.
~

~

I

1

p ICM.M.

W.

(const. e)

1

1

e.

Volume centered

Vi

1

e.

(const. Vi)

v.

e2-V.V.

(const. Vi)

v.

2-p V.V ./M.M.

~

~

VI

~

2

~

~

~

e M.M./p
~ J

~

r
2:z.e.

W./M.

M.

~

Average Velocity

Y:

~J

~

J

m
VI

~

~

J

Xi/V i
~

J

w./v.
~

e

l:F.v.

1

~

~

~

LtiVi

ex.

~

J

iI

I)

~

~

~

Equation (1) must be greatly simplified, via the following:
(a)

Binary, with Jl = -alB DAB VYl.
Note that DAB is independent of
reference system, whereas Dij was not.

(b)

One dimensional problem, so V = alay. This is true only if the
interface is planar and if there is no convection parallel to the
interface (no stirrirtg).
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(c)

DAB is constant, enabling .us to move DAB out of the differential.

(d)

Steady state, so aCAf/at

(e)

Z~fCif and Zff are constant.
eliminating the CAfV.v~ term.

= O.

l:

r

This causes V·vf

0, thereby

Note that the conditions in (e) correspond to constant density Pf for the
mass centered system, constant total concen~ration 2£ for the mole centered
system, and constant partial molar volumes VAf and VBf for the volume
centered system. A constant density is approximated by some organic mixtures
and by very dilute system~ (CAf«Cf)' Constant Cf is found for ideal gas
mixtures, while constant VAf is fairly good for most liquid and gas mixtures.
Thus the volume-centered system is the one of most general applicability.
However, as pointed out later the average velocity appearing in the hydrodynamic equations is the mass-average velocity v'.
With assumptions (a) through (e), Equation 1 becomes:

a2CAf
DAB

aC

Af
ay

(3)

--= 0

ay2

r

At this point we don't yet know what is the fluid velocity vf. The condition
V.v~ = 0 and absence of lateral convection insure. that it is constant. (If
l: ZffCi and Z{f are not both constant, vf is likewise not constant.) We feel
that vI must be related to the crystal growth rate vc' The relationship is
found by a material balance at the freezing interface, taking the interface
to be fixed at y = 0 and assuming no diffusion in the solid (2,3):
r

vf(O)

= -v cf =

-v

(4 )

c

The negative sign comes from the fact that vI is directed out of the interface into the fluid (positive y), while vcf and Vc are traditionally taken to
be in the opposite direction. Equation (4) gives for the parameter (vcf/vJ =
pc/Pf for the mass-centered system, Cc/C f for the mole centered system, and
VAfCAC + VBfC BC for the volume centered system. For CAf«Cf' all are
equivalent.
r
. h vfr
To solve Equation (3) Wl.t
-vcf we need the boundary condit ions:
at y = 0 (interface) :
at y

<5

r

:

C
= CAO
Af
CAf = CAoo

}

(5)

Note that this is equivalent to assuming the stagnant film model, in which it
is imagined that there is no lateral convection within a layer of thickness
<5
at the freezing interface, with complete mixing beyond this giving a
uniform concentration CAoo ' Note that the value of <5 depends on the reference
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The solution to Equations (3) and (5) is
(6)

To obtain the BPS equation we need a material balance for the impurity
A across the interface. Assuming no diffusion in the solid this is, at
y = 0:
( 7)

If we differentiate Equation (6) and substitute into Equation (7) we get the
BPS equation only if we define the distribution coefficients as follows:
r

(8)

CA00 (vc f/v c )
The correct form of BPS is thereby:

k

r

o
-----------------...
-'..--r)
r (r /
'

(9 )

(l-k O exp[-o Vc vcf vc)/D AB ]

Note that k~ is not the equilibrium distribution coefficient, but is the
interfacial distribution coefficient. At low freezing rates they may be
identical, but as shown in other papers in this volume and elsewhere, they
certainly are not equal at high freezing rates. It is als~ worth noting that
Eqs. (8) actually correspond to common usage, because concentrations have
been based on analyses of solids rather than on concentrations in the liquid
at the melting point. Since the liquid has a density different from that of
the solid, when one melts a solid the impurity concentration (in atoms/volume)
changes.
VARIATION OF STAGNANT FILM THICKNESS
There is no such thing as a stagnant film in convective mass transfer,
even if it is erroneously called by the sophisticated -sounding name "boundary
layer." rn actuality the lateral .velocity parallel to a. solid surface (such
as a freezing interface) only approaches zero as one apprqaches the surface.
In mass transfer problems, the fictitious film thickness 0 is defined as ,that
giving the correct answer. In that sense, within the validity of the other
assumptions made, the BPS equation is correct because 0 is defined a.shaving
that value ':required to make it correct. In practice, therefore, 0 must be
obtained from experiments, from solutions of the real boundary-layer
equations, or solutions of the exact hydrodynamic and mass transfer equations.
It turns out that 0 is a function of DAB' the kinematic viscosity v, and the
freezing rate vc'
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In correlating .segregation data, a convenient technique is to
rearrange BPS into the formt

1

i __ 1
_
(

k

r

eff

) (1 ) (8
=

-

k

r

0

- 1

exp _

r

r
Vc (vc f/v c
DAB

»)

(10)

such that one plots experimental values of In(llk~ff-l) vs. growth rate vc.
However, this is useful only if 8r is not a function of vc. Similarly in
predicting segregation from theory, values of 8 are by far most available for
Vc = O. (We denote these as 8*. The available solutions are nearly all for
constant Pf because the mass-centered velocity appears in the usual. hydrodynamic equations.) But does 8 = 8* = constant? We can answe1.:' this for only
some mass transfer situations, using experimental data and theoretical re;ii>ults
in the existing literature. Most of the results were actually for heat
transfer, requiring suhs titution of Sherwood number Sh for Nusselt number Nu,
concentration gradient for temperature gradient, and Schmidt number Sc for
Prandtl number Pro
The methods used to convert the literature results to a form useful and
familiar to us were outlined in Reference (4) and are based on Equations (6)
and (7). The equations used. are:
.~

(11)
(12)
where the interfacial velocity parameter 8~ is defined as:
(13)

(14)

and

Note that for constant Pf in the mass-centered system, 8'
-(WAoo-::,WAO)/WAC-WArY
while for constant Cf' 8~ =(XAoo-XAO)!(XAC-XAO). All of die results to be
discussed were obtained using the"mass-centered system.
Figure 1 shows results for laminar .flow caused by an infinite rotating
disk. The theoretical curves are the same as those presented in 1969 (4).
It is interesting to note that for liquids' (high Sc), the "exact" results of
Burton, Prim and S lichter (1), the results' of the hydrodynamic ists (5,6), and
the recent results of Wilson (7) ail agree. The others considered an
infinite body of liquid, while Wilson' used an infinite non-rotating plane
parallel to the rotating disk. Consequently Wilson's 8* values were about
15% larger than the others obtained. That is, the non-rotating parallel
surface reduced the mass transfer. In addition, Wilson summarized her
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results in a simple equation, which becomes in the present notation:
0'

0*

1
I DAB
1 + 0.06 99 0 "
vcf

(15)

Also shown on Figure 1 are data for segregation of Sb in Czochralski
growth of Ge, published as a companion article (8) to the BPS theoretical
paper. The scatter is considerable. A statistical treatment of the data
revealed the predicted dependence of 0' on rotation rate and no dependence
of 0'/0* on freezing rate. That is, within experimental accuracy the data
agree with the theory.
On the other hand, the data on dissolution of
(9) do not agree with theory. This was attributed
In such concentrated solutions, viscosity, density
are all functions of composition, while the simple
of these properties are constant.

KBr and sucrose in water
to variable properties.
and diffusion coefficient
theory assumes that all

It is of interest to determine the error caused by neglecting the
freezing rate dependence of 0' in the BPS equation. From Equation (9),
a
_
a [kO + (l-kO)exp(-o'v~f/DAB)
% error - 100%,
')
(
'I
)
kO + (l-kO exp -o*vcf DAB

(16)

Figure 2 shows that for typical Czochralski growth rates (o*v ~f/DAB '" 1),
the error never exceeds 10%. Similarly for 0.2 ~ kO the error is 10% or
less at all freezing rates. However for kO ~ 0.1 and moderate freezing rates
the error becomes sizeable, and increasingly so as kO decreases. At very
large freezing rates the error again decreases. As vcf increases the mass
transfer becomes increasingly determined by diffusion and by the crystallization flow, and less and less by convective mixing; keff -+- 1,
corresponding to steady state in the absence of mixing.
Many excellent theoretical results are available for laminar forced
convection over a flat plate, for many different Sc and angles of impingement. For liquids, 0' is smaller than 0* by about 30% at o*v cdDAB '" 5.
Several theories for turbulent forced convection on a flat plate have been
proposed for gases. They do not agree well with one another, but none
predicts that 8' deviates from o~~ by more than 30%. The experimental data
show considerable scatter about 0'18* = 1. Such convective situations do
not appear to be important for rapid solidification and so are not presented
in detail here.
There are many theoretical results for buoyancy-driven free convection,
but few are relevant to our present interests. Most are for convection on a
vertical flat pl~te caused solely by concentration differences. Furthermore,
the theories do not agree with one another. In solidification it is usual to
find the convection controlled by temperature differences, especially for
small impurity contents. The only relevant study I found for such a
situation is that of Cardner and Hellums (10,11). Representative results are
shown in Figure 3. The Grashof number Grheat represents the driving force
for natural convection caused by temperature differences ~T, whereas Grmass
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is that for concentration differences ~CAf' The values Pr = 0.2 and Sc = 5
approximate the properties for a liquid metal. Note that as the variation of
density due to ~T increases in importance, the deviation of 0 from 0*
increases significantly. Thus one would not expect segregation data for
therma11y-driven free convection to fit BPS even at moderate freezing rates.
The hydrodynamicists have performed many studies on the influence of
finite interfacial flow (vcf) on mass transfer. However, few of these are of
direct interest in solidification. There are no such studies, for example,
for thermally-driven free convection in a horizontal boat or in a vertical
Bridgman ampoule. Such geometries would require numerical approaches; and
hopefully careful experiments performed out to large oVcf/D.
CONCLUSION
The classic BPS equation is expected to work well for Czochra1ski
growth at all freezing rates, unless the equilibrium distribution coefficient
is small or severe non-equilibrium interfacial processes occur. Solidification in unstirred systems with buoyancy forces present is another matter.
BPS probably breaks down even at moderate growth rates. Plots of
1n(1/keff -1) vs. growth rate would be expected to show deviations from
linearity even at oviD ~ 1. Numerical solutions giving 0/0* vs. oviD for
typical geometries would provide considerable insight, but are unlikely to be
general enough to allow confident predictions of segregation for all
situations and systems.
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NOMENCLATURE
C

Total molar concentration (=E Ci ) (mol/m3 ) •
Molar concentration of component i (mol/m3 ).
MUltic'omponent diffusion coefficient in reference system r (m2 /s).
Binary diffusion coefficient (m 2/s).
Vol~e

fraction of i (= C.V.).
1. 1.

Diffusion flux relative to r-average velocity v r (= C.(v.-v r »
(mol/m 2 .s).
1.
1.
K

Mass transfer coefficient (= DSh/L)(m/s).

k

Distribution coefficient (See Eq. 8).

L

Characteristic dimension or length (m).

M.1.

Molecular weight of i (g/mol) .

Pr

Prandtl number (V/K).

Sc

Schmidt number (v/D

Sh

Sherwood number «3(WA-WAoo)/(WAO-WAoo»/3(y/L».

AB

).

Partial molar volume of i (m3 /mol).
Average velocity in y direction in r reference system (m/s).
v

c

Crystal growth velocity (m/s).
Velocity in y direction of component i (m/s).
Crystallization flow velocity in negative y direction taking
interface as fixed at y=O (m/s). Same as V in figures.
Weight fraction of i in mixture.
Mole fraction of i.
Composition variable (See Table 1).
Distance from interface into fluid.
Weighting factor (See Table 1).
Weighting factor (See Table 1).
Fictitious stagnant film thickness (m).
Interfacial velocity parameter (See Eq. 13)
Thermal diffusivity (m 2/s).
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,

II

Viscosity (g/mos)

v

Kinematic viscosity (= ll/p) (m 2 /s) .

p

Total density

(g/m 3 ).

Subscripts
A

Solute in binary mixture.

B

Solvent in binary.

c

Crystal.

eff

Effective value.

f

Fluid (liquid or gas) .

i

Component i in multicomponent mixture

j

Component j.

°
ro

Value at interface.
Value in bulk fluid.

Superscripts
m

Mole centered (based on mole-average velocity) .

v

Volume centered (based on volume-average velocity).
Mass centered (based on mass-centered velocity).

*

Value for zero interfacial velocity (v~f
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1.8

r 66

Laminar convection on an infinite rotating disk. Here
V = Vtf is the crystallization flow in the mass centered
system. Solid curves represent theoretical results of
References (1,5-7) for liquids (Sc > 10) and of Reference (6)
for gases (Sc = 1).
-.

o -

Experimental data of Ref. (8) on segregation of Sb in
Czochralski growth of Ge.

D-

Experimental data of Ref. (9) for dissolution of KBr
in water.

4-

Sucrose dissolution in water (9).
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Error in calculating effective distribution coefficient by
assuming 0' = 8* for liquid On rotating disk. From Eq. (16)
and curve for Sc ~ 10 in Figure L
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K*

Buoyancy-driven free convection on a vertical flat plate
caused by both temperature differences and concentration
differences (10,11). Grmass is proportional to the density
difference caused by ~CAf and Grheat to that caused by ~T.
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DISCUSSION

HORRISON: Based on your analysis of the Burton-Prim-Schlichter equation, do
you have a comment on Bruce's [Chalmers] calculations of very high
impurity concentrations at the growth interface in real growth systems?
WILCOX: I'm not sure I see the relation. If you are forming particles in the
liquid, they may be swept away or be second-phase particles. It is well
known that if the carbon concentration gets high you get silicon carbide
particles in silicon.
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MODELS OF RAPID SOLIDIFICATION
(horle H. Gilmer
Jeremy Q. Broughton

AT&T Bdllabmltcnes

Murray Hill. New leney UlCJ74

ABSTRACT

laser annealing studies have provided much information on vari-

ous cmsequmces c:l. rapid solidification, including the trapping c:l.
impurities in the crystal, the generation of vacancies and twins, and
m the fundamental limits to the speed ci. the crystal-melt interface.

In this papa' we review some c:I. $e results obtained by molecular

dynamic:s methcxls ci. the solidification ci. a Lennard-Jones liquid.

An

indicatiCll ci. the relatiOIiShip d interface speed to undercooling

fer certain materials can be derived from this model. Ising mooel

simulatims c:l. impurity trapping in silicon are cc:mpared with some ci.
the laser annealing results. The consequences ci. interface segrega1

tim and at(IDic strain are discussed.
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MODELS OF RAPID SOLIDIFICATION
Chorge H. Gilmer
Jeremy Q. BroughtOil
AT&T BdI Labomtaies

Murray Hill, New Jersey 07V14

I. Int:roECtiOD
The trapping c:l. impurities and cXher effects rl rapid solidification have been
intensively studied by pulsed laser melting and resolidificatien c:l. scmiconducton( 1).
Laser annealing techniques rl this sort can produce crystals with impurity concentrations that exceed by several orders rl magnitude doe which are obtained by
conventimal crystal growth. In additien to the effects en the impurity diffusien in
the fluid, the process rl incorporating the impurity at the interface is mcxfified.
Crystal-melt interface velocities up to 18 mls have been achieved for silicon(2). A
laser pulse with sufficient energy to melt a crystal to a depth c:l. several microns is
applied, and the steep temperature gradients that result also provide rapid cooling
after the pulse terminates. Recrystallizatien starts when the interface cools below
the melting point, and the latent heat released is readily transferred to the interior

cl the crystal. In this case, heat conductien is not the mly factor that controls the
interface velocity, and the finite rate rl atomic rearrangeme'lt also causes observable effects. The large amount rl data that has becmne available recently should
provide answers to fundamental questions concerning the mechanism rl crystal
growth and intrinsic limits on the solidificatien rate.

Rapid solidification also can induce changes in the crystal structure and comIDitien. Material in the regien c:l. the interface is, c:l. course, in transitien fran the
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fluid to the crystalline state. The interface region is limited in thickness to a few
atomic diameters, as discussed below. 'IJlerefoce, the rearrangement rl. the atoms
• in this regioo must occur in a time ci ~ 10- 10 sec foc wlocities ci 10 mls. Sane

~

rl.'the properties characteristic ci the dismlered liquid may be trapped in the solid,
unless the mobility ci the at<ms in the interface is extremely large.
La~

annmling has produced crystalline material with large cmcentrations rl.

cettain impurities. In some cascs, the maximum equilibrium solubility can be
exkeded by several orders ci magnitude. These new materials may have useful
I,

prq,erties.
Rapid growth can also lead to a degeneration ci the crystal structure.
I

In the case ci silicon grown behind a (111) interface, speeds ci ~ 5 mI s produce
I

~e lattice defects, but at higher speeds the crystalline symmetry is lost comI

pletelYl~ and amorphous material is focmed(2). Apparently there is not enough time

for the atoms to reach the ordered crystal structure. .
1

Progress in understanding these phenomena can be made by comparisons rl.

i

the new data with atomic-scale mooels ci solidificatioo. Direct observations ci the
crystal-melt interface are not pcssible in most cascs; the experiments yield only
information
:

00

the rates ci solidification and the structures before and after Ia~

prOcessing. Canputer simulation mooels can represent the interface structure in
,I

detail. In principle, the parameters ci the model can be adjusted to match the
I

exPeriment, and the resulting growth mechanisms and structures can be studied.
I

The fast growth regime is a convenient one to model, because a large sampled. '
material can be crystallized in a relatively small amount cI. computer time.
Two different malels ci crystal growth will be discussed in this parer. First, a
sy*em rl. particles interacting by means ci a Lennard-Jones (U) potential is
I

,

trehted(3). This potential is most apprqlriate foc noble gas systems, but similar
I,

.

. ' .

prqlerties are expected foc other atomic systems such as the simple metals which
also have hardo(:oce repulsions. The molecular dynamics technique is used to calcu-

.
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late -the detailed trajectmes cI.

== 1000 pu1icles.

The growth rates obtained fran

this model provide jimcrmatiCD CD the time scales invdvcd in the restructuring rl
• the material in the interface. Also, the genmstim rl lattice defects can ~
obserwd, since

DO

CCDstraints are placed CD the atmlic motiCD other than those

resUlting fnm the bouDdary c:mditiCDS. Sane cmclusiODS CD the crystallizatiCD rl
silicm can be deriwd from these results.
Impurity trapping bas been simulated using Mmte Carlo techniques and the
kinetic Ising madel(4.5). A perfect lattice structure is assumed a priori, and lattice
sites are permitted to occupy me rl three states: a mean-field liquid, crystal type A
(the ba;t species), and crystal type B (the impurity). Transitions from liquid to
the crystalline state and the reverse occur at rates that are cmsistent with the relative energies BDd entropies rl the two states accmting to the principle c:i microscopic reversibility. This rdativdy simple model can be studied under a range t1
CODditiCDS and reliable data CD impurity trapping can be obtained. The model
exhibits ma;t cI. the known mechanisms rl crystal growth. The long-wavelength
perturbations rl the interface structure that lmd to the roughening transition are
included, and their effects en the rate rl crystal growth have been considC'l.:d(6).

Molecular DynamIcs Models

~

Crystal-Melt SystellB.

The structure rl the crystal-melt interface in a system c:i U particles has been
examined in depth(7-10). We will return to this subject later in our discussion of
impurity trapping. Because of the fast crystallization kinetics~ it is also pa;sible to
measure crystal growth rates. Landman d. al.(ll) have simulated the motion of
atoms in a slab initially in the supercooled liquid state, but which was placed in
contact with a crystal surface. Ordering of the atoms into layers was observed
first, and then the localization of the atoms at lattice sites within the layers. An
int~ace

speed cI.

== 100

mls was estimated during the early stages of ordering, if

the parameters cI. the model appropriate f(X'argon were inserted. The melting and
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resoliditication eX a two-component system has also been simulated, with the energy
for melting deposited in a manner similar to that ci a laser source(l2). Some &egre-

• gatim rl the impurity to the free surface was 00served.
Steady-state crystallization rates were measured fer a range eX temperatures
below the mdting point (T m) by Broughton et. alP) A system with a FCC (100)
crystalomdt interface was equilibrated in a box elongated in the direction normal
to the interface, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Periodic boundary conditions were applied
in the plralld directions. Particles at the two ends d the box were coupled to a
'beat bath" at a selected temperature Toby means ci randem and dissipltive
forces(13). Crystal growth was observed when To was reduced below T m; the interface advanced into the supercooled liquid.

New particles with coordinates

appropriate for a liquid were supplied at the lower end d the box at a rate that
was adjusted to keep the interface roughly in the center d the box. Crystalline
material extruded from the top was removed.
The measured growth rates are illustrated by the circles in Fig. 2. The interface velocity is plot;ted vs. the temperature T in the center. T is always higher
than To because rl the latent heat released during crystallization. Dimensionless
units fer temperature and velocity are given( 14) •
corresponds to

~80

The maximum velocity

mls for argon. The most surprising asped of these data is the

s:apid crystallization at low temperatures. Most materials for which

reliabU~

data is

available exhibit sharply reduced rates at low temperatures, as expected fer an
activated process(lS). That is, they can be described as the praJuct dan
Arrhenius facter F (T) and a term that accounts for the net production of crystalline material resulting from microscopic crystallization and melting events,

R =

F(T)[l-exp(-~fJI'kT)].

(1)
Here F(T) bas the dimensions of velodty and represents the rate at which the
interface would move if all transitions from liquid to crystal were permanent. The
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rewz~· traDSitim from crystal to liquid
wha-e

~tJ. is

is represented by the term exp( -~tJI leT),

the diffczoeDCe in chemical potential ~ the liquid aDd the crystal.

• Near T", it can be appralimated by the exptessim
~tJ.=

AS (T'" -T),
(2)
wha-e AS is the entropy ci fusim. The Arrhenius faeter is citeD repramted by an
expressim d. the type< 16)

F(T) =DalrlA'J.,
(3)
wh~ D is the diffusim coefficient in the liquid and A is the mean free path. It is
ass~ that atmns in the adjacmt liquid ci thickness a impinge on the crystal

surfaCe at a rate proportiooal to DfA'J.. A site faeter 10< 1 is included to acoount
for the faet that

l'aDC

ci these collisions do not contribute to crystal growth, either

because they are not sufficiently clme to a lattice site or

~ause

the region neigh-

boring the site is relatively disordered. The law entropy c1 fusion AS =1.62(17)
insures that the surface is above the roughening transition temperature(6) and
therefore the growth sites are not limited by a lateral growth mechanism such as
two-dimensional nucleation or spiral growth. The diffusion coefficient in the liquid
usually bas an Arrhcniu'i form D=Doexp(-Q'leT), where DO and Q are independent rl temperature. This equation describes the supercooled U liquid over the
range fran T", dawn to 0.4T m where the high visca;ity prevents accurate measurements( 17). 1be driving force A;.:. ~n be calculated accurately even at large under-

coolings (unlike cq. (2» usin.,g thermaJynamic data fran the bulk crystal and the
supercooled liquid< 17) •
The solid curve in Fig. 2 is a plot rl e.}s. (1) arJd (3) with the appropriate

values d. AfJ. and D. The supercooled U liquid becomes highly 'viscous at low temperatures; the glass transition occurs at T ==025< 17,18), wher~ the measured interface velocities in this resion are quite large. Crystallization is apparently not limited by an aetivated process. Evta fl

W2')'
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small activatim barriczo would reduce the
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growth rate oigiJmt:~.\Atly at Jaw temperatures. Tlitnbull and Bagley< 19) bad argued

earlier that crystallization eX simple melts shoold not be limited by the liquid diffu·
• sim rate, s;nco 1DQ'."e!l1ent ac~ the interface is less impeded by 'backscattering".
'!be large atomic mobility in the interface is apparmtly the result eX a density

deficit in this region. Interface densities intermediate between the two bulk phases
are cbsern:d at the mdt'..ng pdnt(7-10). There is no indication eX \tids, and the
diffusivity cf the interfacial atans is approximately equal to that eX the bulk liquid.

Hawever, as the temperature eX the interface is reduced belaw T m' the density eX
the interface region drq>S, and at T =().1S it is 5% lower than that eX the fluid
phase(3). Thus, the amount ci free volume available for atomic motion increases at
law temperatures. This extra free volume could be caused by the large visca;ity c:i
the liquid phase. At the large growth rates observed, there is little time for the
liquid to relax, and hence the misfit between the liquid and the crystal is increased.
En banced diffusion eX atoms at the interface between two solid phases is can·

manly observed in experiments on grain boundary diffusion(20).
In the absence eX a potential energy barrier the rate at which liquid atoms in
the interface could move to .lattice sites is determined by the average thermal velocity, (3kT 1m)". If they travel a distance )., the interface velocity is

R = (a/~.)(3kT 1m )"1 o[l·-exp( -AJN'kT )).
(4)
The dashed curve in Fig. 2 has been plotted with )'=().4a, the average distance
fr~

the center c:i points uniformly distributed in a sphere, and lo=().27. This

expression if in gocxl agreement with the data aver the full range of T , (and has no
activation energy whatsoever. Apparently the atoms in the liquid can rearrange
into a crystal1attice along a path in confi~on space that involves a monotonic
reduction in potential energy.
This unexpected conclusion applies ooly to simple atoms and molecules. The
crystallizatim eX ordered alloys would involve the diffusion cI. atoms to the correct
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sublattice sites, wd may involve an activated process. Similarly, the crystallization

ri JOOit molecuJar crystals requires a rccrientation c:l the molecules, and would also
• be inhibited at law temperatures. Often measurements c:l crystallization rates at
large undercoOOngs are consistent with eqs. (1) and (3), although the apparent
ac~vation energy for growth may be somewhat smaller than that for diffusion in
the bulk liquid(21). 1bis seems to indicate that the interface contains extra free
volume, although not enough to avad some activated rearrangements c:l the liquid
material.
H eq. (4) is applicable to other materials, approximate values ci the maximum
j

grOwth rates can be obtained by scaling with (T m 1m );a. Accordingly, we estimate
maximum
rates c:l 400 mls for nickel and 430 mls for silicon. Interface velocities
!.

of SO mls have been measured for Ni dendrites growing into a supercooled melt at
0.9T m (22). The amplex heat traDS}Xrt is not easily anal~ed, but the velocity data

of Fig. 2 imply an interface temperature ci O.96T m. This is a 70 0 e undercooling
at the interface, a surprisingly large value for such a simple system. The maximum velocity measured for the crystallization ci silicon is only 18 mls as mentioned earlier, and this indicates that the mobility ci interfaces in covalent materials is much smaller.
An increase in the number of lattice defects was noted during the growth of
the U crystal at law temperatures. The crystalline material formed at T =ODS
Contained 05% vacancies, whereas the equilibrium concentration of vacancies at
~his temperature is less than 10-30 • Twinning was also observed. In every instance
I

~is

process began as a defect involving a single raw ci atoms in a partially ordered

(tOO) layer. The atoms were displaced by a distance al2 in a direction parallel to
I

~e

raw. The next layer to cryst()llize usually contained two adjacent raws dis-

placed, and so on until the entire layer was in the new (Dition and

was again in a

perfect (100) configuration. Examination ci this geometry shaws that two (111)
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twin planes are termed. SignifiCant reduction tt the growth rate was obsenOO
while the defective material was in the interface. lbis contrasts with the usual
assumption that defects enaance the rate Ii growth by providing sources tt.'steps
and otba' growth sites. In this case the intrinsically rough interlace is probably not
much affected by additimal steps er disorder. The strain and reduced bonding in
the crystal reduce the difference in free energy between the crystal and the melt,
and fewer eX the impinging atcms are trapped in the cxdcred state. More important, perhaps, is the fact that the presence of the twinned material provides alternative sets

Ci sites where ,the atoms d the liquid can crystallize. Competition

between the different sites retards crystallization. Unpublished data fer growth on
the (111) interface demonstrates this effect. The close packed layers may stack in
the FCC abcabca ... sequence,

~

as ababab ... to form HCP material. The energy

difference between, these two lattices is extremely small, and near T m the crystalline matt7ial does not have a regular stacking sequence. The growth rate on this

face is only 50% c:i. (100) rate. The initial crystallization c:i. a layer praJuces
domains on the two sets tt sites and misfit boundaries between domains. The
necessity to eliminate the high-energy misfit boundaries delays the crystallization

process.
Ising Model rI ImplI'ity Trapping

The regrowth velocities achieved by laser annealing are !Jive or six ordeN of
magnitude larger than those of conventional growth methods. During Czochralski
grqwth the distribution of impurity in a crystal is usually calculated by the Burton,
Prim and Slichter theory(22). The concentration at the'interface is obtained from
the rate of transport in the. fluid, and the corresponding crystal concentration is
often idetermined \rrOOl the phase diagram.
At high velocities there is much less time for equilibration between the crystal
and the melt through the exchange Ii atoms at the interface. The distribution
159

coefficient K may deviate from the equilibrium value; K is the ratio
jty concentratim in the crystal to that in the liquid

at

ct. the impur-

the inte/ace. Impurities

• with low equilibrium solubilities in the crystal lattice provide the ma;t dramatic
examples ci. trapping. Bismuth and indium in silicon have equilibrium distributim
c:oefficients K e :::: 5><10-4; whereas K :::: 0.3 at velocities

ct. 5 m/s(24). The high

cancentra tions ci these dements are particularly surprising since the energies ci the
impurity atans actually increase during crystallizatim. Simple rate-theory ideas

futply that the fraction ci these impurities crystallizing would decrease as the interface is undercooled, since the probability ci. a transitim to the state with the

higher energy becomes smaller at a lower temperature. Instead, K increases by
several orders ci. magnitude.
There are several paisible explanations of this result. A diffuse transition
region between the crystal and the melt, perhaps hundreds or thousands ci
AngstrOJl\S thick, would certainly enhance the trapping process. As the interface
advances, the impurity becomes enmeshed in a viscous medium before its energy
rises to the: value in the bulk crystal. When the medium starts to become rigid, the
impurity is immobilized, and can escape only if a backwards fluctuation in the
pasi tion ci the interface occurs with sufficient amplitude to reach the impurity.
I

The crystallization ci the impurity and the creation ci the state ci high energy
occur gradually. The single impurity crystallization event ci small probability in
tll,e basic ratt!-theory mooel is replaced by a series of pu-tial cryStallization events

~th probabilities that are slightly smaller that thClie ci the ha;t atoms. Therefore,
I

atl high undenXJOlings when crystallization is much more likely than melting, the
1

inlpurities and ha;t atoms condense at nearly the same rate, and impurities should

be incorporated at approximately the liquid concentratim.
Trapping would also be enhanced by the preferential segregation of impurities
in the region eX the interface between the crystal and the melt. The high concen-
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tration c:l. impurities in the regim

whe~

sdidification ,occurs' would increase their

probability rl. crystallizatim. It should be noted, however, that the impurity an• eentration at the interface will saturate as the numbPl rl. imlmrities in the liquid is

increased, and this may occur at relatively law concentratims in the liquid phase.
Finally, local strain in the crystal resulting from atomic size mismatch or frOn\
dectrcmic effects could affect trapping. Bismuth has an atomic diametez that is
largez than that rl. silicon. Canpressive stress would increase gradually as the
hnpurity becanes buried deeper in the crystal where outward relaxation is not posSible. As in the case ct. the diffuse interface, the atom is immobilized before the

I

6111 energy ct. the bulk state is apprmched.

Again, the increase in energy is distri-

I

buted ovez many crystallization events, and this could be expected to increase the
rate rl. trapping.
Atomic scale mOOels provide an excellent means for testing these different
hypotheses. The pa;sibility ct. a diffuse interfacial regicm can only be tested with
malels that pezmit atomic positions and displacements d. a vezy general nature
such as the molecular dynamics systems discussed earlie~7-10). Trajectories ct.
i

atoms in layezs belonging to the interfacial regicm indicate an abrupt transiticm
from the crystalline state to that ct. the fluid. On the crystalline side of the interface, the atoms execute vibrational moticm in the immediate neighborhood d.lattice
sites, whereas on

th~

fluid side the moticm is diffusive in nature with little evidence

'!

cI. a preference for lattice positions. In the case of FCC interfaces with U poten-

tials, the transition from bulk fluid to bulk crystal appears to occur within a distance ct. about three atomic diameters. Trajectories ct. atoms in the (111) layezs
are shawn in Fig. 3(10). In layer 5, on the crystal side ct. the interface, the atoms
spend ma;t ct. their time vibrating around lattice sites. Only one diffusion event is
,

recorded during this periOO. In the next layer, the vibraticmal amplitude is much
largez, but the layez is still highly ordered. Layez 7 appears to have crystalline and
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fluid regioos coexisting, and layel' 8

bas little indicatioo c:l crysta.llillc;: liA"'dcr.

'{ills

~uggests that the transitioo c:l an atom frem liquid to crystal is quite sudden and

• lha;t could be assignaJ to

ODe

state er the mher. Further evidence c:l the sharp

change in structure at the interface is given in Fig. 4. Layel'-resolved radial distri,

~utioo

functions arc shown, where r is the projection ooto the plane c:l the inter-

!

mce c:l the distance between two JIIrticles in the layel'. Layel' 5 shows a split

second peak charactel'istic c:l the crystal, whereas this feature is totally absent in
layel' 7. Measurements c:llocal diffusioo coefficients also indicate that the interfacial regioo is c:l a similar thickness. On the other hand, interface density profiles
exhibit <&:illations in density that persist for a large distance into the liquid for the
FCC (111) and (100) orientations, and suggest rathel' diffuse interfaces for these
two cases, but not in the case c:l the (110) face. The data illustrated in Fig. 5
c~early

shows that the density CliCillations on the liquid side are not accompanied by

,

significant variations in the potential energy, and therefore should have little effect

ob

the properties c:l the liquid in this region. The FCC (111) and (100) layer

spacings correspond closely to the peak in the liquid structure factor, and the mag1

~tude

c:t

this peak indicates a large susceptibility to potential CliCillations eX this

wavdength. Figs. 5 and 6 show both the density profile and the average potential
energy

c:t atoms

in the (111) and (110) interfaces, respectively. We can conclude

that the effective interface is quite sharp for ma;t processes that are dependent on
atomic md>ility. The U

potential is ma;t appropriate for the noble gases,

although similar results are expected for simple metals and othel' systems wha;e
structures are are determined prirruuily by the packing of spheres. This potential is
ndt appropriate for silicon, but the entropy eX fusion is 50% lower than that eX sili!

cop and this should produce, if anything, a more diffuse interface in the U system.
1

We can essentially exclude the diffuse interface idea fer explaining the trapping c:l
impurities.
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A plot d. the Ising malel data fer the distribution coefficient ci. bismuth is

shawn in Fig. 1 5). Here.1 .... is given by eq. (2), and M =324 for the ha;t species.
• lite lawer curve is the result cI. the simple Ising malel, with no preferred brtDding
~

the impurity at the interface and no

d~la.y

in the potential energy rise

corresponding to strain. In this case, a small increase is observed with .1...., and this
is 'an imPl'OYCmCDt aver the simple rate

'theory,

but docs not match the large

increase observed in the experiments.
The upper curve was obtained with the effects cI. segregation and strain
included. 'The large change in K occurs

~t a small und~rcooling; it increases by

~o orders cI. magnitude over a small A.... region, and then appears to saturate (note
~e

logarithmic scale for K). This is consistent with the experiments. Variations

~ K with crystallographic orientation have been observed, with the largest K
,

values on the (111) interface(24). This result is also obtained from the Ising model
c:ilculations, and is a consequence cI. the slawer (111) kinetics during crystal
growth. The primary rate limiting factor during regrowth ci. the molten layer is
the conduction cl.latent heat away from the growing interface. This means that
~e velocity is determined primarily by the thermal conditions, and that the (111)

race must fall back to a cooler region with a correspondingly larger .1.... in cxder to
maintain this velocity. As clearly seen in Fig. 7, the larger .1 .... will always produce
a larger value d. K.

Conclusiolll
Molecular dynamics calculations cI. solidification have shawn that simple
atomic systems can crystallize at very high rates which are limited only by the
thermal motion cI. the atoms. The interface' between the crystal and the glass can
move at extremely law temperatures, and the glassy state is unstable when placed
I

'

.

in contact with the crystal. Rapid growth at law temperatures praJuces a high
concentratim cI. vacancies an an occasional twin plane when growth occurs on the
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(100) face. Growth CIl the (111) is significantly slawezo, and does ID praluce a
coI1sistent lattice structure because ci the extremdy bigh probability fer twinning.
i

·

,PP The two faeters that ha\'e the greatest influmce CIl the trapping

ct impurities

with law equilibrium distributiCll coefficients are interface segregatim and atomic
strain. With these facters included in the Ising malel ci the diammd cubic lattice,

the calculations are in goad agreement with Wei' annealing eqx:riments CIl silicm.
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Figure Captlom

Fig. 1.

Schematic diagram c1 a cr<R-sedion c1 the three-dimensional crystallization system employed in the simulations.

Fig. 2.

Molecular dynamics data (open circles) for the velocity c1 the crystalmelt interface vs. interface temperature. The solid curve corresponds
to eqs. (1) and (3), and the dashed curve to eq. (4).

Fig. 3.

Trajectories of atoms in successive layers in the U crystal-melt ftnterface, as projected cmto a plane parallel to the interface.

Fig. 4.

Two-dimensional radial distribution functions gL (r) in layers c1 the
(111) interface.

Fig. S.'"

.

Density profile and potential energy per particle for the (111) interface.
Ver1icallines indicate the bulk crystal layer tuitions.

Fig. 6.

Density profile and potential energy per particle for the (110) interface.

Fig. 7.

Distribution coefficient vs. AJJlIcT as obtained from an Ising malel c1

the diamcmd cubic lattice. The hexagons indicate the results for the
silnple Ising malel, whereas the squares and triangles represent the
(100) and (111) faces, respectively, with interface potential energy
functions correspcmding to segregaticm and stress
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OISCUSSION

GLICKSMAN: You mentioned some comparative work between material like silicon
and some of the Leonard-Joner material. I wondered whether one has to
correct for the fact that ther'~ is a considerable electronic component in
t,he latent heat of these diamoi'/,ej ~ubicmaterials like silicon. Perhaps a
good deal of that latent heat i~ superfluous i since it is just carried by
the band structures of the electrons responding to the surrounding
structure.
GILMER: Yes. I think what that is going to do is make the potential energy
variation through the interface more gradual, and I don't know any way of
getting quantitative numbers on what that variation is. I do think that
the 'structural change through the interface is quite sharp. I don't think
that is going to be determined by this band struct~re calculation. This
is more of a long-range effect and the structure is determined more by the
covalent bonding than by the local ordering.
GLICKSMAN: Part of the latent heat in the case of the diamond cubic materials
has been ascribed to a profound electronic change, with the silicon
essentially being a metal and the other being a semiconductor. For
isostructural types with similar bonding, they find that you can almost
consider that to be a kind of electronic component. Should that be
included or should that be subtracted out in terms of the way you assign
the bonding energies which are in fact proportional to a latent heat?
GILMER: Ithlnk that should be subtracted out. In other words, the effective
latent heat in determining interfacial roughness should be the short-range
interactions.
MILSTEIN: You mentioned that you had done an analysis that suggested that
even at 0.2 relative temperature, you were seeing glass going to
crystalline solid. What material did that refer to?
GILMER: The closest material to the Leonard-Jones system is the noble
gases. Probably quite applicable also are the metallic systems and any
system that has more or less a spherically symmetrical potential and a
hard core.
MILSTEIN: If that is the circumstance, I think Marty's [Glicksman] comment
might apply equally well if you are dealing with a normal system where the
solid is more dense than the liquid. If you look at the interface, the
atoms ought to be farther apart in the supercooled liquid than they are in
the solid, and therefore there is room for them to rattle around.
Whereas, when you talk about a material like silicon that goes the other
way in density, that's going to be a very tough thing to have happen.
GILMER: That is not a problem in this model because the two ends of the boxes
in the model were adjusted to maintain constant pressure throughout the
system. Therefore, if there is a density change upon crystallization, the
top layer of the crystal actually moves down and fills in that excess
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volume that is created as you go to the more d.ense phase. what we were
trying to do was model something that was open to the atmosphere, that
would not have any strain developing because of the volume change. But
there does appear to be some extra free volume in that interfacial
region. I actually do a measurement in which I have measured the number
of atoms in the layers of the crystal and going down into the liquid, and
the one that was· closest to the transition region of the interface
actually had about a 5~ lower volume than either the bulk liquid or the
crystal. So there does seem to be a density deficit in that region. You
don't see a density deficit at the melting point, but this is at low
te'mperatures and I think what is happening is that you have this huge
growth rate, and you have this rigid glassy material coming up against the
crystal, and it just does not have time to fill in all the holes and
intimately wet the crystal surface. So it is partly the high growth'rate
. that prevents it from filling in, I think. It looks like the {lll} is
actually going to slow down at low temperatures.
SEKERKA: Could you tell me more about what happens in heat-bath regions in
your simulation?
GILMER: The particles in this region are subjected to external forces that
are random and dissipative in nature. I t is Ii Langevin-type system. The
ratio of the random to dissipative force determines tqe temperature.
Since they are fairly strongly coupled in those two regions, we can clamp
the temperature fairly close to the number that we set. What we wanted to
do is to get the motion of the interface to be able to take care of the
latent heat. In such a small system, only about 10 atomic layers away
from the interface, we have this heat bath where we can do that very
effettively and get these high velocities. In an experimental system, of
course, all that is going to happen is that when this thing starts
growing, it is going to heat up very high, close to the melting point, and
continue to propagate. In this system we wanted to include the
low-temperature behavior also, and that was the reason for clamps. They
are in effect coupled to an external heat bath.
SEKERKA: ~ou showed temperature versus height, and I don't know what those
units are, and where is 10, and why is the temperature maximum there?
GILMER:
SEKERKA:

Ten is where the

interfa~e

is releasing its latent heat.

Aren't you.making the layer B-C hot and D-E cold?

GILMER: No. This is a different type of temperature profile. In fact, it is
unstable. If the interface starts to move out of the box we can always
push in more liquid in order to keep it at the center.
SEKERKA:
GILMER:

You are growing a supercooled liquid?
That is right.

ABBASCHIAN: Your models imply that you really don't have a sharp transition
from faceted growth to a continuous growth. Is that correct?
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GILMER: That is correct. There is no sharp kinetic transition predicted
between a faceted growth and a continuous growth. The transition occurs
as a function of temperature. In none of the models that we have studied
do we see this faceted-to-continuous transition as a function of
kinetics. That is a continuous transition. As you increase the
undercooling, you get more clu~ters, but that goes up in a continuous
fashion. You don·t see any break in the growth-rate curve or anything of
this type.
ABBASCHIAN:

Do you consider clusters in the supercooled liquid?

GILMER: This is a very basic model in the sense that the only thing I am
assuming is an interaction; I solved Newton's equations, and whatever
happens, happens. If there is clustering going on in the liquid, then it
is in my model.
WILCOX: You mentioned that for a typical Czochralski growth bf silicon you
have a supercooling of 20C from your model. Do you know of any
experimental confirmation of that?
GILMER: No. There have been some heat-conduction calculations of the
supercooling of the (111) face during Czochralski growth, but I hav'e based
that purely on calculations, not on any measurements.
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THE EFFECT OF GROWTH RATE ON INTERFACE MORPHOLOGY

R. Tri vedi and K. Somboonsuk
Ames Laboratory , USDOE and Department of
Materials Science and Engineering
Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011

Abstract
Since significantly different solidification structures of a given
alloy can be obtained by varying experimental growth rates, it is
desirable to understand the basic factors which control the formation
and stability of these microstructures as growth conditions are
altered. Directional solidification experiments are described in this
paper and the results obtained in metallic and transparent organic
systems are presented. Emphasis will be placed on the characteristics
of dendritic structures obtained under different solidification conditions •. Specifically, the effect of the growth rate on the primary
dendrite spacing, the secondary dendrite spacing and the dendrite tip
radius ,is discussed. It is shown that significant changes in the
primary spacing is observed when a dendrite to cellular transition
takes place at lower velocities. It is found that the primary cellular
spacing is much smaller than the primary dendrite spacing so that a
maximum in the primary spacing occurs as ,a function of velocity at the
dendrite-cellular transition. A theoretical model is also described
which quantitatively explains various microstructural features of
dendritic and cellular structures.
1.

I nt roduct ion

Crystal growth studies are generally carried out under controlled
solidification conditions, and the characteristics of crystals grown
under such conditions are governed by the alloy or impurity composition
(C ao)., the growth velocity (V) and the temperature gradient at the
interface (G). In order to separate the effect of each of these variables, controlled solidification studies have been carried out on
alloys of different compositio~s, and these studies have enabled us to
obtain a greater insight into the characteristics of crystals. Through
such studies, it has become possible to understand the conditions under
which a planar interface becomes unstable and under which planar to
cellular to dendritic structural transitions occur [1]. Most of these
controlled solidification studies have been carried out for metallic
systems or for organic systems with low entropies of fusion. We shall
describe these results so as to obtain a broader perspective of our
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current understanding of the solidification phenomena. Specific attention will be directed toward understanding the microstructural characteristics of cellular and dendritic interfaces.
2.

Directional solidification studies

In directional solidification experiments, bqth the growth rate
and the temperature gradient in liquid may be independently controlled
so that one can study the crystal growth characteristics as a function
of either the temperature gradient (at constant growth rate) or the
velocity (at constant temperature gradient). The ,experimental set-up
consists of a heating furnace and a water-cooled chamber which are
separated by an insulating ,material,. The temperature gradient is controlled by controlling the temperature of the furnace. The alloy,
whi ch is placed ina tube, is then a 11 owed to sol i di fy at a constant
rate by moving the thermal assembly at a constant rate. After the
steady-state growth is established, the alloy is solidified for a short
tim~ and quenched [2, 3J.
The interface characteristics and solute
redistribution are ~hen studied. A similar, although a much simpler,
system can be designed to study in situ the directional solidification
of transparent materials [4J. A schematic diagram of such a system is
illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1.

A schematic illustration of the directional solidification
system.
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(b)

(a)
Fig. 2.

Steady-sta e inter ace s ructu res in the succinonitrile-4 wt%
acetone system obtained unde the di rectio nal solidification
conditions of G=67 K/cm and (a) V=O .40 vn/sec (b) V=O.68
un/sec. From reference (5).
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Fig. 3.

Steady-state dendritic interface structure in the
succinonitrile-4 wt% acetone system. Directi onal
solidification conditions were G=67 Kjcm and V=6 7

3.

j sec.

Stability of a planar inter ace

The stability 0 solid-liquid interface was
s udied by
Tiller et al. [6]. They used the simple argument at a pl anar interface, if i develo~s a small protuberence, ould buns able an d he
protrusion would grew ~aster than the planar elemen s of the in erface
i
he liquid region a~ead of he in erface had a grea e degree 0
supercooling than the liquid region at the inte r ace . Thus , a crys al
su ace in a pure undercooled mel would always be uns able , wher as an
interface moving at a constant velocity in an alloy sys~em wi h a positive tempe ature gradien in he liquid would be uns able on ly when
V > GLDj 6T o
(1)
where GL is the emperatu e gradient in liquid a the inter ace , 0
the solute dif usion coefficient in liquid and 6To he quilibri m
reezing range of the alloy . Tiller [7] subsequen ly pointed out t h t
180

the stability of the interface should also depend upon the temperature
gradient in the solid. He modified equation (1) to the form
V > GO! t.T 0

(2)

where G is the ~verage temperature gradient in liquid whose value was
suggested as G =(KLGL+KSGS)/(KL+KS)' where KL and KS are thermal
conductivities of liquid and solid, respectively.
The major shortcomi ngs of the above' treatments are that they do
not include the effects of solid-liquid interface energy and interface
attachment kinetics. Both these effects would tend to stabilize a
planar interface to a greater growth rate value. A more rigorou'S
interface stability analysis which included the effect of an isotropic
interface energy was developed by Mullins and Sekerka [8J. They
carried out the stability analysis by perturbing a planar interface
with a sinusoidal profile and then determining the condition under
which the amplitude of perturbation would grow with time. When solute
effects are significant, they found that the contribution from the
interface free energy was small, and the interface would be unstable
when
(3)

where S is a stabil ity parameter whose val ues are typically between 0.7
to 0.9 under normal solidification conditions [1J. This result shows
that the surface energy tended to stabilize the interface to slightly
higher growth rates than those predicted by the modified constitutional
supercooling criteria, given by equation (2).
The results of tiie stability analysis developed by Mullins and
Sekerka also show that surface energy effects will be very important
for two cases, one in whi ch the growth rates are very hi gh, and the
other in which the solute content is very small. They found that a
planar interface would always be stable at very high growth rates".
i.e., when
V > (0 liT ot.S/k y)
t4a)
or
(4b)
i
~here y is the interfacial energy, k the equilibriLtm solute parti~ioning
function .
and.t.S.the
entropy of fusion per unit volume. EquaI
. .
ticn (4b) shows that a planar interface would be stable when the effective capillarity distance is greater than the effective diffusion
1ength, so that the capi 11 a ri ty effect completely dami nates the solute
effect.
I

I
Another important result can be obtained from the analysis of
Mullins and Sekerka when the solute content is quite small. In such a
dase, a stabilizing force due to a solute build-Up will be small and
the stability of an interface will be controlled by surface energy
~ffects. The effect of the surface energy will be significant when the
wavelength of perturbation is small. However, for larger wavelengths,
the surface energy effect would be small and interface would become
unstable. Thus, a critical wavelength exists where the interface just
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C llular and dendri ic gro
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Fig. 4.

(b)

c)

The brea do n 0 a planar interface a d the establis lent of
the steady-state profile in directionally solidified
succinonitrile-4 wt% acetone. G=67 K/cm, V-O.SO un/sec.
(a) t=36 min, (b) t=40 min, (c) t=148 min.
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A detailed experimental study of AI' 1.2. and p have been carried
out in succinonitile-4 wt% acetone solution ~ Somboonsuk, Mason and
Trivedi [4], and their results are shown in Fig. 5. A number of
interesting features are observed. (1) The primary spacing goes
through a maximum as the growth rate is increased. (2) The maximum in
the primary spacing is correlated with the cellular to dendritic transition v. elocity. (3) The decrease in A). at low velocity is related to
the sharp increase in the tip radius. t4) The secondary dendrite
spacing near the tip region is proportional to the radius of dendrite
tip. In fact, 1.2 / p is found to be a constant equal to 2.2 ± 0.3, a$ .
shown in Fig. 6. Such a scaling law is found to be true even when the
temperature gradient and the composition are altered. The existence of
such a scaling law was first hypothesized by Sharp and Hellawell [11]
who reported 1.,;/ p ~ 2 for aluminum dendrite growth in the Cu-Al system.
The first deta1led experimental study on 1. 2/ p was reported by Huang and
Glicksman [3..2] who found A2/ P = 3.0 for dendrite growth in undercooled
pure succinonitrile liquid. The study by Somboonsuk, Mason and Trivedi
[4] shows that the scaling law between A~ and p also exists in
dendritic structures formed during the dlrectional solidification of
alloys. Although A~ and p are closely related in a simple manner, no
simple correlation 1S found between Ai and P. Fig. 7 shows that A·;.!p
increases sharply with velocity in the cellular region and the rat10
increases only slowly with velocity in the dendritic region.
In order to understand these experimental results it is important
to realize that in a controlled solidification experiment, the shape
and location of the interface is uniquely established for given experimental conditions. For a pure material the interface should be located
at the melting point of the material if interface kinetic effects are
neglected. Thus, a planar interface will exist whose location coincides with the melting point isotherm. However, for alloys, the location of the interface is not easy to predict since the interface can
exist at any temperature between the solidus and the liquidus temperatures. If growth conditions are such that a planar interface exists,
then it is located at the solidus temperature. However, under the
growth conditions of a non-planar interface there exists a degree of
freedom in the temperature at which the advancing front can lotate.
Consequently, multiple solutions are possible. We shall now examine
the reasons for these multiple solutions and then discuss how the
system chooses a specific solution to uniquely characterize the interface under given experimental conditions.
There are two important microstructural parameters, p and AI'
which we would like to predict. These parameters have a aimension of
length, so that we may first define appropriate dimensionless parameters that are important in characterizing the microstructure. Since
the kinetics of the growth are controlled by solute diffusion, thermal
diffusion and interfacial free energy, we may define the characteristic
lengths of these processes as follows:

c-~
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thermal length,

Rt = k~To/G

diffusion length,
capillary length,

~s

= 2D/V

~ = y/llSk~To

(5a)

(5b)
(5c)

where G is the weighted average temperature gradient at the interface.
Since the characteristics of the interface are determined by the relative effects of these processes, we may define the two dimensionless
parameters as:
c4. = ~c/ ~s = yV /2llS tk ~T 0
(6a)

'!J = ~s/ ~ = 2GD/Vk ~To
(6b)
These dimensionless parameters,* and~, describe the experimental·
conditions imposed upon the system. Note that rJI is directly proportional to V, whereas ~ is inversely proportional to V. Consequently,
the parameter If. wi 11 predomi nate at 1arge V and the parameter '1 wi 11
predominate at low velocities.
Our aim is to predict the microstructural features, p and Al for
given experimental conditions. We may thus define the following two
dimensionless parameters to characterize these variables.
p = p/ ~s = V p/ 2D
( 7)
and
(8)

Our aim is now to obtain a relationship between p or A with the experimenta 1 parameters,lf. and UJ.
Recently, Trivedi [5] has shown that the interaction between the
neighboring dendrites is weak so that the dendr~te tip characteristics
can be determined from the model which neglects the interaction between
the neighboring dendrites. Once the dendrite tip characteristics are
known, the weak interactions between the dendrites will next be considered to obtain the primary dendrite spacing. From the simultaneous
solution of solute and thermal diffusion equations, Trivedi [13J has
derived the following relationship for the dendrite tip undercooling
~T/~To = [4k/l-~(1-k)J [1~'YNg{P) + (2Iftp2)f{p)]
(9)

- !

where ~T = TM+mccd"'Tt, in which TM is the melting point of pure
solvent, m the slope of the liquidus, c~ the initial composition and
Tt the tip temperature. ~ is the Ivantsov function equal to p'
exp{p)E1{p) and Ng{p) and f{p) are functions of p which are defined
in reference (13). Note that the above relationship does not give a
unique solution but predicts p (or p) as a function of the tip temperature. This result is shown schematically in Fig. 8, which illustrates
that tip temperature can vary between the solidus and the liquidus
temperature and the tip radius value will depend on the tip temperature
assumed by the dendrite. Since the unique tip characteristics are
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A schematic illustration of the multitudes of theoretical tip
radii which are possible for given growth conditions.
,

observed experimentally for given values ofll#-and"'f, it is necessary
to find a specific tip temperature which the interface chooses under
given experimental conditions. It is now well established in literature [4, 9, 10J that the specific temperature selected by the system is
determined by the stability of the dendrite tip. Trivedi [13, 14] has
derived a general stability criterion applicable to the dendrite growth
under directional solidification conditions. This stability criterion
is given by the following relationship [13, 14J
Ct/Cao~ = (1!2)'r+A-L/p2"
(10)
where Ct is the tip composition, L the stability constant, and ~c
is a function of solute peclet number, p. The function ~ is unity
for small p values but approaches zero as p becomes infinity. This
additional relationship allows one to uniquely determine p as a function of the experimental variablestll-and UJ. Fig. 9 Gompares the
result of this analysis with the experimental data in 'succinonitrile-4
wt% acetone system, and the agreement is found to be quite good. Consequently, we may conclude that marginal stability criteria appears to
be valid for dendrite growth under directional solidification
conditions and the dendrite tip characteristics are not strongly
influenced by the presence of neighboring dendrites.
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Fig. 10 shows the variation of p with V over a wide range of
velocities. Note that when V approaches the planar interface
condition, p tends to go to infinity. The value of the tip radius
increases sharply at both the velocities which correspond to the planar
in~erface stability.
Fig. 11 shows the variation in p vs. V. Again,
a good agreement is found. Note that for a given value of p, two
solutions for velocity are obtained. One solution represents the
dendritic structure whereas the other represents the cellular
structure. For the experimental conditions described in this paper,
the minimum in p is associated with the maximum in Al and also with the
dendrite to cellular transition.
From the consideration of the interactions between neighboring
dendrites, Hunt [15J has derived an expression which relates the
primary spacing with the dendrite tip characteristics. Trivedi [16J
has modifed Hunt's treatment to predict the primary spacing, and the
result is given by
A= 4/2 vfL/p2

(11 )

Fig. 12 compares the experimental data on the primary spacing variation
with the result given by the above expression. The agreement between
the theory and experimental data is found to be quite good. The theory
precisely predicts the velocity at which maximum in Al occurs •

•

•
•

-

•

• EXPERIMENTAL
THEORY

V, /-Lm/sec
I·

Fig. 12. A comparison of theory and experimental data for the primary
dendrite (or cellular) spacing obtained in a directionally
solidified succinonitrile-4 wt% acetone mixture. From
reference (5)
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The extrapolation of the theory in the high velocity regime· shows that
the primary dendrite spacing decreases with the growth rate and finally
approaches zero as the velocity approaches the value given by the absolute stability of a planar interface. Note that in these calculations
we have ignored the variation of k with velocity. This variation in k
with velocity will alter the behavior of p and Al at high velocities so
that a proper theoretical analysis needs to take this variation into
consideration.
5.

Concl us ions

The changes in interface shape as a function of growth rate are
described for the solidification of binary alloys under directional.
solidification conditions. Experimental results and theoretical models
have been presented to characterize the tip radius, primary spacing and
secondary dendrite arm spacings. It is shown that the marginal stability criteria explains the experimental results quantitatively. A maximum in primary spacing as a function of velocity is observed and this
maximum corresponds to the minimum in the peclet number. Also, for the
experimental conditions presented in this paper, the maximum in A~
corresponds to the velocity at which cellular to dendrite transitlon
takes place.
6.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
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DISCUSSION

AB'BASCHIAN: Have you plotted your primary and secondary arm spacing versus
the cooling rate?
TRIVEDI: No. You may recall, from the radius data, the secondary arm spacing
is proportional to the radius and the radius is independent of the
temperature gradient at large velocities. The primary spacing data are
quite different. They are distinctly dependent on gradient. The cooling
rate will not properly describe the primary spacing, but it will the
secondary spacing.
ABBASCHIAN: When you change the velocity, does the temperature gradient
change also, or are you keeping that constant?
TRIVEDI: No. In the succinonitrile system, the thermal conductivity of the
solid and liquid are about the same across the whole sample.
FERBER: Regarding the use of the spherical harmonics to analyze what is going
on at the tips of the dendrites, is that based on some theoretical
reasoning or is it just something that happened to fit what is
experimentally observed?
TRIVEDI: There is a strong theoretical basis for that. Based on the paper by
M,ullins and Sekerka, one finds that the stability conditions depend upon
the local temperature gradient and the local composition gradient. If you
gp to a number of different shapes, you find that the shape does not
change the condition very much. We have done some work on cylinders,
spheres, uniplanar interfaces, and you get the same basic relationship
between local conditions of temperature and concentration gradients.
Consequently, if you use a simple model of spherical harmonics on the tip,
and you look at the stability conditions in terms of temperature gradient,
and composition gradient, and then use that precise value of temperature
and composition for a parabolic cylinder, you get a fairly good
agreement. Professor Glicksman has studied the undercooled case and our
work shows that this is really true.
SEKERKA: Cells don't have parabolic tips. What does that mean? Does that
mean that if I try to describe the shape it leads off like the fourth
derivative instead of the second, or does it mean that it only follows the
second derivative for a shorter time?
I

TRIVEDI: If you measure the dendrite tip, you can almost always fit a
parabola. As soon as you go cellular, your parabola will fit a very small
region but then it will deviate. This deviation from a parabolic shape is
associated, with cells, to dendrite transition.
i
I

SEKERKA: So it deviates more quickly rather than starting off like the fourth
i
derivative.
TRIVEDI:

That is right.
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RAPIDLY SOLIDIFIED ALLOYS MADE BY CHILL BLOCK
MELT-SPINNING PROCESSES
H. lie Liebermann
Metglas Products - An Allied Company
6 Eastmans Rd.
Parsippany, New Jersey 07054

Chill block melt-spinni.ng (CBMS) processes are used to make rapidly
solidified microcrystalline and amorphous alloy ribbon,flakes, etc.
Fundamentals of CBMS processes are discussed in light of recent advances.
Special regard is given to ribbon geometric defects (edge serrations, surface
asperities,
etc).
Photomicrographs
of
CBMS
ribbon
solidification
microstructures are used to compare local solidification rates, especially in
the vicinity of ribbon defects.
INTRODUCTION
The solidification oif molten metals and alloys intQ continuous filament
or ribbon has been practiced for nearly a century using various methods [1].
Early work on the casting ,of metallic filaments satisfied the need to
economically prepare these materials in filamentary form.' Materials aspects
of rapid solidification
technology such as solid solution extension,
microstructural refinement, and the occurrence of metastable: phases were not
recognized until some twenty years ago [2].
Present day processing and
materials research have lead to the development of rapidly solidified
materials with novel microstructures, compositions and properties.
A process which is widely practiced to manufacture continuous rapidly
solidified ribbon is chill block melt-spinning (CBMS), in which a stream of
molten alloy is brought into contact with a rapidly moving substrate surface.
A molten alloy puddle forms on the moving substrate, resuLting from continued
melt impingement; this puddle serves as a local reservoir from which ribbon
is continuously formed and chilled.
The most common substrate surfaces
described in the literature are the inside of drums [3] or wheels [4,5], the
outside of wheels [6-11], and belts [9]. Because of its practicality, the
most commonly used substrate is a rapidly rotating wheel. Two common CBMS
techniques are free jet melt-spinning (FJMS) [6-8] and planar flow casting
(PFC) [9, 10]. Figure:-l shows a schematic diagram of both processes. In the
free jet process, molten alloy is ejected under gas pressure from a nozzle to
form a free melt jet which impinges on the substrate surface. In the planar
flow method, the melt ejection crucible is held very close to the moving
substrate surface, which causes the melt to be simultaneously in contact with
the nozzle and the moving substrate.
This entrained melt flow damps
perturbations of the melt stream and thereby improves ribbon geometric
uniformity. The init.ial quench rate and final ribbon geometry in FJMS depend
on the nature of the melt puddle. For example, a puddle which is smooth and
unchanging during the course of FJMS typically results in ribbons with
well-defined edges and surfaces.
Such geometric uniformity is desirable
because it results in a uniform local quench rate through the ribbon
thickness.
,-,
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Fig . 1

Schematic repre sentat ions of the Free J et Melt-Spinning
(F S) a nd Planar Flow Castin (PFC) processes .

MELT STREAM I STABILITIES AND RIBBO

IMPERFECTIONS

The control of ribbon thickness in CBMS ha s been described i n terms of
th p opagation of a the rmal boundary layer t hrough th molten alloy puddle
[7 , 12, 13]. A schema ic representa ion of the melt puddle given by Kavesh
[ 7] is shown in Figure 2 . In this model, a so id boundary layer forms at the
chill surface and propagates in 0
he m It puddle to form a ribbon .
Alte na t iv ly
solidification mod ls based on momentum boundary layer
pr dominance [14, 15] and a combi a ion of th rmal and momentum boundary
layer ~ [16] have also b en proposed .
A precis description of CBMS ribbon
formation is made difficult by th simu taneou s occurrence of heat tra ns fe r
a nd mas s transfer . Experimental evidence and the comparison of t heor t ical
models with experiment sugge s t tha bo th of these fact ors may det rmine
ribbon thickness .
Imperfec tions in CBMS ribbon geometry stem f rom a variety 0
source s
wh ich i nclude the nature of the mol te allo y s tream, the subs rate, and the
atmosphere i n wh ich melt-spinn 'ng is co nduc ted . Variations in the molten
alloy st ream during CBMS will cause corresponding non-uniformities in the
ribbon product . For exampl
the rela t ively easy destabilization of free
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Sche atic diagram showi ng t he propagat ion of a boundary
l ay 1.'
1.'0 gh
n FJMS mel t puddl (7].

cylindrical and planar jets of olt en m tals and alloys L17-19] has been
shown to r e s ul t from a m tallic liquid having high surface tension and low
vis cosity.
Th r efore, fac ors such as melt ejection nozzle geom eric
i mperfection a nd vibrations impos d upo n a free liquid jet [20] can cause
premature disr uption of the jet i nto droplets. The fin te roughnes o f any
rea l substrate surface in CBMS can cause peturbation of he mol t en alloy
pudd le when melt-spinning at high sp _eds. Effects of geometric roughness
elem nts on the flo of fluid over an oth r wise lat sur ace have already
been inves t i gated [21, 22]. Melt puddle disruption caused by substrate
sur face roughne ss elem nts can result i n molten alloy drople s praying and in
i r r egularities in ribbon id h and thickness. In addition, the presence of
f or eign contaminant films on the subs r ate surface during FJMS can resul in
complete non-wet ing of th
m It on th
substrate[23].
Finally, the
per tur bation of the molten a loy puddl dur ing FJMS has also been found to
depend on w ether or not the gas boundary layer established on th rapidly
movi ng substrate surfa ce °ih a gaseou medium has a hyp r critical eynolds
number [24], as shown s chematically in Figure 3.
Figure 4 shows he effect
of mel t -spinning amorphous alloy ribbon
n val.' au gaseous a mospher 's [25] .
In ~ dd i ion to the ribbon ed ge serrations , melt-sp inn i ng in a ga seous
environment may cause i ncreased ribbon s urface roughness [2 6] and penetrat ion
of gas beneath the me l t puddle to fo rm small pocket s in the underside of the
r ibbon [ 27, 28] as s hown i n Fi gure 5 [2 9). Such small non-contact areas
result in a local loss of intimate' alloy-substrate contact wh i ch r educes
local heat t r an sfer and thereby results in a locally modi f ied solidification
microstructure in the ribbon.
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Fig. 3

Fig.

Cflt

Schematic diagram showing the influence of gas boundary
layer Reynolds number on FJMS ribbon edge definition .

Pho t o ap 0 a ppr ox 'ma t ly mil m
lloy FJMS in var ous a mospheres .

wi d

am rphous

d by ma ng
Many of th in b~
my
r n .tely b
ose e I n this
the proximi y betw n
c ioo c uc ible a nd j
way. the flowin mel t is e nt r ained nd m d re silieo
However. th is so- a l l d pl 0
10 cas t i ng (PFC) ap oach equires accurate
control of the cruc ble-substrat
ape In a nv
al mel -spinning syst m. the
substrate expaods during process og a od makes th
ap maller . which cao
constrict me lt
low e n r 1 .
0
he oth r hand. free jet CBMS has a
substantial dvantage i n that th c ru cib l may b
i tu ted sufficiently far
from the substra
ha t no a
r a t n or di srupti n 0 melt low occurs.
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Fig . 5

M c ograph show'og small depress'ons in he subs ra
contact su face of m 1 - spun amo r phous alloy ibboo .

MELT-SUBSTRATE WETTI G AND RIBBON SOLIDIFICATIO

The mel -subs rate inter ace is 0 critical importance in determining he
exten
to wh i ch the molten allov will we and spre d on the substrate
sur ace . Me l t
et ing of he subs rate surface is influenced bv surface
films and bv th chemical composition similarity be ween he m lt and the
subs ra e m te ials . The work of Bailey and Watkins [30] suggests that a
e deocv for mutual solubili y hetwee n mel and subs ra e materials would
grea lv enhance ett 'ng in a static , isothermal s'tua ion .
Since average
ribbon quench ra
nc
s s approxima ly as th inverse square of ribbon
h'c ness for idea cool'n [31] ,ri bbon
ome rv control a d uniformity is of
g
t mpor ance
n the ab'["cat'o n 0
a produ c havin
uniform su .face
'['au hn ss . Th distance ov r which th r'bbo remain s in 0 tac wi h the
subs rat
s 1 0
n mpor an proc ss va iable which a fec s th average
r'bbo quen ch ra
Th

'nter c'al hea
transfer charac t Lis ics be een produc
and
e h ve b n ma hema cally modeled [31 -38] and have be
ound to be
a
e s pa tial V con ingent upon the nature of the fluid flo in he area
a the mel puddl . Sin e the verage CBMS qu nch rat
s limi ted by the
h'ckoess of h r 'bbon , h r
' s exp c ed t o b
m ximum thickn s for
wh ich a giv n sol'd i c
oci t y a n be achi v d . An excessively thick
ibbo n will
xh'bi t a co ot'nuou
ch nge
throu h i ts
thic n ss . This 's a r esul t 0 th ch ng
'01 rat
throu h th
t h' ckn ss . The e
cts 0
xp rim n a1
h at trans
co ffici .n
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be tween
mples

a nd subst a , pr oduc t h
n ss , t c) on rap idly-quenched
be n d scussed by Jones [36 , 37] a nd by Mehrabia n [38] . Their
It
hat 0
hin ibbon , t h iater ac i al eat tra ns fe r co f i ci ot
b
i o s t ablishing t he que nch r a e . Pr op er
1 c tion of wh el
m
a a r cr ical
c 0 s ' in d te r miaiDg the value of the heat
tra n fer cae
o
od , h DC , he q each a te.

Subs t ra
we i ng by he mol ten alloy dur i ng CBMS is ssent ial i n order
t o produce ribbon h vO n uni orm game r y and t o max mize therma l transport
du r in g o l od ficatOo n . As a n example a l im t ed m I t-subs r a e wett i ng , Fig .
6 sho s the cr oss- sec on of a hi h pur Ot y FJMS silicon r Obboo cast in air
[ 38] . The depressio s io he r ibbon und er side a r e the result 0 air boundary
1
r disrup ion of he mel
puddle du i og CBMS , as has a lready been
discuss d . An example 0 a d via ion in th solid ficat on mic os tructur e by
lim t ed m 1 - subs t rate cont ac t duri
CB S is given in Fig 7 [39]. The
ch 1 crys als i n he unde r side 0
h s up r alloy r ibbon showo are e longa t ed
(la te r 1 hea flow) io a local a r a a which the r was limi ed melt- subs tra t e
transf r (co o ac
du i
CBMS .
S Om°larl , Fig.
sho s a grea er
h a
ex t e nt of b aoched de dri t es n he vicini y 0 a non-co nt ac a r ea i o the
c r oss-sec ion 0
superal l oy r ibbo n .
M r os ru c tural coa r s eo i ng can also
from r educed ave a e que nch c used by excessiv
i bbo n th ickness .
9 sho s a scano °og electron microg r ph of t he s o lidi ica t ion
ar in t he upper sur ace of h On CB S sup r al l oy r ibbo n .
a
s rated st r uc ur e wh ° ch is a.ppa r ntly fr e of bran ch d
10 sho s a s mOlar
e r in ao exces i v ly thick CB is
The va r Oa io o On local cooliog a te t hrough the t h Ockn ss
o
s upe alloy r ibbo n is illus rated b
he op ical mic r ograph o f Fig . 11 .
ot
ha t the microstructure changes f om equiaxed chill crystal t o hi hly

Fig. 6

r n verse sect on of high purit
wheel in air [38] .
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Fig . 7

Fig . 8

Scann ing electron micrograph of t he bo t om sur face of
n ·ckel base superalloy ribbon cast on a copper s ubs trate [39 ] .

Optical micr ograph 0 nic
s uperallo ribbon FJMS
on a copper sub tra te wh
Enhanced transition to brance d
dendrit s tructur occur s a bove the substrate non-contact part of
the sample [39 ] .
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Fig. 9

Fig. 10

I
Columnar solidi
upper surface 0

ca on micr os tru ct ur e a t a tear in the
thin FJMS nickel-base s upera l l o ribbon [39) .

Well-deve l ope d b
i
xc ssiv l y

t ar io
s tr cture at
r bb 0 (39] .
up r a1l
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columnar to branched dendr t solid fica tion with dis t a nce rom the substrate
contact sid of the ribbon . Similar variations in CB S superallo ribb on
micros tructure have b en alr eady repor d [3 9- 41J . F g . 12 shows a schematic
dia gram of the fou solidi" ca ion m c-ros ructu e zo es which can occur in
the CBMS of som
crys tall oe rna e-rials .
The
egion nea-rest
the
samp le-subst rate inte ace is
he ch "11 zo ne and i s comp-rised of fi ne
equiax d gr ains 0 random o-ri ntation . A reg on of columnar crystals grow
out of the ch ill zone and
It ima ely become dendrit ic .
The pre sence or
absence of each zo ne "llus tr ted wil l lar e1 dep end 00 local co oling rate,
this being r 1a ted to th loca l veloci y of the solid-liquid i nterfa ce during
CBMS. Allo composition also nflu . es the solidification microstructure
which form s .

Fig. 11

Optical micrograph sho ing th cros - sec tion of thick
nick l-ba e s up eralloy r ibbo n . Th tra nsi tion from cellular
branched dendrite s truc ture is clearly s e n [39] .

to

CONCLUDI G REMARKS
Th micros ruc u es of ma eria1s can be significan tly altered by the
cond itions under wh ch hey ar solidif e d . These micr os tru tures ran e from
very coarse den r tic structur s
th 1a ge amounts of segregation , as
observed "0 very 1ar
ogots, to th t ot all non-cr
a line microstructures
of rapidly oliditi d melt- s pun morphou
110ys [42] . The solidification
microstructur depends on two ke parameters: the amouot of non-equilibrium
undercooling i o the liquid prior to its solidification and the velocity of
201

the liquid-solid in t e ace. Thes parame t e r are cont rolled by t he na t ure 0
the solidi icat on sys em, wh ch can al er th
number of he t _r ogeneous
nucl t ion s es, a nd b t he rate 0
hea ex ra c t ~o n which , i n essenc ,
controls he veloc t y 0
h l iquid-solid inte r ac . While solidi ica t ion
rat s a e f r quent lv r por ed in
erms of l iqui d coo ling rates , a mor
meani ngfu l d cr ' pt on would b the i nter ace velocity [43 ) ; however, it is
experiment all d ficul t o m a ure h gh values of int rface v l oc' t y i n mo
allo
ys t ems .
At very 10 in erface v locit i es, no geome tr ical instabili t i es occur i n
liqu id-solid i n erfac s becaus the r e is t m t o dissipa e th rmal g adie n s
n r ated by t he la en h a of usio n libe rat d dur n solidification . An
examp l
0
this type of solidifica 'on is ob served i n dir ec ionally
solid ified eutec ic alloys . Liquid undercooling increases wi h dec r easing
tempe ra ure grad nt i n the liqu d ahead of the interfac . Unde r thes
condi ions, a smal geom r ic perturba ti n in he inte r fa ce will cause t h
forma tio n 0 cells and , fin ally , of dend r i ic columnar gr ains . The regio ns
between t hese primary dendrites conta i n liquid .
Jus t as the original
l i quid- solid int erface can fo
pr ima r dendri es , seco ndary dendri tes can
orm f r om the primary dendrites. Simila r l y , tertia r y dend r i t es can fo rm the
s econd a r y dendrite s , nd s o on . Dend t e arm s pacing has been correlat ed w' th
the ove r all solid
ca tion r a t [4 , 5) with more r apid so l idif i catio n rate s
resu l ting
n fin er dendrite arm s pacio s .
Attempts
to calcul te
s olid ' ication r a t es from s uch empir ical re la tionships have been made
di f icult b cau s e of econda y dendrite a r m coarsen ing [43) .

A

B

C

~

W
_

equlaxed - no preferred orientation

colu mnar - preferred orientation

columnar cellular - preferred orientation

D ~ columnar dendritic - preferred orientation
~

Fig. 12

Schematic representation
microstructures which ma
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solidification
be fo und i n CBMS ribbons.

: j

;'

'i :
I

The microstructure of me<ltJ.spun ribbons may consist of a variety of these
microstructures.
Study of microstructure as a function of ribbon thickness
can reveal the history of the local solidification processes. At the liquid
alloy-substrate interface there is a high degree of undercooling and an
extremely high density of heterogeneous nucleation sites. This region of the
ribbon may contain fine equiaxed crystals of random orientation.
As the alloy inconta~t with the moving substrate solidifies, there is no
longer the h.rge number of nucleation sites and the temperature gradient will
have diminished.
Only those equiaxed grains in the chill zone having a
preferred crystallographic growth direction aligned with the thermal gradient
will grow into the remal.nl.ng liquid.
During growth of these columnar
crystals, their number decreases and the cross-section of the remaining
crystals increases.
This selective crystal growth process res.ults in a
preferred orientation.
Crystals most favorably oriented will grow most
rapidly and survive.
In nickel-base superalloys, for example, the favored
growth direction is (100). Thus, one would expect (100) type texture in CBMS
ribbons.
As these columnar dendrities grow, the temperature gradient is
reduced and the velocity of the liquid-solid interface is also decreased. If
this temperature gradient and velocity are sufficiently diminished, the
columnar dendrites will start for form secondary dendrite arms.
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DISCUSSION

WARGO:

What do you use as the spinning substrate for silicon?

LIEBERMANN:
WARGO:

For the sample I showed you, I used copper.

Did you find any problem with it sticking to the substrate material?

LIEBERMANN: It did stick someWhat, perhaps one-half inch or an inch with the
3-to-S gram load I was shooting. Typically, when one runs long, large
loads, the adhesion increases with time.

,

WARGO: What would you guess would be an optimum [substrate) material for
silicon?
LIEBERMANN:
WARGO:

Silicon.

Materials are greedy and they like themselves.

When the film goes down [on the wheel) will it adhere, or separate?

LIEBERMANN: I have cast copper on copper and superalloy on superalloy and
they do separate for a while before wrapping.
WARGO:

What temperature do you keep the spinning wheel?

LIEBERMANN: The wh~el is at room temperature until you cast on it, at which
point its temperature ill~reases with time. We don't use cooling for the
small runs I have shown you here. Of courlile, at Metglas Products we
always use cooling to make a good uniform product.
WARGO:

What is the longest run you have made with the superalloy or silicon?

LIEBERMANN: We have not made extensive amounts.
pounds at one-half-inch width~~

We have cast a couple of

ROSEKEIER: What type of crucible materials did you use for the metglasses as
opposed to the silicon material?
LIEBERMANN: For the silicon I used quartz because it is easy to fabricate
into any form you desire. If one heats it quickly, quartz is suitable.
Metglas is typically melted at a lower temperature. You cast metglas-type
material, iron-based materials, at 1000 0 to 1400 0 C, which is just
fine for quartz.
ROSEKEIER: How important was the orifice diameter in all your techniques for
producing a uniform film?
I

LIEBERMANN: The orifice diameter is quite important because that meters the
floW of liquid going to the wheel. The more flow going down, the greater
the momentum impact; therefore, the ribbon gets wider. For example, if
you increase the orifice diameter or if you increase the ejection pressure
you get much more impact and the ribbon width increases. That is not
I
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necessarily the case for the close-up casting.
approaches to making a similar product.

There are different

GRABHAIER: Do you have any difficulties with the silicon sticking to the
quartz?
LIEBERMANN: Slight, for silicon. with silicon I have two experiences. Both
were very quick. I melted i t very quickly. I don't hold the silicon ill
quartz. Quartz is forgiving, depending on the thickness of the quartz you
use, on the tube diameter, and process conditions. If you do it right,
you can use it.
RAVI: I wonder if you can have a narrow machined slot in your spinning wheel
so it can shape the ribbon, as you spit the liquid into a narrow slot.
Can you machine it into your cylinder so that it doesn't spread sideways?
LIEBERMANN: YOU could but conversely you could simply take the crucible and
put it close to the substrate and I think you would notice that there is
not much spreading at all. The ribbon width is very nearly the~slotwidth
in this close-up casting. It might be a simpler way to go about it rather
than machining your substrate.
GLICKSMAN:

If you attempted to quench something like liquid silicon on a

sil~con wheel--let's take it one step further--take one of those nice

sev~n-inch silicon ingots we heard about this morning and cut it crosswise
and:grind it into a nice wheel, so it in itself would be a single crystal,
do you still think you would get a microcrystalline deposit, oris there
any evidence to indicate that could be modified to some extent with
silicon?

LIEBERMANN': The multiple casting showed that you may have an epitaxial
effect. I don't know to what extent that would happen on a wheel of that
type. If anybody is volunteering to send me a disk, I would be happy to
try the experiment.
AST: ' Th~ silicon would almost surely
that makes it difficult.
FAN:

hav~

a silicon oxide layer on it and

You say you have spun silicon on a copper wheel.
bf the silicon sheet you are spinning off?

What is the grain size

I

LIEBERMANN: I showed one slide in which there was jet cast silicon and the
grain size was maybe 200 ~.
AST:
(

!

That would
cast silicon
~. Most of
detrimental,

GLICKSMAN:
AST:

be very high. This is a slide of the cross section of melt
ribbon. You can see the grain size is on the order of 20
the grain boundaries are twin-related and are not very
so from that point it looks reasonable.

[Directed to Ast]

What is the substrate?

The substrate was copper. We wanted to see if the grain boundary
structure was different if you cast at very high speeds and, interestingly
207

enough, it turned out that the grain boundary structure was like every
other kind of cast silicon. They were basically twin-related boundaries
and we had a very hard time flndingany high-angle or 'interesting'
boundaries.
RAVISHANKAR: I understand that when Wacker started working on silicon (for
photovoltaics), the first thing they did was to look at polysilicon to see
if they could make solar cells, and they found the grain size was just too
small to give any decent efficiencies. !mal Gosh at Exxon has shown from
his theoretical modeling that he had to grow at least one millimeter grain
size before he could get a decent performance. I am wondering if it is
even worth looking at grain sizes of this magnitude i f you are really
interested in high efficiency?
LIEBERMANN: My interest was more academic than solar-ceIl-oriented at the
time. I was aware of silicon work going on in Japan and I was just
curious to see what it was like. I was not directing the processing
toward an application such as solar cells.
AST:

Can I make another comment? First of all, the recombination velocity of
grain boundaries varies at least two orders of magnitude, depending on the
kind of grain boundary you have. Second, Dr. Ravi showed this morning
that in EFG you can very effectively passivate grain boundaries with a
K~ufmann ion source. Somebody should do a little more work on the silicon
spun ribbons and see how far they can go with passivation of grain
boundaries.

GIESSEN: Concerning your piggy-back picture, where :you showed the multiple
layers. There were two pictures: one where you had the two jets and then
another where you had the resulting four layers. Was that in the same
process or was one the piggy-back and the other four times around?
LIEBERMANN:

The four ribbons were made with four jets.

GIESSEN: Then probably the lower- one was still a little liquid or at least.
very hot by the time the next one hit it. Do you think so?
LIEBERMANN:
apart.

Yes.

The individual jets were on the order of 1/8 to 1/4 inch

AST: ,This multiple jet business is very important because it is diffic.ult to
make a single ribbon with a thickness of about 60 ~ or so. For solar
cells you need roughly 200~. If you are serious about it, this
multiple-jet approach, which Dr. Liebermann did achieve, is very important
to get ribbon of sufficient thickness.
LIEBERMANN: If you attempt to make very thick ribbons with existing methods,
the melt puddle area just destabilizes completely. The flu~d properties
do not allow the accumUlation of large amounts of metal; therefore, you
have to go to an incremental process such as that.
MILSTEIN: About a year ago, Rosa Young took some poly and then ion-implanted
it, and using glow discharge, followed it up by a laser anneal. She
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produced 2.2~ efficient solar cells.
~hey improved to about 4.6~.

Carl Seager then passivated them and

NARASIMHAN: On the jet casting of sUicon, do you see the central portion of
the silicon ribbon vastly thicker than the ends? That is what I have seen
in the past.
LIEBERMANN: I haven't checked that. T.hat was a longitudinal section, I
showed you, along the ribbon length. I did not look at the cross section
to see if the metal was thicker than the edges. In jet casting of
amorphous metals you can make ribbons with a mounded center or you can
make ribbon with mounded edges, depending on the jet speed.
NARASIKHAN: You are correct. In the case of silicon it has a larger su~face
tension and peculiarities in wetting behavior. On the superal10ys, did
you have hafnium add~d to them?
LIEBERMANN:

I don't think so.

ROSEKEIER: You keep producing all this material.
take it out?
I

By what technique do you

LIEBERMANN: For small amounts in the laboratory you can wind it and pick it
up by hand. For production, as at Ketglas Products, you have a winding
devices that can wind in line. As you cast it, it just shoots into a
winding spool directly at 60 miles an hour.
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Introduction
The first objective of the photovoltaic program is to reduce the costs
of materials since silicon accqunts for 65 to 75 percent of the material
costs of photovol taic modules.
The current process of producing silicon
sheets is based entirely on the conventional Czochralski ingot growth and
wafering used in the semiconductor industry.
It is clear that this current
technology cannot meet the cost reduction demands for producing low-cost
silicon sheets.
Therefore, alternative sheet production processes such as
unconventional crystallization are needed. The production of polycrystalline
silicon sheets by unconventional ingot technology is the "casting"technique. 1
Though large-grain (more than 100mm) sheets have been obtained by employing
this technique,2 major problems remain, such as slicing and subsequent material losses.
Silicon ribbon growth overcomes deficiencies of the casting
process by obtaining the sheet directly from the melt. 3 Thus the need to
sol ve difficulties of several relevant parameter controls, mainly growth
stabili ty and impuri~cy effects, are seriously being examined.
New polycrystalline silicon sheets have recently been produced by the
spinning process which has been developed by the authors .4, 5
This methocJ
has an attractive high-growth rate of a few seconds .per sheet as fast as
the rapid roller quenching method. 6 Sheets with diameters of 4 - 6 inches
or 100mm x 100mm and 0.3 - O. 5mm thick have been obtained by this method.
The average grain size was approximately 100~ m.
The free surface of the
sheet has a large number of small projections which rise to approximately
0.1 to 0.3mm due to volume expansion at the moment of solidification. nOWever, for solar cell fabrication and perform::ince, small grain size and surface projections are disadvantageous in terms of energy conversion efficiency and cell surface treatment.
In this paper, we will describe the direct formation process of polycrystalline silicon sheets having large grain size, smooth surface, and sharp
edges from the melt with a high growth rate which will surely yield low cost
silicon sheets for solar cells.
Furthermore, we will describe the photovol tl!~ic characteristics associated with this type of sheet to, include an
EBIO study of the grain boundaries.
Principles of the Improved Spinning r,1ethod
A schematic view of the main part of tne setup used for direct production of polycrystalline silicon sheets is shown in Figure 1.
Basically,
the setup consists of a silicon melting part, a funnel and a spinning mold
module.
High-pur:L ty, semiconductor-grade polysilicon is mel ted in a quartz

...
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crucible supported by a graphite mold. By inclining the crucible, the silicon melt is poured through a graphite-supported quartz funnel and down onto
a graphite or quartz mold module which is mounted on a spinning wheel and
maintained at the proper temperature.
In thi~ study, the mold module for forming silicon sheets has Qeen improved; it is associated with the plate which has been used for sheet formation in the initial spinning method., The'mold module consists of a bottom
mold and top cover plate which form four rectangular cavities. Each cavi \y .isshaved off and contains a guide channel for the silicon to diffuse the moment.:
it is dropped onto the center of the module after passing through a hole
located in the center of the top cover. The size of the cavities is determined by the desired shape of the wafer. The mold is made of carbon graphite
or quartz. For repeated use in mass production, a graphite mold is superior .
~Jhen employing a grahpi te mold, i t ' is necessary to apply surface coatings
of Si3N4, SiC film or their compound films to the side w~ch comes in contact'
wi th th~ silicon melt. The coatings between the graphite and silicon melt
or solidified silicon serve to sjlPpress the transfer of carbon and prevent
contamination of the silicon sheet.
~

•

As a practical procedure for producing four p-type silicon she~ts from
one drop of silicon melt, raw material, with highly boron-doped silic~n lumps
of 10 19 / cm 3 carrier concentration, is loaded into ..-the crucible and mel teo;
at 1450 DC. A grahpite mold module having four cavities, each 5.0cm x 5.0cm
and O. 5mm thick, is placed on the wheel. The module"temperature is adjusted
to 1400 DC; the" surroundi~ tempera~ure on and around the module must also
be the same.
After the spinning speed of the wheel is fixed at 400 rpmy
the correct amount of molten sflicon is dropped onto the module.
At that
moment, mol ten silicon diffuses in each caVli ty of the module; 15 sec~nds
later, four silicon sheets which are the same size as the cavi 'lie. are formed.
By opening the top plate of the module, the silicon ,sheets can be remove<ia
from the furnace without being required to cool completely.
Characteristics of the Sheet
Figure 2 shows a 5cm x 5cm silicon sheet formed in this study. No small
proj ections resulting from solidification can be seen at the surface, in
contrast to the initial spinning method or the roller quenching method.
Average surface roughness was a few tens of micrometers. Edges of the sheet
shown are as-formed in which three edges are formed wi th cavi ty edges in
the module and the balance is a free edge, which has the supply point for
molten silicon.
The ideal amount of raw material, just equal to the weight
of four sheets may be maintained in order to obtain these clear edges of
each sheet.
However, an excess of mol ten silicon results in an irregutar
sheet with excess area at the free edge.
The typical grain structure of the sheet is shown in Fi~ure 3. Normal
grains and dendrites are observed.
Average grain size is approximately
3.Omm, and a few dendrites run in a surface direction and have a length of
20mm to 50mm. The reason that dendrites run seems to be that, in spite of
constant temperature of the grahpite module, the temperature gradient rises
between the center and the circumference of the module when mol ten silicon
drops onto it.
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Characteristics of the sheet are shown in Table 1.
Up to now, production rate of the sheet is 4 sheets per 15 seconds.
With respect to the
growth rate or the sheet area per production time, the present method will
have an extremely high production efficiency if used with· an appropriate
mechanical operation handling and with multiple sheet formation modules.
The rectangular sizes can be easily extended from 50mm to 100mm or more
by varying cavity size in the mold module.
Sheet thickness can be adjusted
in a range of 0.1 to 1.0mm by varying the gap thickness of the cavities in
the module.
In case of present sheet, a range of 0.2 to O. 5mm is optimum
for making solar cell.
The resisti vi ty of the sheet was around 1 n -cm which
is nearly equal to the calculated value obtained from the doped carrier concentration.
The carrier lifetime Was measured by an instrument using a noncontact method by a laser source.
Photovoltaic Properties
P-n junction solar cells using the newly produced silicon sheets were
made experimentally. Cells were conventionally fabricated by forming a phosphorus-diffused junction with a 0.3~m n+ layer on the p-type sheets, metaliz~ng them with an evaporated Ti-Ag grid and contacts,
and then applying
an Si3~4 antireflecti ve coating.
The photovol taic properties of these experimental cells are shown in Table 2.
A 10% efficiency cell has I-V characteristic as shown in Figure~.
Almost everyone of these cells has an efficiency rating of more than 9%.
In Figures 5 and 6 ~ SEM and EBIC pictures
of grain boundaries are shown.
As described earlier, the polycrystalline
sheet contains both normal grain and dendrite.
The pictures display the
boundaries between grain and dendrite.
It has also beep observed that the
boundaries betwe~ normal grains are much more photoelectrically active than
boundaries found between grain and dendrite.
These interesting behaviors
should be investigated, as well as crystal growth in which both normal grain
and dendrite have directional qualities respectively.

Summary
In the practical use of silicon materials, including Cz single crystal
wafers for solar cells, casting polycrystalline silicon slices rather than
ribbon sheets have been impractical due to the considerable cost factors.
From the results of this study, it is evident that the spinning method developed by the authors has a greater potential to meet the goal of a low cost
solar cell than even the most recent unconventioanl silicon sheet technologies because of the possibilities of compensating for and surpassing some
of the disadvantages of other Tlle-chods such as growth rate, slicing, material
loss and batch producibility.
In particular, with respect to the sheet area production time, the present lTiethod will have an exremely high efficiency of production if coupled
wi th an appropriate mechanical operation which has a high-speeci sheet
handling capability.
A mocierately calculated production rate of more than
10m" per hour, which is a magni Jeudinous rise when compared with other unconventional sheet fa0f'ication methods,can be achieved.
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size
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0.• 7 - 1.2 ncm.

Car):7~e;r: l~fetime

1.0 ... 1.3

Table 2.

Area

dendr~tic.

~sec.

Photovo1taic properties under ~Ml.s 100mW/cm 2 2SoC.

Open-circuit
voltage {V}

Short-circuit
current {mA/cm 2 }

FF

Efficiency{%}

2x2 em

0.564

24.95

0.712

10.02

5x5

0.562

25.20

0.670

9.50

5x5

0.560

24.20

0.690

9.35

5x5

0.564

25.00

0.652

9.lS
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DISCUSSION

FERBER: After pouring the sheet, how much time does it take to cool it down
to where you can handle it or take it out of the machine?
MAEDA: After spinning, the cast is moved away and you can then open and pick
it up.
GIESSEN: You called the process an advanced spinning process. Metallurgists
use a very similar process, a centrifugal casting. What is the difference
between what we know as centrifugal casting and this process?
MAEDA:

I think it is the same.

!

NARASIMHAN: How do you accommodate the solidification expansion of silicon
in your process?
i

MA~DA:

I showed one edge is free, so expansion is to that edge.

GRABMAIER:
MAEDA:

Yes, at the same time.

GRABMAIER:
MAEDA:

What is your mold material?

The mold material is graphite.

GRABMAIER:
MAEDA:

Did you simultaneously ma.ke four pla.tes in 15 seconds?

How often can you use one mold?

I don't know exactly.

I have used it for a few tens of times.

GRABMAIER: You claim you can produce around 10 square meters per hour and
after 10 plates you have to change your mold. I think you cannot produce
that many square meters in one hour.
HELMREICH:

Do you have to protect your mold from contamination?

MAEDA: We use a coating of silicon nitride or silicon carbide and their
compounds.
~VI:

Can you estimate the cost per square centimeter?

MAEDA: For one 10 x 10 cm sheet, I estimate 55 Japanese yen, which is around
20 or 25 cents, U.S.
FERBER: Have you tried hydrogen passivation to see if it improves the
performance of the cells? The Kauffman ion engine passivation that has
been reported earlier by Ravi has been very successful on EFG, for example.
MAEDA:

No, I have not tried it yet.
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HQIl:

(W. Giessen's presentation was not received for publication.)

NARASIMHAN: Have you ever quenched a peritectic reaction by rapid
solidification?
GIESSEN: I think there are a number of metastable crystalline alloy phases
, that form in peritectic systems, but I don't have an answer off the bat.
WARGO: I just would like to elaborate on what you said about Professor witt's
patent, and that is that it provides, with a couple of bells and Belgian
whistles, the possibility of producing solar cells directly in a single
step. If you can imagine a thin layer of indium on the chill, then put
the semiconductor down first, then the metallization second, you can have
a p-type, doped, very, very thin, layer; the semiconductor substrate
material, and then finally a back-side metallization, all in a single step.
GIESSEN: Would this require that the intermediate layer be very thin, because
melt spinning does not go below 10 lUll?
WARGO:

That is something that we have not investigated yet.

SUREK: Could you say a few words about what kind of residual stresses you
expect in silicon melt-spun material?
GIESSEN: People now have been using substrates without really making a major
project of relieving stress in the process. This must be a formidable
issue, for which I have no numbers. Whether that is in part due to, or
whether the low efficiencies are all due to small grain size, or maybe
that is an additional factor, I don't know.
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ORIERTATION AND tl)RPHOLOGY EFPEClS
IN

RAPID SILICON SHEET SOLIDIFICA7ION
T • F. 'Ciszek
Solar Energy Research Institute
Golden, CO USA 80401

ABSTRACT
Radial growth anisotropies and equilHtt.um forms of point-nucleated,
dislocation-free silicon sheets spreading horizontally on the free surface
of a silicon melt have been measured for (100)~ (110), (111), and (112)
sheet planes.
Sixteen Ti11Il movie photography was used to record the growth
process.
Qualitative Wulff surface free energy polar plots were deduced
from the equilibrium shapes for each sheet plane.
Analysis of the sheet
edges has lead to predicted geometries for the tip shape of unidirectional,
dislocation-free, horizontally grown sheets growing in various directions
within the above-mentioned planes.
Similar techniques were used to study
polycrystalline sheets and dendrite propagation.
For dendrites, growth
rates on the order of 2.5 m/min and growth rate anisotropies on the order
of 25 were measured •
. -'.

INTRODUClION
This ,work investigates the equilibrium forms or shapes of silicon
sheet cry-stals nucleated at a small diameter and allowed to spread radially
outward i,n all directions on a supercooled horizontal silicon melt
surface.
Such forms are governed by the variation of surface free energy
with crystal orientation as described by the classic work of Wulff (1).
Further amplification of Wulff's concepts was provided by Herring (2). In
these treatments, a polar plot of specific surface free energy vs. crystal
orientation (called ,a Wulff plot) is constructed.
The distance from the
origin in a particular direction is proportional to the surface free energy
for the crystal orientation corresponding to that direction.
In general,
the plot is a three-dimensional closed surface with a number of minima and
maxi,ma.
If planes perpendicular to the radius vector are imagined at each
poirtt on the closed surface, then the volume that can be reached from the
origin without crossing any planes defines the equilibrium shape or form of
the crystal. Since sharp minima or cusps in the polar plot have the shortest radius vectors, planes normal to the radius at these cusp positions
will dominate the equilibrium shape.
Sheet crystals are approximately two-dimensional and hence a planar
section through the Wulff plot coincident with the sheet surface plane is
useful in describing the equilibrium shape.
Detailed data for the
variation of surface free energy with orientation is not avai.lable for
sili~on.
However, it is generally acknowledged that the (111) planes have
the lowest surface free energy and vestiges of these planes are responsible
for the observable "growth lines" on crystals constrained to grow in a
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cylindrical ingot form. The value of the surface free energy for a particular crystal plane is a function of the free bond den~ity. This is lowest
for (111) planes.
Observations of (100), (110), (tll), (112) and polycrystalline sheets
propagating radially from small diameter sources on a free melt surface
were made by 16 DIll photography. Dendrite propagation was also recorded in
this. manner.
From the films and post-growth examination of the crystals,
it was possible to deduce the idealized equilibrium polygonal shapes of the
sheets and to construct qualitative Wulf plots which locate the cusp minima
in the various sheet planes.
In addition, information about growth rate
anisotropies in the sheet planes 'has been obtained. From the geometry of
the sheet edges, it is possible to determine the criteria which govern the
tip-shape of single-crystal silicon sheets growing horizontally from ~ melt
surface.
'
i

EXPERIMENTAL

Silicon was melted in a quartz crucible 60 mm in diameter and 25 mm
high. Induction heating with a graphite susceptor was used. The susceptor
was insulated by a cylindrical opaque quartz tube with 6 mm wall
thickness.
An inert atmosphere of argon was main~ain~d in the 400 mm diameter by 1500 mm high growth chamber.
The top of the chamber was fitted
with a gate valve which allowed reseeding from a second chamber above the
first.
Thus, all sheet propagation studies could be done from the same
melt.
Sheet growth was initiated by dipping a cylindrical seed crystal of
the desired orientation into the melt and growing a thin neck from the seed
at 15 r'pmrotation rate in order to produce a dislocation-free, small (0.5
to 1.5' mm dia.) cylindrical crystal. A sheet was then allowed to propagate
radially in all di:rections on the melt surface by ,setting the vertical
pulling speed to zero, dropping the RF generator power level to 94.7% of
the value at which the neck was grown, and lowering the rotation rate to 1
rpm. A slow rate was used to avoid imposing a round shape on the spreading
sheet.
However, a non-zero rate was needed for the purpose of allowing
measurements of all crystal faces on movie films of the growth.
For each
seed orientation, a second sheet was grown from a larger diameter (3.8 to
6.2 mm), dislocation-free, round cY,lindrical starting condition. Since the
transformation from round to equilibrium shape occurs in a distance which
is a function of initial round diameter, this allowed viewing the transformation on two different size scales.
The sheets did not grow perfectly flat and tended' to have a sligh'tly
bottom since some growth occurred downward into the melt while the
sheets were spreading radially.
The radial growth rate of the sheets as
tney
approached
their
equilibrium
shapes
was typically in the range 7 to 15
I
rom/min.
for
the
5.3%
power
reductions
used
in these studies. At some point
I
i~ the growth, icing from the crucible walls moved radially inward to close
p~oximity with the spreading sheets.
The sheets were removed from the ,melt
at this time by quickly pulling tha seed upward. The observations of dendrite propagation were made by nucleating dendrites at the crucible walls
as large reductions (30-40%) were made in the RF generator power. .
!

I
c(~nvex
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Records of the sheet and dendrite growth experiments were made with 16
nun movie photography.
The camera was located outside a window. of the
growth chamber and a poli.shed silicon JIlirror was used to direct light rays
from the growth area to the camera as shown in Fig. 1. A filming speed of
10 frames/sec. was used in the sheet growth studies.
The typical growth
duration was 140 sec. and s'ince a rotation rate of ). rpm was used, the
crystal revolved just over two' times during thr filming. This allowed any
particular diameter of the growing sheet to be measured 5 times. Measurements were made of the distance between parallel flat faces and of the
diameters of the faster growing diagonally opposed regions located angularly between two successive flat faces.
Figure 2 is the view the camera
sees.
In this case, a (1l0) sheet growing at its equilibrium shape is
shown. The measurements were made off the film by passing it under a lowpower (8-40X) microscope with a retic,le placed over the film.
A
50 frames/sec. filming rate was used for the dendrite studies, since the
growth rate was much faster than for sheets:.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Equilibrium Sheet Shapes
The equilibrium shape ofa (100) dislocation-free silicon sheet is a
square. Fig. 3a shows this form for.a sheet grownI from a 1.2 nun dia. round
starting shape. The transformation to the square shape occurs in about 3-4
seed diameters and thus the sheet is square at a small size.. The ideal ized
square shape is shown in Fig. 3b. The edges are in the four (OIl> directions, and the corners lie along the four <001) directions. The Wulff plot
in the (100) plane is expected to have minima at the four (Oll) planes
normal to the sheet surface and larger values in other directions. This is
qualitatively shown by the curved, 4-lobed figure surrounding the equilibrium shape.
Sheets nucleated in the (lll) plane transform from a round shape to
hexagonal with equal 120 degree angles (Fig. 4a). The sides of the hexagonal shape are in <TI2) radial directions , while the corners are in <TlO)
directions.
The Wulff plot is drawn with 6 cusps on the (TT2) planes
bounding the idealized sheet shape in Fig. 4b.
At first glance, the equilibrium shape of (110) sheets also appears to
be a regular hexagon (Fig. Sa).
However, closer examination shows that
there is less symmetry in the (110) shape. Four of the six polygonal sides
lie in <Ill> directions and the angle between two such adjacent sides is
only 109.471 degrees as shown in figure 5b. The corners between two such
sides lie in [I10J and [IToJ directions. Two sides of the polygonal shape
are opposite each other and in the [OOlJ and [OOTJ directions. These sides
make an angle of 125.264 degrees with the (Ill) type sides.' Minima occur
both on (001) type planes and on (Ill) type planes in the qualitative Wulff
plot.
I

The (112) plane sheets are observed to also have six sides in the
equilibrium shape as can be seen in the sheet crystal of Fig. 6a. However,
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the bounding faces and included angles are different from both the (111)
and (110) sheet cases.
Two opposite sides are in <ITl> directions.
The
other four sides correspond to Wulff plot cusps on (21;1) type planes. Two
adjacent sides of this type make an angle of 135.585 degrees with each
other.
The corners between these sides are in [T10J and [lIoJ
directions.
The angle between (2q1) and (TTl) type sides is 112.208
degrees.
The deduced Wulff plot shows minima on both (III) and (241) type
planes (Fig. 6b).
The Wulff plots in figures 3-6 are only qualitative. It is reasonably
certain that minima occur where they are shown.
Whether the minima are
sharp cusps or only shallow valleys is not known.
There is more
uncertainty about the non-minima portions of the plots.
Thus, they are
shown as dotted lines in the figures.
Angles observed on the sheet
crystals agree very well with the angles on the idealized equilibrium
shapes in the figures. Since no special effort was made to reduce thermal
asymmetry in the hot zone, the sheet crystal forms were sometimes asymmetrical.
That is, the distance from the seed to two equivalent flat edges
was not always equal.
Sheet Edge Geometries
A strong (111) faceting effect was observed on the edge regions of the
sheets due largely to the fact t'hat dislocation-free growth was employed
for the sheet experiments.
In the absence of dislocations, nucleation of
new growth i~ more difficult and larger levels of supercooling arise at the
leading edges of the growth front.
Faceting accompanies this situation.
One (100) sheet was grown from a dislocated starting configuration.
Two
effects were noted. with this sheet.
The edge faceting was much less pronounced and in fact was nearly absent. Also, the equilibrium square shape
did not completely form, at least not in the growth times available in our
experimental set-up. The corners of the sheet remained well rounded.
The edge faceting in dislocation-free sheets always appeared on (111)
planes. An example is depicted in the photograph of Figure 7 which shows a
(111) sheet mounted in wax to allow viewing of the edge. The central edge
facet in the photograph makes a 70.5 degree acute angle with the top of the
sheet. It is located in a <211> type direction from the seed. To the left
and right of this facet are other edge facets" which make a 109.5 degree
obtuse angle with the sheet's top surface. These are in <211> directions
from the seed.
All-told, there are three obtuse facets and thre!a acute
facets alternating around the sheet edge. Careful scrutiny of Fig. 7 also
shows a (111) facet on the sheet top adjacent to the central edge facet.
There are 6 of these, one adjacent to each edge facet.

I

These observations have implications for high-perfection sheet growth
solid/liquid interfaces, both in vertical and horizontal modes.
It is
possible to predict, for example, the sheet tip geometries for a large
number of growth orientations from the observations on radially spreading
sheets.
I've done this for the horizontal, large~area solid/liquid interface growth geometry. Figure 8 shows the expected tip geometries for (111)
dislocation-free sheets growing in the <HT> and <~11> type directions,
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with a 5 degree pulling angle.
growth.

Note the ,retrograde tip angle for (2:11>

For (100) sheets, four (111) edge facets appear in (011) directions
from the seed.
All make 54.7 degree acute angles with the top of the
sheet. The expected.tip geometry for dislocation-free (100) silicon sheets
growing in one of these four directions is given in Figure 9.
The edges of (110) sheets displayed two types of (111) facets. In the
four <I II> ,type directions, a 90 degree facet with respect to the sheet
plane was found.
In the two (001) directions, the facet made a 35.3 degree
acute angle with the sheet top. The 144.7 degree obtuse (111) facets were
not observed.
Predicted sheet tip geometries fo.r horizontal growth are
drawn in Fig. 10.
The greatest variety of edge facets was seen in (112) sheets. Figure
shows these in the way they ;would define the tip geometries of
horizontal sheets.
In the [III] direction, a facet at 90 degrees to the
sheet' plane was seen, while in the' [Ill] direction two facets appeared.
One was at 90 degrees to the sheet plane and a second was at 19.5
degrees. Fig. 12 is a photograph :of i a portion of the underside of a (112)
sheet showing the large-area 19.5 degree facet.
The (III) edge of the
sheet is at the top in the photograph, and the facet at this edge is also
discernable in the photograph. These two facets meet at an included angle
of :109.5 degrees.
In the (42:I> directions, acute angle facets of 61.9
deg~ees
were seen, while in the (421) directions, the angles were
retrograde with a 118.1 degree value.

11

Growth Rate Anisotropies
As the radifilly spreading sheets described in this study evolve from
the round initial geometry to the polygonal equilibrium shape, it is evident that the growth rates in the directions toward the polygon corners
must be greater than the growth rates in directions toward the flat polygon
sides~
Neither of .the rates are constant with time. Initially, the growth
rate. is slow, ,since the melt temperature does not respond immediately to
the drop in RF generator power.
The rate increases slowly at first, and
then more rapidly, as the expanding top surface of the solid, with its
higher emissivity, becomes an increasingly mote effective heat radiator.
The slope of a size vs time plot for a particular direction from the seed,
at any given time, is the growth rate in that direction at that ti~e. The
ratio between rates in different directions is the ratio of slopes of the
two size vs time curves at the same instant of time.
Fig. 13 shows the size of (100) sheets along the (011) and (001) directions
as a function of time for two different dislocation-free starting
I
diameters, 1.2 nun and 6.2 mm.
In both cases, all (011) directions were
considered to be equivalent and all (001) directions were considered to be
equivalent.
Thus, four measurements for each set of directions was made
for each revolution of the crystal. A second order polynomial fit was made
to the data read from the film in all cases. The small (100) sheet quickly
became square and the ratio of slopes in the (01 1> and (001) directions,
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the

for large times, is expected to be the geometrically limited value 0.707.
The measure'd growth rate ratios, from the two lower curves, is 0.72.
For
the larger starting diameter, the sheet had not yet become square by the
end of the .experiment. Therefore, the rate ratio from the upper two curves
is not geometrically limited, and is representative of the true growth rate
anisotropy between the <011) and (001) directions. The measured ratio from
the upper two curves is 0.62. A growth model for growth rate in the <011>
directions being 0.6 times the growth rate in any other directions is shown
in Fig. 14.
The transformation from round to square is seen to' happen in
about 3 seed diameters.
Similar behavior, but generally with less anisotropy, was seen for the
other sheet planes.
In all cases the growth rate in directions toward the
cusps in the Wulff plots WaS lower than the rate in directions toward the
lobes.
Another example is given in figure 15 where the size of a' (110)
sheet in the <001) and <lID) directions is shown as a function of time.
The <001) growth rate is. 0.83 as large as the <lIO) growth rate. For (111)
sheets, the <II2) growth rate was 0.77 as large as the <lIO) growth rate.
Ratios in the vicinity of 0.8 were also seen for (112) sheets.
Polycrystalline and Dendritic Growth
Under the same conditions used in the dislocation-free sheet studies,
some polycrystailine se£l~S were used to initiate sheet growth.
The seeds
were cut along the diameter of semiconductor-grade, chemical-vapor deposited pofy rods.
At small sheet diameters, the growth was fairly uniform in
all radial dfrections (see left side 'of Fig~ 16).
However, at larger
sizes, the effects of orientation-dependent growth rates became very pronounced.
This can be observed in the sheets shown in the middle and right
sections of Fig. 16. Especially fast growing protrusions were dendritic in
nature, like the one at the bottom right in Fig. 16.

An enlarged view of a dendritic protrusion is given in the photomicrograph of Fig. 17. The dendrite is single crystalline on either side of the
horizontal spine. l The surface features thus are not crystallographic in
nature but are probably growth instabilities of constitutional supercooling
origin.
The dendrite does undergo a change in surface orientation at the
spine region.
The region above the spine has a surface plane within 2
degrees of (111) as shown by the electron channeling pattern of Fig. 18a.
The region below the spine has a surface plane near (115) as shoWn in Fig.
18b.
This indicates that the spin~ region represents the emergenc~of an
oblique (111) type twin plane making an angle of about 20 degrees with the
dendrite surface plane.
.
Dendrite propagation is extremely rapid in silicon. Sixteen mm films
of
deliberately nucleated dendrites were measured
for
growth rate
analysis. Different dendrites propagated at different rates due to varying
local conditions in the melt (proximity to other dendrites, for example).
Figure 19 depicts a representative case for the increase in dendrite length
and width with time. Length increases very fast at first, at rates around
2.5 m/min., and then slows as other dendrites crowd the melt and liberate
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heat of fusion. The width, on the other hand, increases at a rate which is
about 25 times slower.

SUMMAR.Y AND OORCLUSIORS
The technique of studying rapid silicon sheet growth via free spreading of point-nucleated sheets on a supercooled horizontal melt surface has
yielded a large amount of information about equilibrium forms, solid/liquid
interface sheet tip morphologies, qualitative Wulff surface free energy
polar plots, and growth rate anisotropies. The method is versatile in that
both very high perfection (dislo~ation-free) effects and less structured
(polycrystalline and dendritic) effects can be studied.
The low surface free energy (111) planes dominate the sheet tip geometry at the solid/liquid interface, determine the equilibrium shape of
radially growing sheet crystals (through their intersection with the sheet
plane), and contribute to growth rate anisotropies due to the relative
difficulty of new growth nucleation on the low free bond density (111)
surface.
They also play a determining role in fast dendritic growth by
virtue of the high free bond density associated with re-entrant edges at a
Earlier work on ledge-supported pulling of silicon
( 111) twin boundary.
sheets (3) showed that (111) twin plans can block the spreading of spurious
random grains. A similar mechanism has recently been found to be important
in stabilizing the crystal structure of horizontally grown sheets.
In
dendritic web growth,' 01l ) twin planes are key elements of the growth
process and the (111) web surface is of very high quality. The equilibrium
structure of long multicrystalline silicon sheets is dominated by longitudinal grains with (111) boundaries and near <110) surface normals.
In
summary, the properties of the (111) surface in silicon are of major importance for sheet crystal growth.
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DISCUSSION

SEKERKA; Those are some interesting shapes and experiments, but I have to
take strong issue with the use of equilibrium forms or Wulff shapes
associated with those. I think these are growth forms and haven!t much to
do with equilibrium forms except by accident. The equi'libriumform~ would
be dictated by a minimization of free energy at constant volume and would
only be obtainable, generally, for very small particles held carefully at
equilibrium. I certainly admit that you get faceted sorts of shapes but!
think those are definitely growth facets and what you are measuring has to
do with an anisotropy of growth rate and very little except by accident
with an anisotropy of surface tension or a Gibbs-Wulff construction.
CISZEK: What do we know about the variation of surface free energy in silicon
as a fUhction of orientation?
SEKERKA: I don't know whether there has been much in terms of studies there
or not, but you would not study it in a growth configuration like that. I
think you would have to study it in a steady state, and probably in an
equilibrium configuration with small particles.
CISZEK:

I am just taking the Wulff theorem definiti\on verbatim.

SEKERKA: I just want to remind you, the Wulff definition pertains to
equilibrium and to surface energy minimization, and this system is not
doing that by any stretch of the imagination.
CISZEK: For what reasons would you say it is not doing that?
too macroscopic?

Because it is

SEKERKA: It is too large, too macroscopic, it is growing very rapidly, it has
all kinds of secondary structure and interference.
GLICKSMAN: I have done some equilibrium droplet shape measurements on a few
systems where, in fact, you can obtain surface-energy anisotropy on
droplets equilibrated with a crystal, which is just the inverse experiment
to what you thought you were doing here, obtaining equilibrium shape of
crystal in c.ontact with the melt. It turns out the equilibration time is
generally related to the rearrangement of this object. It is at a
constant volume by trapping a droplet inside of a single crystal, as you
felt you were trapping a single crystal inside of a liquid. The
eqhilibration time is related to the chemical potential differences that
are established when the body is out of equilibri1,1m to the mass
rearrangement excited by that chemical potential difference. The chemical
potential difference generally is quite small, on the order of a few
percent of the mean surface energy, and if the maximum distance is on the
order of a millimeter at most, your equilibration times would become
essentially infinite insofar as an observation time goes, even with
droplets in the submillimeter range. The equilibration times are often on
the order of an hour. So you can imagine, for anything of the size of the
crystal forming those shapes as quickly as your crystals did, there would
I
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be no opportunity for the different parts of the crystal to communicate
with itself through those very small chemical potential differences, which
are reflecting the out-of-equilibrium form. So, in fact, t believe what
you are observing is a kinetic shape due to the particular growth
anisotropy and shape. There is very little relationship to the so-ca~led
equilibrium shape.
RAVISHANKAR: Can you comment on what the melt depth was and how the
growth rate in the direction of the depth of the melt compared with the
spreading growth rate?
CISZEK:

The melt depth was about 22 millimeters.

The melt diameter was about

60 millimeters, and sheets typically would be about 3 millimeters thick in

the middle if they were 1 millimeter thick at the edges.
RAV1SHANKAR:

What effect would the rotation rate have on the growth rate?

CISZ'EK: What little we tried with rotation rate was that rotation rate, if it
were very fast, would tend to round the hexagonal structure, or the
pointed structure, but we saw that rates on the order of one to one-half
rpm did not seem to interfere with reaching that equilibrium form.
RAVISHANKAR:
CISZEK:

Was the crucible rotating?

The crucible was not rotating, just the crystal.

WILCOX: About 15 years ago, the French did a study on kinetic versus
equilibrium shapes in alkali halides in water, where they trapped tiny
drops of supersaturated solution in Canada balsam and made a very nice
time-lapse movie. There, very often, you got the growth forms that slowly
transformed to equilibrium shapes, and you could see very clearly that the
ODe had nothing to do with the other, and the time was on the order of
hours and even days. This is just to back up what they [Sekerka and
, Glicksman1 were saying.
CISZEK: I would stUI be interested to know what the variation of stu'face
free energy is in the silicon system. I know it would t.ake a different
experiment, but I think it would be minimum where I am saying it is
minimum.
FAN:

In your experiments, wasn't the (110) the slowest-growing facet?
.it (l1l)?

Or was

CISZEK: In the growth planes I studied, the anisotropy manifested itself most
in the (100) plane but the slow growth was due to an oblique (111) facet
in the <110> direction. It's the (111) faceting that is dominating all of
this.
LEIPOLD: Is there any way you can bracket the magnitude of the temperature
gradient?
CISZEK: No, I didn t t really make any attempt to measure the t,emperature
gradient, and as you can see, the growth rates are not constant as a
245
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function of time. It was all done the same. In other words, the
temperature drop for all the things I am showing was the same in the melt,
but we didn't measure it at this stage. We plan to do that in the
future. The growth rate as a function of time is at first a very slow
growth as the melt temperature is responding to the drop in our generator
power, and then as the area of the sheet increases, and more radiation
occurs from the sheet surface, the growth rate is accelerated. It would
be a hard experiment to keep constant.

/
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SILICON FOILS GROWN BY
INTERFACE-CONTROLLED CRYSTALLISATION
D. Helmreich
Heliotronic GmbH
D-8263 Burghausen
West-Germany

During interface-controlled crystallization (ICC) the chance to accelerate the removal of crystallization heat is the basis for high pulling
rates of about 100 mm/min. The forced heat flow from the extended crystallization front to a cooling ramp is controlled by a lubricating melt film
which also influences the crystallization behaviour by suppressing nucleation
centers.
The basic principles of this foil casting technique are presented and
the influences of process parameters on the morphology ofprepa;red silicon
foils are demonstrated. Three different types of crystalline structure have
been found in silicon foils grown by ICC technique: dendritic, coarse granular
and monocrystalline with (111) <211> orientation. The criteria for their
appearance are discussed in the light of process variables.

INTRODUCTION
Two basic requirements for fast she,et growth are 1) extension of solidI
liquid interface and 2) intensification of crystallization heat removal by
aid of heat conduction instead ofradiatjon from the. free surface. About
50 W/cm 2 are radiated from a crystallizing silicon melt at a temperature
0
o
difference of about 1400 C; a temperature difference of only about 10 C is
necessary to remove th!;! same amount of heat through ideal heat conduction.
Crystallization of a 10 cm wide, 400/um thick ribbon at a pulling speed of
0,2 cm/s produces about 330 W. This amount of crystallization heat cannot be
removed ~imultaneously through the cross section of the ribbon (10.0,04 =
= 0,4 cm ), even if ideal heat conduction is assumed.
In interface-controlled cryst.allization (ICC) technology the heat of
crystallization is removed through both the already crystallized silicon film
and the cooled graphite ramp. The ramp causes an inclination of the crystallization front towards the surface of the foil resulting in an extension ~f
the solid/liquid interface. Pulling velocities of up to 20 cm/min are obtainable with this procedure.
BASIC ASPECTS OF INTERFACE-CONTROLLED CRYSTALLIZATION (ICC)
The principle of ICC is shown in Fig. 1. The silicon melt is contained
in a graphite crucible; one side of the crucible is cooled, so that a silicon
film can crystallize there.
As graphite is wetted by silicon melt the crystallizing silicon film
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would stick to the graphite wall. Direct contact between silicon and graphite
has to be prevented by introducing a slag layer between the two materials.
If the composition of the slag has a melting point below that of silicon the
slag film acts as a lubricant too. The slag layer is of further advantage as
it lowers the surface tension of the silicon melt. It thus prevents conglomeration or balling up of the silicon melt and confines the molten and crystallized silicon (liquid encapsulation). Due to the amorphous nature of the slag
film nucleation centers are suppressed and, therefore, heterogeneous nucleation is prevented.
In the course of these studies a three component slag system has been
used mostly: CaO • Si0 2 • CaF , with CaF lowering the viscosity as well as
2
2
the melting point of tne slag system. In some experiments Si0 has been re2
placed by A1 0 •
2 3
Pulling is not restricted to the vertical direction; all angles between
0
0
90 and nearly 180 are possible. A modified version where the foil is pulled
off nearly horizontally is given in Fig. 2.
GROWTH FEATURES
The silicon melt is prepared with a main and a ramp heater at a welldefined setting (Fig. 3). Lowering of the ramp temperature necessary to
crystallize the silicon foil at the ramp is realized with the help of the
separate ramp heater. According to the setting a definite temperature gradient
can be adjusted. An example of a vertical temperature profile in front of and
behind the ramp is given in Fig. 4. In addition, the temperature gradient
across the ramp strongly depends on the grade of thermaldecoupling of the
ramp from the surrounding temperature field. A decQl,lpling of the ramp from
the remaining crucible can be obtained through adequate crucible design in
order to minimize heat flow £rom the crucible walls io the ramp. Radiation
shields are also helpful to reduce the influences of parasitic radiation.
Fig. 5 shows the situation near the meniscus in a: close-up view. The
meniscus height is typically 7-8 mm. Stationary crystallization experiments
(v=O) have shown that crystallization perpendicular to the ramp surface takes
place only in the region of the meniscus, i.e., only part of the ramp is utilizet;lfor crystallization. Nevertheless, the solid/liquid interface is about
20 x the cross section of the Toil. Balancing of the heat flow showed that at
ihe pulling rates and temperature gradients under consideration crystallization heat removal can be accomplished through the ramp area in the region of
the meniscus.
From temperature measurements the temperature gradient G in solid siliS
con foil has been estimated to about 2000 K/cm. The temperature gradient ~
in the melt near solid/liquid interface amounts only to about 10 K/cm. Hence,
~ is by far less stable than G '
S
The analytical correlation between pulling rate v and foil thickness t
is given in Fig. 6. As there exists a t 2 v-dependence it has to be concluded
that heat removal through silicon foil, slag layer and ramp takes place according to the Newtonian law of cooling. The heat transfer coefficient is calculated from the fitted curve in analogy to the procedure given in /3/. With
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L
-

2
t v = 2,5 • 10- 4 cm.s a heat transfer coefficient
(Ideal cooling results in a linear dependence t.v

h~7.10-3W/cm2.K

= const.

and h

»

is found.
1).

At v = 0,2 cm/s a foil thickness of about 350 urn is obtained. As the
t/v-curve levels out with increasing v reduction ot foil thickness only
through increase of v seems to be rather ineffective. Improvement of heat
removal by lowering of ramp temperature TR and/or enhancement of heat transfer is to be preferred.
Lowering of ramp temperature TR
Due to thermal coupling between ramp and silicon melt, lowering of the
ramp temperature TR influences the temperature distribution within the silicon melt. Temperatures as low as to allow constitutional supercooling have
to be avoided, because constitutional supercooling provokes dendritic growth.
It has been found by experiment, that with increasing v (as a consequence of
decreasing T ) the dendritic network becomes less dense.
R
There is an additional effect at higher velocities:
As a result of increased heat production and insufficient heat removal
an accumulation of heat in front of the ramp is found which leads to an inversion of the temperature gradient G and thereby to destabilized growth
L
conditions.
Enhancement of heat transfer
Heat removal is controlled by the slag film. The thermal conductivities
of the usable slag systems are about two orders of magnitude' lower than those
of solid silicon and graphite. Hence, an enhancement of heat removal can only
take place via reduction of the thickness of slag film. However, this requires
a thin-bodied slag system with low-melting components. Such a system, in turn,
exhibits reduced stability because of intensified evaporation or reaction with
silicon and/or graphite.
CHARACTERISTICS OF ICC-FOILS
The ICC-foils have been ,tested with respect
photoelectric properties.

xo

their morphology and

,

Morphology of ICC-foils
Three different appearances of crystalline structure have been found with
ICC-foils:
I

1. /dendritic structure with an irregular arrangement of dendrites;
2. specular monocrystalline areas of preferredly (111) <211> orientation,
occasionally (111)<110> orientation (rheotaxy, see e.g. /4/);
3. coarse-grained (!l'ystallirie structure which seems to be an int~rmediate
structure with considerable heterogeneous nucleation and not fully
developed dendrites.
The three types of crystalline structure are demonstrated in a sample
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given in fig. 7a; a sample with mostly specular morphology is represented in
fig. 7b.
Dendritic and lamellar growth are both stable forms of growth. TemperatUI'e gradient ~, growth velocity v, and concentration of the impurity in
question Co are decisive for the appearance of the respective morphology.
The three experimental parameters are connected through the equation /5/

=
where k ff = segregation coefficient, D = d~ffusion coefficient of the solute
in the f1quid and m = phase diagram liquidus slope.
Morphology and crystalline structure have been revealed with the help of
etching techniques, X-ray topography and X-ray diffraction (Laue).
Dendritic growth
As can be concluded based on the diagram given in Fig. 8, dendritic
growth is provoked at high growth velocities. Experiments showed that with
increasing pulling rates a multitude of smaller dendrites is formed. With
increasing velocity dendrites nucleate at an increasing rate but the network
of dendrites becomes less dense because the dendrites have no longer a chance
to fully develop.
Likewise, quality and quantity of impurities play a dominant role. The
main component of the slag used is calcium silicate; therefore, the main impurity in the system will be Ca with a saturation concentration at the melting
point of C (T ) ~ 10 ppma. Corresponding to the process parameters a Ca cons
centration of ~nly about 10 ppba would be sufficient to initiate dendritic
growth (see Fig. 8).
..
Reduction of slag-film thickness reduces the supply of impurities and
enhances heat removal through the ramp, thus increasing t~e temperature gradient Gr: Foils grown from thin resp. thick slag films show quite distinctive
charac~eristics. If a thick film is used, a dendrjtic structure with a
wrinkled surface of the foil developes. Dendritic growth can be suppressed
when a thin slag film is used; the surface of the foil is very smooth showing
only the feature of the ramp surface.
Coarse-grained structure
Coarse-grained structure starts with the nucleation of dendrites; with
this dendritic net :a melt film is eni;rained which crystallizes into a coarsegrained siructure. The X-ray topogram of a foil with such a coarse-grained
structure shows neither a·uniform nor a preferential orientation of the individual grains (see Fig. 9a).
Specular. planes
As can be seen in the topogram given in Fig. 9b the transition from the
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I

f

coars~~grained

structure to preferential monocrystalline areas (mirror
plan'0s) is abrupt. In most of the cases etching with an alkaline etch revealed a (111) <211> orientation. Repeatedly
(111) <110> h~s been found,
too. Etch pit densities are in the range of 5.10 4 - 5.105/cm.

The flattened morphology of such specular planes can be interpreted as
due to preferential growth at the re-entrant COrners of twin junctions /6/.
Examination of their cross sections did not reveal with certainty a confirmation of twin planes parallel to the foil surfaces. Occasionally, twin planes
near the ramp face of the foil have been found. Seeding experiments with the
purpose to enforce the twin growth have not been successful. A pile of silicon
wafers with (111) <110> orientation, has been tried as well as (111) wafers
with twin planes in <211> orientation. In all the seeding experiments a stable
growth which was compatible with the given growth pa.rameters set in after a
few millimeters, irrespective of the seed used. However, the growth of mirror
planes can be initiated by increasing the ramp temperature and thus decreasing
the growth velocity. Disturbanees through dendritic growth, in either case,
have been observed.
Photoelectrical Data
Photoelectrical characterization has been carried out wi~h EBIC and by
evaluation of test solar cells. The pre,paration of 15 x 15 mm test cells had
not been optimized. Prior to test cell preparation the samples have only
slightly been etched with an alkaline etchant. No mechanical treatment like
grinding or lapping had been applied.
The photovoltaic efficiencies of samples with coarse-grained structure
and mirror planes are quite similar. Striking differences have not been found.
The efficiencies are in the range of 7,5-9,5 AM 1,5. The yet unsufficient
values are partly due to low VOC (high specific resistivity of test samples),
partly due to low ISC (level of impurities which act as lifetime killers).
EBIC pictures taken from an area with coarse-grained crystalline structure show an electrical activity of grain boundaries (Fig. lOa). Negligible
electrical activity is found in areas with mirror planes (Fig. 10b).
CONCLUSIONS
The results of this study may be summarized as follows:
A film of silicon melt is pulled across a carbon ramp under special
temperature profile conditions to solidify as a multi- to m~nocrystalline foil
of uncritical width. A slag film of special composition which is still liquid
under the crystallization conditions of silicon separates the silicon film
from the ramp. This film serves several purposes: a) lt enables the separation
of the solidified silicon foil from the ramp system (lubrication effect).
b) It lowers the surface tension of the silicon melt (liquid encapsulation
phenomenon).c) It prevents unwanted nucleation initiated by the ramp surface
structure.
The'special case of lamellar growth in form of larger monocrystalline
areas appears to be of lI r heotaxial" nature in connection with certain dendri-
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DISCUSSION

RAVISHANKAR: Can you comment on the purity requlrements for the slag, in
terms of its effects on solar cell performance?
HELMREICH: When we began our experiments, we used a slag system that we got
from technical components, and it turned out that it is not suffieient.
Single crystals of calcium fluotide are reaction products with the system,
and they come through the oxygen-related compounds of the 5ystem.
RAVISHAfiK.l\R:
influe~ce

If you have to use.a very high--purity slag layer, how would it
the cost of the solar cells that you are making?

HELHREICH: It would be more expensive. Not only because you have to use
single-crystal and purified material, but al~o you will have to find a
system that is stable enough to last a long ti~e.
RAVISHANKAR: If you used a high-cost, high-purity slag layer, do you use
enough of that slag to have a bearing on th~ cost of th~ solar cell?
HEtHREICH:

I don't know.

MILSTEIN: In liquid encapsulated growth, typically you lose some of the
liquid encapsulant with the material you are growing. Does this happen in
your system?
HELHREICH:

Yes.

WARGO: I really like the idea of using the slag to isolate the liquid and
solid silicon from the graphite crucible. It also seems like that is your
largest problem in heat transfer. What do you consider to be the major
advantage of this particular crystal growth system compared with, for
example, low-angle sheet pulling?
HELHREICH: You are correct. We lose some advantage in the heat transfer, but
in my opinion the advantage of this system is that you have a glJtssy...,.llke
layer where you have a chance to grow a single~cl"-ystalline layer and not
have nucleation centers from the layered cell.
RAVISHANKAR: What is the largest grain size you have observed with this kind
of growth?
HELHREICH: Tt:e grain size of the coarse grain structure of the medium plane
size was a few millimeters.
WARGO: Is the liquid encapsulant transparent to the infrared? Because if
.that is pulled horizontally, and you maintain that liquid encapsulating
layer on the surface, and it is transparent to the infrared, there is a
very effiCient heat-transfer mechanism.
HELMREICH:

The slag layer is etched away.
258

ABBASCHIAN: I noticed you us~d a diffusion coefficient of 10- 1 °.
that very low" about 5 orders of magnitude low?

Isn't

HELMREICH: These values have been found by Sigmond of the Fraunhofer-Institut
in Munich. He looked for the calcium-silicon system. I questioned this
low-diffusion coefficient, but I only have an extension of his curve to
the melting point, so probably it could be higher.
RAO:

Have you used the slag with impure silicon or metallurgical-grade
silicon, and in cases like that do you get classical slagging-type action,
whe~e you leach out impurities from the melt, like you find in the steel
industry?

HELMREICH:

We have dealt only with semiconductor-grade silicon.

LEIPOLD: Was there any temperature gradient on the ramp parallel to the
growth direction, or was the ramp designed to have a constant temperature
along its length?
HELMREICH: It has a vertical temperature gradient.
cryslallization front fixed near the meniscus.
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THE S-WEB TECHNIQUE FOR HIGH-SPEED GROWTH OF Si SHEETS
J.G. Grabmaier and H. FoIl
Research Laboratories of Siemens AG, D-8000 Muenchen 83, FRG

ABSTRACT
The supported-web (S-Web) technique was conceived as a method
to grow Si-ribbons at large areal growth rates. Its central
idea is to pull a net made, e.g., from carbon-fibers, through
liquid Si. Webs of liquid Si are drawn out within the meshes
of the net and kept stable by the high surface tension of liquid Si. The liquid webs crystallize individually some time
after their formation and this allows to obtain a ribbon-shaped
body of Si at high speed. First experiments with graphite-grids
were encouraging and opened the way for more involved experiments with carbon-fiber nets woven on a suitable loom. Ribbons
suitable for the fabrication of solar-cells were obtained at
low pulling speeds, but problems were encountered at high pulling speeds. The results of the net-pUlling experiments are
presented and discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The large-scale manufacture of cheap, but efficient solar oells
demands not only cheap starting materials and p~ocesses, but
also high through~put rates at every step in the production
chain. With crystalline Si as basic solar-cell material, any
production sequence will contain the controlled crystallization
of liquid Si; preferably directly in the form of large-grained
sheets or ribbons. Most crystal growth techniques utilized so
far (for 2a review see 11,2/} are limited to areal growth rates
~O,05 m Imin; a value far below the demands of large-scale
production.
The volum~ of Si crystallizing per time unit is generally
given by the product of the area of the SOlid-liquid interface
and the velocity with which this interface moves perpendicular
to itself. AttemPts to increase areal growth r'ates therefore
aim at increasing the interface velocity (i.e. the "pulling
speed" for most processes), the interface area, or both. The
first approach requires very large temperature gradients in
order to remove the heat of crystallization and invariably
leads to problems with the structural perfection of crystals
thus obtained (example: roller-quenching 13/). The experimental
evidence collected so far indicates that interface velocities
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in excess of ~ 5 cm/min will not lead to satisfactory crystals.
Increasing the area of the sOlid-liquid interface thus seems to
be more attractive and has shown some promise as demonstrated
by "horizontal ribbon growth" (HRG) /4/; "low-angle Si sheet
growth" (LASS) /5/ andUinterface controlled crystallization"
(ICC) /6/. However, stability and morphology problems appear
to be associated with these approaches.
The "supported-web" (S-Web) technique /7,8/ is a newcomer
to this field. The unique and unconventional idea in this technique is to use a net as a kind of supporting substrate for Si
ribbons. In the original concept of the S-Web-technique, the
net, made from carbon-, graphite-, or carbon-coated quartz-fibres, is to be pulled through a crucible containing liquid Si
at comparatively high velocities. Films or webs of liquid Si
are spread out within the meshes of the net where they remain
stable for some time due to the high surface tension of liquid
Si. Each web then crystallizes individually in a "crystallization zone". The shaping of the Si-ribbon and its crystallization thus would be decoupled and the removal of the heat of
crystallization would no longer be speed-limiting. High areal
growth rates should be possible because the sOlid-liquid interface area present at any given time is very large compared to
the cross-sectional area of the ribbon, but in contrast to HRG,
LASS and ICC the total interface area is now partitioned into
many independent interfaces.
This paper gives an overview of the experiments performed
so far and discusses the potential and the problems of the SWeb-technique.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
Dip-coating of graphite grids
For a first evaluation of the S-Web-technique, dip-coating experiments were performed with graphite-grids instead of the
then unavailable net. The grids were laser-cut from high-d nsity high-purity graphite sheets (~ypically 60 2 x 40 x 0,5mm 3)
with mesh-sizes between 1 x 1 mm - 4 x 4 mm . These grids
were dipped into liquid Si kept at a temperature slightly above
the melting point and, after a soaking period of 30 sec 60 sec, withdrawn with velocities between ~ 2 cm/min and
200 cm/min. The following results merit mentioning:
i)
At pulling speeds ~ 4 cm/min the graphite was uniformly
coated on both sides (Fig. 1a).
ii) If the pulling direction wasonotoperpendicular to the melt
surface but inclined by -- 10 -15 , the graphite grid 'was
coated at one side only for pulling speeds ~ 4 cm/min
(Fig. 1b).
iii) At pulling speeds between ~10 cm/min - 200 cm/min the meshes of the grid were still filled with Si which exhibited
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a pebuliar morphology that did not depend on the pulling
angle (Fig. 1c). The surface of the graphite grid,bowewer,
was not coated.
The first two items are easily understood. At low pulling
speeds the solid-liquid interface moves downwards with the same
velocity with which the grid is withdrawn; i.e. it is stationary.
The' crystallization thus occurs continuously and the process
as a whole is quite similar to the SOC 19/, RAD 1101 or "contiguous capillary coating" 111/ techniques.
The morphology and defect- structure of the specimens obtained at high pulling speeds is typical of "mesh crystallization"; i.e. the individual crystallization of a web of liquid
Si contained within a mesh of the grid. Detailed investigations
by chemical etching, scanning- and transmission electron micros~
copy, and in-situ photography of the crystallization process
.
lead to an understandig of the mesh-crystallization process
as illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. In short, a liquid web
is indeed drawn out and persists for some time within a mesh
of the-grid. Its crystallization starts from the outside of
the mesh and proceeds towards the interior; several solid-liquid
interfaces or crystallization fronts exist at the same time.
Whereever two crystallization ~ronts meet, a highly defected
region containing high-angle grain boundaries, dislocations
and SiC-precipitates in high densities is formed. The peculiar
shape of the crystallized web is a consequence of the non-zero
contact angle of solid Si with its own melt as-is outlined
in 112/.
The experiments with the graphite grids thus demonstrated
that the basic idea of the S-Web-technique is valid in principle, but that at the very minimum the crystallization of the
liquid Si-webs has to be controlled in order to progress towards
a useful morphology of .the coated grid or net.
Introducing the

ne~

Up to now, nets wefie woven from commercially available carbon
rovings (Sigrafil
NF 1) on a standard 100m which was slightly
mddified for this purpose and which could also be used for quartz
rdvings. The carbon rovings contain 1000 single filaments with
d~ameters of 2 ~8 fum 113/. The minimum mesh-size of the net is'
2,15 x 2,5 mm ; larger sizes are possible. As woven, the net is
1 m in width and of arbitrary length (typically 50 m). Smaller
nets: are obtained by cutti2g it to size with ~cissors. The price
of the net is about $ 151m (for 2,5 x 2,5 mm mesh size) but
is expected to decrease if massproduction would be established.

I The carbon rovings are covered with a thin layer of a plastic coating for protection. Before using the net, this coating
has to be removed; which is simply done by burning it off. The
oarbon fibers used contain up t6 2 % impurities, mainly Ca, Zn,
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Mg, Si. In order to evaluate their influence on the S-Web qijality, a portion of the net was cleaned by baking it at ~2700 C
in a halogen atmosphere. These cleaned nets then cop-cained less
than 10 ppm impurities.
Feeding the net into the molten Si principally can be conceived in two ways: i) from below the crucible through a slot
in the crucible bottom (similar to the RAD-technique 110/) and
ii) from above, turning it around a bar of suitable material
that is immersed in the liquid Si. The second possibility, however, is untenable because the net embrittles immediately in
contact with liquid Si. Therefore the first option was implemented. The problem, of course, is to avoid leakage of liquid Si
through the feed-slot. Whereas this is not impossible (cf./14 t
15/), a leakage-proof system employing a slotted die (Fig. 4)
was used for first experiments with continuous net-pulling. The
contact-area of liquid Si and the net lies higher than the Simelt level and leakage thus cannot occur. The uphill flow of
liquid Si to the net is achieved, as in the EFG-process 116,17/,
by capillary action. The slotted die, besides allowing a leakage-f~ee transport of the net, serves also to shape the meniscus and thereby to influence the coating geometry of the net.
Two apparatus have been set up for experiments: S-Web-puller I and II. No. I is a simple but versatile laboratory-model
with RF-heating of the crucible and the possibility of chosing
any pulling direction desired; the maximum net width is limited
to ~4 cm. No. II is a modified Czochralski crystalpuller with
resistance-h~ated crucible, vertical pulling only, and a maximum net width of 10 cm.
Results of experiments with continuous net-pulling
After some inital trouble with the net getting stuck in the
slotted die, fracture of the coated net, temperature inhomogeneities along the exit surface of the slotted die and the like,
a standard slotted-die design for the S-Web-puller II emerged
as shown in Fig. 4. The large openings on both sides of the
slotted die allow a certain portion of tne net to remain uncoated and thus to retain its high mechanical strength, a ~ea~
sure that ensures that pulling can continue even if the coated
part of the net fractures. The asymmetric shape of the slotted
die resulta in a onesided coating of the net, as it i~ prefer~d
for various reasons.
In contrast to the dip-coating experiments, the meshes
of ltbe net are not filled withSi at high pulliing rates
(;;;:':5 cm/min). This is a direct effect of the geometry of slotte~ die and net and will be disc~ssed later.
I

At low pulling speeds, exploiting the continuous crystallization mode, one-sided and (with symmetrical slotted dies) double-sided coating of the net is easily achieved; Fig. 5 shows
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typical cross-sections. Grain sizes generally are in the 1-2 mm
range. If long and wide (~5 cm) ri bbons are grown, a tendency
for fracture along the middle is observed. This is quite natural for ribbons (cf~ 118/) and not necessarily connected with
the net. The problem can be overcome by periodically raising
the pulling speed for a short time period and thus to interrupt
the coating process. Coating commences automatically as soon·
as the pulling speed is lowered again. Rectangular sheets,
easily separated by breaking, are obtained in this way; Fig. 6
gives an example.
An ~ncleaned net wi th me·sh si zes of 2,5 x 2,5 mm 2 or
5 x 5 mm· was used for most experiments so far. Contamination
of melt and S-Web therefore was unavoidable and manifested.it~
self in an unavoidable conversion of the S-Web to n-type (probably caused by Mg) although p-type Si was used as feed-stock.
A detailed evalua~ion of these n-type samples has not been
attempted; but it-· was found that the minority-carrier diffusion
length averaged about 20 um. This is an unexpectedly high
value in vi~w of the cont'mination ~hat must have taken place.
With clean nets, the original doping of the melt is retained in the S-Web ribbons. First measurements with the SIele.ctrolyte-contact ~ethod '/191 and wi th test solar-cells based
on a MIS-junction te~hnology, gave s~ort-circuit currents Isc
under AM1 illumihation o~ ~18 mAlcm ; i.e. about 60 % of tne
current obtained with reference single crystals. Because no
attempts have been made so far to clean the crucible and the
slotted die (both are made from high-density high-purity graphite), this Isc-value is considered to be quite encouraging.
The carbort-fibers of the net react with the liquid Si to
SiC. Isolated filaments usually are quantitatively converted
to SiC, but the SiC formed initially around the tightly packed
filaments in a fiber-bundle "screens" the interior which therefore often contains filaments that are only partially reacted
to SiC. Reacted filaments are no longer coherent, but rather
strings of small SiC-crystals (Fig. 7). It is thought that this
reaction, by breaking up the fibers, rel(eves some of the
stress which is introduced by the incompatibility of the thermal expansion coefficients of Si and the carbon rovings.
The density of dislocations and grain-boundaries is some~
times high8~ in the immediate vicinity of the net, but frequently the net does not introduce major structural disturbances.
Single filaments have often been found to be embedded in the
Si (as SiC-crystals) without causing any lattice disturbance.
The net, after incorporation into the Si-ribbon, provides
an ohmic contact to the Si-ribbon. This was ascertained by I-Umeasurements between the frontside of a sample and unreacted
carbon-rovings from the uncoated part of the net at the leftand right-hand-side of the coated region. The net thus may be
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used as an integral part of the back-side contact necessary
for solar-cells.
Using the smaller S-Web-puller I, experiments were conducted with horizontal instead of vertical pulling of the net.
For reasons which will be discussed later, horizontal pulling
was thought to promote stable liquid Si-webs within the meshes
of the net at high pulling speeds. Whereas.,this assumption was
generally true, the morphology and crystallization of specimens
obtained at higher pulling speeds was similar to that of the
dip-coating expepiments and thus too irregular for further processing. At low p~lling speeds (around~(2-3) cm/min) long ribbons (~30 x 4 cm ) wi th fairly large grains could be obtained;
an example is shown in Fig. 8.
DISCUSSION
The geometry of coating the net
Of par·ticular interest for the S-Web-technique is the relationship between mesh-size, geometry of the slotted die, and the
amount of liquid Si that can be spread out as a liquid web within a mesh. The basic quantities and processes governing this
relationship are illustrated in Fig. 9 for both pulling the
~et through a free surface and through a slotted die possessing
a meniscus-defining edge. It is clear from Fig. 9 that after
a meniscus was attached to a horizontal bar of the net that
emerges from the liquid Si, the next bar has to come up before
the two menisci overlap and thereby rupture the Si-web. The
most important quantity is the meniscus shape, defined by its
radius of curvature R as a function of the meniscus height h.
In the simple one-dimensional case shown in Fig. 9, R(h) is
given by
R(h) =

r

~

9'g{ o+h)

wi th
= surface tensio~ of liquid Si (72~ mJ/m 2 ), 9 = densi ty
of liquid S1 (2.53 g/cm ), g = 9.81 m/sec , and ho =
~
"effective" height of the die-top with respect to the Si-melt
level (cf. /16/). An evaluation of this equation, taking into~
account various boundary conditions for the meniscus as determined by the precise shape of the slotted die, leads toa relation between the maximum mesh~size and the effective die-top
height h as shown in Fig. 10. The curves given represent only
general @rends since the precise relation depends on the exact
geometry of die-top and net. It is, however, safe to say that
vertical pulling always requires mesh sizes ~ 4 mm. This is
true even for very small ho-values because the radius of curvature of the meniscus rapid~y decreases when it is pulled upwards. In the case of horizontal pulling, the radius of curvature can be kept large at small h -values and larger mesh sizes should be possible. This was £he incentive for the horiI
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zontal pulling experiments and the standard 2,5 x 2,5 mm 2 meshes were indeed filled with liquid Si in this case. Compared
to the dipcoating experiments, however, the filling of th~ meshes occured more haphazardly and the webs often collapsed before crystallization started. The reason for this is that neither the cross-section nor the wetting-angle of a carbon-fiber
is a well-defined quantity (as assumed in Figs. 9 and 10).
Outlook
From the experimental and theoretical results described before,
it follows that the original concept of the S-Web-technique as
outlined in the introduction, is not easilj turned into reality.
Whereas ribbon growth at low pulling speeds is possible and
even may offer some conceptual advantages in comparison to more
established methods, it cannot be considered a decisive breakthrough. The goal, clearly, still must be to utilize the intrinsically high areal growth rates of the net-specific mesh-crystallization without sacrificing quality.
One possible way to achieve this goal is illustrated in
Fig. 11. The crucial point is the introduction of a temperature
gradient perpendicular to the growth direction .. The crystallization front thus will be inclined to the growth direction;
its total area is large as compared to the ribbon cross~section,
and the general geometry is reminescent of HRG, LASS, or ICC
14~6/. Phrased differently, the thin layer of Si covering the
net on one side grows in the continuous crystallization modei
whereas the bulk of the ribbon grows in the (transversal) meshcrystallization mode. Experiments exploring this possibility
are in progress.
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Fig . 1
Coating eome ry of graphi te grids for a ) vertical pulling;
b ) incl ined pulling at low speed; c) pulli ng at high speed .

.

- -

-

-..=

Fig. 2
Subsequent s ages of mesh crys a lliza io n. Fo r de ails s ee
text.
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Fig . 3
I n- si
photography of mesh- crys allization duri ng withdr a wal
of a graph i e gr id .

b)

a)

c)

Fi g . 4
Exam ples for slo ted dies . a) shows th e slo t t e d di e used i n
t he S-W eb-puller II ; b )c) show t wo examp l es of sl otted dies
for hori zon t a l pulli ng or for one-sided coat i ng .
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a)

b}

(

Fig. 5
Typical cr oss - sections 0 S -~ eb s pecimens ob ained wi h
a ) a symmetrical slo ed d i e; b) an asymme rica l slo t ed
ie as in Fig . aj an c) a one-sided die as in Fig. 4c .

Fig. 6
Fron - and back - side of part of a ne
with Si.
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coat ed on one side

)

Fig. 7
Examples of carbon -f ilamen s partiall y conver ed to SiC .

Fig. 8
As-grown surface (KOB-etched) of a horizontally pulled S-Web.
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F;ig. 9
Successive stages of filling the meshes of an idealized net
(rectangular cross-section) with liquid Si for the case of
pulling the net through a free surface (9a) or through a
slotted die (9b).
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DISCUSSION

ICALEJS: Whe~e are the advantages in your technique over the bette~-known
vertical-pull techniques of the silicon-on-ceramic (SOC) that was done at
Honeywell and the ribbon-against-drop (RAD) p~ocess that is beilrlg done in
F~ance?

GRABMAIER: The p~ocessing and the g~owth a~e very easy. At the moment we
make plates up to 10 centimete~s. When we g~ow vertically at high speeds,
we have difficulties coating the'mesh.
SCH~TTKE:

The major disadvantage, if you wo~k with silicotl-on-ce~lmic,. is
how you make a contact on the back. In this pa~ticular case you have no
p~oblem in making your contact on the back.

KALEJS: I thi nk we sho·uld ask Dr. Belouet why he doesn' t
minute.

g~ow

one meter per

BELOUET:' I don't really think we can pull at one meter per minute in our
p~ocess as it is now.
In the vertical system that we have, the pulling
rate is close to 15 centimete~s pe~ minute with a practical thickness.
KALEJS:
you~

[Directed to Belouet] So you believe that one meter per minute in
technique is not possible?

BELOUET: As it is now, no. If they (the S-web) want to make a smooth
they are in ou~ situation and will have the same pulling rate.

g~owth,

KALEJS: That is the question I was asking--in order to go to one meter per
minute in whatever vertical method, you have roughly the same p~oblems
with coating the substrate.
BELOUET:

Yes.

KALEJS:

In the horizontal mode, what do you see different in the crystal
at high speeds when the S-web is there? Do you see any
differences in mo~phology f~om the vertical mode as you increase the speed
and keep the net cove~ed?

mo~phology

No, but I think it is much easie~ to ;g~ow horizontally than
We can use large~ meshes and therefore We need less carbon'
material. Carbon fiber material is expensive. One square mete~ costs
around $10.

GRABMAIER:

ve~tically.

i

KALEJS:

Have you actually grown at 20 centimeters per minute horizontally?

GRABMAIER:
C. K. CHEN:
use?
GRABMAIER:

No.

We are developing that now.

What is the minimum diameter of the carbon fibers that you can
One filament has a thickness around 7 to 8

~.

:1

.j
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JEWETT: Are you going to be limited in your device quality by the mesh that
you use?
GRABKAIER: Maybe.
'the surface.
SCHWUTTKF.:

The problem develops when the fibers break, and hook to

How good are the cells?

What is the average efficiency?

GRABKAIER: This cell has a 7~ efficiency with the grid.
grid, you get a higher efficiency.
BELOUET:
GRABKAIER:
BELOUET:

If you remove the

Are your silicon carbide contacts ohmic?
Yes.
We always found the contrary.

GRABKAIER: Our idea was to incorporate the carbon fiber net in the back
contact and we succeeded.
BELOUET: . Regarding your concept of the combination of the LASS technique and
the S-we'b, if you pull very fast, I don't see how the crystallinity will
not be affected by the mesh and second. the active surfac~ will be quite
decreased at those high speeds.
GRABKAIER: I think the combination of LASS with a net is much better than the
LASS is now because you will have fewer problems with the temperature,
with thickness, with width and a better potential for the production line. ,
CISZEK: In the work that Jeff Hurd and I reported at the 14th Photovoltaic
Specialists Confe~ence in 1980 on a similar technique that we called
Contiguous Capillary Coating, we observed a dendritic structure in the
meshes as we tri.ed to grow fast. Do you see also a dendritic morphology
inside the meshes at your high growth speeds?
GRABKAIER:

Sometinles, yes.

SUREK: This is more in the way of a comment and it may answer Dr. Kalejs's
. --the growth problem from the
and Dr. Belouet's concern. You are decoupllng
liquid attachment problem to the web, so the potential advantage of the
technique is that you are really dragging the liquid away from the main
melt source and crystallizing in a complet~ly different environment, which
you can control separately, unlike in LASS or RAD or SOC. So in principle
there is decoupling of the wetting of the web and the crystallization that
gives you flexibility, and even at higher growth rates you don't have to
have dendritic growth, necessarily, because you can control your freezing
over a much larger area. You can have a 4-meter-long cooling furnace to
control the crystallization of the liquid over the web?
WARGO: I would like to reinforce what Tom Surek just said. That is
absolutely true, and I see that as a major advantage of the technique.
But if you are growing at faster speeds and you don't get complete filling
of the mesh, it seems to me you also showed a technique where you can do
276

~ingle-sided addition of silicon. Have you thought Or a two-step process
where in the first run you fill the web and in the second run you do a
single sided addition of silicon on top of that filled web?

GRABKAIBR:

We tried it but we still have more development work left to do.
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EDGE STABILIZED RIBBON (ESR); STRESS, DISLOCATION DENSITY AND
.
ELECTRONIC PERFORMANCE
. -Emanuel M. Sachs

.~.

Arthur D. Little, Inc.
Cambridge, MA 02140

i\BSTRACT
ESR silicon ribbon has been grown in widths of 1, 2.2 and 4.0 inches at
speeds ranging from .6 to 7 in/min, with resulting ribbon thicknesses of
5 - 400 microns. One of the primary problems remaining in ESR growth is
that of thermally induced mechanical stresses. This problem is manifested
as ribbon with a high degree of residual stress or as ribbon with buckled
ribbon. Additionally, thermal stresses result in a high dislocation density
in the grown material, resulting in compromised electronic performance.
Improvements in ribbon flatness (reduced buckling) have been accomplished
by modification of the ribbon cooling profile. These and other experimental
observations based on a wide range of experience with different widths and
thicknesses of ESR ribbon are discussed.
The conversion efficiency, electronic performance of ESR ,material has
been limited by poor short circuit current performance. -Detailed laser
scanner measurements have shown a good correlation between diffusion length
and dislocation density, indicating that the high dislocation densities are
the primary cause of the poor current performance of ESR materials.
Progress has been made in reducing dislocation densities and improved
electronic performance has resulted. Laser scanner data on new and old
material will be presented.
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Introduction
A schematic illustration of the ESR growth process is presented in
Figure 1. In this process, the ribbon is grown directly from the surface
of the melt and the edges of the ribbon are stabilized by strings which
pass up through the melt and are frozen directly into the growing ribbon.
The edge positions of the ribbon are controlled exclusively by capillary
action as the meniscus is bounded on the bottom by the melt itself, on the
top by the growth interface, and at the two edges by capillary attachment
to the wetted strings. As thermal effects no longer play any role in determlnlng the edge position of the ribbon, the temperature control requirements
are significantly relaxed as compared with other ribbon growth processes
which rely solely or in part on thermal edge position stabilization.
Loosening of the temperature control requirements to approximately ±lO°C
results in excellent growth stability and allows for the growth of thln
ribbon with extremely good thickness control. Finally, growth from the melt
surface allows for rejection of segregated impurities into the bulk of the
melt, thereby taking advantage of the purification due to the directional
solidification.
ESR silicon ribbon has been grown in widths of 1, 2.2 and 4.0 inches.
Ribbon has been grown over a speed range of .6 - 7 in/min with the ribbon
thickness (t) related to speed (V) r.oughly by the relation Vt l / 2 = constant.
Typically, a pull speed of 1.5 in/min results in ribbon 125 microns thick.
Pulling is accomplished using either a stroke puller with a 30 inch travel
or a continuous roller puller. 1 inch and 2.2 inch wide ribbon have been
grown with the voller puller, while 4.0 inch ribbon has been grown only with
the stroke puller. Ribbons 20 - 22" long are produced with the stroke
puller, while the roller puller allows for continuous growth. Figure 2
sho\vs some typical 2.2 and 4.0" wide ribbon.
The stability and reproducibility of ESR growth is excellent, owing
primarily to the large latitude in temperature control permissible. The
primary problems remaining to be solved concern the issue of thermal stress
which manifests itself as ribbon which tracks readily, Duckled ribbon and
compromised diffusion length and electronic performance.
As currently practiced, a minimum of thermal modifiers are used for
ESR growth. The growth proceeds directly from tne melt surface with the
ribbon in radiative communication with the melt surface, the crucible walls,
the insulation packs, and the radiation shields which are positioned to
reflect heat from the melt surface back to the ribbon. No active afterheating or annealing is imposed, and therefore, the control of ribbon
cooling profiles is limited.
While motion through the temperature fields required for growth is the
primary factor determining ribbon stress levels, the interaction of the
string materials and the silicon must also be considered. Ribbon has been
grown with string materials which are higher in expansion than silicon and
with materials which are lower in expansion than silicon. The primary
differences observed concern stress in the ribbon regions immediately
adjacent to the strings, which can profoundly influence the integrity of
the entire ribbon, especially during cutting operations. However, it is
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Figure 1

Schematic of Edge Stabilized Ribbon (ESR)
Growth Process

Figure 2

2 . 2 and 4.0 inch wide ESR ribbon
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felt that the fundamental stress problems arise from the bulk of the ribbon,
and the string/ribbon interaction will not be extensively discussed in this
paper.
Buckling, Residual Stress and Material Handling
The methods used to diagnose the physical manifestations of thermal
stress, buckling, residual stress and material handling are, unfortunately,
imprecise and qualitative in nature. No direct measurements of residual
stress levels are made, as the low strains involved make such measurements
extremely difficult. The commonly used method where a ribbon is scribed
and split along the length and the divergence of the halves measured is
difficult to apply to ESR ribbon because of the influence of the edge string
material. Ribbon handling is evaluated primarily by the ease with whith the
material may be cut into blanks and by the yield during the cutting process.
The overall ribbon flatness and degree of buckling can be readily
observed on the grown ribbon. However, it is important to remember that
the central portion of the ESR ribbon is unconfined and may move back and
forth over the melt surface, resulting in the growth of trough-shaped ribbon.
Thus, it is possible to grow in a "buckle" which is not caused by thermal
stress in the direct sense, but may be the result of the propagation, or
even amplification, of a previous buckle. Thus, detailed observations of
the meniscus must be made during growth to try to separate these effects.
Use of the stroke puller also helps to isolate the cause of problems as the
roller puller is more likely to initiate and propagate problems extraneous
to the thermal effects under investigation.
Thus, while thermal stress is a profound problem, its manifestations
are difficult to quantify. Nonetheless, some progress has been made and,
by force of experience, some conclusions can be drawn.
As with other vertical growth technologies, ESR
sensitive dependance of buckling on increasing width
thickness. For e~ample, 4 mil thick ribbon has been
widths, but is extremely buckled when grown 4 inches
is best seen by reference to Figures 3 and 4.

ribbon displays a very
and decreasing in
grown flat in 1 inch
wide. This difference

Figure 3 shows four 4" wide ribbons grown from the same melt, all at
a thickness of approximately 120 microns. Between ribbons, changes were
made to the radiation shielding which redirects the heat from the melt to
the ribbon. These changes influence the shape of the cooling profile along
the ribbon length and across the ribbon width. The differences in ribbon
shape are evident in the photo. The ribbons toward the front have short
wavelength, large amplitude buckles, while toward the back, they are flatter
in a local sense, but have longer wavelength, larger amplitude deviations
from flatness, and, in one case display some buckling across the width. Thus,
while the crude temperature profile modifications imp1imented to date have
had dramatic effects, the resulting ribbon is not yet flat.
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Figure 3.

4 . 0" wide ESR ribbon 120 microns thick
buckling patterns and amplitudes.

showing

By contrast Figure 4 shows a 1" wide , 90 micron thick ribbon grown with
a similar thermal environment. As may be seen in this mUltiple exposure
photograph, this material is flat and flexible .
Observations during growth have clearly revealed that all the "buckling "
observed in ESR ribbon is at least in part grown in . The mechanism is as
follows. A small deviation from flatness is induced by thermal effects .
This results in the pulling direction shifting to slightly off vertical .
As has been shown by theory and confirmed by experiments where the pulling
axis is shifted off vertical, such pulling resu1t§ in the movement of the
meniscus across the melt surface and trough-shaped growth results. This
motion continues for a time and then reverses (by a mechanism not clearly
understood) and the "buckle" passes through the plane defined by the strings
and extends to the other side of the ribbon. Thus the growth mechanism
clearly accentuates the effect of thermal buckling .
The effect of melt height has been observed to be profound . A change
of 2mm can result in dramatically different buckling stress and handling
characteristics ostensibly due to the shif of he interface position
with respect to the cooling profiles . Batch replenishment is performed
between ribbons to attempt to minimize the influence of melt height changes .
Also of importance is the uni ormity 0 thickness across th ribbon width .
While our ribbon thickness uniformity is fairly good (for example typically
200 ± 50 microns across the width) it has been observed hat more uniform
hickness material is "better behaved " than the poorer ma rial .
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The primary tool used to characterize the electronic performance of ESR
material from the perspective of thermal s£ress induced damage in our infrared laser scanner, shown schematically in Figure S below.
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RASTER-SCAN
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Schematic of infra-red laser· scanner

This machine raster-scans the focused beam of a modulated semiconductor
laser over the sample being tested. A lock-in amplifier is used to derive a
dc voltage proportional to the component of the short circuit current of the
sample at the modulating frequency. Since the short circuit current ·behavior
at long wavelengths is related to the minority carrier diffusion length in
the base of the material, this measured dc voltage is monotonically, but nonlinearly related to the diffusion length of the material at the laser focus.
The voltage from the lock-in amplifier is directed to six comparators
whose set points can be individually selected from ten different preset values
which are chosen to correspond to specific diffusion lengths. The output Qf
the comparators are analog summed to produce a signal which has seven
discrete levels, including zero. This signal is used to generate a two-dimensional grey scale mapping of the diffusion length, with the grey scale
densities corresponding to the six selected diffusion length values.
The laser scanner may be used on fabricated solar cells or on as-grown
ribbon, utilizing an electrochemical junction techn~que. A similar electrochemical junction method is used to obtain large area averaged diffusion length
measurements which are used independantly or to cross check the laser scanner
results.

2EjS

Figure 6 shows laser scans of 4 cm2 ESR solar cells, with the simultaneously produced grey scale reference. These scans are representative of the
best material produced to date. As may be seen, the scanner resolution is
sufficient to resolve grain boundaries with good clarity (the laser spot size
is approximately 25 microns in diameter). The large variations in performance
from one area/grain to adjacent areas is typical of ESR material.
Figure 7 shows an electrochemical junction laser scan of a piece of 1"
wide ESR ribbon oriented as if it were growing upward. Again, the resolution
is sufficient to resolve grain boundaries. Figure 8 shows a similar scan on
a sample of 2.2" wide ribbon. The small grain structure nucleated at the
strings may be seen at the ribbon edges. The structure may be seen to grow
larger as it moves toward the ribbon center. From these scans, one
immediately can see that the performance of the material near the edges is
certainly not worse than the performance of the material near the center.
Figure 8 is taken only about 8" from the seeding junction. It may be
seen that the two sides of the ribbon have different structure. The right
side is composed largly of twinned structure which is the result of the
seeding. orientation used (110 face, 211 growth direction). On the left
hand side, the string structure has predominated. In genera~, it has been
found that as growth continues, any structure imposed by the seed is
eventually overwhelmed by the structure from the edges. Seeding has been
done with single crystal seeds of several orientations, with polycrystalline
seeds and with graphite.
The most important information derived from the laser scans concerns
the origin of the reduced diffusion length. After scanning, these samples
are etched to reveal dislocations and the dislocation densities are
correlated to the scanner maps. Excellent correlation is observed between
diffusion length and local dislocation densities. Thus, we see that thermal
stress and resulting dislocations also controls the electronic performance
of ESR ribbon. Such tests have also shown that twins are benign and may
improve performance.
Conclusions - Future Effort
Future work will concentrate on better characterization of the cooling
profiles present in the ribbon and better control of these profiles.
Also of great importance is the attainment of better thickness uniformity
across the ribbon width and better control of melt level during growth.
These efforts are currently underway. The alternative growth geometry of
angled growth, wherein the growth interface is at a substantial angle to the
growth axis, is also under active investigation. This method has the potential to vastly reduce the severity of the stress problem by reducing
temperature gradients along the growth direction.
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DISCUSSION

LAKBROPOULOS: Would you have a rough estimate of the levels of the residual
stresses you were getting in the ribbons?
SACHS: We have made no direct measurement of residual stresses. If you look
up the breaking strain of silicon, we are often near it or above it. I
would guess we are talking in units that I know, 5000 Ib/in 2 or a
little bit more, sometimes less also.
SMITH:

What is your average growth speed in these samples?

SACHS: It depends entirely on thickness. We grow some very thin ribbon.
There is an invers.e relationship. The relationship between speed and
thickness goes as vt 1 / 2 = a :constant. If you are growing at 6
centimeters a minute" you will get 50-lJlIl-thick ribbon.
SMITH: Did you grow very slow? This was something that was mentioned
yesterday as a way of getting rid of some of the residual stresses.
SACHS: Millimeters a minute. The problem is that to make the categorical
statement that lower growth rate gives lower buckling confuses the issue
of the thickness of the ribbon. If you grow a couple of millimeters a
minute, yOU will have ribbon about one-eighth of an inch thick, maybe
thicker. So it isn't really a useful exercise.
FAN: You mentioned the dislocation caused by stress. Do you have an idea at
,what point the dislocation occurred, at what stress level?
SACHS:
FAN:

I really wish I did.

What will happen if you have a slip or dislocation from the stress
relief?

SACHS: I am assuming that is what happens and there are some other competing
effects. Twins are another mechanism for stres~ relief, and the
interaction between twins and dislocations is very interesting. Often a
region that is twinned is not heavily dislocated, and that says tome that
the twins have relieved some of the stress, and you don't need to .
dislocate any more in that region, and those regions can have very good \
performance as a result of that, That gives a clue, perhaps, as to where
things are happening, but it is very hard to pin 'that down.
FAN:

Do you want samples with a lot of twi,ns so you have less stress?

SACHS: Maybe. The twinscr~ate other problems.
possible that that is a way to go.
'

Cleavage, for one.

It is

REGNAULT: As you exercise further control to improve ribbon flatness and
improve the thermal gradients above the melt to reduce the buckling, to
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what extent did this lOwer the ±10 0 temperature control that you
talked about at the first slide?
SACHS:' Very little. There are two thermal zones in this type of ribbon
growth, at least. One is the melt temperature, and the other is what you
do to the ribbon above the interface. They are somewhat coupled, but
very, very weakly.
REGNAULT: Is this :UOo strictly at the crucible and not at the meniscus
height?
SACHS: It is at the point of measurement in the bottom of the crucible which,
we hope, is well correlated to the bulk melt temperature, which is
probably quite well related to the melt temperature at the base of the
me~iscus.
Then you have about a quarter of an inch up until you get·to
the interface, which is obviously at the melting point. The temperature
drop is probably happening primarily in that quarter of an inch. The
bottom of the meniscus will be~lose to the bulk melt femperature,andthe
top will be at the melting poin~.
WARGO: You give as a major advantage of your process the fact that you get
a segregaticm of impurities, but doesn't that preclude the steady-state
gro.wth where you have controlled incorporation of the wanted impurity, and
also doesn't that make problematical the setting up of the process as a
continuous process?
SACHS: The controlled impurity has a segregation coefficient near 1, namely
boron, so as compared with 10- 3 , 10- s , it is a different ball game
entirely. In terms of a continuous process, obviously if you are doing
nothing else but putting melt in and taking it out in the form of ribbon,
then after a couple of days of growth the levels will build up in the melt
to the point where what you have going in is what you have coming out.
There are other things that can be done. I~ you look at the volume of the
melt, it provides a mechanism to concentrate impurities there, and there
~re ways to remo.ve it. You don't have to stop every three feet and take
it out. That is an issue to be faced but I think there are solutions to
~hat.

LEIPOLD: Ray [Seidensticker), do you want to comment on that, since you have
done some work there?
SEIDENSTICKER: Yes, in the melt replenishment of continuous growth which can
be either the ESR, ESP, or web, where you do have a Czochralski-1ike
segregation, the sort of impurity buildup you get will depend on how you
replenish. There is a paper by me and Hopkins a couple of years ago that
~hows how this works out, and you can go for quite a while before you get
deleterious buildup of unwanted impurities. Of course, this depends on
whether you are replenishing it with relatively impure material, or
~e1ative1y pure material.
I will just make an added comment on the
precluding growth. There are several possibilities. One is that you can
use a very high segregation coefficient, obviously boron, and as you are
replenishing it you just keep adding boron. There is another possibility,
which is to use something that has a very low segregation coefficient.
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You put in to begin with and just replenish it with pure material and most
of it stays in the melt. You just draw a tenth of a percent or a
hundredth of a percent of the material, so you can do it either way.
SACHS:

Do you do that?

SEIDENSTICKER:

We have.

We have done it all sorts of ways.

SACHS: It seems to me that the resistivity variations in the grown ribbon
might be substantial, depending on how much convection was in the melt.
SEIDENSTICKER: No. You have an advantage in your system because you are
growing from a very high meniscus. It is a small volume. You have
diff:us~_on control.
There is not much that is happening up in the .
meniscus. This is the sort ot thing that Professor Chalmers was talking
about. But it is somewhat isolated from the bulk of the melt, and in the
bulk of the melt you have very good stirring, and how this works with the
meniscus is a matter of the particular details of the system, but there
are no real problems.
-JEWETT: 'You have pointed out that your strain problem is going to be very
sensitive to the thermal cooling profile. You also pointed out that you
are presently having a melt' level which is chang'ing while you are pulling
the ribbon and then'finally that the initiation of a bucKle means that you
have then changed th,a shape of what you have pulled. It seems that your
effort to produce low-strain material is going to be severely hampered
until you do go to a continuous process where your melt level will be
constant. Do have that in your immediate plans?
SACHS:

Very immediate.

DILLON: What kind of dislocation densities are you finding, and what is your
present electrical efficiency?
SACHS: Dislocation densities range from a low of 10 4 or lower, in some
cases, up to 5 X 10 6 •
DILLON: Where can you go in the future with respect to getting it uniform
with respect to that density?
,.
SACHS: I don't care if itis uniform and I don't think that matters. I want
it all a little better. The bad areas in a solar cell contribute less
current to the short-circuit current, but they don't do anything very
Significant to the solar-cell performance. Our voltages are very good and
our fill factors are very good and our cells are current-limited. To
answer the other part of your question, we have been making cells by a
process that needs to be, and is being, improved. We make, on
single-crystal, l2~ and on our ribbon 10~. So we are making about 85~ of
the efficiency of single-crystal.
SCHWUTTKE: I would like to object to your remark that you don't care about
the dislocation density or perfection or whatever. You also, if I
understood right, said they don't contribute that much to the performance
of the cell. Is this part correct?
.2.92
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SACHS: No. What I said was I don't care if it is not uniform across the
surface.
SCHWTTKE: Well, I care a lot, and I will tell you why'. I would like to draw
your attention to a paper published by Fred Lindholm and Randy Davis.
They have shown that a lO~ non-uniformity in minority carrier lifetime
decreases your solar cell efficiency by 50~.
SACHS: Our fill factors are equivalent to what we see in Cz, namely 76 to
77. We have very deep junctions and that is why the currents are low;
But our voltages are quite good--550 millivolts.
GIESSEN: In terms of the buc~ling, could one improve things by running some
of the carbon fibers right through the center, having additional car,bon
fibers as a guide, or would that advantage be offset by additional
nucleation from them?
SACHS:
GIESSEN:

You would incur disadvantages and have no advantages.
You would not eliminate buckling thereby, if. they were taut?

SACHS: No. If you think about what the ribbon will look like when you do
that, it would really be pretty ugly.
MILSTEIN: Listening to the discussion between Ray [Seidensticker) and
you, it occurs to me that you may have a system that is a hybrid, in the
sense that for rather wide ribbon you may have something approaching a
quiescent capillary effect in the center of the ribbon, whereas the
strings near the edge cause some turbulence, SO that the effect of the
segregation coefficient may not be constant across the width of the
ribbon. It might be interesting to look for resistivity variations due to
something like that.
SACHS: That is possible. I think the velocity of the strings is pretty low,
so that it is not likely to be pumping a lot of melt around.
MILSTEIN: OK. But as you go up in growth rate, and as you go wider, so that
effect, if it occurs, may be magnified.
WILCOX: I think we should keep in mind the possibility of having Mil'rengoni
or thermal-capillary-driven convection, which could be extremely
important. If you have sur!ace-tension gradients, due to temperature
gradients and possibly composition gradients, it would give you aJ.ot of
convection, especially in a thin meniscus region, so there may be a lot of
convection. I don't think we should automatically assume there is no
convection.
SACHS: Right. And there has to be some thermal convection, because there is
a temperature gradient in the meniscus.
WARGO: To reinforce Professor Wilcox, you have a very high surface-to-volume
ratio in that meniscus region, compared with other bulk techniques--for
example, Cz, In that case, and I would guess that even when it compares
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to floating zone, the driving force for thermal capillary flows shQUld be
significant.
SACHS: I just want to point out that because the meniscus in ESR is high,
about a quarter of an inch or so, there is, depending on the thickness,
enough material for a couple of feet of ribbon in the meniscus. So it
isn't all that small, although small compared to bulk techniques.
GRABMAIER: From your picture, the crystal quality in the middle of the ribbon
is very high and very good, and less on the edge. Did you prepare cells
from the middle area and also from the edge area and how high were the
efficiencies?
SACHS: Yes, we have done that with mesa diodes, fabricated on a sample where
the mesas run from center to edge. There is very little difference in
performance.
GRABMAIER:

Does that mean there is no influence of the grain size?

SACHS: No, it doesn't exactly mean that. If you remember the laser scans I
showed of the as-grown ribbon, the intragrain performance inside the grain
at the edges was very good but there were a lot of grain boundaries. So
it's a tradeoff there. I don't know why the intragrain performance at the
edge is as good as it is, and I have been wondering about that, perhaps
baving more grains around allows for some stress relief by a different
mechanism. I think the reason the solar-cell performance comes out about
the same is because you have good intragrain performance, but you have
more grain boundaries, and they more or less cancel out.
GRABMAIER:
SACHS:

Did you also try to pull two ribbons simultaneously?

No, not yet.

RAVI: You have a lot of tradeoffs that may not all equalize each other. As
I understand it, you have to control your thickness through your speed.
You have to go fast to come up with decent thicknesses, decent meaning 5
or 10 mils or so, but if you grow fast you are going to get buckling, so
in order to avoid buckling you will have to tailor your temperature
profile above the interface. As you know, we h~ve done a lot of work in
trying to do just that. It is not easy. !f you do that, under the best
of circumstances, you probably will get a lot more dislocations and a lot
more nonuniformity, because you will get a lot of creep. Juris [Kalejs],
will talk about that later. So you have mutually incompatible
requirements: thickness control which requires fast growth, fast growth
which leads to buckling, controUedbuckling leads to more dislocaHons,
and so on. You can go around in a circle.
SACHS: I think that is 'one of the tradeoffs common to all vertical ribbongrowth techniques. I thinkicontrolling thickness by controlling speed is
a big plus, it is a very easy way to do it, and a very dependable way to
control thickness. I hardly think that that can be cast in the form of a
liability. I think that the basic tradeoffs you have discussed, speed
versus temperature profile and dislocation density, are the tradeoffs of

.....
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vertical ribbon growth. The differences between the techniques, in my
opinion, concern the ease with which the growth itself may be performed.
But I think above the interface they all have a great deal of resemblance.
CHALMERS: Haven't you missed a point in this last discussion? You can
control the thickness by changing the melt temperature just as well as by
changing the speed.
SACHS: You can. I think that is a little less desirable. I would perhaps
rather control it, if I wanted an alternative'to speed, by controlling
heat removal from the ribbon.
RAVISHANKAR: Looking at your ribbons, it looks like the interface shape is
pretty flat except for the very edges where it is concave. That's where,
also, you have the nucleation problem. It looks like if you choose a
fiber material with a different wetting angle with the silicon melt you
might solve the problem. Have you thought about that?
SACHS: You have a lot of distance to go before you do that. The center,is
about one quarter of an inch or so and the edges are down significantly
from "that. The shape is controlled by the capillary requirements by
integrating Laplac-e'sequat~on from the top down. Changing that top
boundary condi Hon would change ita l i Hle but by that technique you wi 11
never get the edge meniscus to be above the center meniscus, I don't thiqk.
LAMBROPOULOS! Have you observed from what point from the interface the
buckles first start to form?
SACHS: Buckles don't happen like that. Observing them is not trivial at a
growth rate of roughly an inch a minute, but I would say it is happening
in the first few inches.
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LOW ANGLE SILICON SHEET GROWTH:
A REVIEW OF PROGRESS, PROBLEMS AND PROMISE.

H. E. Bates

and D. N. Jewett

Energy Materials Corporation
So. Lancaster, MA.

Introduction
High growth rates are the key to a successful low-cost
silicon ribbon technology.
The approach typified by the
Stepanov method, EFG and dendritic web suffers a fundamental
limitation in this respect due to the manner in which the heat
of fusion is lost from the solidification interface. This heat
must be conducted along the grown ribbon for some distance
before it can be dissipated.
Thus the conduction path is
limited to the cross-sectional area of the ribbon, since the
solid-liquid interface is perpendicular to the pull direction!
In coritrast, "horizontal" ribbon growth is achieved by providing
an extended solidification interface, parallel within a few
degrees, to the pull direction.
In this manner, the heat of
fusion need only be conducted through the thickness of the
ribbon and thence dissipated from the upper (solid) surface
which comprises an area equal to the interface. This is
illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.
The first description of a horizontal ribbon growth method
was by Bliel in 1969, although it seems that the major advantages were not recognized at this time (1). Later, a group of
Japanese workers applied the approach growth rates and good
electrical properties (2,3).
The work reported here was begun in mid-1979, and has
progressed to a third-generation system which is provided with
au toma tic melt level control and liquid feed melt replenishment.
This system has demonstrated growth of up to lScm wide ribbon
and co~tinuous growth of ribbons as long ~s 120 meters. Areal
produc:tivity as high as 2.7m 2 /hr has been demonstrated for a
single lScm ribbon, while typical values of approximately Im 2 /hr
are obtained in the growth of Scm ribbon.
,:

Process Description .
The ribbon growth apparatus consists of a water cooled
aluminum jacket.ed furnace with insulated resistance heated
zones operated in an argon ambient.
carbon plates support a
shallow rectangular quartz crucible over' four horizontal
heating el~nents. The furnace has been configured for growth
of a single ribbon from a 30 x lScm crucible, and for growth
from a 60 x 15cm crucible of either three Scm wide ribbons or
a single lScm ribbon. The system is' currently configured to
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Figure 1.

Schematic diagram of LASS process.
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Figure 2.

Schematic of LASS growth system.
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grd,w a single ribbon of- 5-l0cm width from a 15 x 50cm crucible,
the long axis of the crucible and the pull direction being
coincident. The melt is replenished with liquid silicon from
a fifth, melt-in zone, fed with solid chunk material. Melt
level control is accomplished by a,floating quartz cup linked
to a magnetic proximity sensor, whose output signal activates
a larger, motor-driven, quartz displacement cup.
Fig. 2 is a cross-sectional schematic of the growth zone.
Temperature fields in the melt are modified by thermal impedances and a cold shoe that promotes growth at the leading edge.
Thus ,the leading edge becomes a constantly renewed seed that
grows in the thickness direction as the ribbon is pulled across
the melt surface. Ribbon thickness is therefore a function of
bulk growth rate, downward, and linear pull rate. Typical
values of the bulk growth rate range from 15 to 20cm/hr. The
meniscus is detached from the bottom surface of the ribbon by
the "scraper". The elevation of the scraper above the melt
level raises the meniscus to provide increased .stability to
the ribbon edges.
Ribbon growth is initiated by introducing a seed through
a set of motor-driven rollers into the furnace until it
contacts the melt. The cold shoe is lowered into position
and the cooling gas flow increased. The seed is withdrawn
slowly to initiate growth and then pull speed is increased
gradually as gas flow and temperature are adjusted. Once
steady growth has been obtained, sections of ribbon are scribed
and broken off as pulling continues.
The process is quite stable; continuous growth of as long
as four hours have been achieved, and it is quite tolerant
of abrupt variations in pull speed. A very notable feature
is the complete absence of residual stress under all combinations of ribbon width, thickness and pull rate. No afterheater
is used and no particular attention has been given to the
thermal environment of the ribbon after it passes the scraper.
An empirical study of ribbon thickness vs. pull speed
was done on ribbons grown from 27 experimehtal runs and
compared to the behavior predicted by two models of horizontal
-r ibbon grow-th.
~ibbon thickness was compu ted as an average
from measured weight,. width and length of ribbon sections.
The dashed' line in Fig. 3 is a straight line logarithmic fit
to these data. T,he, solid lines are values compu ted from
Zoutendyk's (4,:5) analYsis, where if lITi, is positive the melt
is hotter than melting point, and ifllTL is negative the melt
is supercooled.

~
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Kudo's model predicts thicker ribbon at slow growth speeds
and thinner ribbon at fast growth speeds than we experimentally
observed, with a cross-over point at about 40cm/min. This is

~
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Varia ion of ribbon hickness wi h pull speed .
Solid lines represent varying degrees of melt under cooling :
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Figure 4.
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also true of Zoutendyk's model, only much less so, and it is
interesting that the cross~·ove* is at approximately the same ~
point. The agreement amongst the two models and experimental
data is cwite remarkable, given the various simplifying assumptions of the models and the complexity of the real system.
Two major assumptions, uniformity of cooling of th.e ribbon
surface and an isothermal melt with no convection, seem unlikely to be realized in practice. Nonetheless, our experiments seem to agree substantially with the modelling attempts.
LASS Ribbon Characteristics
Silicon ribbon has been grown reproducibly by the LASS
process at rates from 10-60cm/min.i a maximum rate of 85cm/min.
has been achieved.
Ribbont::hickness is typically in the range
of 0.5 to lrnmi a minimum thickness of 0.35rnm has been attained.
The ribbon width is controll~d by the cold shoe dimensions and
thermal control elements. The maximum ribbon width has been
lSOrnm, while typical.ly widths 50 to 6 Smm are grown.
Two main types of structure have been found to occur
in LASS ribbon.
These are, respe.ctively, random and aligned
dendritic. The former is characterized by a somewhat rough
top surface composed of more or less random intersecting dendrites that have grown wit~in ±30-40 0 of the gross ribbon
growth direction. The top surface appearance of this material
is shown in Fig. 4. The top surface roughness. of random
dendritic material is on the order of 0.2-0.Srnm with large
primary dendrites and finer secondaries that fill the interstices. The bottom surface of thinner ribbon (0.4-0.Srnm)
tends to be somewhat: irregular, while that of thicker material
(O.S-l.Ornrn) is quite smooth.
On a microscopic scale, as seen
in Fig. S, the material is polycrystalline with twins and a
few high angle grain boundaries.
Twin bands are usually
associated with the peaks and valleys of thedendrit~s.
i

The struct1.ir~ of aligned dendritic ribbon is a regular
array of dendrites parallel to the growth direction.
The :
peak- to-peak spac ing of the d endr i tes var ies f rom_J.es s than
Ito3rnm. The top surface relief of this structure is from
0.1~O.3rnrn.
Fig. 6 shows a polished and etched cross-section
ofa ribbon comprised of aligned dendrites. The density of
twins and twin lamelJ.ae varies substantiallYi closely spaced
dendrites typically exhibit higher twin densities.
High angle
boundaries are seen only rarely in this materi,al.
Similarly·,
very few dislocation pits are seen, other than occasional
clusters of pits which. we believe result from entrapment of
small droplets of liquid. X-!ray examination of this type of
ribbon has revealed the orientation to be·as shown in Fig. 7.
The <110> direction typically lies 20 0 -30 0 off the surface
normal, while the growth directions observed have been either
<210> or <211> ..
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F' gure 5.

Cross-section of random dendritic ribbon.
Sirtl etch .

Figure 6.

Cross - sec ion of aligned dendritic ribbon .
Sirtl etch .
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F'gure 7 .

Typical orientations observed by X- ray examination
of aligned dendritic ribbon •

.

Figure 8 .

.

Cr o ss- section of twin-stabilized planar morphology .
Bounding random dendritic material i s seen at top
left . Dark areas are dislo a ion cluster s due to
liquid entrapment .
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A thi:t;"d mOirphology, termed twin-stabilized planar, has
been grown recently. This material, shown in cross-section in
Figure 8, comprises a facetted upper surface with very slight
relief, a twin lamella lies just under the upper surface, and
the bulk of the ribbon, below the twin plane, is without
structure. Laue photographs of this material show the ribbon
plane to be (111) with the <112> direction generally close to
the growth direction.
Examination of adjoining areas of twin-stabilized planar
and random dendritic material in the EBIC mode, with an Al
Schottky barrier showed very little recombination in the TSP
area while significant recombination was observed in the random material, particularly in the interdendritic areas. (6)
Very limited amounts of material have been grown with a
planar leading edge, as indicatedby the absence of the twin
lamellae associated with dendrites~· Typically, this planar
material has been grown at pull rates below 20cm/min which
has led to excessively thick ribbon. The ~hick ribbon has
tended, due to interaction with the guidance system, to disturb the growth geometry at the leading edge, thus disrupting
the conditions leading to a planar interface.
Ribbons have been generally grown f~om boron-doped melts
in the range of O. 5-2Q-cm. .Surface photovol tage measurements
of the minority carrier diffusion length have yielded values
from less than 10 to 85~m. The low end of these values can
typically be attributed to contamination of the melt during
experimental manipulations.
The best solar cell efficiencies obtained to date on
LASS material have been greater than 12% AMI on 16cm 2 cells.
These cells were fabricated by phosphorus diffusionl on lQ-cm
boron-doped blanks prepared from random dendritic material
by lapping,polishing and etching. The cell processing was
not optimized, and, indeed, the performance of these cells
seems to have been limited by low shunt resistance. No
apparent effects of the defect structure of LASS ribbon have
been found in the solar cells made to date.
Discussion
The process, while demonstrating remarkable stability in
the growth of dendritic ribbon, also at times displays a
susceptibility to uncontrolled thermal variations which has
beert attributed to convective instabilities in the melt~
Variations in the temperature distribution of the melt, both
spatially and temporally can be inferred from the variability
of the dendrite growth directions in the random dendritic
material, and from the behavior of the leading and lateral
edges of the ribbon. A variety of effects may be at work here,

.
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including the bulk flow of melt replenishing the growth interface, forced convection due to the motion of the solid ribbon
over the liquid, natural convection from surrounding areas of
the crucible and surface tension gradient-driven flows
(Marangoni effect) toward the solid ribbon. The magnitudes
and interactions of these various flows are extremely difficult
to predict or observe, thus we feel that a potential solution
to control this situation may lie in producing a controlled
circulation of the melt which will dominate the other, uncontrolled. flows.
"Horizontal" growth also poses a particular set of problems for maintaining adequate ribbon flatness.
Gravity does
not serve as an aligning force' here as it does in vertical'
pulling techniques.
Rather, the ribbon is supported as a more
or less flexibl.e peam between some supporting/guiding surface
and the meniscus.
Perturbations of the ribbon are not
particularly well restrained by the liquid and are thus easily
transmitted to the leading edge as a change in the effective
pull angle.
This results in a grown.,.in deviation from straight:ness for a length roughly equal to the duration of the perturbation. This 'deviation tends to reproduce itself when it
reaches the support/guidance surface. Lacking damping effects,
this process will continue ad infinitum. However, it appears
possible to use the flexibility of the ribbon itself to decouple the interaction of perturbations at the one end of the
system from.the growth process at the other.
The central problem in the development of the LASS process
is control of the ribbon's leading edge. The shape of the
leading egge determines the nature of the top surface of the
ribbon and, indirectly, the thickness. The latter result
is observed in the growth of dendritic material, where the
top surface relief of the dendrites is mirrored in the bottom
surface becoming rough as the ribbon thickness is reduced
below about 0.5mm~ Thus,
produce a ribbon~of economic
thickness with two smooth surfaces, it is clear that the
leading edge must be smooth and straight; This requires that
the melt near the leading edge must not be undercooled and
must be uniform and stable in temperature.
Suppressionof
melt undercoolingwill be best accomplished by improved control of the impingement of the cOQling gas onto the solid
ribbon. Glicksman has calculated that for thin leading edges
temperature differences of only a few degrees through the
solid can produce stable growth of a planar interface at
velocities approaching lcm/sec. (7)
It is apparent that
realizing the appropriate heat flow conditions will produce
significant improvements in ribbon quality without reducing
the process advantages.

to

Notwithstanding the problems touched on above, the
principal feature of the LASS process, the extended growth
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interfac"e, which provides high growth speeds and low bulk
grow,th rates and which decouples the thermal conditions leading
to growth from the gradients in tlie fUlly fl'..>rmed ribbon as it
cools, represents a major opportunity to achieve a very low
cost silicon sheet formation technique. The capabilities of
the process demonstrated to date serve to indicate this
potential.
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DISCUSSION

WARGO:

What is your melt depth?

BATES:

One centimeter.

WARGO: Do you make any active temperature control to control the heat
transfer?
BATES: Yes, we do. The 24-inch-10ng crucible is spread out over four
heaters, so we do have the ability to control the temperature of the melt
that is being fed up to the growth zone.
WARGO:

Is that the controlling factor for controlling the edge stabilization?

BATES:

Yes and no. The control of the edges in the past has also been
hampered by the mechanical instability of unf1at ribbon because
when the ribbon does this, increases and decreases the size of the
meniscus, the thing basically acts like a diaphragm pump, and we have seen
this in bench tests with model fluids. l:t iI; quite phenomenal, what it
can do in comparison with the other flows that happen just as a
consequence of pulling the ribbon over the surface of the melt, and
removing stuff and replenishing at the same time.
se~ere1y

SUREK: The process of this twin-stabilized growth does not have anything to
do with the process taking place at the leading edge? Is that right?
BATES: Those that you saw, that is correct. I think when it is growing in
the center of the ribbon and is growing full width it does have something
to do with the leading edge. In fact, that long section that is spread
out to full width grew underneath the shoe at 40 centimeters a minute.
CISZEK: Regarding the leading edge, can you see it at all in any of your
experimental arrangements from the top view? And could you describe how
y~'\u think it looks from the different modes of growth: random dendribe,
aligned dendrite and others?
BATES: In the case of the random dendrites, they grow towards each othe~,
they grow out, they conflict, they pinch each other off, and the interface
is not smooth. It's 'relat i vely irregular over a scale of perhaps two to
three millimeters. The parallel dendri tes have a very regular interface'.
WARGO: Concerning active attempts at heat transfer control, have you ever
thought about magnetic-field melt stabilization, and which direction you
would put it?
BATES: Yes, we certainly have. From what I understand of the effect, no
matter which way you impose it, it will essentially increase the viscosity
of the melt. I would say for convenience's sake we would impose it
vertically.
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ABSTRACT
Finite-element numerical analysis is used to solve the coupled problem
of heat transfer and capillarity which describes low and high speed silicon
sheet growth in meniscus defined systems. Eeat transfer models which neglect
the details of convective heat flow in the melt are used to establish operating limits for an EFG system in terms of the growth rate, die temperature and
the static head actin8 on the meniscus. The predicted sensitivity of crystal
thickness to growth velocity is in good agreement with experimental results
taken at Mobil Solar Energy Company. Details of convective heat transfer in
the meit are shown to become important only at high growth rates or for materials with low thermal conductivities.
1.

Cl

...Y/O

INTRODUCTION

The development of ~rowth processes for silicon ribbons' used in photovoltaic cells has reached the crucial stage where the engineering optimiza~
tion of each technique with respect to crystal quality and areal growth rate
will determine its economic feasibility. ~1athematical modelling can play an
important role in this optimization by differentiating the operating characteristics for different geometries and by supplying details of the process,
e.g. melt/solid interface shape, temperature profiles and dopant distribu~
tions, which impact on crystal quality. The limits on growth rate and sheet
thickness as well as the degree of crystalline perfection and compositional
homo8eneity attainable in meniscus-defined configurations for ribbon growth
depend on the interactions between the temperature field in the melt and
crystal and the shapes of the melt/gas and melt/solid interfaces. Each
interaction is described by the solution of detailed mathematical models for
heat and mass transport and meniscus shape.
This paper describes the development and systematic numerical solution
of such models of edge-defined film-fed e;rowth (EFG). We concentrate on \
analysis of transport phenomena in the plane of the ribbon thickness. Hence,
we implicitly assume that the thickness of the ribbon is reasonably constant
across the width of the sheet and that effects of the edge~ do not propagate
far in the width dimension. The numerical analysis is based on finite element approximations of the field variables combined with newly developed
iteration schemes [1,2] for solving the free-boundary problem caused by the
unknown shape of the molten zone.

* Research

supported by the Mobil Solar Energy Company and the JPL Flat Plate
Solar Array Project sponsored by the U.S. Department of Enerzy.
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In general,
heat transfer in meniscus defined growth systems depends on
,
I
conduction and on .convection due to the velocity field in the melt. In EFG,
the motion of the melt is driven by the upward motion of the growing sheet
and perhaps by surface-tension differences caused by axial temperature variations· [3,4]. Almost all previous heat transfer models neglect the details of
thelmelt velocity [5-7] in the ribbon cross-section and account for convection by 'using a uniform velocity in the growth direction; only Kalejs et a1.
[8] have included the velocity ~ield in their cal~~lations of melt/solid interface shape in EFG. Although this simplification is valid for low g·rowth
rates and conductive melts (like silicon) i t may fail for models of high
speed systems like the Low Angle Silicon Sheet Growth (LASS) technique of ,
Jev7ett and Bates [9]. The importance of the melt velocity in predicting the
operation of high speed growth systems is ,established in Section 5.
Acco\mting for the interaction of heat transfer and capillarity in
meniscus-defined ribbon growth leads to predictions of ,the variation of ribbon thickness with operating parameters, such as growth velocity and ambient
temperature. This interaction is inherently a two,.".ditnensional process;
changes in heat transfer move'the melt/solid inter:face which in turn adjusts
the meniscus, the thickness of sheet and the shape of the melt through which
heat transfer takes place. One-dimensional models of heat transfer· cannot
capture this interaction and so cannot predict the operation of meniscusdefined growth systems. We have reported detailed finite element analysis of
the operation of a prototype EFG system in another publication [2] and those
results are highlighted :in Section 3. In Sect:i,on 4, results of calculations
are compared directly to experimental measurements of thickness as a function
of growth speed obtained by J.P" Kalejs at Mobil Solar Energy Company [10].
2.

MATHEMATICAL MODELS AND FINITE ELEMENT METHODS

We model EFG of silicon sheets with thickness 2t which are continuously
pulled at velocity Vs from the graphite die. shown in Fig. 1. The die has the
same dimensions as 'the one used in the cal'culations reported in [2,7]. The
melt/solid and melt/gas interfaces are denoted by the curves n(x) and I(y),
respectively. The equation~ describlng heat and momentum transfer in EFG are
also tabulated· in Fig. 1 and the'dimensionless groups are tabulated in Table
1. These equations are listed in dimensionless form vlith len8ths scaled,with
the half-:-width of the die L*=2~3 ' temperature wifh the reference T*=1783K
and velocity with V*=V s ' In this equation set we have omitted surface-tension
driven flows caused by temperature ,variations along the meniscus which may be
significant (see [4]) i f the melt/gas interface is free of surface films. We
hav also negl,ected changes in meniscus shape due to variations in capillary ,
pressure with temperature and to normal viscous stress; both effects are
smail for sili'con growth of thin sheets, but may be important for more viscous melts with lower surface tensions [11]. With these simplifications, the
meniscus shape depends only on gravity 'as represented by the Bond number (B)
and t~e height of the die top above the melt level, whicp we refer to as the
stati~·heaa neff'

r

The shapes of the meniscus and melt/crystal interface determine the
shape of'the melt and'so are coupled to heat transfer through it. The junction between the meniscus and the melt/solid interface is described by the
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Hathematical formulation of heat and momentum transport
which describe EFG syst~ms in cross-section.

~OO

equilibrium wetting angle ¢o' for growth of a uniform sheet [12]
(13)

df(h(t» /dy = sin¢o

where t is the dimensionless half-thickness of the sheet t == r./L*. The shape
of the meniscus couples directly to the height of the molten zone and to the
thickness of' the crystal sheet througb the shape of melt/solid interface
which enters as a limit in eq. (13).
The meniscus shape ~s also influenced by the wetting conditions at lines
of contact between them~ltand die. We assume that the melt partially wets
the die material (graphite is used in EFG of silicon) and that the threephase contact line between melt, die and gas pins along the outer edge of the
die. This condition is only valid when the apparent contact angle at the
edge falls between limits dictated by the equilibrium contact angle between
graphite and molten silicon ~I1d the shape of the die. These limits are laid
out in [2] and are not exc~eded by any menisci calculated here.
Heat transfer between the surfaces of die, melt and crystal with the ambient is by a combination of convection and radiation, as modelled by eq.
(11). The heat transfer surroundings in a real EFG system are composed of
radiation shields, coolers and after heaters (see refs. 13 and 14) which can
only be precisely modelled by detailed calculation of the view factor along
the surface of the system. We do not attempt this, but instead use an ambient temperature distribution Too(Y) which reflects. the environment. The
operating diagrams predicted in Section 3. were computed for a un,iform ambient
temperature Tcio(Y) = Too = 0.2. The comparison with experiment described in
Section 4 was carried out with the ambient temperature distribution measured
by Kalejs and Bell [14].
The importance of convective heat transfer is measured ineq. (8) by the
Peclet Number Fe i;i V*L*/al..' For low speed silicon sheet growth Pe = 0(10";'2)
and conduction is the dom1nant mode of heat transfer in the melt. Then the
momentum and continuity equations (4,5) need not be solved because convective
heat transfer is well approximated by a uniform velocity field which has been
corrected to account for the tapering of the mensicus:
v =' 2f(h(t»e

-

v

-

y < 0

-y

o<

= (2f(h(t»/f(y»e-y

Y < h(~)

(14a)
.. (14b)

where ~y is the unit vector in .the ydirection. The velocity field described
by eq. (14) has been used.to generate the operating diagram in Section 3.
The accuracy or this approximation is examined as a function of Pecletnumber
in Section 5.
Equations (1-14) describe a complex nonlinear free-boundary problem for
the temperature, velocity and pressure fields, and .the shapes of the melt/gas
and melt/solid interfaces. In a series of pap.ers [1,2,11,15] we have de ....
veloped finite element methods which are especiallytllilored for approximating field variables and iterating for self-consistent interface shapes. Two
types of algorithms have been devised. The first iterates successively be314
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tween the solution of the thermal problem in melt, crystal and die and the
calculation of the two interface shape until convergence is achieved in all
unknowns. This successive iteration scheme is easily adapted to complicated
heat transfer surroundings and is the basis for the calculations presented in
Sections 3 and 4, as well as the calculations presented in [2].
When the intera.ction between meniscus shape and heat transfer is severe
many successive iterations are required for convergence. A'more effective
solution technique is based on using Newton's method to solve the entire
equation set simultaneously for the field variables and interface shapes.
We have developed this approach for meniscus-defined growth fo11owine the
guidelines in [1]. The convergence characteristics of the successive approximation and Newton iterations are compared in Fig. 2a for calculations
with the conduction dominated heat transfer model. Newton's iteration demonstrated the typical [1] quadratic convergence ra'te while the successive
iteration scheme converged only linearly. The more rapid convergence of Newton's method translates into a factor of three savings in computer cost, as
. ~emonstrated on Fig. 2b by calculations for a range of static heads Heff heff/L*. As Heff is increased the crystal thickness becomes more sensitive
to meniscus height and the coupling between heat transfer and melt shape is
enhanced. The ~umber of successive iterations increased with increasing
Heff , whereas the number of Newton iterations stayed almost constant.
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Besides giving more rapid convergence Newton's method forms the basis
for numerical algorithms for trackin8 families of solutions in parameters and
for determining parametric sensitivity and temporal stability. These methods
are developed in the publications [16,17] and are demonstrated for meniscusdefined growth in Section 3.
3.

OPERATING LUlITS FOR SILICON EFG SYSTEU

The thermophysica1 properties for Si in Table 2 give the dimensionless
groups in Table 1 a~d, have been used to study the sensitivity of the model
EFG system to growth rate (V s )' die set-point temperature (To) and static
heat (neff)' These calculations have been presented in detail in [2] and are
only reviewed here.
Increasing the pull speed while holdin8 the set-point temperature To
constant causes melt to solidify farther from the die and decreases the crystal thickness so that the meniscus shape satisfies the Youn8-Lap1ace equation
(9) and the wettin8 condition (13). The shapes of the melt predicted for Vs
between 1 and 4 em/min and To = 1763 K are shown in Fig. 3 •

.I,.

1 em/min

Figure 3.

2cm1min

3 em/min

4emimin

Calculated meniscus and ribbon shapes for the effect of
increasing growth rate at the constant set-point temperature
To = 1763 K.

The narrowin2 of the crystal restricts the area for axial heat conduction and
causes increased temperature gradients at the melt/crystal surface. For the
systems shown in Fig. 3, the axial gradient in the melt at y~h(O) increases
from 772 to 849 K/cm·with changes in Vs between 1 and 4 em/min. Decreasing
the set-point temperature at constant speed lowers the melt height and increases the crystal thickness. This sequence is shown schematically on Fig.
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4 for Vs = 3 cm/min.

Calculations for the variation of crystal thickness !~ith growth speed
are summarized on Fig. 5 for set-point temperatures between 1713 and 1793 K.
Three different types of operating limits are evident. First, increasing Vs
with To held constant decreases the ribbon thickness until unreasonably thin
ribbons are produced. The lower dashed line on Fig. 5 represents the maximum
growth rate if 2t = 0.01 cm is the lowest useful ribbon thickness. Low growth-

To:

Figure 4.

1763 K

1753 K

1743 K

Calculated meniscus and ribbon shapes for the effect of
decreasing set-point temperature at the constant growth
rate V = 3 cm/min •
'
s

rates are. not attainable for all values of T. Lowerin8 V at constant T
o
s
0
lowered the melt/solid surface towards the d1e. Unless adequate sensible \
he.at was available in the melt solidification occurred at the die top (2t =
0.030 cm) and growth stopped. Calculations with To = 1793 and 1783 K allowed
a stationary ribbon and melt.

fI1

Continually changing theidie temperature along with the growth rate as
dictated by horizontal linE!s aC:r".Qss Fig. 5~ives a strategy for increasing
growth rate at constant thickness 2t'. Under these,conditions the beight of
the melt is unchanged and the axial temperature gradient at the melt/solid
int.erface decreases with increasing V. Then the maximum attainable pull
rate is limited by thermal supercooli~g of the melt near the solidification
front which leads to a breakdown of the crystal morphology. The dashed

...
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operating curve for
values of V •
s

T

1713 K denotes that the melt was supercooled for all
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Operating curves of crystal thickness as a function of
growth rate for nine set-point temperatures and h ff = 0.5
cm. The dashed operating curve indicates combinaE~ons of To
and Vs for which the melt is thermally supercooled: the
arrows give the direction of changing Vs for decreasing the
interfacial temperature gradient in the melt. The set-point
temperature varies from (a) 1793 to (i) 1713 K in 10K increments.
-"

The height of the melt pool with respect to the die top h ff is another
parameter which is available experimentally for controlling cr~stal thickness. As described by the Youns-Laplace equation
increasing h ff increases the _curvature of the menisclls'and decreased t. This behavi6r is
shown on Fig. 6 for V = 2.0 cm/min arid
= 1753 K where results were cal'culated usinf, thE:! Newt8niteration method '~nd by introducing an artificial
arc-length parameter for stepping along the family ofsolutio±1,~[16]. Introducing arc-length in place of the more conventional parameterh ff allows
calculation of solution families which are not sinGle-valued inetIie static
head but instead turn back to lower values of h ff. Figure 6 shows that
this is the case for these_growth... conditions • No steady solutions exist
beyond the critical value heff = h~ff ~ 9.2 cn. Elementary arguements originating from linear stability analysis [1:1] shoH that the steady shapes
which exist on the dashed. portion of t:1is o~erating curve are unstable.
Sample shapes of molten 20nes conputed at points along the curve on Fig. 6

(72,
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are displayed on Fig. 7.
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4.

COMPARISON WITH EXPERHIENTS

The predictions of the dependence of crystal thickness on pull speed
and thermal operating conditions are an ideal starting place for comparing
the calculations with experil!lents. vle have attempted to do this usine recent
data for the. dependence of 2t on V ,taken at Hobil Solar Energy Company by
J.P. Kalejs and his colleagues [101~ Their data was for a4 cmwide ribbori
grown from a 2~ = 0.05 cm thick graphite die and showed considerable nonuniformity of t~ickness across the width of the ribbon. We have attempted
to fit the data taken from the righthand side of the ribbon. All thermophysical properties have been assumed to be constant with temperature except
for the thermal conductivity of the solid which varies as [18]
k (T) = k

if IT

ssm
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heff (em)

Fj,gure 7.

".

2.5

9.2

(a)

(b)

6.4
(c )

Calculated meniscus and ribbon shapes along the operating
curve shown on Fig. 6.

The surroundings of the EFG system used in these measurements included
a radiation shield adjacent to the die top, a water-chilled cooler near the
melt and an after-heater alone the crystal surface. We have approximated
the ambient temperature profile which results :from these, sources, sinks and
shields by combining the ambient temperature profile measured by Kalejs and
Bell [14] for the surroundings above the die top with a linear temperature
rise across the radiation shield to the temperature
TO . This profile is
,
shown in fig. 8 in the dimensionless form scaled with T* = 1783 K. The static head was measured experimentally to be 4 cm.
oo~

Two unpre~crib~d temperatures remain; the set-point temperature at the
base of the die and the temperature of the radiation shield T;'. We have
used these temperatures as variables to fit the variation of crystal thick:'"
ness with velocity. Results of the fit are shown on Fig. 9 for T = 1727 K
-0
.
a
and Too =1733 K. The excellent agreement between the calculation and expe}:"iment is extremely sensitive to the value selected for the die temperature T
which controls the amount of sensible heat entering the die, but is re1ativgly unaffected by T;'. For example, changing T~ to 1714 shifted the operating
path for T;' = 1733 K to the dashed curve shown in Fig. 9. Hence, less than
a one percent change in T lead to a twenty percent variation in the ribbon
thickness at a given'grow~h rate. Conversely, changing TO to 1961 K for T
= 1727 K changed the crystal thickness at Vs = 4 cm/min f~o~ 2t = 0.01 cm ~o
I
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0.0082 cm , a twelve percent shift.
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Ambient temperature profile taken from Ka1ejs and Bell [11
and used for comparison which experimental measurements of
ribbon thickness. The unknown lower shield temperature TO00
as an adjustable parameter for fitting the calculations to
the experiments. The calculated temperature profile along
the center of the melt and ribbon is also shovm.

The temperature gradient along the center of the crystal evaluated at
the melt/solid interface is also plotted in Fig. 9 and shows the same increase with pull speed observed for the uniform ambient conditions. The
temperature profile computed along the ribbon center is shown on Fig. 8 and
agrees well with the profile computed by Ka1ejs and Bell [141.
5.

EFFECT OF CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER AT HIGH PULL SPEEDS

Equation (8) shows that at high Pec1e.t Numbers Pe.Q, ;: V*L* /a.Q, , the details of the velocity field in the melt will have a marked effect on convective heat transfer and hence on the operating limits predicted for EFG. The
effect of convective heat tnmsport is demonstrated by comparing predictions
of crystal thickness for Si ani A1203 growth by EFG from models usin~ the
approximate velocity profile eq. (14) and the full solution of the momentum
and continuity equations (6) and (5). Both materials have been grown from
the same die geometry (~3 = 0.025 cm); the thermophysical properties for
the dietorresponds to graphite for the Si system and to molybdenum for
A1 0 growth. The thermophysical properties for both die/melt/crystal com2 3
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Figure 9.

Comparison of experimental measurements and finite-element
calculations of ribbon thickness versus pull speed. The
interfacial temperature gradient predicted by the calculations is also shown.

Thickness versus pull rate diaerams for the two systems are summarized
on Fig. 10 for speeds between
and 6 cm/min. Obviously~ neglecting the details of the velocity field is a good assumption for silicon growth, but poor
for A1203. The thermal diffusivity of A120, ~~lt (a~ ~ 0.026 cm 2 /sec) is
ten times smaller than that of Si (aQ,!:! 0.264 cm~~sec" ~
This difference
causes convection to be ten fold more important 1n the A1 2 03 system.

°

Although in this example the influence of convective heat transport has
been amplified by reducing the thermal diffusivity of the melt, exactly the
same result is expected by more generally incr,easing the. Peclet number in' the
melt by either increasing the capillary width of the die or by increasing the
characteristic velocity of the melt V*. The factor of ten increase in growth
rates for horizontal growth such as LASS [9] will cause convective heat trasport to be of similar importance to the A1 203 system. Convective heat trans
port will be of similar or greater importance in any system where fluid flow
driven by buoyancy or surface-tension gradients are more intense than the
growth velocity.
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6.

Effect of convection on thickness versus pull speed
predictions for Si and A1 2 0 3 growth,

DISCUSSION

Detailed modelling of meniscus-defined growtW techniques is now feasible
and leads to new insights into the operation and limitations of ribbon growth
methods. New operating limits have been identified which result from interactions of heat transfer in melt and crystal with capillarity through the
shape of the static meniscus. For example, the maximum accessible value Eor
the static head heff predicted in Fig. 6 marks the loss-of-existence of a
steady solution which simultaneously conserves heat and satisfies the YoungLaplace equation and wetting condition. This limit cannot be predicted from
either heat transfer or capillarity alone.
Whether or not the steady state growth configurations predicted here are
attainable in an experimental system depends on the stability of these states
to small (and sometimes large) perturbations in operation. The finiteelement/Newton algorithm mentioned here is the foundation for linear stability analysis and for complete dynamic simulation; results of its application
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will be reported later.
The comparison between calculations and experiment, although limited to
crystal thickness, give cunfidence that the physics essential to EFG is being
captured quantitatively. Further comparisons are needed for a variety of
thermal operating conditions and should be extended to include melt/solid
interface shape and lateral segregation of a dopant. Both are pointwise
properties of the melt/crystal interface and provide a much more stringent
test for the calculations.
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Table 1. Dimensionless Groups for Modelling Sf
Ribbon Growth: L*=2£3~O.025 cm, T*=1783 K.
Dimensionless Group
Biot Numbers, B.=hL*/k.
1

1

Characteristic Value

o

, i=£,s,d

7.2xlO- 4

Radiation Numbers, R£=8E L*T*3/k£
i
}felting Temnerat:lre,
T
~T /T*
,
m m

0.95

Stefan Number, S:6H /C p T*
f
s
Bond Number, B:gL*26p/a

1.0
2.lx10- 3
20

Static Head, Heff:heff/L*
Ambient Temperature, T00:T00 /T*
Reynolds Number,

0.2

Re:pV*L*/~

0.5
1.0

Density Ratio, 8:(ps/p£)
T~ble

2.

Thermophysica1 Properties for Silicon and A1 203 Systems.
Property

c: •

A1 0
2 3

0.64
2.42
1.00
0.64
0.01

0.1
3.05
1.26
0.9
0.01

0.22
2.30
1.00
0.6,4

0.1
4.00
1.26
0.9

..... l

lli;ll.
Thermal Conductivity, k£(W/cm K)
Density, p£(g/cm 3 )
Specific Heat, c p (J/g K)
Emissivity, E
£
Viscosity, ~ (g cm/ sec)
Cr:r;stal
Thermal Conductivity, k (101/ cm K)
Density, p (g/cm3)
s
Specific H~at, cps (J/g K)
Emissivity, E
Interfaces
l1elting Temperature, T (K)
Latent Heat, 6H (J/g)m
f
He1t Contact Ans1e with Die, 4d
Melt/Gas Surface Tension, y(dynes/cm)
Melt/Crystal Gro'wth Angle (orientation)

.

I

16"83
1800
30°
720
11°

2316
1046
26°
700
17° «0001»
35° «1010»

,

Property
~.

,.'~
"

r'"

. Graphite

Molybdenum

Die
-Thermal Conductivity, kd(W/cm K)
Density, Pd (g/m 3 )
Specific Heat~ c nA (J/g K)

0.43
2.1
1.7
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0.84
10.2
0.4

.

I
i.
I
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DISCUSSION

~
WARGO: Because of some heat-reflector diagrams and data that t am going to
show tomorrow, I would like to know how you would optimally design that
reflector so as to produce those thermal boundary conditions to optimize
your growth?
BROWN: The calculation really doesn't know it is a reflector. It knows that
there is a set temperature-boundary condition that goes between the
temperature on that side of the shield to the other in a linear way. So
the details of the reflector, angle of incidence and things like that, are
not in there. The details of radiation are important in the things that
are missing.
SUREK: I think in the seeding condition at zero velocity, you are probably
,restricting yourself too much, because there the meniscus condition does
not need to be satisfied.
BROWN: That's true. I f I am absolutely at zero, I don't have to.
approach zero in a smooth way, I do.

But if I

SUREK: I think you have very nice quantitative comparisons to data, looking
at velocity-thickness relations. When you extend this to the interface
shap~, it is going to be a lot more critical what the exact details of
that environment temperature are, because even though the vertical
conduction is well described by the transport problem that you are
solving, the details of the interface shape are going to be very
critically dependent on not just an average environment temperature, but
the details of that environment. So I would not put too much faith in
actually doing anything more than a qualitative analysis.
The question is: I don't recall exactly how you brought in the bottom
boundary condition to contact the die, and how you brought in limits to
the operating conditions based on that. Could you show that again?
BROWN: At the bottom, we pin the meniscus on. the outer edge of the die. You
cannot bring both the angle and the pinning condition in, you have to
decide on one or the other.
SUREK: But that is going to limit you in meniscus height well before you
reach a thickness of zero, because at some point you will not be
physically able to satisfy a contact pinning condition at the edge of tb~
die. In fact, the meniscus will pull in from the outer edge to the inner
edge.
BROWN: That is why we have that curve of a contact angle versus S the height,
but what you will find is that none of our calculations fall outside the
Gibbs angles, so there is no tendency for it to tun in, for our operating
conditions. Certainly if you decoupled the capillary problem you could
get it to do it. But with the heat transfer in our system, it won't.
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MILSTEIN: You pointed out t.hat. if you defined a mlnlmum t.hickness' of ribbon
t.hat you care t.o grow, you t.hen have a limiting region of temperat.ure t.hat.
you can deal with. In raising the t.emperat.ure to go after mixing in the
upper region in t.he die, you begin t.o run int.o a problem in terms of your
growtl1 velocity, which you also want. t.o maximize from a product.ivity point.
of vil;!w. Have you any dat.a t.hat. might. tell us where the regime lies where
you can have high productivity until you get mixing, or do you get.
segregation?
BROWN: The mixing issue relies very sensit.ively on this issue of sur.facet.ension-driven flows. If you say that t.here is no driving force for a
shear flow on t.hat. surface, t.he amount. of mixing thalt you are going t.o get.
in any sense is Very small. In a realistic EFG system, if you have the
surface-tension differences t.hat you would have for pure silicon, as is
being measured by Steve Hardy at NBS; you would have appreciable
convection in t.he melt. In the sense of out" calculations, we are at a
steady state. Keff in our system is 1, so you can mix it. as much as you
want and you still get Keff Of l~
ABBASCHIAN: Are you assuming any thickness for the interface bet.ween t.he
solid and liquid? How are you releasing the latent heat?
BROWN:

I am releasing it along a line.

ABBASCHIAN:
BROWN:

So you are assuming zero thickness.

Yes.

ABBASCHIAN: All the pictures we have seen anci all the other evidence has
shown that crystals cannot grow in a zero .thickness, and you have
dendrites that are shooting. There is a region that is usually called a
mushy zone and it is in that. region that all t.he heat fs being released.
What lam trying to measure is not. dendritic growth but the EFG
system, and. 1 don't. believe the EFG systemhas a mushy zone. I t.hink it
is a well-defined melt zone.

BROWN~

Also, I note t.hat you had calculated temperat.ure gradients around
per centimet.er. Don't those seem to be fairly high? In
directional solidification; one does not reach such high temperature
gradients.

ABBA~CHIAN:

saooc

:.,~:
~

ri
.j.i"-

twr

BROWN: Remember the scale of the system you are working with here. This is a
tiny, tiny system. This is a syst.em on the order of 0.025 centimeters
high. So to get. a 500° gradient, I don't need much of a temperatu-re
difference. I can get that temperature gradient out of a 100
temperature difference.
I

ABBASCHIAN: Even when they try t.o grow wires of small diameters, t.hey cannot
reach 400° t.o 500°C per cent.imet.er.
BROWN: There is an int.eresting point t.here, and I t.hink Juris [Kalejs] will
touch on more. The way t.o get. t.hose numbers down in Our calculat.ions is
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to have a light piping mechanism to get heat out of the interface by
something other than conduction.
ABBASCHIAN: For a comparable system, I would look for what people have done
in electric slag remelting or continuous casting where they see lateral
segregation, and they model those based on the fluid flow at the interface
in the mushy zone, no matter how small it is, and get the results based on
that. They see the same effects during continuous casting--that you can
change the shape of the segregation by changing the fluid flow in the
mushy zone.
BROWN: Let me just say that if you modeled it that way, you would be missing
the physics.
DILLON: Have you done any calculations on the temperature profile
perpendicular to the view that is on the screen?
BROWN: No. That is an interesting question. If you say that you have a
slowly varying temperature distribution, then obviously in these cases the
ribbon is not of constant thickness in the lateral direction across the
width. If you have a slowly varying temperature distribution across the
die face, then these calculations we have hold at every cross sectio'n. So
that problem, to us, is really an engineering problem and not a
mathematical problem. The problem that is still of concern is the actual
edge where the meniscus swings all the way around and joins from the other
side. That is truly an inherently three-dimensional problem.
DILLON: But as an engineer wanting to calculate the buckling, I want to know
how that is varying in that direction too.
BROWN: Just tell me what the temperature gradient there is and I will just do
it in little sections and it will work.
PETRICK: When you compared your analytical results with the data from Kobil,
there were two temperatures that were unknown. One of them was on the
bottom Of the shield, and the other was at the die. You had to
back-calculate these before your data matches up. Are you going to
measure these temperatures to see if your model;agrees with the
measurement?
BROWN: There are two things to do that I think are fairly straightforward.
One is to look at a parametric sensitivity to make sure we can't get
anything we want by changing those temperatures a few degrees. Now,
preliminary calculations say that if we change the die set-point
temperature, the whole curve shifts from left to right. So that is a very
finite parameter, and you are going to get a unique value out of it. The
~ther parameter is not so clear, the shield temperature, and we are going
to have to look at that as a parametric sensitivity study. What we really
need is more data for this system operating at th,e same set-point
temperature, and growing at different speeds, and perhaps different static
heads.
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PETRICK: These apparently were steady-state runs. Is your model amenable to
convers ion to a transient case for determining what happe_nsat the
beginning of a run?
BROWN: Yes. it is amenable but it increases the computation time. Our
approach is to do stability first. First thing to do is to look at
sensitivity coefficients. basically time constants. Obtain the case for
linear stability first and then. if you see some interesting behavior. or
you find specific places you want to look at transient phenomena. then go
in and spend the money.
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An Improved Analysis of the Thermal Buckling of Silicon Sheet

O. W. Dillon, Jr. and R. DeAngelis
University of Kentucky
Lexington, KY

I NTRODUCTI ON
One of the problems that presently occurs when one tries to produce
wide and thin silicon sheet is buckling (rippling). Buckling occurs in all
of the processes presently being investigated for their potential in mass
producing wide silicon sheet for use in making solar cells. It is a fact
that the processes which produce good ribbon 2 cm in width do not yield the
same quality product at 10 cm in width. Buckling develops precisely because the sheets are IIwi dell and very very thi n.
This paper considers the buckling of very thin cantilever plates due
to temperature variations in the axial direction (i.e. along the length).
The method used in the analysis follows the general procedures of Reissner
and Stein [lJ. It is very similar to a series of reports by Mansfield [2J
who considered the case where the temperature varied in the width direction.
The problem considered is an idealization of those encountered in processes
for making large amounts of thin silicon sheet for large solar. cell applications.
We demonstrate below that axial temperature variations cause very
thin plates to buckle in a torsional mode.
We assume the particular variation of the stress function in the
width direction and thereafter the analysis is lIexact li • We consider here
only the case where all material properties and the plate thickness are
constant.
The present analysis develops a better an~lytical model of thermal
buckling of cantilever plates by incorporating two important improvements.
(I) The mid plane stresses prior to buckling are better approximated.
(II) The temperature field is generalized.
The present analysis assumes an elastic material and a constant
modulus of elasticity. With these assumptions the thermal buckling phenomena is governed by (see p. 432 of Boley and Weiner [3J)
DV4W

= Nxx wxx +~Jh yy Wyy + 2N xy wxy

(1)

and
(2)
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where w is the transverse deflection, F is the stress function and
2

2

wxx

a w Wyy = a ~, Wxy = a2w/axay and T is the temperature. The stress
= ---2'

ax
ay
function F is related to the midplane forces Nxx ' Nyy and Nxy via.
2

N

=U

N

=li

xx

ay2
2

yy

NXY =
The parameters a, E, t and 0 =
.

(3)

ai

_axay
iF

3

Et 2 are the coefficient of thermal exl2(1-v )

pansion, Young1s modulus, plate thickness and plate stiffness respectively.
It is unlikely that convenient exact solutions to Eqs. (1) and (2)
can be found. To aid in obtaining high quality approximate solutions, it is
noted that Eqs. (1) and (2) are equivalent to a variational formulation
given by
...,2

w a2w)}dA
- ay2 ai
a

I .

(4)

+

1 ff{N (aw)2 + N (aw)2 + 2N
2

xx ax

yy ay

xy

aw aW)}dA
ax
ay

and

(5)

where the integration is to be over the plate area.
Equations (1) and (2) are generated by the application of the variational calculus and the conditions that
and

aU = a

(6)
}

"

aU*

=
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a

(7)

~

..,

i.e. that the functionals U and U* be minimized.
The temperature during sheet growth varies in the axial, or x, direction and very little in the width or y direction. Hence we assume that
T = T(x)
Pre Buckl i ng

Stre~s.

(8)

Fiel d

Based on the stress function in Boley and Weiner (p. 323), we assume
that the stresses are self equilibrated in the width direction but we seek
improvements in the axial direction. That is we assume *
(9)

and seek improvements in f(x).

Equation (5) now becomes

(10)

where ( )1 = d~x) and we have used Poisson's ratio of 0.30.
calculus of variations procedures and Eq. (7) yield
c4 f""

- 6c 2f"

+ 3l.5f

= - 1.3125 aEtT'

1

Standard

(11)

The general solution of Eq. (11) is
oox
f = fp + e / c [Alcos(Bx/c) + Blsin(Bx/c)]
+

e

_OOx/c

(12 )
[ClcoS(Bx/c) + Dlsin(Bx/c)]

. I

I

.,

where
(13 )
The particular solution fp in Eq. (12), actually reflects the particular
temperature field that is imposed on the plate. The boundary conditions are

*The coordinate system used is shown in Fig. 1.
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f ::

a and

f' : :

a

(14 )

at x : : a and x : : L in order that the ends of the plate be traction free.
These conditions determine Al - 01 in Eq. (12) once fp is known.
We consider in detail below three specific temperature fields:
I T"
II

T ::

: : T ' , ::::. a constant
0

T0 e- Nx

(15)

III T = Tle- MX cos(2TIx/~)
Each of these admit exact particular solutions of Eq. (11), namely.
::::

_ooEtTo' , /24

fp

::::

_ooEToN2(1.3125)t -Nx
e
N4c4 _ 6N 2c2 + 31.5

fp

::::

[Aq cos(2TIx/~) + Bq sin(2TIx/~)Je-Mx
,

fp

(16)

( 17)

where Aq and Bq are determined by the differential equation (11) and are
gi ven in Appendi x A. The boundary conditi ons Eq. (14) then determi ne the
constants Al - 01 in Eq. (12) in terms of the temperature field (To", To
and T1) and geometric parameters (c and L). The numerical calculations for
Al - 01 are readily done on a home computer which can solve four simultaneous equations. For long plates double precision may be required to obtain good results for Al and Bl' Typical results for the stress function
f for the case where To" = a constant are shown in Fig. 2. It is noted
that the results for the case where c =, 1 cm, ca.n be thought of as the
particular solution (i.e. f = 1.0) together with..-'an "end correction" in
order to satisfy the boundary condition. However the solution for the case
where c = 3 cm is all "end correction" and is not well approximated by
f = - 1.0.
In fact for wider plates the maximum stress itself decreases as the
plate gets wider. Typical results are shown for To' '= constant in F'ig.3.
EFG_te.!DP§rii!.ure profi.l ~
By using superposition of solutions like those given in Eqs. (12)
and (16) we obtain still more general solutions. 'Specifically we approximated a typical temperature profile given in the literature for the EFG
process (designated Profile B below) to be:
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T = 437e- l . 36X COS7TX - 317e-· 47x sin(~x +~) + 1157e-· 066x

(18)

The first term in Eq. (18) reflects the rapid cooling region, while the
second term is the reheating region used to reduce the residual stresses.
The temperature and its second derivative are shown in Fig. 4. The second
derivative is seen to be very small beyond x = 3 cm.
The particular solution, for the stress function fp' associated with
this profile is [for c = 3 cm]:
fp = aEt[e- l . 36x (.415408 COS7TX + .406419 sinrrx)
- e-· 47x (.141385 cos¥-+ 1.531262 sin7T{)
- e-· 066x (.211565)]

(19)

Combining Eqs. (12) and (19) and then using boundary conditions Eq. (14)
yields [numbers given are to be multiplied by aEt]
Al = -5.09931 x 10- 4
Cl = -0.0619478
Bl = 1.409923 x 10- 3 Dl - 2.88095
These numbers were determined on a home computer and more significant figures were retained than are shown above. Tha resulting stress function
f(x) is shown in Fig. 5. The largest stresses for this profile are near
x = 1 cm but those near x = 2.5 cm are also sUbstantial. Results contail'rlng
basically this same observation have previously been made from the examination of computer outputs. However the question remains as to which of the
large stresses is most damaging insofar as buckling is concerned.
BUCKLING

We began this study by assuming the buckled shape to be

The strain energYf EqL (4), was evaluated and minimized using ddWU and -iwU .
This resulted in Wo = 0, indicating that problems where the stre~ses are 2
self equilibrated and given by Eq. (9) do not buckle by bending but rather
by torsion since W2 O.

r

This can be seen by an examination of the last integral in Eq. (4).
The last two terms are clearly zero when w = w(x) only and the first term
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c

can be written as J (~W)2 J N dy dx which vanishes due to the thermal
o oX -c xx
stresses being self equilibrated.
Having established that torsion is the mode of buckling when thermal
stresses are the sole cause we generalized Eq. (20) to
w = yWl(x)

(21 )

That is we also use the Kantorovich method to determine the differential equation for torsional buckling. Using Eqs. (9) and (21), Eq. (4) becomes

(22)

The variation of the last term in Eq. (22) is identically zero.
U in the usual way then yields

Minimizing

where C4 is a constant which can be shown to be zero from the natural boundary conditions associated with Eqs. (6) and (22). Eq. (25) is the main
new result Df this paper. Clearly if f > 0 no torsional buckling develops.
Even if f <O~ there is a "windcH'l" of temperature fields which keep the
terms in [ J negative and hence prevent buckling. On the other hand once
the stresses gets larger and c becomes larger as well, thermal buckling
will develop. The appropriate boundary conditions for the cantilever plate
are
¢I(O) = 0 and ¢(L) = 0
(26)
Eq. (25) can be rewritten as
(27)

where k2 = c4T*/D and -T* is a parameter which characterizes the magnitude
of the stress. function f while g(x) represents its spatial variation.
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I
Eq. (27) has nontrivial solutions which satisfy the boundary conditions, Eq.
(26), only for discrete values of k2 • Depending on h~w the data is given,
the lowest value of k2 which causes the solution of Eq. (27) to satisfy Eq.
(26) defines a critical temperature, a plate width or a plate thickness.
Wang [4] contains a series solution for an equation somewhat like
Eq. (27). However due to the complicated shape of g(x), numerical methods
a re used here.
We have used a fourth order Runge-Kutta method on a home computer to
solve Eq. (27) by an iterative process to give values for k2 which satisfy
Eg. (26). We usually use ~(O) = 0~10 [but this is not essential] and change
k2 until ~(l) = 0 is satisfied to better than 0.0001. Typical results are
shown in Fig. 6.
stant.

It is useful to examine the solution of Eq. (25) when f is a conThen

¢ = A sin(wxlc) + B cos(wxlc)

(28)

where 'w2 - - 4.2 - 3.2c 4 f/D. The boundary conditions, Eq. (26) implies
A = 0 and wl/c = rr/2, so that for this case
- f

cr

= [1.3125

+ (rrc/2l)2 /3 .2JD/c4

when c/l = 1/6, the term in brackets is [1.3125 + .02142]. In other words
there is not much difference between the temperature values where the term
in [ ] vanishes in Eq. (27) and where buckling actually occurs. Incidentally using the exact value of f for the case where To" = constant in Eq.
(27) yields [ ] = 1.414 for c/l = 1/6. As c/l increases there is a larger
gap between where the [ ] vanishes and buckling occurs. At a value of
c/l = 1/2 and To"· = constant, the entire [ ] term = 2.255 in Eq. (27).
Incidentally the cos(wx/c) shape is not a bad approximate shape for
when c/l is moderate (say> 1/2) and the temperature field is such that
To" = constant.
~

Approximate Method
It is sometimes useful to have an.approximate sol ution for f(x).
For this purpose the last term in Eq. (10) can be rewritten as

In view of the shape of f(x) such as that shown in Fig. 2 [for c
choose the approximate solution for f to be of the form
f

= Bx(L
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- x)

= 3 cm] we
(29)

Eq. (10) then becomes
4

2 2

u* = 1 {B 2Lc 5(1024c + 512c L + 128L
2
315
315
150

4

)
(30)

+ ~352 aE t c\ 3T**}
L

where T**L 3 = J TI Ix(L-x)dx.

o

Hence the condition that aU*/aB = 0 yields
aE t T**

.

4

(31)

2

225(1024c + 512c + 128)
. 315L 4 315c 2 150
for the maximum value of the stress function.
shape we assume

For the approximate deflected

w= A cos(rrx/2L)

(32)

Since the variation of the last term in Eq. (22) is identically zero, we
use only the first line in that equation. This becomes
2
4 2
2
U=cA {D(~+(l-v)rr)
L
96L2
4
( 33)

Hence the condition that aU/aA = 0 leads to an approximate value of B to be
2

4

2

O(L ~ + (l-v) ~)
L2 96
4

16
15
(.2219765)

(34)

Combining Eq. (31) and (33) yields the critical temperature condition as
2
2
4
T** = 164.130 (1024c + 512c + 128)(1 + .5875 C )
c4aEt
315L 4 315L 2 150
L2
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(35)

For cases where the temperature and c are specified, Eq. (35) can be rearranged to give the critical thickness as'
4

(36)

2

15.0301(1024c + 512c + 128)(1
315L 4
315L 2 150
RESULTS
The main result of the analjsis section of this report is that cantilever plates subjected to axial temperature fields buckle in a torsional
mode at a value of k2 which is obtained by the solution of Eq. (27) subject
to Eq. (26). Results for sever.al temperature profiles and plate widths are
given in Table I.
TABLE I
Temperature Profile
To"

= 24

c

=

1

1.414

c

=

2

1.833

c

=

3

2.777

3.267

c

=

4

4.867

8.141

c

B

A

.699

.13463

5.265

1.726

Values of k2 (when L = 6 cm)
Approximate values for k2 can be deduced from Eq. (36).
To this writer the most unexpected result of the analysis is that
k2 for Profile B is (roughly) twice that for Profile To" = 24. and three
times that of Profile C (when c = 3 cm). This can be understood in hindsight by again looking at Eq. (27) and seeing what part of the total length
makes the [ ] > 0 as is necessary for buckling to occur. The "effective
length", ~*, i.e. that length where /k2g/ > 1.3125 can be read from the
graphs forf(x). The results for c = 3 cm are
Profile To ••

=

24

f*

= 1. 3125
2

Profi 1e B

k
f* = 1-.3125
3.267
.3125
f* = 15.265

Profi 1e C

f*

Profile A

=

1.3125
339
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1

iF--~·····:

=

.473

~* =

=

.402

2*

= 1.4 cm

=

.249

2*

= 1.15 cm

= .760

2*

= 3.1 cm

3.2 cm

It is relatively easy to convert the mathematical results into physical feeling by noting how easy it is to twist a sheet of paper. The last
term in Eq. (22) represents the contribution of Nyy and NxY and since its
variation is zero [due to the boundary conditions on fJ only Nxx really affects the buckling. Due to Eq. (9) the axial "stresses" Nxx is given as
(37)

And since' f < 0 for buckling to occur the center (y = 0) is in tension and
the outer edges are in compression and twice as large as those at the center. The wider the plate the larger are those compressive stresses.
Our calculational procedure has (usually) been to fix the plat~ width
c because the particular solutions depend on it. If the temperature profile
is also assumed fixed (say Eq. (18)), then k2 is determined on a home computer. Once this value (for a fi~ed L which is here taken as 6 cm) is
known, the definitions of 0, f, k etc. can be manipulated to give the
critical thickness tcr as
(38)
where T*** = 1 when the temperature field is fixed and therefore included in
f. It is noted that this result is dimensionally correct, because T*** and
k2 are not, in fact, dimensionless. The numbers shown in Table I for k2
have been converted to critical thicknesses (using a = 4.5 x 10- 6 = a @
1000°C). The results are shown in Table II.
TABLE II
Thermal
Profi le

T

= 24

A

B

C

tcr(mm)

tcr(mm)

tcr(mm)

tcr(mm)

c = 1 cm

.059

.1911

c =2 cm

.207

c = 3 cm

.379

.349

c = 4 cm

.508

.393

o

I I

.275

.084

.480

Critical Plate Thicknesses
The value of critical plate thickness at c = 3 cm is .275 mm =
10.8 x 10- 3 inches is a very reasonable value illustrating the value of
the analysis despite neglecting plastic effects and variable elastic
modulus. It is also noted that this is the thinest plate for c = 3 cm.
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In the above tables temperature Profile A is
T(x) = l157e-· 063x + 478e-· 8x cos

nX

while profile B is given by Eq. (18) and profile C is the sum of two export ti iil s
T(x) = 1000e-· 063x + 435e-· 5x .
The stress functions associated with these profiles are compared in Fig. 7.
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APPENDIX A Coefficients in Eq.(17)
We write Eq.(ll) as
c4f""

- 6f' 'c 2 + 31.5f

where

= [R cos(2~x/~) + S sin(2~x/~)]e-mx

2
2
2
R = (n - m ) Tl (1.3125aEt/c )

and

= r:lc

n

n

= 2~c/~

Using the particular solution, Eq.(17), and matching coefficients, we find
that

and

where

The coefficients in Eq.(17) are therefore

Bq

RA2 + SAl

= --==---..;.

A2 +A2

1

Example:

M= 1.36 Tl

= 437

c

=3

~

2

=2

342

.'. m = 4.08 n

= 3~ = 9.424778

= -240.0234

Al

A2 = 11563.6205
R = 4599.97cxEt

S

= -4901.16cxEt

Aq

= .4154077cxEt

Sq

= .4064195cxEt

Hence the boundary conditions at x
Al + Cl

=0

become

= -.415

4077cxEt

cxAl + SSl - cxC l + SOl = -2.135550cxEt
The boundary conditions at x = L are more complicated but basically the same
idea. Hence one finds the coefficients Al - 01 and ultimately the stress
field just prior to buckling.
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DISCUSSION

WILCOX: I have a fairly extensive comment. If you use your theory and apply
it to ribbon or any other crystal at room temperature, the crystal is
isothermal, and you predict no stress and no buckling, so it is clear that
there is a good deal more involved than just thermal stress, and that is
plastic deformation. I would like to describe to you what ree.lly happens
when you grow a crystal. It may be easiest to thin.k in terms of
Czochralski growth because you don't have any buckling at high
temperatures. In growing a Czochralski crystal, the outside cools before
the inside, so at the growth temperature, or just below the growth
temperature, the outside is under tension and the inside is under
compression but plastic deformation can occur, and in the limit completely
relieves the stress so that you have a grown-in strain. As you CQQl the
crystal down, you go beyond the plastic temperature, and plastic
deformation can no longer occur. At room temperature, the temperature is
uniform, you no longer have the thermal strain introduced, but you have a
res;.dual stress because of the relaxation that occurred at high
temperature. N9w ~ou have a complete stress reversal where the surface of
the crystal is under compression and the interior is under tension. As
you correctly pointed out, that is what gives you buckling. In the case
of a ribbon, things are a good deal more complicated because you can get
bucklin$ at high temperature as well as plastic deformation and if you are
going to understand the physics of the process, you can't throw out the
plastic deformation. You have to consider the entire temperature cycle;
otherwise it .is an impressive exercise, but it is really not telling you
what is goingi ort.
It is easy to' think of plastic deformation when you have a material with
dislocations in it, but what gives you the residual stress when you don't
have dislocations? I would answer that it has got to be point defects.
There ar.e two possibilities; one is that the thermal stress of high
temperature causes the point defects to move around to try to relieve it.
The other possibility is that if you are growing with a curved interface,
you actually have a stress applied to the growth interface and the growth
interface is going to incorporate point defects~ vacancies, impurities, as
best it can, to try and minimize the stress at the growth temperature.
And then those get rapidly frozen in, and you get a stress reversal again.
CHALMERS: I have seen a lot of buckled ribbons, and buckling is clearly of
two types, which I would describe as 'center buckling and torsional
buckling. In torsional buckling the ribbon twists alternately in two
directions. That seems to me to be inevitably the result of the edge
being in compression and the center in tension, which is the reverse of
the condition you are describing. Tbis way you can make the edge a bit
longer than the center, which is what-it wants to,do. The opposite type,
center buckling, has no torsion; the center goes in and out compared with
the edges and that must be the result of the center being in compression
and the edges in tension. Is this correct?

-
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DILLON: I thought a lot about that, too. The bending modes, when they come
in, have to be a result of the nonuniformity of the tempera't.u~~ ill the
width direction. The temperature here is a function of x only, whicb says
that it can only buckle in the torsional mode. The other one, if it
buckles in any other way, has to be due to the temperature being
nonuniform in the y direction.
CHALMt'!RS: I wonder if that is correct. The buckling that seems to be
imp9rtant, that everybody is trying very hard to avoid, is the center
buc.kling, in whic.h the edges have been in tension and the center has been
in compression.
DILLON: I would agree with you, except I will go back to the statement that
in Qrder for the thing to buckle in any other mode, it has to come from
the temperat.u,r,e being nonuniform in the y direction. It can be ~t vety
small temperature, but it has to happen that way.
CHEN (JPL): Would you describe the buckling that we observe as wavy? You are
only assuming that it is a compression. It is a first-mode type of
buckling.
LEIPOLD: The assumptions you started out with in terms of material
characteristics are rather restrictive, especially when you operate at
high temperatures. How much complication is it going to introduce to
include more realistic assumptions as far as what material properties do
with temperature, and so on?
DILLON: I have made some first stabs at taking exponential variations in
temperature or material properties that lead to the same kind of
equations. since the deformations are permanent deformations, you have to
include the plasticity, but assuming a variable modulus, it will not be
that difficult.
LEIPOLD: That the plastic compc;ment has to be included is valid but I have
two comments. One is that plastic deformation will allow a reduction in
the applied stress that you are using before the onset of buckling.
Second, it will allow that buckling to become permanent in terms of a
permanent deformation '-ncluded in the material ~fter the buckling but I
don't agree that the analysis is ! priori invalid because it is elastic.
SEIDENSTICKER: We have seen example$ of both torsional and nonto~sional
buckling. Which mode Y9~ happen to actually arriv'e at is very sensitive,
to the exact constraiDts you place on the system. Also if you do have a
residual stress pt"esent, this will modify any ,of the stress fields, and
once a buckling deformation has occurred, then this mayor may not result
In additional residual stress. It depends very much on the specific
details of what happens in plastic 4eformation. Onc~ you have that done,
this will depend on what you see after the crystal is grown. The sort of
thing that Oscar [Dillon] is discussing is that you would end up with a
flat crystal. It wouldn't be buckled any more.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

, The modeling of stresses generated during the growth of thin silicon
sheets at high speeds is an important part of the EFG technique since the
experimental measurement of the stresses is difficult and prohibitive.' The
residual stresses arising in such a growth process lead to serious problems
(such as buckling or fracture) which make thin Si ribbons unsuitable for
fabrication. A previous attempt [1] at modeling of the stress distribution
in Si ribbons, although providing considerable insight, lacked two important
components: on the one hand it neglected the effect of the steady-state
growth've10city V on the residual stress distribution since it addressed
the static thermoelastic problem; on the other hand, the aforementioned
solution modeled the ribbon as purely elastic. Such a constitutive behavior
is unrealistic because at high temperature (close to the melting point) Si
exhibits considerable creep which significantly relaxes the residual
stresses.

,.-,;

.

"

The object of this paper is to address the effect of creep on the
residual stresses generated during the growth of Si sheets at high speeds.
Some results concerning the effect of the steady-state velocity V on the
stresses as well as some aspects of the effect of creep are reported
elsewhere [2]. Thus, only the basic qualitative effect of creep will be
reported here.
It must be pointed out that the constitutive behavior of Si at high
temperatures is not precisely known. Although the constitutive law
applicable to temperature dependent secondary creep is used here, the
appropriateness of steady-state creep is questionable. Thus, the results
presented here must be viewed as preliminary and-qualitative indications of
what is to be expt'.cted rather than precise predictions of the actual
stresses present in experimentally grown Si ribbons.
Part 2 of this paper presents the formulation of the field equations'
applicable to the growth of thin Si ribbons. It includes a brief discussion
of the boundary conditions and of the constitutive law used. Part 3 treats
the basic aspects of the finite element method which was used to solve
numerically the field equations. It must be noted that due to the material
non-linearity of Si an analytical soiution is essentially impossible.
Part 4 presents some of the results of a representative solution which
corresponds to a temperature profile and a growth'velocity used in practice.
Both the physical model and the results are discussed in Part 5. The
essence of the solution is outlined and the basic assumptions are critically
discussed. Several suggestions regarding future work are also presented.
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The overall basic conclusions are outlined in Part 6.
2.

FIELD EQUATIONS

A ribbon of negligible thickness and of width 2H , extending from
x = -H to x = +H , emerges from the solid liquid interface at xl = 0 and
2
2
is pulled in the positive xl-direction with the uniform velocity V. The
ribbon is subject to a known temperature distribution
assumed independent of time.

The basic features of

starts from the melting temperature of Si at
with a very steep gradient

(

~

1000 K 0 / em)

X

1

=0

T(x ,x ) which is
l 2
T(x ,x ) are that it
l 2
and that it decreases

xl = O.

near

x

The

1

=

-end

00

of the ribbon is at room temperature. For temperature distributions
symmetric about the xl-axis, it is sufficient to consider only the domain

o~ x2 ~ H

, as shown in Fig. 1.

Denoting by
are found by

v.1

the components of the velocity, the strain rates

E..
The stress rates

lJ

.

0..
lJ

.

E ••

~ (v . . +v . . )/2
1, J
J ,1.

1.J
(1)

obey the equilibrium equations

.

1.J ,J

.

.

o

0 ...

T.

O .. n.

lJ J

1

which take the equivalent variational form

fa..ov .. dA JT.ov. dS
lJ

1., J

A

(2)

1.

1

S

where A and S denote the domain and its boundary respectively. Assuming
conditions of plane stress the only non-zero stresses are 011
12 and

°22

,°

,

The boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 1.

=
on the side x = 0
1
on the sides

X

1

and

00

x

2

= H are easily understood, but the b.c.

deserve some comments:
at

accretes at zero stress

The boundary conditions

When the solidifying material
then the traction rate b.c. at

x = 0
1

However, when the initial stress
=0 =0
11
12
is non-zero, the proper b.c. at x = 0 is

xl=O

are

0

1

all

=0

012

0

22

(x

l

=

0,x )
2

.

= -Vd0

22

(0,X )/dX
2
2

Equations (3) are simple consequences of equilibrium.
no information about the correct distribution of 022
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(3)

Hence, they provide
at xl = O. The

'.

proper specification of

G (O,x ) requires additional understanding of the
22
2
physical process of solidification which is not available at this time. For
the rest of this paper it will be assumed that G (O,x ) = 0. A physical
22
2
argument in favor of this assumption is that dislocations are generated at a
sufficient rate at xl =
so as to relieve the compressive G
stress at
22
the interface [3]. Further mechanical arguments in favor of G (O,x ) =
22
2
are available [4]. Nevertheless, further work is being done to assess the
influence of non-zero G (O,x ) on the resultant residual stresses.
22
2

°

Under
derivative
of ¢ by

t~e

¢

°

assumption of steady-state quasi-static motion, the material
of any field quantity ¢ is related to the spatial variation

(4)

.

The total strain rate E •• (given by Eqn. (1» is the sum of the
• th 1J
·el
·c
E .. , and creep E .• strain rates.
elasti~
E.. , thermal
These components
1J
1J
1J
are given by:

(5)

E:7~

a(T)To ..

1J

·c

·c

E •.

E ••

1J

1J

1J

(T , stress history, internal parameters)

(6)

where V is the Poisson's
inde penden t) and aCT) is
coefficient. Equation (6)
of the total strain rate.

ratio, E is the Young's modulus (both temperature
the temperature dependent thermal expansion
provides the constitutive law of the creep part
It is a quite involved expression in general.
·c
Here it is assumed that the primary (or transient) part of E..
is
1J
·c
negligible and that the only contribution to E •• is the one due to
1J

temperature dependent secondary (or steady-state) creep. Furthermore, it is
·c
assumed that E •• depends on the stress through a power ·law relation, i.e.
1J

•c

.

E ••

1J

.

= Cf(T)(G /).1)
e

where

C, n are material constants,).1
1
2
s .. = G .. - -3 Gkko.. ,and G = 3s .. s. :/2
1J

1J

1J

n-1

e

1J 1J

f(T)

=

s ..

(7)

1J

is the shear modulus,
The function of temperature

f(T)

is given by
exp(-Q/RT)/T

( 8)

.;.r:

~

....

Q being a measure of the activation energy.
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In principle, more accurate

creep descriptions can be modeled; however, the available data for Si do not
appear to justify a more involved description at this point.
Several experiments on the creep behavior of Si have been reported
[5-9]. A creep law expression of the form of Eqn. (7) and compatible with
all the data could not be found. In fact, it seems that the constants Q
and n (varying from 2 to 11) are stress and temperature dependent [2, 10].
In the present paper we adopt the values n = 5 and Q = 496 kJ/mol which
are representative of creep at intermediate stress levels with an activation
energy typical of self-diffusion [2]. The constant C is chosen so as to
·c
produce a shear strain rate Y
= 10.-4-1
s
-3
the stress level '[ = 10 l l .

at a temperature of 1300 KO and at

Thus, the field equations describing the physical model are: Eqn. (1)
expressing compatibility; Eqn.(2) with the proper b. c. expressing
equilibrium; Eqn. (4) expressing steady-state motion; and Eqns. (5), (7)
which express the constitutive behavior of the material.
3.

FINITE ELEMENT SOLUTION

In the finite element method (FEM) used here the domain under interest
is partitioned into elements and the values of the velocity at the nodal
points become the primary unknowns. The vector of nodal velocities S
satisfies
Kq

--

= pth + pc

(9)

• th
where K is the (known) global stiffness matrix and ~
,£·c are vectors
of equivalent body forces due to the thermal and creep strain rates
respectively. Equation (9) is solved iteratively since the
contains a non-linear term as shown in Eqn. (7).

pc

term

The FEM has been used to solve other steady-state problems in elasticplastic [11] and non-linear visco-elastic fracture mechanics [12] and,
hence, its application will not be further described except in order to
mention that knowledge of T(x ,x ) , of the pulyvelocity V and of the
l 2
•
•c
material properties allows the calculation of ~ .. , E .. , E.. and v.
1.J
1.J
1.J
1.
as functions of xl and x
2
The temperature profile used is taken to be independent of
xl

variation is shown in Fig. 2.

x

. Its
2
This profile is representative of a

temperature distribution in a thin ribbon in which cooling elements and an
afterheater have been attached [2]. J3eyond xl = 3 cm the profile is linear
until it reaches room temperature at Xl = 20 cm.
The ribbon is modeled with a half-height H = q cm and a length L
extending from Xl = 0 to Xl = 20 cm. The length is sufficient to insure
that the field quantities have attained their steady-state values by the
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time the temperature has reached the room value. The steady-state pull
velocity V is taken to be 6 em/min and the material parameters of Si were
chosen as

v = 0,3

E

= 165

GPa

The choice of the material parameters concerning the creep part of the
constitutive law were already mentioned in the previous part.
A characteristic partition of 'the domain used in the FEM calculation is
shown in Fig. 3. For the calculations to be reported here, the dimension
fj,x
was chosen to be uniform for all the elements and equal to 0.05H. The
Z
horizontal extent fj,x
varied from 2.5 x 10-3H near the interface xl = 0
l
to 6.25 X 10-2H at the room temperature end of the ribbon. In total 5480
elements covered the domain 20 of which spanned the vertical and 274 the
horizontal direction. The relevant equation (9) was solved iteratively on
a VAX-?80 computer. A representative solution required 5-10 iterations
lasting a total time of 10-20 CPU minutes.
4.

RESULTS

Before presenting some indicative results it should be pointed out that
the results must be regarded as preliminary and qualitative due to the
uncertainty in the constitutive law used. Most of the features of the
results to be presented are common to other solutions in which different
temperature profiles and pull velocities were input.
Figures 4, 5 present the stress distribution on the centerline

x = 0
2

of the ribbon for the elastic and the creep solution. By elastic is meant
the constitutive law of Eqn. (7) with C = O. Figure 6 gives the variation
of the residual stresses all (xl + co,x ) with distance from the centerline.
2
In Fig. 7 plots of the creep strain rates on the centerline x = 0 are
2

presented. Finally, Fig. 8 gives the variation ~f the creep strain rates
with distance from the centerline at the location xl = 0.3 cm.
5.

DISCUSSION

The results presented in Figs. 4-8 are indicative of what is to be
expected when creep is allo~ed to relax the elastic str,ess distributions.
In another paper [2] more extensive results were presenlted. These results
included various creep strain rate intensities, temperature profiles and
pull velocities. However, the main features are the same: The peak values
of all stress quantities are significantly relaxed. With reference to
Figs. 4, 5 it is seen that the peaks in the all ,0'22 distributions occur
within 0-4 em from the solid-liquid interface. Hence, it is concluded that
stress relief mechanisms (such as buckling) are more likely to occur in the
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hot end of the ribbon. Partial experimental verification of this conclusion
has been reported in [10] in which a scribe and split technique was used to
estimate the residual stresses which were found to be in the range of 10 to
30 MPa. These values compare well to the results for the residual stresses
shown in Fig. 6. However, it should be emphasized that, although creep
significantly relaxes elastic stresses, the details of the stress relief are
very sensitive to the details of the temperature profile employed.
With reference to Fig. 7 it is seen that a steep rise in the creep
strain rates occurs within a few millimeters from the interface. Furthermore, beyond several centimeters from the interface the creep strain rates
become negligible. From the plot in Fig. 8 of the creep strain rates vs.
distance from the centerline at a small distance from the interface it is
concluded that the outer boundaries of the ribbon are elastic whereas the
center part is undergoing creep at a significant rate. This is probably a
manifestation of a stress-free 'edge effect.
The general conclusions presented above constitute only a small part
of the applicability and usefulness of the numerical solution. The effect
of several important design parameters (pull velocity, temperature
distribution) can be easily explored.
However, there are two important
questions regarding the formulation of the field equations: (a) what is a
proper constitutive law for Si at high temperatures? and (b) what are the
proper boundary conditions at the solid-liquid interface?
The nature of these questions classifies them within the scheme of a
complete research effort in the mechanics of sOlidifying bodies put forth
by O. Richmond [4]:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Accurate measu.rement of mechanical behavior at high temperatures
and appropriate stresses
development of elastic-viscoplastic constitutive models that
describe this behavior.
Development of computational methods for solving the resulting
boundary value problems, and
experimental evaluation of the predictions of the model used under
appropriately controlled laboratory conditions.

6.

CON8LUSIONS

The effect of creep deformation on the residual stresses generated
during silicon sheet growth has been examined with the help of the finite
element method. The FEM was used. to calculate stresses and creep strain
rates for a representative temperatu~e profile consisting of cooling and
afterheating elements and for a typical pull velocity of 6 cm/min. It is
found that creep significantly relaxes residual arid peak stress levels and
it is concluded that any realistic calculation of residual stress and
deformation should necessarily include the effect of creep.
Since several important questions have not been definitively answered,
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the results presented should be regarded as qualitative indications of what
the effect of creep is rather than as actual and complete solutions to the
Si sheet growth problem.
The two areas that need further work are:
(a)

the development of a constitutive law for Si applicable to high
temperatures and to the level of stresses found close to the
interface, and

(b)

the understanding of the physics of solidification with special
reference to the boundary' condition appropriate to the solidliquid interface.

In the present calculation the constitutive law used was that of temperature
dependent secondary creep and the boundary condition used was based on the
assumption that the material solidifies at zero normal stress.
The design aspects of the finite element scheme have not been
in this paper. However, the FEM allows great freedom in
specifying various design parameters (pull velocity, temperature profile)
and examining their effect on the residual stress distributions. The FEM
also allows the choice of the constitutive law or of the boundary conditions
used and thus permits the investigation of the effect of these theoretical
factors on the residual stresses.
invest~gated
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DISCUSSION

CHALMERS: The difficulty is that there is no steady state. The stress does
not remain constant; neither does the temperature, although there is! ,
steady-state for the ribbon as a whole. /tny individual part of the ribbon
is going through a wildly fluctuating series of stresses, and the
temperature is doing the same sort of thing at a different rate, and I anl
not even clear what kinds of experim~nts I would have done. It is a
problem that will never be solved by writing down any equation of a kind
that you started off with. This will simply be inappropriate because it
inherently assumes that the temperature is remaining constant and the
stresses are remaining constant.
The second point that I think is very important, and this really refers to
the previous talk as well, is to recognize the major effects of the
relaxation. I think the reason you can get the second type of buckling is
that in the early stages, if you have a sub-buckling stress that would
give you torsional buckling, you relax that, and then later the stresses
are reversed and you can get the otber type of buckling without any
transverse temperature variations at all.
WILCOX: If I understood you correctly, you said that. you really o·nly
considered the effect of Ii longitudinal temperature gradient. I guess, in
essence, you are assuming that the stress due to longitudinal gradients is
much larger than that due to temperature gradients through the thickness
of the film. Did you actually check that with any calculation to see if
that was a good assumption?
LAKBROPOULOS: This is a two-dimensional calculation.
any transverse variation of the temperatures.

We just didn't, input

WILCOX: But did you check to see if that was. a good assumption? I knCiw that
is what you did, but is th~t a good thing to do? Because we' know that
thermal stress comes when your temperature gradient is not constant, and
your longitudinal temperature gradient over a large portion of the ribbon
tends to be pretty constant, whereas across the thickness of the ribbon
you always have nonconstant gradients. You have to, because the
temperature goes through a maximum in the center of the ribbon. I believe
it is small but one should still do the calculation to see if it is
important or flot. Have you done that?
LAKBROPOULOS:

Yes.

WILCOX: What happens if you take the solid-liquid interface as being
nonplanar? How much difference is that going to make to the stresses you
get?
LAKBROPOULOS: We haven't done any calculations on nonstraight interfaces.
This could be modeled also using the finite elements method.
i

AST:

What value of n did you use for the stress exponent?
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LAKBROPOULOS:
AST:

Five.

Since you have it in your program, did you
other value to see how sensitive it is?

g~ind

it through with some

LAKBROPOULOS: I have also used another value of 3.6, and because it is very
nonlinear, the results are very sensitive to the exponent being used.
Also they are very sensitive. to the exponential factor involved there.
SUREK: I don't understand either your point or Professor Chalmers' point as
to what is really wrong with steady-state. Assuming you are in a
coordinate system, every part of the ribbon goes through the same
temperature profile. It will have a. steady-state stress distribution, a
steady-state strain rate at a given position in that temperature profile.
I am assuming thicknesses and things like that are constant. \\i'hat is the
problem?
CHALMERS: A ribbon is not a point in space, and it goes through these various
temperatures, and undergoes various stresses, and is not in steady state
at any point.
SUREK: But the ribbon going through the temperature profile is in steady
state. Assuming these equations are correct, and there is a fixed
temperature profile the ribbon goes through, somewhere out in that room
temperature the ribbon is going to come out with a residual stress, which
the equations are going to predict.
CHALMERS: Where I think that is wrong is that if you want to predict the
strain rate at a given temperature and a given stress, you have to know
the previous history of that particular piece of material. That is why
using the steady-state assumption does not work. That assumpt.ion is that
it has always been at the same temperature and the same stress, and
therefore that bit of material is at its steady state, and it is not.
SURE.K: But every point of that ribbon, not in the moving frame but in the
fixed frame, is at a fixed stress condition, which changes if you fix
yourself with a part of the ribbon and take it through the moving frame.
It is still steady state. I don't understand w~at the problem is.
I

DILLON: [To Chalmers] There could be some qllestion of how long it does take
before you develop to steady state. Was not that your point yesterday?
SUREK: Another question is, have you tried a simpler temperature profile?
There are a lot of experimental data also at Mobil Solar where, just
taking a ribbon through a simple cooling profile, they know it comes out
with a very high residual stress and the ribbon shatters. In fact, have
you tried to see what you predict under a simple cooling profile?
LAKBROPOULOS: Yes. I think Dr. Kalejs is commenting on the experimental
results. He is more familiar with them.
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BROWN: You mentioned the inappropriateness of the boundary conditions at the
melt-solid interface. Would you conjecture on what kind of form you think
may be appropriate, or what things you think have to be accounted for to
get the physics right?
LAMBROPOULOS: It seems to me that the boundary condition around the interface
will have to deal with how liquid really attaches itself to the interface
and how it solidifies at that point. It seems to be more involved than
just saying that a strip of liquid is being taken from the liquid and just
moved across, and becomes suddenly solid and contracts or expands.
SACHS: As someone who wants to grow ribbon, what I would really like is an
instruction book on how to synthesize the temperature profile rather than
an analysis of temperature profiles that happen to be used. In other
words, what is the ideal temperature profile, assuming that we can
construct anything that you can write down?
LAHBROPOULOS: The goal of my presentation today was to show just what the
effect of creep is and then if you want to use thiG miracle scheme in
order to develop the proper temperature profile, it would take a lot of
computer work and especially a lot of interactive work, with which I am
not really familiar.
MILSTEIN: I think Ellie [Sachs) is touching on a very important point, and
that is that when you attempt to grow a particular material, I think it is
in error to say "I have this furnace and I am going to oblige the material
to conform to the boundary conditions that exist in the furnace." I think
the correct approach to the problem is to say what boundary conditions
must exist to grow this material successfully and then put the burden on
the person constructing the furnace and running the experiment to meet
those boundary conditions. It seems to me that the theoretical analysis
should really go in that direction, as opposed to trying to explain why
some experiment fails.
AST:

First of all, I think that is the kind of calculation that has to be
done, and second, I want to make a comment about the steady state or the
equilibrium that may clarify some confusion. When you work with
steady-state creep laws, you assume basically a dynamic equilibrium
between the generation of dislocations and the annihilation of
dislocations. Basically, it no longer becomes dependent on the history of
the specimen, because work hardening is justbalanced by annealing. This
is a basic underlying phenomenon of secondary-state creep. This has
nothing to do with your calculations~ they really have to be done as a
first step. What worries some people who think about equHibrium in this
whole problem is, do you ever get to this point where work hardening just
balances the annealing effects to a point that the' thing goes to what
material scientists would consider steady state? The othEir comment is, it
is really very important that somebody looks at the boundary condition
between the liquid and the solid, because of the form .0£ you~ c:reep law.
Almost everything happ~ns dramatically at very high temperatures, and
the'se high temperatures are very close to the interface, so it becomes
very sensitive. Somebody should really look at what is going on there,
because basically it happens very close to the interface.
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LAMBROPOULOS: What we are trying to do is model different nonzero initial
stresses, to See how it would affect the zones. But this doesn't
necessarily mean that we know how to model it.
AS!:

Then I think it is valid.

LEIPOLD: Just one quick comment, following up on Dieter [Ast)'s comments, and
that is the fact that you are probably still in the very first stages of
creep. What seriously concerns me about neglecting transient creep is
that ;0 fal'!t iLmay be the whole ball game.
WARGO: How applicable or easily modified i.syour technique to, say, a
cylindrical-type coordinate system? (Being a Czochralski grower.) The
guys down at Bell Labs, Andy Jordan in particular, did a real nice
trea,tment for predicting stresses and· strains in gallium arsenide in .
looking at the defect density, and they found they were off by some
additive factor and I am not sure they included creep in their treatment.
Do you think you could change your numerical scheme to handle cylindrical
coordinates?
LAMBROPOULOS: Yes. Actually, this is one very flexible feature of the finiteelement method. You can change the form of the general feat~~e of the
geometry very easily without ~aving to do that much work on it.
WARGO: A final comment. I think, in that condition, since you have such an
enormous effect of interface morphology in Czochralski-grown gallium
arsenide on defect structure, that you are going to have to take that into
more careful consideration.
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EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS.OF THE STUDY OF
STRESS GENERATING MECHANISMS IN SILICON SHEET GROWTH*
J.P. Kalejs and R.O. Bell
Mobil Solar Energy Corporation

16 Hickory Drive, Waltham, Massachusetts 02254, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT
Experimental work in support of stress analysis on silicon sheet
grown at high speeds is being carried out through examination of the
growth behavior and defect structure of 10 cm wide ribbon produced by the
EFG technique.
Parameters under investigation include the ribbon
temperature field, the high temperature creep response of silicon, and
approaches to measurement of the residual stress.
INTRODUCTION
A numerical analysis technique has been recently developed to allow
calculation of stress distributions with plastic deformation for
steady-state growth of silicon sheet.
This approach is described in
detail in another paper [1]. It is desired to test the analysis through
development of a model that can be used to predict the stress distribution
in the sheet and to guide system design toward achievement of minimum
stress configurations. Progress in the main areas of study is described
below.
RIBBON TEMPERATURE FIELD STUDIES
A.

Heat Transfer Modeling

Calculation of temperature distributiQ~s in ribbon grown at high
speeds requires a comprehensive heat transfer model and specification of a
number of material parameters.
The restrictions placed on means to
achieve temperature profiles leading to low stress configurations in
silicon with respect to the latter are generally not discussed extensive~y
in favor of detailed examination 'of the influence of environmental
temperature boundary conditions.
Particular emphasis is placed here on
examining the role of material constants.

0#""

*Th1s work is being carried out for JPL under Subcontract No. 956312 of
the JPL Flat Plate Solar Array Project sponsored by the U.S. Depa'ctment
of Energy.
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Our initial attempt at calculating ribbon temperature profiles for an
EFG cartridge system for 10 cm wide ribbon growth has included
consideration of heat transfer effects in the solid only.
Ribbon
environment temperature boundary conditions for this region of the EFG
cartridge system have been extensively characterized.
A representative
calculated ribbon profile is shown in Fig. 1.
This is obtained on the
basis of radiative heat exchange between the plane ribbon and its
enclosure walls (in three dimensions) representing cartridge components of
known surface temperatures. The enclosure is represented schematically in
the inset in Fig. 1.
Temperatures in portions of the ribbon enclosure
that represent gaps in the walls that radiate to a generally much cooler
environment are interpolated.
The accuracy of the profiles for a given
environment temperature distribution is likely to be limited by
uncertainties in some of the material constants for silicon.
The most
important of these are the solid thermal conductivity, the surface
emiuivity, and the absorption coefficient for radiation in the solid.
Assumptions made in the heat transfer model for the solid include:
Allowance for light transmission by photons with energies less than that
of the band gap; incorporation of a waVelength dependent emissivity and
absorption coefficient which are determined by free carrier absorption;
and use of a temp_erature dependent band gap energy and thermal
conduct~vity.

A sensitivity analysis has included examination of the effects on the
temperature profile and its second derivative caused by variations in the
temperatures of the enclosure walls and in the values of some material
constants. Representative results of this analysis are given in Figs. I
and 2 and in Table I. -All the calculations reported here are for a 300 Ilm
thick ribbon.
.
An uncertainty associated with the absorption coefficient can be
inferred from the literature [2,3] (Fig. 3). If the solid is transparent
in the infrared, heat transfer by long wavelength radiation from the
interface can augment heat transfer along the ribbon. However, in silicon
the free carrier absorption becomes very high near the melting point
making the solid opaque, but still semi-transparent at lower temperatures.
The lower absorption coefficient decreases the spectral emissivity, thus
decreasing the net heat flux from the face of the ribbon.
The overall
eff.ect in silicon is to decrease the thermal g-radientatthe intel'face.
Table II shows the effect on the first and second derivative for
condit~ons ranging from the black body case to that of no free carrier
absorption beyond the band gap.
Variations in enclosure wall temperatures at the plane of the
interface and in the afterheater region do not impact greatly on the value
of 1 the second derivative of the temperature profile near the interface
(Fig. 2 and Table I). However, profile changes in regions of the sheet
gr~ater than about 1 cm from the interface, even though they are smaller,
may have comparable impact on stress because this is a region of lower
creep.
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Calculated stress profiles for an elastic ribbon have been discussed
in another paper [1]. These reflect the changes in the second derivative
produced by the temperature boundary conditions in variations of both the
high temperature u
stress component as well as the residual stress
(u x ). These resu1l~ are in qualitative agreement with analysis done for
RTl [4] and web [5] growth configurations. In particular, high values of
the second derivative of the temperature profile at the interface are also
found in these analyses, and thus are not specific to the system
configuration (boundary conditions) but reflect the material properties of
silicon. The most significant result, then, is the fact that large values
of the second derivative at the growth interface temperature accompany
profiles with the high interface gradients generally required to sustain
high speed (> 4 cm/min) growth of sheet in a vertical mode. This occurs
more as a result of the material property values for silicon than because
of the presence of specific environment temperature distributions.
We
conclude that the only way the curvature can be reduced is by reduction in
the interface gradient, such as by supplying extra heat input at the
ribbon surfaces, which then concurrently reduces the maximum sustainable
growth speed in the system.
~eat
transfer by radiation of the latent heat released at the
interface during growth has not been included in the calculations.
In
principle, this could be done by consideripg its absorption, reradiation
and internal reflection in the solid.
The effect on the temperature
profile curvature near the interface is not expected to be great.
This
represents only a small fraction of the released heat and could at most
reduce curvature by a few percent by preferentially heating up regions of
the solid removed from the interface.

We have also examined the effec.t of lateral (width dimension) heat
transfer. It has been suggested that such horizontal isotherm shaping may
be used to counteract the effects of the vertical temperature profile and
reduce the effective stresses. Preliminary work suggests that horizontal
isotherm shaping may be able to influence stresses 1 cm or more from the
interface, but will have little impact near the interface. This is the
case because achievement of large horizontal gradients in practice will be
limited by finite conductivity and a need to maintain a nearly horizontal
interface. For example, for an imposed ribbon surface flux corresponding
to a 1000C temperature difference in the enc10su;e wall between the ribbon
center line and its edge, the temperature difference in the ribbon itself
is only 55 0 C, and the maximum horizontal gradient is 35 0 C/cm (300 p.m thick
ribbon) •
I'

,I

'

i'

~~.

,. :

The influence of heat ttansfeT in the region below the growth
interface; i. e. , in th~ meniscus and the die top,. has not yet been
investigated. A heat transfer model capab1~ of accounting for meniscus
effects on the interface region temperature field is under development for
EFG[6]. This will allow more detai~ed study to be made of the effect of
increasing meniscus height on interface heat transfer and on the
temperature distribution of the solid.
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B.

Temperature Field Measurement

,

,-

A program is underway to develop a high resolution temperature
sensor utilizing optical fibers that can be used to monitor ribbon
temperatures during growth. The basic thermometry uses a combination of
0
Al 20 and quartz fibers, and has been developed for use up to 2000 C with
3
high sensitivity [7]. The detector system and probe have been constructed
and calibrated and are being tested in the ribbon growth environment.
The temperature measurement is made by taking the ratio of the
radiation emitted into the fiber optics cavity at two wavelengths.
Application of Planck's formula for radiation allows the temperature to be
calculated once this ratio is measured.
The two wavelengths chosen for
the measurement are 0.6 and 0.7 ILm. It is necessary to ensure that the
incident radiation from the high temperature source to be measured
dominates at the chosen wavelengths within the fiber optics circuit. To
achieve such conditions has been a problem up to now. Initial tes,ts :of a
probe placed in the afterheater region of the cartridge have been 'carried
out. This probe was first calibrated at room temperature using a tungsten
ELH light source and a spectral radiometer. At the temperatures of,the
measurement, 900-1100 0 C, too much stray radiation appeared to be admitted
to th-e fiber optics circuit, and the probe results did not reproduce
cartridge temperatures measured with a thermocouple. A second probe is
being constructed that will be placed in a cooler region of the cartridge
near the cold shoes to attempt to reduce the effects of stray radiation.
CREEP LAW AND DEFECT STUDIES
A.

Creep Effects

~

Stress

The creep strain-stress relation applicable to the case of high
speed sil1con sheet growth is not known.
Several forms of the
constitutive law for secondary creep have been used in the stress modeling
to date [8,9]. They represent a considerable range of creep intensities
and dependences on stress and temperature. These are given in Table III.
Th1s large variation appears to be a consequence of diffe~ences in
magnitude ot stresses, of strain, of strain rate and of temperature used
in obtaining the experimental d,ata.
The data suggest that the creep
intensity and its dependence on stress and te~perature are particularly
st~ong
funct10ns of the .. strain rate magnitude.
From a practical
standpoint, not only the temperature but the rates at which strain and
stress increase in the course of sheet movement through the high
temperature gradient in the neighborhopd of the interface are relevant to
specification of appropriate creep constitutive relationship.
Comparison of the stress analysis results and experimental
observations on 10 cm wide ribbon ~ndicates that the highest creep rates
modeled are most compatible with totress manifestations in the ribbon
grown.
Residual stress magnitudes, as measured by a scribe and split
technique, r.ange from about 1 to 30 MPa in ribbon grown under different
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conditions. Under optimum growth conditions, residual stress in the 10 cm
ribbon is of the order of 1 to 5 MFa.
This level does not change
measurably with speed in the range from 2.5 to 4.5 cm/min investigated,
yet ribbon buckling does become more severe. The buckles are permanent,
not elastic deformations, and appear to be essentially "frozen in" by high
temperature stress re11ef.
Stress levels increase in ribbon grown with
lowering of afterheater region temperatures.
The sheet temperature profiles used in the stress analysis to date
all lead to much larger elastic stresses, of the order of 200 MFa. These
are sufficient to result in severe buckling and ribbon fracture.
Thus,
creep is required in the present .model to account for the lower residual
stress levels observed experimentally for EFG cartridge growth.
The stresses associated with buckling in the present growth. mode
likely are dominated by (j ,which has its peak yalue within about 1 cm of
the interface. (j
peak ~lues in a solid with creep remain much greater
than those for (j YYfor all conditions modeled, and also do not undergo the
large variation~ with creep intensity observed in ( j .
The large
interface second derivatives of the temperature (viz., fl in Fig. 2) do
not a~low creep to play a significant role in preventing build-up of the
high temperature buckling stress in this case once a given growth speed is
exceeded.
The residual stress (j
is greatly reduced in the presence of creep
1n the 10 cm cartridge ~ith its active afterheater in comparison to
stresses calculated for the profile where the interface gradient is
maintai.ned but the afterheater region profile is linearized [1].
This
shows that at the growth speeds and creep intensities modeled, the main
contribut10n to residual stress arises from the high interface region
curvature. Th~s is subsequently annealed out via creep relaxation in the
afterheater region of the cartridge; thus, the result that the residual
stress is relatively sensitive to the details of the afterheater region
profile. The (j
peak magnitude is understandably most closely related to
the interface llgion curvature in the temperature profile, and does not
vary greatly with afterheater region profile changes.
To date, only a qualitative level of understanding has been achieved
regarding the etfect of creep on sheet stress. _ Further knowledge of the
creep law at high temperatures is critical for confirmation of the stress
model at a quantitative level.
An indirect approach to obtaining this
information is being evaluated with the study of silicon material creep
0
response and detect structure generated during high temperature (~ 1100 G)
four-point bending test&. This work 'is discussed uext.
B.

Defect Generation During

~reep

Defects generated in single-crystal silicon by applied stress
0
have been most extensively studied below about 1100 C. Less information
is available on the creep response of silicon in the temperature region of
1200-1400 0 C, and no studies of defect structure' have been reported. At
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the lower temperatures, cross slip is the most common mode of stress
reI ief at low to moderate strain rates and stresses.
There is some
0
eV1dence that slip continues to dominate stress relief: at 1300 C [10] ..
At this point, it is not known conclusively which of the defect
structures observed in ribbon is generated through stress relief and which
arises at the growth interface.
A further complication arises in the
study of EFG ribbon because of inhomogeneous and high levels of
impurities, particularly carbon.
These may act as local centers for
stress concentration and inhibit defect motion.
Examination of 10 cm wide ribbon cross sections has shown particular
dislocation structures occur in 'patterns which, suggest that they most
probably originate from stress relief.
Th~se
defect features are
illustrated in the cross-sectional micrographs in Figs. 4 and 5. ,They
appear to be non-randomly dis~ributed' with respect to the ribbon width,
and most frequently occur near the ribbon center line, also corresponding
to the location of peak (J'
values.
These highly dis located regions are
often bounded by even mdle intense dislocation bands (e.g., Fig. 5).
Their width is generally of the order of the ribbon thickness, but two or
three. such areas are often observed closely spaced within a region
spanning several ribbon thicknesses.
These very intensely dislocated
regions could originate from shear stress instabilities that result in
rapid multiplication of dislocations in highly localized regions.
What
may be earl1er stages of formation of the regions of intense dislocations
are shown in Figs. 4(a) and (b).
The former suggests a defect pattern
similar to that observed to result from cross slip.
These latter
r.onfigurations are more often seen in thicker regions of the ribbon,
toward the edges.
However, extended regions of slip, such as shown in
Fig. 4(a), have been observed very infrequently in 10 cm wide ribbon.
Four-point bending at high temperatures has beep chosen as an
indirect means by which to attempt to determine the nature of the creep
law that may be applicable to describe stress relief in high speed sheet
growth. A test apparatus has been constructed from graphite for use up to
the melting point of silicon.
The ,goal of these studies ideally is to
arrive at an understanding of the strain rate and stress conditions needed
to reproduce in initially defect-free silicon aspects of the defect
structure observed in as-grown ribbon.

RESIDUAL STRESS MEASUREMENT
Knowledge of the residual stress distribution in the sheet is
required for verification of the stress analysis model. The calculations
predict that the residual stress is very sensitive to details of the
temperature profile and may have a complicated width distribution.
The
method of scribing and splitting ribbon can yield only an average stress
magnitude at the ribbon edge: (J' = EW/2R, where W is the ribbon width and
R the radius of curvature for the ribbon strip after splitting.
The
measurement and interpretation are further complicated by thickness
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nonuniformities that may influence creep response and buckle formation.
An obvious perturbation appears because of thick ribbon edges.
Thus,
quantitative
evaluation
of
the
stress
distribution
is
required
particularly to understand the impact of edge effects.
Two approaches being evaluated for feasibility are a modification of
the above method, the multiple-finger cutting approach, and a laser
interferometric technique.
In the former, the cutting of strips or
fingers of ribbon, of the order of a few mm in width, along the growth
axis, allows application of the above formula to a narrower region of the
ribbon.
Laser cutting methods are at present being explored to improve
accuracy and flexibility of forming strips.
The second approach is being evaluated at the University of Illinois
[11]. This uses analysis of the deformation mode of a rectangular sample
subjected to out of plane stress to back calculate the sample residual
stress.
Laser interferometry is used to map out the topology of the
sample before and after the deformation.
A mathematical formalism has
been developed
that allows
calculation of
local stresses on a
point-by-point basis for all locations in the sample.
Initial applicatio~ of this method has been to circular and
rectangular (10 x 5 cm) CZ wafers subjected to an in-plane load to
simulate residual stress (see Fig. 6). It has been shown that the applied
load P can be calculated from the measured deflections to an accuracy of
about 100 kPa. Work is underway to apply this method to ribbon. Problems
that are anticipated arise from the more irregular and inhomogeneous
material and from the perhaps much more complicated stress distributions
present.

SUMMARY

Considerable advances in understanding of the role of creep in high
speed silicon sheet growth have been made in application of stress
modeling results to analysis of 10 cm wide EFG ribbon growth. At present,
only qualitative trends in sheet stress distributions with system and
material l-,arameters have been established.
Experimental work is in
progress in areas of temperature field specification, of high temperature
creep studies, and of residual stress measurement in order to obtain
information that can allow testing of the model on a quantitative level.
Among the findings of the study so far are:
1. Evidence that high creep levels need to be operative in order to
account for the reduced ~~sidual stress levels, lower than those
characteristic of an elastic solid, which ar~ observed in 10 cm wide
ribbon grown in an EFG cartridge system.
2. The material constants of silicon impose significant constraints
on heat flow conditions that contribute to producing large interfa.ce
values of the second derivative of the temperature profile, hence the high
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temperature buckling stress u , under conditions necessary to maintain
high speed growth (i.e., largeYInterface gradients).
Reduction of the buckling stress requires careful manipulation of
temperature profiles over a very narrow spatial extent of the order of a
few mm from the growth interface. A broader implication of the analysis,
even at the present qualitative level, is that all vertical silicon ribbon
buckle-free growth may already be creep limited at speeds of the order of
3 cm/min. This occurs because it is very difficult to adjust environment
temperatures to significantly change the interface region temperature
prof ile Cl,lrvature without compromising the growth speed capability, on
account of material properties of silicon which fix conditions of axial
heat transport.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1.

Temperature distribution of the environment and in a 300
ribbon. The base plate temperature was 1500 0 C.

Fig. 2.

Variation of second derivative of sheet yertical temperature
profile with distance from interface for cases reported in Table

~m

thick

I.

;..

Fig. 3.

Absorption coefficient as a function of wavelength and
temperature in silicon as given in Ref. 2: <D, and Re~~~.3:
(see also Table II).

Fig. 4.

Cross-sectional micrographs of 10 cm wide ribbon grown at 2.6
cm/min and afterheater temperature TJL_= 900 0 C: (a) Ribbon
thickness t = 0.41 mm (magnification--X56.6); (b) ribbon thickness
t = 0.42 mm (magnification X70.4).

Fig. 5.

Cross-sectional micrographs of 10 cm wide ribbon grown at 2.6
cm/min and afterheater temperature TA = 1000 0 C; ribbon thickness
is: t = 0.15 mm for (a), and t = O.-il mm for (b). Magnification
is X70.4.

Fig. 6.

Schematic of clamping and loading geometry forfll~asurement of
sample response to load F with given in-plane stress P.
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Table 1.

Thermal Conditions Used In Modeling.
300 vm, Growth Speed V = O.

TB, Base Plate Temperature

Curve A

B

C

0

15000 C

1200 0 C

1200 0 C

1500 0 C

450

TC' Cold Shoe Temperature

Ribbon "Thickness is

450

,

400

400

T , Afterheater Temperature
A

1200

1200

960

960

dT/dxlx=o' Vertical Gradient

1310

1370

1490

1427

00

"::0

"tie;;
0O~
::o~
.0"'0

C):a
l:>G)

r-rI1

~iil

W

-....s

Table III.

())

Table II.

Effect of Optical Absorption Beyond the Energy Gap on First and
Second Derivative of the Temperature. In the Expression for CI,
T is in oK, II in )lm and E = 1.194-2.79 x 10-4 T. Radiation
from the Interface is Neg1ected. Environmental Temperature is
that of Case C in Fig. 2 and Table I.

Case

a (cm- 1 )
for Ell < E9

d2T

dx
(oC/cm)

di
(oC/cm 2 )

1610

4290

Ref. 2

1. 36 x 10- 2 II 2T2 exp (-5803 Eg/T)

1490

3745

Ref. 3

2.71 x 10- 6 ,,2T3 exp (-5803 Eg/T)

1365

3475

730

1460

Black Body

o
o

s!!.

No Free Carri er

0

High Temperature Creep Laws Used in Modeling.

EiJ = C [exp(-B/T)/T] (O/IJ)n-l Sij

~

Myshlyaev et a1. (8)
"Low Creep" Condition

1.05 x 10 29

59,760

5

1 x 10- 6

"High Creep" Condition

1.05 x 10 31

59,760

5

x 10- 4

Siethoff and Shroter (9)

5.85 x 10 22

41,800

3.6

·Calculated strain rate for

7V.

'."'~

~

,,",:,,,

~1'-t:1"-'-

,,",'

.•

E (5- 1)*

C (GPa-s )-1

Reference

T/lJ

= 10- 3 and T = 1300 oK.

n

41 x 10- 4

DISCUSSION

MAYO: Is the laser interferometer sensitive to shears? Can you detect shear
strengths? Or are you just looking at normal strains?
KALEJS: I am not sure. I think we will be measuring a residual stress, which
averages the stress through the ribbon thickness so it is likely we can't
pick that out. I may be wrong in this, but I think we can only measure
0xx' the compressive or tensile side of 0xx'
MAYO: Being an X-ray man, my natural question would be, why don't you use
some simple X-ray techniques for measuring residual strains? They are
well known.
KALEJS: We have often thought about thi3, but one of the problems is that our
material is quite inhomogeneous. Have you tried that, Marty [Leipold]?
LEIPOLD: . Yes. A number of years ago we did support a small program on use of
the bond technique for determination of residual stresses. We found,
specifically in EFG, that while it could be done, it was not a practical
approach for making a large number of measurements, as they need to do.
DILLON: Marty, was it a question of sensitivity, you couldn't pick out
differences?
LEIPOLD: You could find differences, yes. I don't remember whether the level
of sensitivity was sufficient for their purposes, but it was not a useful
technique as a measurement tool related to an experimental growth program.
KALEJS:
MAYO:

Is your level of sensitivity about I mPa, would that be fair?
It has a 10 ppm sensitivity with 5 urn resolution.

LEIPOLD: In the multifinger sectioning, has anyone ever looked at the twist
of the fingers, as well as the horizontal deflections, as an attempt to
look at any residual shear stresses?
KALEJS: I think Ellie Sachs can answer that. He actually did the initial
experiments at Mobil Solar in looking at the various twists and turns, and
he did in fact find wonderful patter~s, which we could not interpret at \
the time without any kind of a model .
. SACHS: That technique, as I did it back then, was really limited by
equipment availability. We were waxing wafers down and dicing them and
dewaxing them; it was an incredible pain in the neck, and I would hope
~
that by using your laser, you are going to have a lot better time.
,1KALEJS: We will need not only to do that, but also to compare the mul.tifinger
~ ... f
scribing to the laser interferometry method, because I am sure that we
;,
will find, in each of those approaches, things we can't explain.
<
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LEIPOLD: I would be very careful about taking deformation measurements on
pieces of ribbon as being the dght numbers to use in constitutive
equations, because I am sure you are bending the ribbon in one direction
rather than in the other direction, which in fact may be what is
happening. Your material is directional. I would suggest not using
Czochralski, because you don't want to have the problem of dislocation
nucleation to contend with. You want material that is dislocated.

-

KALEJS: I would certainly welcome any advice on how to do it. One of the
quick experiments is just to hang a piece of Czochralski silicon in tbe
furnace and yank it out and see what happens. Basically, I think that the
answer is going to be in reproduc·ing very high strain rates, and that will
lead us in the right direction in deciding on wh~t the constitutive law of
creep response is.
SACHS: Did you mention that you thought that your thermal buckling stresses
were really happening in the first couple of millimeters from the
interface?
KALEJS:
SACHS:

Yes.
What is the wavelength of those buckles?
I

KALEJS: I think from the talk we heard about buckling, I would hate to think
anybody would try to predict what kind of wavdength you might get.
However, I do think that the buckles appear to be frozen in at room
temperature, that they occur at h~gb enough temperatures to have
appreciable creep,
SACHS: But when you do, if you grow thinner ribbon and you do see the
buckles, are the wavelengths of the order of millimeters?
KALEJS: No. I don't think you could get a wavelength on the order of
millimeters.
SACHS: No, I don't think so either, that is what I am getting at. If your
buckles are on the order of centimeters, then don't you have to worry
about stresses over regions of the order of centimeters?
KALEJS: The cJ yy stress does extend over about 2 centimeters. I think
that the wavelength is on the order of 2 to 4 centimeters.
SACHS:

So then why should one focus on 'what it is at 2 mi llimeters?

KALEJS:

I think that unless you reduce the second-order derivative at the
int~rface, which really determines the rate of increase of this buckling
stress, you are not going to reduce the peak value either. So that is
where you have to operate with your "temperature boundary conditions.
Unfortunately, the conclusion is that no matter what you do, the material
constants of silicon just do not allow you to do 'very much with radiative
environmental heating.
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SACHS: So are you basically making a scaling argument, and are you saying
they are really bad at 2 millimeters and if we reduce it there, we will be
reducing everywhere else too?
KALEJS: No. You have to worry about what happens in the after-heater region,
obviously. The second-order derivatives for certain temperature profiles
are large in the after-heater cool-down region, and if, in fact, the creep
is inadequate there, you will get stress due to that region. I think that
is a COfllplication that in practice we have never been able to separate
out. By taking out the after-heater region, and recalculating the stress
profiles, we find, in fact, that all these numbers go up, particularly the
residual stresses. So the conclusion is, at least tentatively, that by
far the major contribution to the residual stress comes from the
high-temperature region, C yy ' which has not been annealed out in the.
after-heater.
HORRISON: Have you measured the effect on device efficiency of the generation
of these highly deformed regions?
KALEJS: It is just recently that these have come to my
they'appeared in people's micrographs before, but I
ever looked at them and realized that they had some
distribution. They were, in fact, rather anomalous
rest of what we call steady-state structure.

attention. I think
don't think anyone
kind of a special
in relation to the

SUREK: How do you support your conclusion from this distribution of C yy
under high creep conditions that you do have buckling occurring in the
first couple of millimeters? I don't see it from the calculated C yy .
KALEJS:
SUREK:

What would you conclude?
It seems to be tensile.
if

KALEJS:
SUREK:

Yes, it is tensile.

That's right.

Why would the ribbon want to buckle under that tensile stress?

KALEJS: I guess the idea would be that if you stre~ch it across the width,
that you are actua,lly pulling materialft"Qm above. It also creates some
kind of a buckle--a dimple.
SUREK: What do you mean? Thi~ is already the calculated existing steadystate stress that occurs under the assumed constitutive laws that were i'n
the model. I don't ,see why the ribbon would want to buckle under a
tensile stress in the first centimeter from the interface.
KALEJS: They say that one possible mode is if you stretch it, the mated'al
moves in from above and creates some kind of dimple.
SUREK: It is already stretched. I mean, this is the steady-state stress
condition existing in the ribbon. Why would it want to buckle to relieve
that tensile stress, instead of just going on to zero stress at some
,distance away?
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KALEJS: I am afraid I don't know how a buckling theoretician would answer
that. I am afraid I can't answer it.
MILSTEIN: You made a comment about having a furnace. I would also point out
that your first conclusion is that you've run into fundamental conditions
that are applied on the ~ystem by the material, and I think that is the
point I was driving at.
KALEJS: At a growth speed of 1 to 2 centimeters per minute, I have not
seen any calculated temperature profile
with low second-order derivatives
I
"
at the interface, and I would think at those speeds you don't see the
effects of creep because creep, is fast enough to prevent the buckling.
MILSTEIN: There are material properties that you have to take into account.
You have just stated that there are certain proPi3rtiesthatappear not to
be particularly dependent on the conditions that you might consider being
applied. What I am suggesting is, if those properties of materials can be
deduced, you can then say what is required is the following set of
conditions, A, B, C, D. One then attempts to build a system that matches
the conditions so deduced.
KALEJS: Yes. It is clear that you can probably reduce the magnitude of the
second-order derivative by putting heat back into th~ ribbon, but you have
to do it without appreciably reducing the gradient at the interface and
compromising the speed. That's where the trick, I think, is. The model
can't tell you that it can or can't be done, but it appear~ that with
manipulations in temperature boundary conditions, we can do it while
maintaining steady-state growth conditions. We are really stuck with
second-order derivatives that are too high, even at 3 centimeters per
minute. I'm not sure how we can decide whether C yy in fact is a
buckling stress, but there is a high-temperature, high-stress component
that ari,ses even with creep. Whatever it does, I think, is something of
great i~terest and significance.
REGNAULT: Wherever the curvature (of the interface) would be highest, I would
expect the dislocation density to be quite high. Have you eve~looked it
that with X-ray topography or defect etching?
KALEJS: To my understanding, Harry Rao (MSEC) is going to talk a bit more
about the actual defect distributions in EFG ribbon tomorrow. I don't
think anyone has ever done width-dependent studies in EFG ribbon.
REGNAULT: If there is a curvature, there must be a dislocation density that'
would be occurring that would cause these ribbons to remain in this
curvature after they are cooled down. I was just wondering if you ever
looked at anything like that?
KALEJS: ': No one has ever looked for them. People have generally looked at the
inhomogeneities in the ribbon, and I certainly don't think there is any
evidence, right now to support the idea that there are any long-range
residual stresses in ribbon. That is just a conjecture that comes out of
the modeling. It could be that, because of the inhomogeneity, and all the
parallel boundary structure, and the carbon and other defects, the
3.82
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long.-range stresses are all, at some point, totally wiped out by creep.
So what you get at room temperature is a whole lot of localized small
straIn centers that have no relationship to the macroscopic stress
distribution that might have caused it. There is no evidence to say that
we do have a macroscopic stress distribution in the ribbon at room
temperature.
REGNAULT: Do these structures occur at areas of maximum radius in the ribbon,
or are they in relatively flat areas of the ribbon?
KALEJS: Relatively flat areas. Not only that, but I find that they occur
preferentially near the center of the ribbon. There are also two side
lobes that are located roughly halfway between the edge and the center of
the ribbon, where there are a few more of these, but I must say that I
have only looked at about a dozen ribbons or so, under different growth
conditions. There are some trends, but there are certainly not enough
data to say what they are.!
RAO:

..

To answer your question, Bill [Regnault]. I have looked at the cross
sections of ribbons where the buckle is and did not find any significant
increase in dislocation densities either on the side of it or in the
center of it .
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CONTROL OF THERMAL STRESS IN DENDRITIC WEB GROWTH
R. G. Seidensticker
Westinghouse R&D Center
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
J. S. Schruben
University of Akron
Akron, Ohio

1.

Introduction

The temperature distributions present during the growth of ribbon
crystals generate stresses which can adversely affect the growth or
perfection of the material.(1,2;3) Several different effects can occur
depending on the magnitude and distribution of these stresses, and in the
most general case the observed phenomena are the result of complex interactions of a number of mechanisms. In many instances, however, one
mechanism predominates to such an extent that somewhat simplified
distinction can be made between the various effects. We shall follow this
course in the present discussion, and hence must makesom~ rather arbitrary
definitions based on observed behaviour in dendritic web growth.
We shall use the term residual stress to indicate the lattice
stresses present in a grown ribbon which shows no obvious macroscopic
deformation such as ripple, bow, or twist. The importance of these stresses
depends on their magnitude; if they are large enough, the crystal may be
prone to fracture under the action of modest external forces during device
fabrication processes. In some instances, the dislocations associated with
the lattice strain may have undesirable effects on the properties of a
device made using the ribbon. On the other hand, if the strain is small
enought, no apparent difficulties will result, and the associated residual
stress levels are "acceptable."
Another thermal stress effect which we will consider is buckling
of the crystal during growth, by which we mean a relatively sudden deformation
of a previously flat ribbon. After buckling has occurred, the crystal may
have a residual deformation in the form of ripples, twist, bow, etc., but in
some instances a crystal which obviously deformed during growth may return
to an undeformed condtion when removed from the growth furnace and may even
, show negligably small residual stress. The importance of the buckling
phenomena is two-fold: first buckled ribbon is difficult to grow by the
dendritic web process and second, permanently buckled web crystals are unsuitable for device fabrication. Control of buckling is of particular impor~
tance for the dendritic web process since the critical conditions for bucklirg
depend strongly on the ribbon dimensions and hence the ability to grow wide,
thin crystals depends on reducing those thermal stress factors which cause
the buckling to occur.
2.

Control of Thermal Stress

In the development program for the dendritic web process, a key
philosophy has been the concept of reducing the thermal stresses during
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growth to a non-zero but "acceptable" level.
Gurtle:r(2)has pointed out that
the temperature distribution required to have zero thermal stress is
physically unrealizable. However, it is not necessary to have zero thermal
stress during growth to have acceptable properties in the crystal. Dendritic
web crystals have been grown which apparently have no (or at least
unmeasureably small) residual stress. Further, there is apparently a direct
relation between residual stress' and dislocation density as shown in Figure 1,
so that such "zero stress" stress ribbon are also "zero-dislocation" crystals
by semiconductor standards. Since dislocations tend to persist in crystals
once formed and since dendritic web can hardly be growing under zero thermal
stress condition, we must conclude that there is some finite "yield stress"
below whj,C'.h little, if any plastic deformation occurs in the silicon
lattice. (2) Such an argument drastically oversimplifies the real visco-elastic mechanisms, but provides a simplified working definition for "acceptable"
stress in the design, analysis and development of improved growth configurations.
The rapid decrease in temperature along the length of the growing
web crystal suggests that most of the plastic deformation and dislocation
generation occurs within a few centimeters of the growth interface. Further
from i~terface where the crystal can be mQre reasonably considered to be
elastic, large thermal stresses can also be generated. Such stresses would
be undetected in the cold crystal when they were of a magnitude to cause
macroscopic deformation of the growing ribbon. For a given set of ribbon
dimensions it is relatively straight forward to calculate the stress magnitude
at which buckling would occur thus providing another definition of an
"acceptable" stress distribution.
The design task is thus to create a thermal environment for the
growing web which will produce a temperature profile generating such
"acceptable" stresses. The process is evolutionary in nature: the properties
of a proposed configuration of lids and shields, such as shown in Figure 2,
are evaluated and by parametric variation, guidelines for new configurations
are established. The evaluation of the configuration and its variations is
carried out using several computer models which will be described more fully
later. The initial model computes a ribbon temperature profile based on the
temperatures and dimensions of the lids and shields. This temperature
distribution is then used as the input for the second model which computes
the thermal stresses. .These thermal stresses in _turn form the input for the
third model which evaluates the critical buckling conditions. Iterations of
the design can be made on the basis of the results from any stage in the
modeling process as shown in Figure 3. In the case of the temperature model,
judgements are based on the second derivative of the temperature-thermal
expansion product, (aT)", rather than' the temperature proper. As the final
step in the process, hardware is fabricated and the real growth parameter
can be compared with the modeling predictions.
3.

Models

The three models used in the program to reduc~ the thermal stress
problems in dendritic web growth are all slightly different in character.
The first, which calculates a temperature profile along the ribbon, uses a
numerical integration procedure to arrive at a solution of the heat flow
equation involved. The second model employs finite element techniques to
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calculate the thennal stresses in web crystal. The final model, also uses
the finite element approach to solve the critical buckling stress problem
which is formulated as an eigenvalue problem.
3.1

Temperature Model

Detennining the temperature profile along a growing dendritic web
crystal is the starting point for all subsequent stress analysis. For our
analysis we chose a model based on the following assumption. First, we
assumed that a one dimensional analysis would be adequate to delineate the
major features of thermal stress generation. We tested cases with curved
isotherms and found that the effect on stress was secondary, in agreement
with Morrison, e~ al.(l) Second, we assumed that all heat transfer was by
radiation. Subsequent analysis showed that the significant stresses
occurred at ribbon temperatures greater than l200 0 K where gas conduction
effects are negligible relative to radiation transfer. Finally, we
assumed that the width of the ribbon was large relative to the slot dimensions
in the thermal elements. This assumption permitted relatively simple forms
for the geometric view factors.
Using these assumptions, we devised appropriate numerical solutions
for the heat flow equation in a moving coordinate system, viz.
VC
P

P

dT
dx

= ~ (~

dx

dT) _ 2Q
T ax
b

(1)

where p
density of silicon (solid)
2.30 gm/cm 3
V = web pull velocity
a
thermal conductivity coefficient = 318 W/cm
Cp = specific heat = .9811 J/gm
b = ribbon thickness
Q = heat loss from one side of web
Two particular tasks were addressed in arriving at the solution of this
equation. The first was finding an appropriate form for Q, the radiation
exchange of the ribbon with its environment: the second was finding a stable
integration routine for Equation 1.
Calculation of the radiation interchange was accomplished by
developing a subroutine which determined which elements were "seen" at any
position on the ribbon as shown in Figure 4. The geometrical view factor
could then be evaluated for each element so that the total irradience could
be detennined. The effect can be seen Figure 5 in a typical plot of (aT)",
one of the forms of output from the program.
Development of a stable integration routine was required by the
non-linear character of Equation 1 when the fourth power temperature law is
used for radiation transfer. At the growth front, x = 0, the temperature is
specified, but the slope must be dete'nnined by iteration so that temperature
approaches the ambient at large distances ,e'. g. 30 cm. Even u§ing double
precision calculation does not always insure convergence and in those
instances "backward integration" can be used wherein the integration process
is begun at a large distance and iterated to give Tm at x = O. Ideally the
two integration routines could be spliced to give a convergent solution over
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the whole range.
Measurement of ribbon temperatures to the required accuracy in
magnitude and position is very difficult so that a test of the validity of
the temperature calculations must be done by more indirect means. The first
test involves the relationship of ribbon thickness to pull velocity,
essentially a test of T' at x = O. In practice it has been found that the
agreement between predicted and observed velocity is better than one percent,
well within experimental error. The second test is even more indirect and
involves the remaining models as well, that is the agreement of predicted
buckling with observed buckling. There, too, the agreement is very good, so
that for its purpose, the temperature model is more than adequate.
3.2

Stress Model

The thermal stresses in the ribbon are calculated by a finite
element analysis which uses the temperature distribution from the previous
model as input data. Two slightly different models are used depending on the
end use of the output from the calculations: a two dimensional analysis is
used if only the stress distribution is desired while a full three
dimens'ional analysis is performed' if a buckling analysis is anticipated. Both
models use a variable mesh size along the length of the ribbon so that
greater resolution is obtained near the growth front where temperature and
stress are varying most rapidly. The elements are sized as a geometric
progression with the final elements eight times as long as the initial ones.
A diagram of the two dimensional mesh is shown in Figure 6, and a portion of
the three dimensional mesh in Figure 7. For improved computational accuracy
at reasonable computation times, higher order elements are usad for the
mesh: cubic elements for the two dimensional mesh and quadratic for the
three dimensional calculations. The cubic elements have two additional nodes
on the element edges, while the quadratic elements have one additional node;
temperatures must be specified at all nodes.
Strips of many sizes have been modeled, however a more or less
"standard" model represents the first ten centimeters of a 2.7 cm wide
ribbon. The use of a "standard" model permits ready comparison of different
growth system designs and the dimensions chosen are realistic. The
aspect ratio of the model is also reasonable" so that the free boundary
assumption (zero normal stress) used at the ribbon end of the mesh (where the
modeled section has'been "detached" from the balance of crystal) does not
significantly perturb the stress fields in regions of interest. Free
boundaries are also assumed for the growth front and edges of the strip,
while the centerline of the crystal is a symmetry plane (zero normal
displacement Uy ).
Finally, the following numerical constants are used for the
calculation. The thermal expansion is ass~med to be temperatur y depyndent of
the form a = a + alT where aO = 2.8l92xlO 6 and al = 9.789xlO- 0 K- are
derived from t~e lattice parameter measurements of Hall.(5) Young's modulus
is taken as l.9xl0 6 Mdyn/cm2 and Poisson's ratio ~s 0.2.(6)
The analysis itself is done using the Westinghouse WECAN numerical
analysis code on a CDC7600 computer. The output gives a tabulation of the
various stress components at each node of the mesh as well as isostress
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Figure BA .

Calculated buckled web shape .
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Figure BB. Photograph of buckled web .
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contours. A useful adjunct for the present purposes is a plot of selected
stress values along the ribbon centerline and edge.
3.3

Buckling Model

In their turn, the stresses from the three dimensional stress
model of the previous section serve as the input data for a model that
calculates the critical buckling conditions for a gr0wing web crystal. The
use of the stress results from a strictly elastic calculation is justified
for two reasons. First, in many instances, the residual stress measured in
a ribbon just prior to buckling is very small. Second, the buckling
predictions of the model are in goOd agreement with observed growth behavior.
Once the stresses are specified for each node of the mesh, the
buckling problem can be specified as an eigenvalue equation(7)

[K] {A} =

~[S]

{A}

(2)

where [K] is the conventional stiffness matrix which depends on the
dimensions and elastic constants of the ribbon; {A} is the eigenvector
representing the (unknown) displacements of the ribbon from flatness; [8]
is the stress matrix; and ~ the eigenvalue. The output of the model gives
one or more values for ~, as desired, '- and the associated eigenvectors {A}.
An example of a typical predicted shape for a buckled ribbon is shown in
Figure 8A. This can be compared with the permanently buckled web crystal
shown in Figure 8B.
Mathematically a number of both positive and negative eigenvalues
can be found; for our purposes, only the smallest positive eigenvalue is
significant. If ~ > 1, it implies that all the stresses must be increased
by the factor ~ for buckling to occur. Conversely if ~ <1, then all the
stresses must be diminished by the factor A for the ribbon to remain flat
during growth. In practice, several widths (and/or thicknesses) of web are
modeled and the critical dimensions for ~ = 1 are obtained by power law
interpolation. Although extrapolution must sometimes be used, especially
for low stress configuration, caution must be exercised in interpreting the
results since not all the stress components vary by the same power low. The
ability to calculate several combinations of widths and thicknesses permits
the demarcation of a stability boundary separating width-thickness regions in
which the web will either grow as a flat ribbon or will deform.
4.

Results and Conclusions

.
,
Prior to the use of the models discussed in this paper, the design
of lid and shield configurations for dendritic web growth was essentially an
empirical art. The most successfu1 design developed at that time was the
J98M3 configuration which could produce web crystals up to 28 mm wide at
150 ~m thickness. The calculated Aox(ox(center)-o (edge)) for this
configuration is shown in Figure 9 for comparison wIth two newer designs,
J460 and J483 developed with the aid of the· model~. The substantial
reduction of the "far" stress peak in the newer designs has substantially
-increased the width at which crystals can be grown without buckling.
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The buckling model calculations confirm these expectations of wider
crystal growth as shown in Figure 10. The solid lirresare based on the model
calculations of the width and thickness for which A = 1, that is they
separate regimes of flat and buckled growth. In the case of the J98M3 curve,
the points represent observed ribbon dimensions at which deformation
occurred. The excellent agreement for that case provides substantial validation that the models we have assembled provide an adequate representation
of the stress generation by our growth systems.

l

J
~,

f

I

The curves representing the lower stress configurations tend to
give more conservative estimates of the buckling conditions. In the low
stress cases A»l even for the widest ribbon that can be reliably modeled
using our present finite element mesh. Thus, some form of extrapolation is
required to determine the dimensions for which A = 1. The curves for the
J460 and J483 configuration were generated using a power law extrapola'tion
based on narrower, high stre'ss cases. For the reasons previously cited,
this extrapolation procedure tends to understimate the critical widths and
thus leads to a conservative estimate of the buckling behavior. Increasing
the size of the finite element mesh would improve the accuracy of the
buckling analysis for these wide, low stress ribbons and for future cases,
the models may be reformulated.
In summary the use of temperature, stress, and buckling models has
been a powerful technique for improving the design of growth configurations
for silicon dendritic web.
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DISCUSSION

SEKERKA: Rather than go through an iterative procedure, suppose you set 'th~
problem up in terms of a problem like you would for the calculus of
variations and attempt to minimize some figure of merit, let's say, some
maximum' second derivative or ~ome integrated second derivative. Have. you
tried that approach?
SEIDENSTICKER: There are lots of things that one can do to obviously change
the mechanical geometry and the thermal temperature geometry. Since we
use inductive heating, it is not just a simple radiation transfer. If you
want to cool them down you can put some little slits around the edge, etc.
SEKERKA: Sure, but I meant to use a finite number of shields reasonably
spaced. Let's leave the spaci.ng out for a moment, and decide what set of
temperatures they ought to ha".,e to minimize the second deri vati ve, to
minimizG the buckling mode.
SEIDENSTICKER:

It is a reasonable thought.

KALEJS: From that last graph, you had a plot of constant-thickness results.
The fact that you go to different shield designs implies that the
temperature field has to be changed somehow as you change the design, but
if you grow constant thickness with web growth you must also be changing
the speed. Were those results all at constant speed?
SEIDENSTICKER: Pretty much so. The growth velocity is sensitive to the
details of the thermal system very near the interface, in the first
centimeter or two. But the thermal stres.s, which I have called on some
occasions, a far peak, the 6 x stress that occurs out three to six
centimeters above the interface, is not very dependent on that. This is
one of the things we are looking at now. We have reduced this far peak
stress, and we are now going back to see if we can do a little bit with
the stressesrtear the interface. I think that one has t6 recognize the
very simple mathematical problem, which is that when you get the ribbon
far aw~y from the growth front that you are not losing very much heat
because you are at room temperature; therefore,-the second derivative is
zero and it is pretty much at constant temperature, and therefore the
first derivative is zero. All you have to do is take a spatial
integration of the second derivative all the way up to the interface to
find the first derivatlve and the fi~st derivative is of course related ~o
the growth. velocity. So you somehow have to haye the integratof the
second derivative over the whole region-come out about the same.
KALEJS:

You don.' t think those results reflect a gradual lowering speed?

SEIDENSTICKER: No. It is not g~adual. As a matter of fact~ the J460, with a
wide low-stress growth, is a little bit faster than the J98.
KALEJS:

So you have done it maintaining the same ribbon thickness?
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SEIDENSTICKER: We have maintained the same ribbon thickness and,as a matter
of fact, made it a little thinner. There is not that much difference.
KALEJS: Have you entertained the idea that the creep results are hidden
because the particular orientation of t~e material and the stresses are
all swept into your central plane, which I understand is really highly
defected?
SEIDENSTICKER: The twin planes do form a barrier for dislocation motion so
that you do get pileup there. Czochralski people say that less than a
thousand per square centimeter is dislocation-free, and that's about where
we get a lot of our crystals. We have looked at surface etch-pit counts,
because that is simple and easy to do. We have looked at cross-sectioned
etch-pit counts and we have done X-ray topographs and there just arel)'t
very many dislocations there.
SHIH: You havelaken into account the material property variation of the
thermal expa~sion coefficient. I wonder if you can make a comment on the
Young's modulus variation effect?
SEIDENSTICKER: Well, there are some Russian papers that we used for Young's
modulus and this particular one seems to agree fairly well with some
unpublished local results.
SHIH: You have mentioned the finite element method you used in your
computer, called \ilECAN. It is my understanding your elements are
cubic-block-type elements and I wonder why you didn't use a plate~type
element, especially for the buckling analysis?
SEIDENSTICKER:

For buckling you have to have a three-dimensional mesh.

SHIH: I know. I just wondered why you used a cubic-block type, not a platetype element. In a plate-type element you can take three dimensions into
consideration.
SEIDENSTICKER: I am not an expert in any way in finite element analysis.
The analysis was a package program in the analytical mechanics ~roup who
did the work.
SHIH:

Can your computer code take the varying Young's modulus into account?

SEIDENSTICKER: Yes, the computer code could put it in. Just a small
,
variation over the temperature range' of interest. In that case we could
tise a second derivative of tte for our rough analysis.

"

SHIH: From a comparison of your experimental results and your analysis, it
seems that they agree very well, but, you have shown a buckling mode from
the analysis. This looked like a beam-type buckling mode. It is a
very-long-wave-type buckling mode, and from the experimental observations,
I can see, most of your production has shown a ve'ry-short-wave-type
, buckling mode, and these two buckling modes are totally different. For a
different type of buckling mode I expect you will get a different kind of
eigenvalue. I wonder why you can get a very good critical temperature?
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SEIDENSTICKER: I'm not su~e I completely unde~stand your question. Let me
just make the remark that afte~ buckling occurs during growth, what
happens then, as fa~ as the f~ozen end wiggling or not is concerned. is a
very complex question. and we haven't even addressed it.
SHIH: This is a very complex situation. but the problem is. if I have a
different kind of buckling mode I can have different kinds of eigenvalues.
I~ you do an analysis. and you get different eigenvalues. this implies
different buckling modes. Conversely. if the two buckling modes are
totally different. I expect the eigenvalues will be quite different. too.
I was just wondering why you can get a very good result between your
analysis and your experiment?
SEIDENSTICKER: The result he~e is the lowest eigenvalue. the first-order
mode for the symmetric. and I am very anxious to get back and look at the
anti symmetric buckling now.
MORRISON:

I wondered if you would desc~ibe your experience using this
process on the new growth setup that you are operating in
experimental mode today with the variable geometry?
p~edictive

SEIOENSTICKER: I can't give you very much data on that except that it seems
to behave normally and doesn't have any residual stress. even though it is
faster.
MORRISON: Have you run a serie~ of iterative analyses and then run a series
of ribbons with different geometries and related predictions of the model
to the results of the growth runs?
SEIDENSTICKER:

We have run several. yes.

MORRISON: And you have got a match?
anything?

Can you tell us how well they match or

SEIDENSTICKER: We 11. we still need more expe~ imental data. One of the
Questions that one asks is always "How well you are calculating
temperature. how do you know that you are getting the right results?" We
look at the thickness velocity and we find that the velocity at which we
grow. say. l50-~-thick web. ends up within a ie~cent or so of what we
measure. which says that the initial slope is good. The buckling ~ee~s to
be pretty good. which says that the second derivative is good and that is
really all that I care about the temperature. As far as the dynamic
system goes. there see~~to be nothfng particularly out of order.
MORRISON: Your analysis p~edicts at what width of ribbon the onset of
buckling occur for any system? Am I right?
SEIDENSTICKER: That is basically patte~ned after the J460. so that should be
in the 5-centimeter range.
MORRISON: If the model predicts when the onset of buckling takes place. has
the model predicted when the onset of buckling would take place in this
multiple run or in this variable-parameter run. have you seen the onset of
buckling?
400

SEIDENSTICKER: The data that we have so far is that the velocity/thickness
fits. The stress is another matt.er. We do not have enough data on that
yet.
CHALMERS: I would like to return the discussion to a very simple-minded
level. You mentioned, I think, that one of the buckling modes was a
simple bend of the ribbon without any twht. I can't imagine any system
of tension and compression within the ribbon itself that could possibly
ma;ke it do that.
SEIDENSTICKER: If you consider, for example, that the center of the ribbon is
in compression, and the edges are in tension, the center of the ribbon
would like to expand and the edges would like to contract. It has a
complex curve. Or if it. is the other way around, you get the inside of
the torus.
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HIGH SPEED CRYSTAL GROWTH BY Q-SWITCHED LASER MELTING

A.G. Cullis
Royal Signals and Radar Establishment,
Malvern, Worcs. WR14 3PS, England

1.

INTRODUCTION

During the last few years there has been great interest in the modification
of the structural and el ectri cal properti es of semiconductors by proce~si ng
with short radiation pulses obtained from Q-switched lasers. The way in which
these modifications are accomplished involves hitherto unaGhievably high heating and cooling rates. This processing has revealed novel crystal growth and
high speed resolidification phenomena that have marked out a new area of fundIt is thi s area of rapid advance that wi 11 be the focus
amental research.
of the present paper, with parti cul ar reference to the behavi our of semiconductor Si.
The vi gorous acti vity in thi s area is parti cul arly cl early
documented in a number of conference proceedings (see, for example, Appleton
and Celler [1] and Narayan et al [2]).
The annealing process typically employs short (~l-lOOnsec) pulses of radiation
in or near the visible region of the spectrum. Q-switched ruby and Nd-YAG
1asers are commonly used and these are sometimes mode-locked to reduce the
pulse length still further.
Material to be annealed can be processed with
a s i ngl e 1 arge area radi ati on spot although it is often necessary to render
the laser beam spatially uniform and to eliminate local energy density fluctuations [3]. Alternatively, a small (~lO-lOOJlm) radiation spot size can be
used and a large sample area is covered by overlapping irradiated regions
by means of a scanning process [4]. However, this latter method may give rise
to small-scale annealing nonuniformities.
2.

FUNDAMENTALS OF ANNEALING PROCESS

Many eXperimental investigations have given information about the mechanism
by which Q-switched laser annealing occurs. ~luch early work [4-7] indicated
that transient surface melting played a central role, although an alternative
anneal i 119 mechani sm was proposed [8], thi s being based upon the postul ated
presence of a dense, long-lifetime plas~a of photoexcited carriers. Howeve~,
the latter was not supported by time-dependent optical reflectivity m~asure
ments at various wavelengths [9] and the transient melting model has been·.
confi rmed by other subsequent stud; es.
1ndeed, as further descri bed in i
section 4, a range of important dopant $egregation phenomena strongly indicate
that melting occurs [10,11]. Most recently, independent time-resolved measurements of several different Si physical properties have provided final confirmati on [12-16]. Ti me-reso 1ved Raman scatteri ng measurements [17] have also
been shown [18] to be in accord with the transient melting model.
The behaviour of the laser-induced molten surface layer has been modelled by
computer heat-flow calculations. Typical results [19,20] for a Q-switched
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Figure 1 : TE images of cross-sections 0
(001) Si implanted with 4xld 5 150 e -As /cm2
a) as-impl an ed b) 0.20J/ cm2 c) 0.35J/cm2
d) 0.85J/cm 2, e) 1 .00J/cm2 and f) 1. 20J/cm 2.
(After Cullis e al (29 ) . )

b

1aser pul se of a few tens of nanoseconds
duration show that, wi h a beam energy
de ns i y above the surface mel ing hreshold,
after melt forma ion commences he 1iquid
layer hic ness increases rapidly while
subs an ial irradia ion con inues.
The
velocity of he liquid-solid in erface often
lies in he range 5-l0m/s and he mel
quickly reaches its maximum dep h which
may be as great as ~l~m depending upon beam
energy densi y.
Resolidification next
a es place wi h a liquid-solid interface
veloci y typically in the range 1-5m/s,
as has been verified by direct measurements
(21) 0
ransi ent conducti vity behavi our.
The latter velocity is a particularly
impo tant parame er since i controls the
f
behaviour observed during resolidification,
which in urn determines the characteristics
of he final solid phase. The resolidification interface velocity can be varied over a wide range by changing the background emperature of he subs ra e ma eri a1 (22) or by a1 eri ng the 1aser
pulse leng h [23 24) . This veloci y con rol gives the important ability t o
tes he applica ion of crys al grow h models 0 he many, di verse observati ons
ha have been made .
3.

LATTICE DISORDER RE OVAL A D MODIFICATIO

Q-switched laser annealing research has focused most intensively on he recrystallization of ion implantation damage in Si [4-6,25,26). The extent of
pene ration of he laser-induced melt is particularly important (27 ) and the
nature of he defect transitions observed a moderate energy densi ies of
irradiation depends upon the character of the initial ion-induced lattice
disorder. If ion implan a ion has led to the formation of an amorphous surface
layer annealing with ypically 30ns ruby laser pulses can yield residual
defec s ranging from polycrys als to dislocation ne works, though a pulse wi h
a high enough energy can give single crystal free of extended defects (28).
The various struc ure transi ions are shown particularly clearly by crosssectional ransmission elec ron microscope (TE ) wor (29), as illustrated
in Fig . 1 for an As+ ion-implanted layer. A low energy densi y radiation pulse
of jus 0.2J/cm2 par ially melts he amorphous layer the outer region of which
hen resolidifies as pol ycrys alline material si nce i is not in contac with
he underlying crystal ma r;x (Fig. lb ) .
ith increasing energy densi y of
irradiati on the amorphous $i is melted to the crystal interface . However,
resolidifica ion continues to give material of poor crystal quality up to
406

~0.7J/cm2 and there is good evidence that the transient melt at the position
of deepest penetratiof is significantly undercobled - see section 5. Nevertheless, at 0.85J/cm (Fig. ld) the melt temperature has risen sufficiently
to give epitaxial recrystallization upon the underlying crystal. However,
the reformed single crystal layer still contains many defects, principally
inclined microtwin lamellae.
For an energy density of ~lJ/cm2 the melt
actually just penetrates the crystal matrix although an irregular buried band
of point defect clusters still remains in the annealed crystalline layer.
Occasional V-shaped dislocation pairs originate in the defect band. Ultimately, when the energy density of the irradiating pulse is increased to 1.2J/cm 2,
the transient melt removes all the dense surface damage produced by implantation so that reso1idification yields high quality epitaxia1,recrystal1izatiOn
and a Si layer free of all extended crystallographic defects (Fig. 1f).

If initial ion implantation gives only a buried defect cluster damage band,
the po1ycrystal transitions described in the above sequence do not occur.
In thi s case, the most promi nent defects to be produced occur when the melt
fron~ at deepest penetration, intersects the damage band [30] and dislocation
pairs are nucleated in the interfacial region. Once again, of course, all
extended· defects can be eli mi nated from the annealed 1ayer by much deeper
melting with a sufficiently high energy density laser pulse.
Pulses of Q··switched laser radiation can also be used to recrystallize Si
layers deposited on various substrates. Amorphous layers deposited on single
crystal Si substrates can exhibit excellent epitaxial recrystallization under
suitable irradiation conditions (31,32]. However, if free-volume is present
in the initial layers void
formation can occur upon annealing. If an asdeposited layer is actually single crystal but contains epitaxy-related
defects, these can be substantially modified by transient laser melting. For
epitaxial Si on sapphire where the initial layer contains arrays of inclined
microtwin lamellae, laser-melting down to the hetero-interface can partially
suppress twin growth during recrystallizati.on of the Si although many dislocations are introduced into the annealed single crystal material (33].
Studies have also been carried out on the effects of laser annealing upon
diffusion-induced defects in Si. Small dislocation loops introduced by Pdiffusion can be removed by laser melting and, indeed, the depth of melting
itself has been measured by observations of this phenomenon [34]. When extended dislocations are present in the initial material they can change their shape
in the annealed, resolidified region and dislocation splitting reactions of
a complex nature can occur [35].
I 4.

TRAPPING AND SEGREGATION OF DOPANTS

When the conventional dopants such as B; 'P and As are implanted into Si
crysta~
they can be incorporated almost exclusively onto substitutional
lattice sites by laser annealing [4,36]. In fact, even if dopants exhibit
a particularly low equilibrium solubility in solid .Si, the speed of the resolidification interface during annealing is great enough to physically trap
non~qui1ibrium high concentrations of tne impurities on lattice sites [37-43].
This process increases the effective interfacial segregation coefficient (k')
of a dopant and has been observed ina number of cases, i nc1 udi ng those of
In, Sb, Bi, Pt and C in Si [25,27, 36,4A-47 ] • The dopant sol ubil ity enhance407
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ments that can be achieved are sometimes extremely large: in the case of
Pt in 5i the maximum solubility is
almost three orders of magnitude greater
than the equi 1i bri urn 1eve 1 [25]. The
impurity
trapping
phenomenon
also
exhi bi ts a dependence upon the· crystallographic orientation of the irradiated
5i surface [47].
This is
vIm/sec)
demonstrated for Bi in 5i in Fig. 2
where it is clear that, for recrystallization interface velocities of
up to about 4m/s, trapping is more pronounced for (111) 5i than for (001) 5i.
This is likely to be at least in part a consequence of the greater undercooling
expected to be associated with a (111) 5i interface moving at any given velocity (see also section 5). The supersaturated solid solutions formed by solute
trapping are, of course, metastable. However, in the case of C in 5i, layers
supersaturated by about two and a half orders of magnitude require temperatures
of ~lOOO°C for rapid impurity precipitation to take place [46].
SEGREGATION OF BISMUTH
IN SILICON

If an exceptionally large concentration of a low solubility dopant is present
ina 1aser annealed 1ayer not a 11 (and in some cases very 1itt 1e) of the i mpurity is substituti onally trapped in the sol i d.
One consequence often
observed is that a 1 arge amount of the i mpuri ty segregates. out to the sample
surface [10,44,48]. This phenomenon is analogous to that which occurs during
the process of zone refining.
However, the lateral distribution of the
segregated material is also often not uniform. Indeed, the precipitate phase
can occur as mi croscopi c channel s whi ch form the boundari es of mi nute crys-·
ta 11 i ne 5i cells.
Thi s effect has been observed for a number of implanted
dopants in 5i [44] and has been shown to be due to the occurrence of constitutional supercooling in the resolidifying transient-melt [11~22]. Calculations
[49,50] employing morphological stability the()ry [51] have shown that the
experimental observations can be accounted for in a quantitative manner. A
typical segregation cell structure given by laser annealed In+ ion implanted
5i is shown in Fig. 3. Channels of metallic In form the cell walls and,it
is clear that the cell dimenslons depend sensitively upon the velocity of tile
recrystallization interface.
The Figure demonstrates that as the velocity
of the interface is changed from 4 ~o 2m/s o(using substrate temperature
control) the cell size changes from ~450A to 850A [49].
It is important to note that not all low solubility dopants give segregation
cell, structures of the type just described. If the impurity ha~ only a low
solubility in even molten 5f precipitation can occur in a more uniform manner
before resolidification is complete. This is the case for excess implanted
C in 5i where some segregati on towards the surf ace is evi dent [46]. However,
implanted Ar in 5i is so extremely insoluble that precipitation in the form
of gas bubbles can take place at an early stage in the melting sequence so
408
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TEM images of (001) Si imp1an ed
and annealed a 1 . 5J/ cm 2 (ruby 30ns) .
on subs ra e background tempera ure: a)
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; h 3x1015 170 eV In+/cm 2
dependence of cell size
b) 300 0 K and c) 41 0oK.

tha
he final bubble depth distribu ion is similar to
dis ribu ion [11] .

he ini ia1 Ar implant

A method other han ion implantation hat has been used to introduce large
quan Hies of impuri ies in 0 Si is he direct laser alloying of deposi ed
me a1 films. Laser mel ing a deposi ed Pt layer on Si once again resul s in
he formation of segregation cells due to melt supercooling [52]. Similar
ce 11 forma i on has been observed [53] af er he 1aser all oyi ng of Co and Mo
films on Si and other 1arger cell s ascri bed to melt convecti on effec sin
non-uniformly irradia ed areas ere also iden ified.
5.

ULTRA-RAP ID SOLIDIFICATIO

PHENO E A

Transient annealing wi h Q-switched laser radiation has revealed a range of
ne high-speed, liquid-phase crystal growth phenomena. The preceding sections
were primarily concerned with work invo1 ing resolidification interface velocities in the range 1-5m/s. However, even higher veloci ies can be achieved
by use, especially, of short laser pulse leng hs and short wavelength radiation. Importan results in this regime ,were obtained by groups at Harvard [54 ]
and IBM [55 ] . These wor ers were firs to demonstra e hat at exceptionally
high quench rates achieved, for example using mode-loc ed laser pulses
ini ially crystalline Si is rendered amorphous. In his case
he resolidifi ca ion interf ace veloci y is so high that atomic re-ordering canno occur.
The conditi ons requi red for the forma i on of amorphous materi a1 have been
quant ified in studies [56] which employed large-area uniform 2.5ns laser
pul ses of ul ra-violet radiation . For (001) Si, Figs. 4a and b demons rate
tha a very hi n ('" 1OO~) amorphous surface 1ayer is produced just above the
threshold for melting (about 0.15J/cm2) and that the hi ck ness of the amorp hous
material i ni ia1ly increases as he radiation energy density is raised.
However above ", 0. 3J / c 2 amorphi zati on abruptly ceases to occur and, instead,
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Figure 4 : TEM images of crosssec ions of 5i layers irradia ed
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(111) 5i d) 0.20J/cm 2
e) 0. 5J/cm 2 ,
f) 0.55J/cm 2 and g) 0.9J/cm 2 .
(A ter Cullis et al [56].)

Figure 5
Computed pea velocity of
l4l2 °C iso herm as a function of pulse
energy densi y showing surface melting
hreshold
and
orien ation-dependent
amorphization
and
defec
f ormat ion
regimes. (After Cullis et al [56].)

high quali y single crystal free of extended defects is formed (Fig. 4c).
Thi s behavi our is to be contrasted with tha exhi bi ed by (111) 5i. For
rna erial of he latter orientation surface amorphization begins at low energy
den sities as before (Fig . 4d). However, amorphous 5i continues to form up
to "'0 .55J/cm2 , ith thicknesses of up to "'800~ due to the deeper mel ing
(Fig. 4f). Furthermore, although for irradiation above this energy den si y
cryst alline material is produced, the annealed layer is heavily defecti ve and
con ains many inclined microtwin lamellae (Fig . 4g ) .
i h fur her i ncrease
in radia ion energy densi y (almos up 0 the damage threshold) or increase
in the pulse leng h the defect densi y is reduced.

,I
J

I

I is interesting to note tha
is s ructurally similar to tha
by ion implan a ion) and it is
under more ex reme conditi ons of

the amorphous 5i produced by rapid quenching
produced by conven ional means (for example,
essentially impuri :y-free [56,571. However,
i rradi ati on surface oxida i on can occur [ 58].

The various defect transi ions described above are summarized in Fig. 5, which
al so shows the relations hi p of t he radiatio n energy den sity t o the computed
velocity of the l4l2°C isotherm (normal melt ing t emperat ure ) [ 56 ] . I is
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Figure 6 : TEM images 0 (001) Si implan ed i h 1~6 170 eV-In+/cm 2 and
annea'led at 0.40J/cm 2 (ruby, 2. 5ns n OK subs ra e): a) cr oss-sec ion
showing as-implan ed layer, b) cross-section showing In segrega ion band
in amorphous layer · c) plan-vie showing segregation cell structure .
(After Cullis et al [68] . )
immediately clear that ' the energy density hresholds hich were identified
previously can be taken to correspond to hresholds in the resolidification
velocity. Thus, higher veloci ies are needed for he formation of an amorphous
solid on (001) Si (~18m/s) than on (111) Si (~15m/s). While crystalline
ma erial is formed below these thresholds, profuse defec nuc1ea ion occur s
specifically on (111) Si for reso1idification interface velocities down to
abou 6m/s . The di ferent maximum recrystallization ve10ci ies of (001) and
(111) Si are also very apparent after he fast laser melting of ion imp1an ed
Si [59].
The curve given in Fig. 5 represents an approxima ion [60] since the velocity
computation did not ta e into account undercoo1ing which is 1i ely to occur
in he transient melt. The forma ion of an amorphous solid will be possible
when the undercoo1ing at the reso1idification int~rface falls below the melting point of that phase. This concept is consistent with the relative ease
of formation of amorphous Si on (111) surfaces since, due to the difficulty
of plane, nuc1ea ion on his crys a1 orientation is associated undercoo1ing
dur ing resolidification would be larger than for (001) Si crystal . Fur hermore it has been heore ically predicted [61 , 62] that amorphous Si should
undergo a firs order me l ing/so1i di ication phase ransition a few hundred °C
below he crys a1 mel ing tempera ure. Some experimen a1 measurements suppor
t his proposition [63- 65] bu the issue remains ra her conten ious [66].
Fu ther informa ion abou the melting and solidifica ion behaviour of amorphous
Si can be ob ained when very short laser pulses are used 0 rapidly anneal
pre-existing amorphous layers (formed, for e ample by ion i mp1an a ion) [67,68 ].
Indeed, explosive recrys all ization events have been observed under suitable
cond i ions [ 68 ] . However, i ntri gu i ng sub- hresho 1d behavi our also occurs.
Fi gure 6b shows an In+ io n implanted layer wh ich initially had a uni form
411
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structure.
Extremely short-term melting with a low energy density, 2.5ns,
ruby laser pulse appears to give a very undercooled transient liquid which
resolidifies directly back into an amorphous state while the implanted In
segregates into a narrow band actually withi n the amorpho,",s 1ayer
(68]. Further confirmation that a normal melt i's formed during this very fast
annea 1i ng sequence is gi yen by the obse~vati on of a cell structure in the
segregation band (Fig. 6c), which almost certainly is due to the occurrence
of constitutional supercooling in the resolidifying liquid. This is thought
to be the first observation of impurity segregation during the direct solidification of an amorphous phase and the accompanying diffusion behaviour
indicates that amorphous Si is not, for example, simply a glassy state (68].
Experiments of the type just described give considerable insight into the
fundamental nature of amorphous Si. When considered together with the wideranging basic research outlined. earlier in this article, it is evident that
studies of laser annealing phenomena are leading to most important advances
in the areas of high-speed solidification and crystal growth.
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DISCUSSION

FAN:

You have a 15 mls region between amorphous and crystalline. Do Y'ou
always get eit'fi&r amorphous or crystalline regions or do you get
polycrystalline?

CULLIS: It is a sharp transition. Yo~ either get amorphous or you get
single-crystal, and absolu~ely never get polycrystalllne.
MILSTEIN: When 'you were discussing the indium implanted in amorphoc,\;H~ silicon
and then remelting, I was puzzled as to why the indium does not segregate
out. Does it find interstices or something?
CULLIS: You are puzzled by the position of the band. Well, so were we,
initially. What we think is that the solidification is very fast. You
are talking about a total melt dwell time of less than 10 nanoseconds.
The indium cannot diffuse very far, and it happens that the peak of the
projected range of the initial implant is about halfway through the
layer'. So you don't expect the indium to move far from there. I t is
forced to stay near there. What happens is that as solidification occurs
from the bottom, amorphous material forms. Some of the indium is swept
forward, but the solidification temperature of the melt with the high
indium co~centration, falls dramatically, so the solidification slows.
Ultimately, you get so much indium at this point. It is almost like
metallic indium, and that melts at 1S0oC, and the surface of this
layer, which had a lower indium concentration to start with, really is at
such a low temperature with just a low indium concentration, it starts
solidifying there and it comes banging in from that side.
MILSTEIN: I agree with you, but
mixed system and you do have
temperature, it doesn't take
Why ought the process not go
of the indium as a solvent?

if you are growing from an indium-silicon
this molten material at some exceedingly low
a lot of thermal energy to keep it molten.
on in terms of, essentially, a zone migration

CULLIS: Maybe it does. The only question is, over what distance, because the
cooling rate is so hig~ the heat just flows out-of the whole region in 10
t,'o 20 nanoseconds. If you consider temperature-zone migration, lOU could
probably work out how far they could go and, it. might be Hke2-Xc. It is
possible that is what is happening, but I think it is the scale that is
the problem there.

~'

~-~
~..
~amr

WILCOX: I have always thought of amorphous solids as being nothing but
supercooled, superviscous melts. What is the difference between amorphous
s,ilicon and supercooled molten silicon?
CULLIS: Molten silicon is essentially metallic. The amorphous solid silicon
is a semiconductor. One can see straightaway that coordination has to
change. Therefore, if you consider taking the molten silicon and maintain
its coordination, get it thicker and thicker and thicker, something
happens. Actually, the solid formation point, because the coordination
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must change. It isn't just like a slow setting of a glass. It was
certainly postulated that it waS l~kely a first-order phase transition for
that reason, originally. I think Bagley certainly thought of it like that.
WILCOX:

Is there evidence for that?

CULLIS: In the results that. I tried to present about amorphous,I implied
that the diffusion ibehavior we see of the ~mpurity during the
resolidificatlon of an amorphous layer indicates that it is not the
setting of a glass that is occurring. In other words, you would expect
all the atoms to just set where they fall, essentially, if that were
happening. We can actually see segregation occurring during that
solidification. It doesn't look at though it is a glass transition.
WHITE: The amorphous layers you are forming on either (100) or (111), are you
melting deeper than the thickness of the amorphous layer you are forming,
and if so, how much deeper? And if so, why? Because the high
solidification velocity shOUld be just after the melt front turns arol,lpd.
CULLIS: In both cues, we are melting deeper. In the (111) case, if we form
an 80'0-A-thick layer, we melt maybe 10001, and 80'" goes amorphous. In
the (111) case, if we melt 600 A at 0.3 joules per square centimeter, we
just about form an amorphous layer about 100 A thick on the surface. What
this is saying is that velocity is important, but we think that the
undercooling is also important, and there is a time for that to build up.
In the (111) case, because of the low crystal-growth rate, the rate of
release of latent heat is so slow, a little bit of crystal grows but the
temperature is falling madly so amorphous material can form after only 200
Aof crystal is grown. On the (100), it bombs away at 15 mIs, and holds
off the temperature for longer, so you get more crystal growing.
WHITE: The twinning that you see on (111) crys:tals in the velocity range from
7 or 8 up to 14 or 15 mIs, what is that due, to?
CULLIS: I f you think about the. (111) surface, certainly you. can put that in
two sorts of rotational twins. If you drive that surface madly and try to
make I! it recrystallize, you cool it fast and try to give it the maximum
growth rate. It will grow for a short time, but then, rotational twinning
defects are going to build up, and as soon as rotational twins grow
laterally and meet there is a horrible mass at the boundary where they
actually meet, and the incline twins just take off from there.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, substantial efforts have been directed toward the
development of a technology for producing high-quality single-crystal Si
films on insulating substrates [1-4J. These efforts have been motivaten by
the potential of thin-filR devices for achieving higher packing density,
speed, and radiation resistance than bulk devices. One of the most
promising SOl approaches is zone-rlelting recrystallization (Zt1R), in \'ihich
the grain size of a polycrystalline Si film on an insulating suhstrate is
greatly increased by the passage of a narro\'J Plolten zone. mR was initially
proposed in 1953 as a possible technique for producing large-grain or
single-crystal filrls of ZnS [5J. The technique \'Ias userl by several
investigators in the 1960·s to produce filrls' of Ge [6J and InSb [7,8J with
electron mobilities close to bulk values and grain sizes of several hundred
r.licrometers. LJespite these pror.lising rf~sults, interest in Z~1R waned until
the recent advent of laser, electron-hearl, ann strip-heater recrystallization of Si films [1-4J. Currently, in addition to Z~~R, high-dose oxygen
ir.lplantion, oxidation of porous Si, vapor-phase lateral epitaxy, ann
solin-phase lateral epitaxy are being investigated for producing thin Si
filns on insulating substrates [9J.
In this paper we will describe details of the graphite-strip-heater ZMR
technique being developed at Lincoln Laboratory, report the material
properties of the ZMR filrls, and present an overview of SOl device results.
Although our n1R work is prirlarily motivate(i hy integrated circuit
applications, this work evolved in part fro~ earlier research on laser
crystallization of thick amorphous GaAs and Si filrls, which was undertaken
with the goal of producing low-cost photovoltaic materials [lUJ. Our
understandi ng of the ZMR growth process and its effect on the properti es of
the recrystallized films (typically 1 Ilf'l thick) r.lay contribute some insight
to a general understanding of the rapid recrystallization of Si for solar
cells. In addition, the possibility of adapting mR for solar cell
fabrication will be considered at the conclusion of the paper.
II.

ZMR BY THE GRAPHITE-STRIP-HEATER TECHNIQUE

The lNR technique recently developed at Lincoln Laboratory [11,12J
utilizes two graphite strip heaters, as shown in Fig. 1. The sample, which
is placed on the stationary lm",er heater, consists of a fine-grained Si film
on an insulating substrate or layer, together with an encapsulation layer.
The inset of Fig. 1 shows a cross section of a typical sanple, with a
1.0-llm-thick thermally grown Si0 2 layer on a Si wafer, a O.5-IlPl-thick
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Fig. 1. Schematic
diagram 0 sample
and strip heaters
used in zone -m 1 ing
recrystalliza ion of
Si il ms .

poly-Si layer deposi ed by low-pressure cheMical-vapor deposi ion (LPCVD) , a
layer 0 CVD Si0 2 and a 3U- nm layer of sput ered Si-rich Si 3NIt • The
lower strip heater is used 0 hea the sanple to a base teMperature 0
1100 - 1300°C generally in a lowing Ar gas aMbient . Addi ional radiant
energy provided by the movable upper strip hea er is used 0 produce a
narrow mol en zone in he poly-Si 1ayer (Ill> of Si = 1410°C) . The molten
zone is then translated across the sanple by scanning the upper hea er
ypically at -I lTITl/sec leaving a recrystallizen Si ilM. FilMS on
three-inch-diaMeter wa e s can be recrystallized over heir en ire surface .
The hic nesses 0
he Si0 2 and Si layers, he composition 0 the
encapsula ion layer
he molten zone veloci y ann the shape and pos i ion of
he upper heater re lative to the sample and lower heater all have a st rong
effect on the morphology and crystallography 0 the recrystallizen ilMS .
2-~m

In InSh ZMR encapsulation layers were found to enhance the quality 0
the il~ [7] . In Z R of Si wi h the strip-heater technique an
encapsulation layer is necessary to prevent agglomeration 0 the molten Si
zone . We have found that a composite Si02/Si3NIt encapsulan is effecti ve in
preventing agglomeration [13 14 J, although the role of the Si3
is not well
understood. As shown in Fig. 2, in the absence of Si3N the cappi ng Si02

,

Fig. 2. Pho oMicrograph s
of zon -m lt i ngrecry s 11;2 d ; ;1
enca psulated wi th (a ) Si02
only (b) compos ite
Si02 /S i3 It cap .

.

8.

lay er breaks up during Z R and t he Si f i ln orms ma ny drople s , whe reas
smoo h il ms are obtained with t he Si 02/S i 3 It cap [ 15] . We ha ve found that
420
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a cap wi h the Si0 2 and Si 3 layers in reve se sequence is also effective
in prev nting agglom ra ion . In adcii ion a cap layer of Si3
less han 6
nm hic withou an Si02 layer has b en ound to enhance he mel
s ability and improve he sur ace morphology 0 Si ilms on Si02 subs ra es
during laser recrystalliza ion [16] . These ohse va ions suggest hat in
samp 1es wi h Si 3
N may b i ncorpora ed in he Si02 1ayer or may be
presen at he S;-Si02 in er ace during recrys allization enhancing the
we ing 0 Si0 2 by mol en Si . (Although N as no de ected eithe r in
e
Si02 cap or a the Si-Si02 in er ace by Auger analysis [17J
a MOnolayer or
submonolayer 0 N a he Si-Si02 in er ace which could significan ly alte r
he e ting charac eris ics 0 the mol en Si would be below the Auger
detection lini
-0. 1 a omic %. ) Ano he r possibili y is that the Si 3
layer SiMply enhances the mechanical s ength of the 2-IJrl-thick Si02 layer .
III .

FILM TEXTURE

The Z R Si films con ain highly orien ed crystals [18J . Figure 3(a} is
a high - magnification optical nic rograph showing the s ar in9 end of a
( b)

(0)
DOLYCRYSTA LLI
- REGIO

E

/
-

TRANSITIO
REGIO

RECRYSTALLIZED
REGIO

•

2mm

PIT GRID

Fig . 3. Photomicrographs of the starting end of _a recrystallized Si filM .
A grid array 0 etch pi s has been etched into the filM, which has also
been e ched to reveal the grain boundaries and suh- houndaries . Reflection
from he etch pit face s ma es crystals with ciifferen orienta ions stand
out dis inctly . (a) High magnifica i.on (b) low nagnification .

,

recrystallized ilm that has an etch pit grid [19] anci has also been etched
o delineate grain boundaries and 0 her defects . Th ree areas are
Jisce rn ible: an area of very fine grained Si hat was no mel ed a
ransition region with large r grains , and an area where the $i 11M was
comple ely melted and recrystallized . The square shape of the pi s
indi cates <100> exture , and the diagonal s to he pi s are parallel to the
<100> di rection in the plane 0 the suhs trate . Away rom he transition
region here are t wo large grain s, hoth with <100> texture , tha are rotated
rel at iv to one ano her by about 45 ° in th plane of the substrate . Figur
3(b } is a mi cro graph showing a larger ar of th arne recrys alliz d
421
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The vari at ion in
and ou distinctly The
ansition region. Within a ew milli
e <100> texture and thei <100> ax s
e upper strip heater dominate the

Fig .
Pho omicrographs of
ecrysta11ized Si ilns wi h
5i02 /Si 3 encapsu1an in which
he Si02 layer was (a) 2 \.1m hi ck,
(b) 0. 2 \.1M thick . J bo h cases
he Si3N layer was 30 nm hick .

he ind·vidual grains
gains 0 19ln
in
e
gion gins tha
scanning di c io 0
In addi ion to preven ing
agg10mera ion he encapsulation
layer also serves to produce a smooth
sur ace morphology and to induce
<lUO> ex ure in the recrys a1lized
i1ms . The forme aspec is
i1lus rated in Fig .
which shows
op ica1 mic rographs 0 recrystallized
5i ilms for two hic nesses 0 5i~
in h capping layer . For U. 2-\.Im
Si02 , he 5i filM is highly ar.e ed,
whereas it is smoo fo 2-\.Im Si02 •
Clearly the thicker 5i02 cap is
M chanica11y stronger and here 0 e
rna e e ec ive in maintaining a
smoo h su race.

Unde r he recrysta11iza ion
conditions described above the
encapsu1a ion layer induces a
predominan 1y <lOU> texture in the
recrys allized ilms . Several
possible explanations or this tex ure [2UJ are based on the assumption hat
he in er acia1 energy be ween Si and Si0 2 is lowes fo r he <100> planes ,
making the <lOU> texture the most energetically favorable . If he growth of
he Z R film is seeded , other textures can occur . For example we have
ully nel ed a 0.5-\.Im-thick poly-Si filM over a Si0 2 lay r in which parallel
sli openings were provided down to a <111> orien ed Si sub rate ; upon
solidifica ion, the Si filM had a <111> te ture . However, i a <100> -

Fig . 5. Pho omicrograph of
recrys al1ized Si film showing that
grow h from a <111>- ex ured seed is
rapi dly eli mi nated by growth fron
<lUO> - extured seeds . E ch pi s
indica e crystal tex ure and orien ation . Note he approxiMate - ol~
symmetry 0
he po rti ons of he pit s
located i n he reg ion re crystalliz ed
fron the <111 > seed .
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texture seed and a <111>- ex ure s ed bo h con ac he same melt,
<100> texture displaces
e<lll>
ure as sh n in Fig. 5

hen

he

The texture 0 ZMR ilms also depends upo he spe d 0 zone mo ion and
the thickness of the poly - Si 1ayer . As sh n in Fi g. 6 he ac ion 0 he
00
80
PERCE T

60
(100)

40
TE

URE

20
O~--~~--~~~-+-r~rT+---~~~~

0.1

0.2

0.3 0.4 0.5

0.7

SPEED mm l

Fi g. 6 . Fraction 0 a
recrys all i zed i1~
having <IOU> extu re
as a unction of the
speed 0 zon motion
Da a we re ob ained by
analyzing he shapes
o e ch pits loca erl
along a line para1lel
to rans i ion regi on
ann about 4 nn in
on 0 it .

.0

c.

recrystallized fil~ wi h <100> tex ure dec reases wi h increasing zone
speed
Films not exhi bit i ng <100> ex u re are generally heavily \'Ii nned and
appear dendritic , suggesting subs antial unde r cooling 0 the melt a higher
speeds. As the thickness of he poly - Si laye r is inc reased hp. d gree 0
texturing decreases, consisten wi h he proposals hat ex uring is he
resul of the orientation dependence 0 Si/Si02 in er acial ene rgy .
IV .
OUTLI E OF SOLl~
LI QUID I TERFACE

CRYSTAL GROWT
DIREC TIO

Fig . 7. Photomi crograph of
re c ry s a11 ized Si il m tha
was quenched by a He gas j et
during zone mel in g.

GRAIN BOU DARIES A D
SUB -BOUNDARIES

In unseeded filMS rec rys allized
by zone ~elting we can distinguish
wo types of crysta 11 ographi c
bou nda r; es : grai n boundari es and
subg rain boundaries (or
sub- bounda ries) . The nu~her of
grains and-the deviation of thei r
in -pl ane orientations rom <100>
de crease with distance rom he
rans ition region . Films with a
sin gle grain can be obtained by
seedi ng from a single - crystal
subs rate [21] , by cross -seeding
[18], or by zone ~el i ng hr ough
pl anar const r ict ions [22] , bu t in all
cases he sub- bounda ries remain .

Sub- bounda r ies which consis
primarily 0 dislocation array s [23] , have crys al l ographic miso ri entat io ns
of one degree or l ess . They ori ginate at t he inte r ior co rne rs 0
he face ed
grow h f ront , as illustrat ed by th optical mi cr og raph i n Fig . 7. To ob ain
thi s mi cro graph , he mol ten zo n wa rapi dly que nched with a je 0 He gas
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in order to delineate the
solid-liquid interface at the
trailing edge of the zone.
Etching studies of the sample have
shown that the growth front facets
are close to <Ill> planes [20J.
Because the average growth occurs
in the <100> direction and the
AVERAGE INTERFACE MOTION
angle between <Ill> facets is
crystallographically fixed, the
spacing between the sub-boundaries
is determined by the distance to
which the facets extend into the
melt [24J, as illustrated in Fig.
T,
8. This distance is equal to,the
separation between the temperature
isotherms Tl and T2 , which are
Fig. 8. Schematic of the liquid-solid
interface, showing the dependence of
characteristic of faceted growth.
the sub-boundary spacing on temperature This growth occurs by the addition
gradient.
of atoms at ledges or steps that
.
sweep rapidly across the facets.
Under steady state conditions, T2 is the temperature at which new ledges are
generated at a rate such that the forward advance of the facets matches the
zone scanning velocity, while Tl is a higher temperature (slightly below
the melting point of Si) at which growth along the <111> plane has a
component of velocity in the <100> direction that is equal to the scanning
velocity. Since the distance between the T2 and Tl isotherms is inversely
proportional to the temperature gradient in the scanning direction, the
sub-boundary spacing decreases as this gradient increases.

o

The temperature gradient is affected by a number of parameters.
Increasing the scanning speed causes a reduction in the gradient, which
results in an increase in:
the sub-boundary spaci ng, •
as shown in Fig. 9. This
80
effect is illustrated in
./ Figs. 1U(a) and (b),
DISTANCE60
././
whi ch are opti ca 1
SO
SLOP.\E
=112
,,~ ././....
mi crographs show; ng
BETWEEN 40
,
sub-boundaries in
./~
30
./
U.5-\.Im-thick Si fi lJ.\s
5UB"
•
recrysta 11; zed at 0• .2. an d
./
20
/./ •
2.0 mm/sec, respect; ve ly.
~./
The sub-boundary spacing
BOUNDARIES
• . / ./"
cannot be increased
I.lm 100±.1:;"./--~-""'--"""""~~=,""-r-T"-----"'::--""""'-..J
i ndef i nite ly by simp 1y
0.'2
03 Oh O:S . Q.1 1.0
l!l
10
. increasing the scan
SPEED OF MELT ZONE mm/!!ec
,speed, because at very
, hi gh speeds dendri tic
Fig. 9. Plot of the average spacing between
. growth occurs and control
'of the texture and
sub-boundaries as a function of molten zone
speed. These data are for <100> textured
orientation of the
recrystallized film is
materi a 1 on ly. At a zone speed of 2 mm/sec
only about 10% of the film has <100> texture.
reduced.

.
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Fig. 10 . Photomicrographs
showing sub- bou daries in
o•5-Jj m- hi c Si il ms
recrys alliz d a speeds
of (a) 0. 2 mm/sec and
(b) 2 mm/s c.

O.2mm/sec

2.0 mm/sec

The shape 0 he upper strip heater and he separa ion be ween the
sample and he upper heater a fect he profile 0 the powe r inciden on the
Si ilM [25] . Figure 11 shows calculated curves 0 inciden power versus
distance on the sample sur ace for
several di erent heater-sanple
UPPER HEATER ~x 0 .080
separa ions and for two di erent
hea er shapes . The power has been
normalized a posi ion x = a
o
Olin.,
di rect ly beneath he heatp.r . The
a::
w
calcula ions ake in 0 accoun
he
~ 0 .1
AMPLE
angle sub ended by he heater at the A.
0 .120
0 .090
sample as well as the angle a which ~
0 .060
the radian energy is incident on tle g 0l....-_ _L.-_---:J,,;;,°,;,;;.
·03
. 0.
S a ll1> 1e su race . The cu rves show
hat ~
0 .1
0 .2
the i nci dent power pro il es (and thus ~
he tempera u re gradi en ) become
~ 1.0
0.040 x 0.100 n.
sharper wi h decreasing heater-sample ~
0 .120
separa ion and with smaller ver ical ~
0 .090
di mens i on of the heater .
Cons is en ~ 0 .6
o
0 .060
with this result smaller
ll=l
='===:(
ll
0 .030
sub- boundary spacing has been
observed for reduced hea er-sample
0 .2
0 .1
o
Xln.,
separat ion .

T~

The temperature gradient at the
Fig . 11 . Power incident on a sample
from the upper strip hea er as a
growth in erface also depends on the
heat dissipation from the Si film,
function of posi ion x along the
whi ch is a function of the sample
sample surface . 0 is the hea erstructure, the ambient atmosphere
sample separation .
and the therMal contact be ween the
sample and lower heater . Increasing the thickness of the Si film increases
the total heat of fusion which must be dissipated , and increasing the
thic ness of he underlying Si02 layer reduces the rate of heat dissipation
to the subst rate; both result in a decreased temperatur gradient and hen ce
an increased sub-boundary spacing (see Fig . 12) . SiMilar ly; using an
amb ient atmosphere with a higher thermal conducti vity (He instead of Ar)
...
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Fig. 12 . Dependence of
suh-hounda ry spacing on
Si film hickness .
(a) op ical micrographs
showing suh- boundaries in
wo Si ilms 5 and U. 5
lJm thic . The 5-lJ M- hick
ilms had a rough sur ace
a er CVD and he cap
etained some 0 this
roughness after recrystal l1Zat.ion . (o) Plo 0
he
vprage spacing be ween
C:llh - houndaries as a
unction 0 Si ilM
hickness .
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will increase the rate 0 heat dissiptltion rol'1 the I'1Olten zone . This
occurs not only hy inproving ciirect gas conduction and convection hea
trans er rom the thin filM , bllt i\lsn hy inprovin.g hp therMal conti\ct
between the underlying substrate and lower strip hea er e This MiniMizes
emperature rise of the substri\te due 0 hea ing rOM he upper s rip
heater and hence resul s in i\n incrpi\sed tenperi\ture gradient .

he

Se veral methods have been proposf'd to reduce the suh-boundary density
including repeated melting and solidification [26J and pi\t e rning the Si
ilms in 0 stripes and islands [27] . We have inves igatpd i\ technique for
en raining sub-houndaries by the use 0 pho ol ithograp hically defined
patterns hat modulate the solidification front [24] . The localization 0
sub-boundaries at well defined pos itions wou ld allow device s to be
abri cated in he defect - ree zones be ween the suo-boundaries .
Since the sub - boundaries origina e a the interior co r ners 0 the
facete d growth fron
suh- boundaries can b . ent rained by con rollin g the
positions of t he face inte rsec ions . This ca n he accoMplished hy sp ati all y
426
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rnc1ultlting hp
tellpp. a IIrp a he
liCJllic1-so1irl intpr ~cp hy
o nin~ a gratiny ahovp
hp Si i In tha locally
enhances he absorp ion
o he raoia ion ;nci~ent
rom the uppe r hea er as
sho n schema ically in
Fig. 13 . Since he Si is
ho es under he middle
of each absorbing s ipe,
i
will he he las 0
reeze, and he in prior ·
corners of he growth
ron and hence the
suh-hounoaries align wi h
the Middle of he absorbing s ripes . Resul s
ob ainerl by using ca r bonizpo photoresist as an
op ical absorher are
show in Fig . 14(a)
where an abso r ber gra ing
pa ern 0 50 lJ m wi c1e
s ri pes wi h 100 lJl!1
period was deposi ed on a
standard encapsllla en
layer . The Si be ween
he entrained suhbounrlaries is ree of
dislocations as
de erMined by chemical
e ching, ann no carhon
contanina ion was detec ten by Auger analysis .
Figure 14(h) shows a
ypical pa ern of suh bOlJnnaries rOM a con rol
sample without the
gra ing patte rn .

A.

8,

Fig . 13 . ScheMa ic diagraMs 0 (a) cross
section of sample with gra ing of op ical
absorber stripes on top 0 encapsula ion
layer (b) entrainment of sub- boundaries
under the mi~dle of the optical ahsorher
stripes.

1/

I

'j

"

,

'!

.

e.
Fig. 14 . (a) Sub - boundaries in Si filM
recrystallized with gra ing 0 carbonized
photoresist s ripes on top 0 en capsulati on
layer . (b) Sub-bou ndaries in control filrl
recrys allized without absorber gratin g.
427

F i gu rp 15 i 11 us - .
ra es the use of a gra in g of thin Si s ripes
i mherloed in the encapsula ion layer to achieve
entrainrlent . Because of
th e high reflectivity of
Si a the emperatures
'used in ZHR , in this case
the sub - boundaries are
entrained . b tween the
st ripes .
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Fig . 15 . (a) Sub-boundaries in Si ilM r crys allized with grating
re lector stripes imbedded in encapsula ion layer (b) Schema ic
cross -sec ion diagraM 0 sample with iMbedded Si reflector st ipes .
VI .

0

Si

TOPOGRAPHIC I PERFECTIONS

Zone-me 1t i ng-recrys all i zed Si il ms exhi bit several types of
opographic imperfections . One ype is wafer warpage, which mus be
miniMized because of the stringen fla ness requirements impose~ hy
photolithographic processes used in VLSI abrica ion . ~Je have measured [25J
la er flatness with a high-angle-o - incidence laser in er erome er, which
gives a ringe pat ern hat provides a opog raphic map of the sample
sur ace with each fringe corresponding to a constant height contour .
Before recrystallization the overall warp peak to valley , 0 a
2-i nch-diameter sample placed on a vacuum chuck is typically 2-4 ~m as
shown in Fig. 16. This warp is compa ra ble to that for a bulk Si wafer a ter
device processing . To maintain this degree 0
flatness or recryst~llized saMples , well
con rolled heating rates and temperatu re
pro iles are necessary . A ter
recrys allization , the samples reMain relatively
flat over .MOst 0 the su rf ace but show a few ,
high points giving rise to a total warp of over
25 ~ m , as shown in Fig . 17(a) . We have found
hat such high points result froM iMperfections
that protrude from the back side 0 he wa er
and prevent it fro~ conforMing to the flat
WARP < 4 J.Lm
surface of the vacuum chuc . When these
2 J.Lm / FRING E
imperfections are removed by Mechanically
lapp in g t he back side of the saMple, the overall
Fi g. 16 . Interference
pattern showing the
warp decreases draMatica lly 0 less than 8 ~M
[F i g. 17(b)J . To siMulate the ff cts of
latness of an SOl saMple
high -tempe rature device process in g, the saMple
befo e recrystallization .
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Fig. 17 In er ere c pa erns
sh ing
la ness 0 SOl
sall1>l: () as
crys allizedo
(b) bac s1 de lapped" (c) (d)
a er hig
mpe a u e anne ls .

2

R

RIN

was then annealed or one hou a 1000 0 C and for ano her hour a 110QoC .
The overall flatness was actually sligh ly 1mproven 0 1ess then 6 pm warp
[Figs . 17(c) and 17(d)] . Simil
resul s have be n ob ainen for hree- inch
diame er wa erSt wi h to al warp reduced to less than 8 to 12 PM .
Another type of topographic imperfection is the surface p otrusion as
shown in the scanning electron micrographs of a recrystallizen SOl filM (see
Fig . 18). Protrusions are believed to result from the volume expansion

Fig. 18 . (a) Microg raph of rec ystalli zed Si film ta en wi h a scannin g
electron mic roscope opera ed in the backscattering mone e Thp. Si 3 /Si02
cap has been removed . (b) Magni ied view 0 a small area 0 the film
showing pro rusions .
occur ring during the solidi ication 0 liquid Si pools which remain a ter
th li quid -so lid inte rface has passed . Auger profiling studies have shown
that he elem ntal composi ion of the protrusions is the sa e as that of he
surrounding Si fil M [28] . Protrusions generally li e along sub-boun aries,
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- 70 J,Lm / SUBGRAIN

m / SUBGRAIN

Fig 19 Photomicrographs 0 recrystallized Si ilms illustra ing
the correlation be ween protrusion d nsi y and sub-boundary spacing .
and their density increases with increasing sub-boundary spacing (Figs 19
and 20). Bo h 0 these observa ions can be unders oorl in terMS 0 the morlel
developed earlie to explain
sub-houndary forMa ion [24] . The
sub-boundaries forM at the trailing
in ersections of the <111> facets
here liquirl pools of 5i i any
woulrl be tapped as the mel
ron
advances. A sharper tempera ure
(!)
z
gradien ~,t!ich results in a smaller
(3
sub-boundary spaci ng a 1so
« 0
C;
stabilizes the liquid-solid
interface against small thermal
>a:
luctuations that would give rise to
«
a
protrusions,
and hence decreases the
z
:l
p
otrusion
density
. With sharper
oCZI
te~perature gradien s
til
two-inch-diame er SOl ilMS n arly
:l
en
free 0 pro rusions have been
obtained .
100~----~------r------r------'

o

500
1000
PROTRUSION 0 N I

2000

(number/ mm%,

VII . OS DEVICES A D CIRCUITS
Fig . 20. Plot of sub-hollnrlary spacing
vs protrusion rlensity . Da a poin s
The elec rical characteristics
o Zt1R Si films haVf~ been
o 85% of the saMples exaAinerl fall
in the shaded region
extensively stlldierl [29-34] .
Thin-film resistors and n-channel
OSFETs have been used [31] to evaluate the majority carrier ransport
'
properties. The suh-houndaries, which are the predominant defects in the
material, have very little effec on Majority carrier transport and MOS
device performance . N-channel MOSFETs with electron ransport parallel or
perpendicula r to the suh-boundaries show nearly identical surface electron
mobilities . This is consistent with asurements on thin-filM resistors ,
which indicate tha the sub-boundary trapping state densi y is low enough
that sub-boundaries do not produce a large potential barrier to impede
carrier transport. The grain bou ndar ies in the films , however , have been·
ound to cause a signi icant reduct io n i n conductivity and d gradation of
MOSFET pe r ormance [35] .
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The most important application of 501 materials is in high-density and
high-speed integrated circuits. Higher packing density can be achieved
because of the sirlplicity of device isolation, and higher operating speeds
result from the reduction in parasitic capacitance. As we have previously
reported [29,32], both n- and p-channel MOSFETs fabricated on recrystallized
Si films exhibit electrical characteristics comparable to those of'
single-crystal Si devices. To carry out a more critical evaluation of the
ZMR 501 films for integrated circuit applications, we have designed and
fabricated a CMOS test circuit chip [34]. The test chip, based on a 5 ~m
design rule, contains n- and p-channel transistor arrays, ring oscillators,
'inverter chains, and various test devices for process control.
Approximately 100 test chips were f~bricated on each of three wafers.
To evaluate the uniformity of the 501 films we have investigated the
performance of the n- and p-channel transistor arrays, each consisting.of
approximately 500 parallel transistors. The overall yield of functional
arrays exceeds 90% when obvious fabrication defects (determined by
microscopic inspection) are discounted. Assuming that each of the failed
arrays contains only one defective device, the transistor failure rate is
-2 x 10- 4 • Th~ operating characteristics of the functional transis~or
arrays ,are quite uniform from chip to chip, with a variation of less than ±
5%.
Measurements have also been made on the 31-stage ring osci;lators
fabricated on the test chips. The yield is sim:lar to that for the
transistor arrays. The typical characteristics of a functional oscillator
at VD = 5 V are a switching. delay time and dissipa'.ed power of ~. ns and
0.13 rrtJ per stage, respectively, for a power-delay product of 0.26 pJ. The
operating speed can be attributed to the high carrier mobilities in the
recrystallized Si films and the reduced parasitic capacitance of the 501
structure.

:;-

,

VIII.

"

CONCLUSION.

A zone-melting recrystallization technique using graphite-strip heaters
has been developed. A composite Si3N4/Si02 encnpsulatill.g layer prevents
agglomeration of the molten Si film, insures a smooth recrystallized
surface, and induces a strong <100> texture. The- recrystall ized films
contain widely spaced grain boundaries, which can be eliminated by several
techniques,and many sub-boundarie![\ within each groin. In addition, the
• films are susceptible to some topographic i~perfections. The overall wafer
: warpage has been substantially reduced, approaching the stringent flatnes~
. requirements needed for VLSI applications. The. protrusion density and
i sub-boundary spacings, which are inversely correlated, can be understood in
terms of the temperature gradient at the liquid-solid interface during
recrystallization.
.
We have performed extensive electrical' measurements on the
• recrysta 11 i led fil ms. The majority-carri er transp<;>rt properties of Z~1R Si
! films
are comparable to those of single-crystal S'j and are essentially
unaffected by the presence of sub-boundaries,-· the predominant defect in the
i films.
High yields of good quality transistor arrays and rifig oscillators
have been obtained for CMOS test chips.
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Although the Si filf'ls we have prepared by Zt1R are too thin for
conventional solar cells, the ZMR technique using graphite strip heaters may
be adaptable for solar cell applications.
In an effort [36J to achieve
this objective, much thicker Si films (5 - 50 ~f'l) are being recrystallized
and characterized for solar cells.
Two approaches are being explored in
that work, one in which the Si is recrystallized on conducting substrates
and the other in which all electrical contacts are made on the top surface
of films on insulating substrates. Alternatively, the use of unconventional
techniques such as light trapping [37J might make it possible to fahricate
efficient cells with films comparable in thickness to those we have
prepared. We note that the scan rate employed in Zr1R with graphite stri p
heaters, 1 mm/sec, is comparable to that used in various Si ribbon growth
processes. For a 3-inch-wide substrate, this rate corresponds to an area
recrystallization rate of 45 cm/min. Because of the ready scalability of
graphite systems, we expect that our ZMR technique can be scaled to achieve
even higher area production rates.
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DISCUSSION

JOHNSON: What surprised me about the work is that all the subgrain
boundaries seem not to be very electrically active. It is contrary to
what is normally found in all the polycrystalline material that people
have looked at. They tend to be always the worst boundaries., The
crystallographic twin-related boundaries mayor may not be electrically
active. Can you make any comment on that?
CHEN: I think they certainly are electrically active for minority carrier
devices. For the KOSFETS and the CKOS circuits, they are majority carrier
devices, in which case they have very little effect. I had mentioned
that, for example, a microsecond lifetime had been measured for the
electron carriers, and this was in the as-recrystallized without any kind
of entrainment schemes or anything, and for very thin silicon films. We
expect that we can entrain the sub-boundaries and build devices in
between; then, of course, it is no longer a problem.
WARGO: How far do you think you can push the entrainment process?
away can you get your cell boundaries?

How far

CHEN: It depends upon what kind of thermal gradient you can get. If you can
get a very shallow thermal gradient, you can, in principle, continue to
separate the sub-boundaries. Basically, the problem is, if you try to
entrain tbe sub-boundaries at a very large separation, the thermal
gradients are amenable to small sub-boundaries facing, they will just form
in between. The question really is, how well can you control the thermal
gradients, and I can't answer that yet.
ABBASCHIAN: Regarding the texture, I see no difference in what you are
seeing with what people have seen in ;casting, and what they call columnar
growth or columnar grains. Next to the chilled mold you have equiax
grains, then you see the columnar grains, which are mostly oriented in
<110> or <100> direction depending on the material, and that is
similar to what you have. I suggest you check on that.
The second thing is, of course, they use columnar grains in contrast with
texture, which is used in cold working and hot rolling. When you solidify
a casting, you have grains that are oriented. They are elongated and they
are oriented in a certain direction, and those are called columnar grains,
which is similar to what you have.
:FAN:

Let me answer this. They are not exactly the same, because if you do
not have the Si0 2 cap, the crystallized region does not orient itself
vertically. It is random. Itis only with SiOZeap that it has texture.

• iABBASGHIAN:

~i

....
~

"

If you do not have an Si02 cap, the crystals are being
nucleated toward the tOPithen you don't develop the columnar grains. So,
in order to form the columnar grains, you have to prevent heterogeneous
nucleation, and that's what it is like in casting. Your subgrain boundary
spacing is again similar to what other people call dendrite arm spacing or
435

cellular spacing, which should be proportional to the temperature gradient
or the growth rate or t.he cooling rate, whichever you feel like using.
LEIPOLD:

Did you observe an upper limit to the rate of crystallization?

CHEN: No. I did not. I pushed it up to 5 millimeters per second,and I was
still able to see the same kinds of char~cteristics that you see here.
Problem-wise, it gets a little bit more difficult to control.
LEIPOLD:

I was concerned with any changes in the shape of the crystallization
as one got to the higher-speed regime.

f~ont

CHEN:

You see sub-boundaries and protrusions attached.

CISZEK: Do you see a proportional increas~ in the subgrain angle as you try
to separate these subgrains, and roughly what kinds of magnitudes do these
subgrain boundaries have for misorientation angle?
CHEN:

Kisorientations are roughly up to a degree.

CISZEK:
CHEN:

Do they increase as you increase in spacing?
I don't think that study has actually been done.

SCHWUTTKE: I would like to comment on your grain boundaries and your remark
that you d6 majority carrier devices, and so you are not interested in the
recombination.
CHEN:

I didn't say I wasn't interested.

SCHWUTTKE: I think if you go to a high packing density you will observe that
your leakage currents are caused by your grain boundaries. Even if you
use majority carrier devices, this would be a limiting factor for high
packing densities.
I

FAN:

We have made KOSFETs with a channel length low-order, to about 2 pm,
with no problem.

SCHWUTTKE:
FAN:

You stay within the good area.

We have to eliminate them for a large density.

CHEN: For really high packing densities you have to put them either where you
know where they are, or eliminate them completely.
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NONEQUllIBRIUM CRYSTAL GROWTH DURING LASER ANNEALING OF SILICON*
C. W. White
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
I.

INTRODUCTION

In pulsed-laser annealing of silicon, the deposition of energy from the
laser into the near-surface region lea~s to melting followed by liquid-phaseepitaxial regrowth from the substrate. -5 The velocity of the interface
during solidification can be several meters/sec. ll At these velocities,
recrystallization of the melted region takes place under r8nditions that are
far from equilibrium at the interface. Several studies 6- have shown that
implanted or deposited Group III, IV, or V impurities can be incorporated
into substitutional lattice sites as a result of pulsed-laser annealing even
when the dopant concent rat i on greatly exceeds the equi 1i bri urn sol ubi 1i ty
limit. Here we review the systematic studies of dopant (Group III, IV, or
V) incorporation into silicon as a result of pulsed-laser annealing. At low
concentrations, dopant profiles measured after laser annealing can be compared to model calculations for redistribution by liquid-phase di~fusion in
order to determine the interfacial distribution coefficient (k l ). At high
concentrations there is a limit (C~ax) t~ dopant incorporation into substitutional lattice sites. 6 The mechanisms which limit dopant incorporation
will be discussed as well as th~ d pendence of kl and C~ax on crystal orientation. Finally, measurements 1 ,1 3 of interface temperatures, temperature
profiles, and thermal gradients during rapid solidification will be summarized.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
Group III, IV, or V impuri~ies ,ere implanted into both (100) and (111)
Si to doses in the range of 10 1 -10 1 /cm2• The implant energies were chosen
to give a projected range of ~8009X. Laser annealing was carried out in air
~sing either a pulsed ruby (6934 A, 12 x 10- 9 s) or pulsed XeCl laser (3080
A, trapezoidal pulse shape, ~35 ns full width at half maximum). Under these
conditions, regrowth velocities up to ~6 m/s were achieved during solidification. Analysis of the implanted samples was carried out using RBS-ion
channeling measurements to determine the dopant profiles and substitutional
concentrations as a function of depth. Selected crystals were examined by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to determine the microstructure in
the near-surface region.
II 1. DOPANT INCORPORATION .AT LOW CONCENTRATIONS
For Group III, lv, or V dopants at low toncentrations, the dopant is
trapped into substitutional lattice sites as a result of pulsed-laser
annealing in the absence of any cell formation or dopant precipitation. In
these cases, the interfacial distribution coefficient (defined as kl = Cs/CL
where Cs and CL are dopant conc~ntrations in the solid and liquid phase at
the interface) can be determined by comparing measured dopant profiles after
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Fig. 1. Dopant profiles for 75As
(100 keY, 5.4 x 10 16 ) in (100) S1
compared to model calculations.
From Ref. 6.

laser annealing to model calculations tor dopant redistribution by liquidphase diffusion during solidification. In the calculations k' is treated
as a fitting parameter and the best fit value ifor k' during solidification
is determined by least squares analysis. Figure 1 shows an example for the
case, of 75As in (100) Si. Following laser annealing, RBS-channeling measurements show that As is )95% substitutional in the lattice even though the
concentration exceeds -the solubility limit by a factor of 4 in the nearsurface region. This demonstrates the formation of a supersaturated alloy
as a consequence of high speed solidification. The solid line in Fig. 1 is
a profile calculated assuming tha't k' = 1.0. The agreement with the experimentlly measured profile after laser annealing (solid circles) is excellent.
The value determined for k' is considerably higher than the equilibrium
value (k o = 0.3).
I

Figure 2 shows similar results for 209Bi in (100) Si. During solidification, approximately 15% of the implanted Bi is zone refined to the surface,
but that remaining in the bulk is substitutional in the regrown lattice even
though the concentration exceeds the solubility limit by almost two orders
of magnitude. The dopant profile can be fit with a value for k' = 0.4, which
is much higher than the equilibrium value (7 x 10-4 ). If solidification
occurred under conditions of local equilibrium at the interface, the dotted
profile would result and essentially all of the Bi would have zone refined to
the surface. The large departure from conditions of local equilibrium at the
interface is brought about by the very rapid regrowth velocity achieved
during pulsed laser annealing (V ~ 4.5 m/s in the case of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).
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TABLE I
Comparison of distribution coefficients under equilibrium (k o ) and laser
annealed (k') regrowth conditions.
k'

Dopant
0.80
0.35
0.30
0.023
0.008
0.0004
0.0007

B
P

As
Sb
Ga
In
Bi

1.0
1.0
1.0
0.7
0.2
0.15
0.4,

Table I summarizes 9 values for k' determined as described above for
several impurities in silicon compared to equilibrium values (k o ). Values
for k I were determi ned at a growth vel oci ty of 4.5 ml s except in the cases
of B, P, and Sb where a velocity of 2.7 mls was used. In every case kl > ko
which reflects the nonequilibrium nature of this high speed liquid-phaseepitaxial regrowth process. The increased values for k' relative to ko
demonstrate that at these velocities solute atoms do not exchange a sufficient number of times across the interface to establish their equilibrium
concentrations in the solid and liquid phases before being permanently
incorporated into the solid. This process is referred to as solute trapping.
IV.

DEPENDENCE ON GROWTH VELOCITY
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Values for k' depend on growth velocity14-16 as demonstrated in Fig. 3.
Growth velocities of 1.5, 4.5, and 6.0 mls were achieved by ruby laser
annealing with the substrate held at 650 K, 300 K, and 100 K respectively.
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At the lowest velocity ~5% of the Bi is zone refined to the surface and the
value determined for k' is 0.10. At the highest velocity only 5% is zone
refined to the surface and the value for k' is 0.45. The dependence of k'
on growth velocity demonstrated in Fig. 3 is expected because as V --> 0, k'
--> ko ' A dependence Of k' on growth velocity has been reported for the
case of In in silicon,l7 and a similar dependence should be observable for
all Group III, IV, and V impurities in silicon.
V.

DEPENDENCE ON CRYSTAL ORIENTATION

In certain velocity ranges, the value for k' is dependent on crystal
orientation.1 8 An example is shown in Fig. 4 for· the case of 208pb in (100)
and (111) Si. The implanted crystalsgwere lase,r annealed under identical
conditions (Ruby, 1.3 J/cm~, 12 x 10- s, V rv 4,.5 m/s) but considerably more
Pb is retained in the bulk of the (111) crystal. This implies that the
value for k' is greater in the (Ill) case even though the growth velocity is
t he same. A dependence of k on crystal ori entat i on has been observed in
the case of Bi, In, Ga, Sn, and Pb in silicon.
I

The dependence of k' on crystal orientation has been attributed to a
larger interfacial undercooling on the (Ill) surface, compared to the (100)
surface. 1g As discussed in Ref. 20, growth veTocitydepends on the fraction
of sites available for crystallization and the interfacial undercooling.
For the (111) surface, the fraction of sites availablefo.r crystallization
is less than that on the (100) surface. Consequently, the interfacial
undercooling must be greater 'on the (Ill) surface in order to have the same
growth velocity. Estimates indicate that interfacial undercoolings up to
several hundred degrees might be expected.l g, Using time resolved x-ray
diffraction techniques, it has become possible to measure inr2rf~ce temperatures and thermal gradients during rapid solidification.,
The
results of these measurements will be discussed in the next section.
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Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the scattering geometry (upper) and the
extended Bragg scattering (lower) expected from the near surface strains.
From Ref. 13.
VI.

MEASUREMENTS OF INTERFACE TEMPERATURES, TEMPERATURE PROFILES, AND
THERMAL GRADIENTS DURING RAPID SOLIDIFICATION

In crystal growth at any velocity, knowledge of the interface temperature, temperature profile and the thermal gradients is essential in
order to characterize the growth process. These quantities are extremely
difficult to measure experimentally and the measurement problems are Gom~
pounded during rapj~ r~lidification because the time scale is so short.
Recent experiments l ,
have shown that these quantities can be measured
with nanosecond time resolution using time resolved x-ray diffraction techniques. Here we summarize the measurement technique and the results.
Figure 5 illustrates schematically the idea behind the experiment. The
upper part illustrates the scattering geometry for the case of a thick
crystal with a thin thermally expanded surface layer (such as that produced
as a result of the absorption of laser energy). The lower part illustrates
schematically the expected x-ray scattering near a Bragg reflection for such
a crystal. The solid line indicates the Bragg scattering from the
unstrained substrate while the dotted line illustrates the extended scattering expected in the vicinity of the Bragg reflection arising from the
thermal strain disltribution indicated in the insert. The lattice parameter
in the strai ned regi on is di fferent from that of the bulk thus accounti ng
for the extended Bragg scattering. The strain distribUtion in the nearsurface regiqncan be determined from the e>\tended ~ragg scattering "rocking
curve" depicted in Fig. 5 using dynamical x-ray diffraction theory. The
rocking curve illustrated in Fig. 5 is measured on a point by point basis
using single pulses of radiation from a synchrotron source. Each point on
the rocking curve must be measured at a fixed time delay after the firing of
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the laser in order to provide a measurement of the time resolved rocking
curve (and therefore a time resolved strain distribution). The time
resolved temperature profiles are determined from thermal expansion analysis
of the near-surface strains. This technique has been used to determine temperatu~e pr~files to a depth of several microns in the crystal during laser
anneallng.
The experimental set-up for the experiment is illustrated schematically
in Fig. 6. Single pulses of 1.5 A x-rays (~0.1 ns pulse duration time, 2.5
~sec separation between pulses, ~25,000 x-ray photons per pulse) are incident on the Si crystal as shown. Pulses from the Q-switched Ruby laser (15
ns time duration) were synchronized with the x-ray pulses using coincidence
circuits and variable time delays. After the firing of ,the laser, the
multichannel analyzer was gated on to measure the diffracted photons from
the following x-ray pulse. Since only 1-10 diffracted photons per pulse
were expected, repeated measurements at each angle and delay time were
requ ired. The time delay between the 1aser pulse and the probi ng x-ray
pulse was determined directly using an oscilloscope to measure the time
delay between the outputs of the two photodiodes corrected for differences
in cable lengths. The time resolution achieved was ±3 ns and was determined
by the timing jitter in the firing of the laser.
Figure 7 shows 6ragg x-ray scattering profiles near the (111) reflection on (111) oriented silicon measured ~t 20 ns, 55 ns, and 155 ns
following a ruby laser pulse of 1.5 Jjcm. The x-ray scattering intensity
resulting from the laser pulse ranges out to ~50 s for the 20 ns and 55 ns
IO,O,.----------m:r-;"TT"""------,
1.5 J/cm'Z
12.0

•

g
~

o t =

•

Si (111)

20 ns

t= 55ns
t = 155 ns

Fig. 7. Time resolved x-ray scattering measured near the (111) Bragg
reflection on (111) oriented silicon.
From Ref. 13 •
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cases, but only to ~75 s for the 155 ns case. This implies a lower temperature at 155 ns and the greater scattering intensity implies a shallower
thermal gradient at this time. The temperature profiles in the crystalline
part of the sample corresponding to the same delay times are shown in Fig.
8. In this figure, depth is measured from the crystal surface. Temperature
profiles in Fig. 8 are measured in the crystalline part of the sample: below
the liquid layer because it is only the crystalline part of the sample which
gives rise to x-ray diffraction. The depth of the liquid-solid interface
can be determined (roughly) by comparing the (measured) absorbed laser
energy to the energy contained in the crystalline part of the sample
(calculated from the temperature profile). The difference between these
energies must be contained in the liquid layer and from this the approximate
melt depth can be determined.
In Fig. 8 at 20 and 55 ns at the temperature at the liquid-solid interface, reaches the melting point of silicon to within the uncertainty of the
measurements (±75°C). At 20 ns the melt front is penetrating into the
crysta·t while at 55 ns solidification of the melted region is taking place.
These results show that superheating of the solid during melting and interfacial undercooling during recrystallization are less than 75°C, for the
laser conditions used (Vrv3 m/s). Thermal gradients in the near·-surface
region are of the order of 10 7°C/cm at 20 and 55 ns and the gradient is consideraQly less at 15~ ns. For the results shown in Figs. 7 and 8,
recrystallization of the melted region is complete at 100 ns (as determined
from measurements of the time resolved optical reflectivity). This accounts
for the fact that the surface temperature at 155 ns is less than the melting
poi nt and the thermal gradi ents are consi derab ly smaller than those at
earlier times.
'Results similar to those shown in Fig.' 8 were obtained also using (100)
s i1 i con. Consequently th,e x-ray diffraction results clearly show that temperatures at or near the melting point are reached during pulSed··laser
annealing, but interfacial undercooling during regrowth (or superheating of
the solid during melting) must be less than 75°C for the laser conditions
used. Faster growth velocities and/or more precise measurements of temperatures will be required to determine the interfacial undercooling during
rapid solidification. Such measurements are in progress and will be
reported at a later date.
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VII. DOPANT INCORPORATION AT HIGH CONCENTRATIONS; MAXIMUM SUBSTITUTIONAL
SOLUBILITIES (c~ax)
There is a maximum concentration (Cwax) above which the dopant is no
longer in~orporated into substitutional lattice sites for ~ ~iven growth
velocity.
Examples are shown in Fig. 9 for the case of 0 Pb in (100) and
(111) Si. Following laser annealing (Ruby, 1.3 J/cm 2 ) , RBS-ion channeling
measurements were used to measured the total and SUbstitutional con- 20
centrations as a fun~~ion of depth. Up to a concentration of 1 x 10
for
(100) Si and ~ x 10 for (111) Si the total and substitutional concentrations are indistinguishable. In the near surface region where the
concentration exceeds these values, the total and substitutional concentrations differ considerably. These values are the maximum substitutional concentrations (c~ax) which can be incorporated into (100) and (111)
Si at this growth velocity ('1.4.5 m/s). Values for CW ax have been
determined 9 for nine Group III, IV, or V impurities in both (100) and (111)
silicon at a growth velocity of 4.5 m/s. The results are summarized in
Table II and compared with equilibrium solubility limits. The last column
in Table II indicates the mechanism that limits substitutional solubility.
These mechanisms are discussed in the next section.
VIII.

LIMITATIONS TO SOLUBILITY

Substitutional solubility appears to be,. limited by four mechanisms. 9
These are (1) thermodynamic limitations, (2) lattice strain, (3) interface
instability during regrowth and (4) dopant precipitation in the liquid.
Predictions of thermodynamic limits to dopant incorporation in silicon have
been made by Cahn.21 The basic idea ;s that the solidus and liquidus lines
intersect at one point on the Gibbs free energy diagram. This limits the
solid composition which can be formed from the liquid since there is no
barrier to nucleation of the solid phase. The locus of these points plotted'
on the phase diagram defines the To curve which is the limit to dopant
incorporation even at infinite growth velocity.
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TABLE II
Substitutional solubilties in silicon achieved by recrystallization at 4.5 mls
C~ (cm- 3 )

Cfax (cm- 3 )
100) Si

cr

As
. Sb
Bi

1.5 x 10 21
7.0 x 10 19
8.0 x 10 17

6.0 x 10 21
2.0 x 10 21
4.0 x 10 20

6.0 x 10 21
2.0 x 10 21
8.6 x 10 20

Ge

5.0 x 10 22

6.0 x 10 21

>1.2 x 10 22

Sn
Pb

5.5 x 10 19

9.8 x 10 20
1.0 x 10 20

1.4 x 10 21
3.0 x 10 20

B
Ga
In

6.0 x 10 20
4.5 x 10 19
8.0 x 10 17

2.0 x 10 21
4.5 x 10 20
1.5 x 10 20

2.0 x 10 21
7.2 x 10 20
4.5 x 10 20

DOPANT

x (cm- 3 )
111) Si

Tl

COMMENT
Thermodynamic limit
Ce 11 format ion
Precipitation
Ce 11 formation
Cell formati on on
(100)
Cell formation
Precipitation
Cell formation
Mechanical strain
Ce 11 formation
Ce 11 format ion
Coherent precipitation

Substitutional solubilities achieved during laser annealing are much
higher than equilibrium solubility limits,6 but in only one case do we
appear to have reached Cahn's predicted limits. For the case of As in Si,
the value measured for C~ax is independent of velocity in the range of 2 to
6 mls and is independent of crystal orientation. Figure 10 shows results
for XeCl laser annealing (6 m/s) for high dose implants of 7~As into (100)
and (111) Si. In each crystal, As is measured to be substitutional up to a
concentration of 6 x 10 Z1 /cm 3 • Above this concentration epitaxial growth
stops and the near-surface region is observed by TEM to contain polycrystal line regions, small amorphous regions and As precipitates. The line of
t0 22 .--.-----r--.----r--.--r--T---r---r-~
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Fig. 10. Limitations to the
incorporation of As in (100)
and (111) silicon as a
result of laser annealing.
Regrowth velocity is ~6.0
m/s. From Ref. 9.
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Fig. 11. Cracks in the nearsur ce reg~~fI of high dose boron
implanted s1lico~ following laser
annealing. Ref. 16.

demarkation bet een the epitaxial1y recrystal1i~ed region and the defective
region is quite sharp. Based on the fact that this limit is independent of
velocity and crystal orientation we conc1udp- that the thermodynamic limit
has been reached.
For the case of B in Si, strain in the implanted region after laser
annealing provides the limit to dopant incorporation. 10 The strain results
from the one dimensional lattice concentration which occurs when B is incorporated into the lattice during recrysta11ization . Z2 When the strain
exceeds the fracture strength, cracks ill develop in the implanted region
as shown in Fig. 11. The cracks are observed to be ~1 ~m wide x 1 ~m deep
and extend the entire length of the sample (~1 cm). Cracks will develop
whenever the boron concentration exceeds ~ at .%. At 10 er concentrations,
the annealed region is strained but cracks do not develop.
Maximum substitutional solubilities for several impurities (Ga, In, Ge,
Sn , Sb, Bi , and Pb) are limited by interface instability which develops
during regro tho The instability leads to lateral segregation of the dopant
into the walls of a cell structure in the near-surface region. An example
is sho n in Fi9~012 ~or the case of In in (100) Si . Up to a concentration
of 1.5-2.0 x 10 /cm , the In is highly substitutional following laser
annealing. Above this concentration the nonsubstitutiona1 In is localized
to the cell walls (Fig. 12 right) which penetrate to a depth of ~1000 A.
Both the concentration at wSich the instability develops and the resulting
cell size can be predicted 2 with reasonable accuracy by using the Mullins
and Sekerka perturbation theory of interface instabi1ity24 modified to
account for the large deviations from equilibrium during regrowth. Values
determined for k' in the case of Ga, In, Ge, Bi, and Pb are larger for (Ill)
crystals than for the (10 ~ ' case at equivalent growth velocities . The
larger values for k' in (Ill) crystals imply that higher concentrations can
be trapped into the solid before interface instability occurs. This
accounts for the fact that C~x is larger for these impurities in the (Ill)
case (see Table II).
A few of the impurities listed in Table II (Bi, Pb, T1) are immiscible
in liqui d silicon . Consequently at low growth velocities these impurities
will precipitate in the liquid if the time available for nucle~tion and
growth of precipitates is long enough . Precipitates formed in the liquid
will be f rozen into the solid during solidification. Figure 13 shows this
for Bi in silicon at growth velocities of 1.5 m/s (13a) and 0.7 m/s (13b) .
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sur ace region of

A the 10 er growth velocity the annealed region contains a uniform dispersi on of precipitates. At the high velocity a cell structure is obser ed,
with the alls bing decorated by precipitates . At eloci ies greater than
3 m/s only the cell structure is obser ed with little or no indication of
precipitates . The value of k' for Bi Pb, and T1 is less than unity and
each is immiscible in liquid Si. Consequentl y at 10 grow h velocities ,
dopant precipitati on ill limit substi utiona1 solubili y but at higher
velocities inter ace ins ability will dominate.
IX .

CO CLUSIO S

Laser annealing 0 ion implanted silicon has provided very fundamental
in ormation on hig speed nonequi1ibrium crystal growth process es. During
the rapid liquid-p ase-epi taxial regro th process implanted Group III, IV,
and V impurities can be incorporated in 0 he la tice at concentrations that
exceed equilibrium solubility limits by orders of magnitude . Interfacial
dis r ibution coefficien s (k') have been determi ned for a wide variety of
impurities in silicon. Values for k' fa r exceed equilibrium values ( 0) and
can be functions of gro th velocity and crystal orientation. Limits t o
substitutional solubili y which can be achieved by laser annealing have been
est ablis hed and insight has been gained into the chanisms which limit
subst itutional solubility. Measured solubility limits are approaching therm dynami c li mits to diffusionless solidificati on.
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DISCUSSION

FAN:

Why is germanium so anomalous?

WHITE: Germanium is completely soluble in silicon and the best we could ever
do there is one. The interface goes unstable before you can get to there,
in the (100) case. In the (111) case, we have gone up to concentrations
as high as 1022/cm3. We are putting the germanium in by ion
implantation and we are sputter-limited. We cannot get any more in. That
is the best you will ever do on that. Possibly in deposited layers on
(111) you might do better.

;-
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1. Introduction
Compared to single crystal silicon. as grown solar silicon generally
contains large residual stresses and numerous structural defects. During
subsequent processing, the defect structure can undergo further changes since
at the high temperatures required for diffusion. dislocations are sufficiently
mobile to rearrange themselves in patterns which reduce lor~ range residual
stresses. This process, which is similar to the polygonization of strained
metals, has no counterpart in single crystal silicon. Finally, many of the
solar silicon materials are grown from graphite dies and crucibles and
therefore contain carbon concentrations in excess of 1E18. The interactions
between carbon. crystal defects, intrinsic point defects. oxygen and diffusing
dopants has not been studied to any degree since this problem does not arise
in integrated circuit technology.
The presence of a limited number of structural defects is not necessarily
detrimental to solar cell performance.
In single crystal silicon. for
example, lifetimes are higher in moderately dislocated material (1E3 t01E5
dislocations/sqcm) than in dislocation free material (Melliar-Smith 1977). In
general, defects can both degrade (by providing recombination sites) and
improve (by gettering of impurities) the electrical properties of solar cells.
The nature of the grown in defects. their interactions with chemical
impurities and intrinsic point defects. and subsequent changes in the defect
structure during processing must be understood if cell performance is to be
improved further.
2. Structural Characterization Techniques
2.1. Chemical etching and optical microscopy
The advantages of etching are simplicity, sensitivity, and the ability to
rapidly evaluate large areas. Disadvantages are the inability to resolve
closely spaced defects and the frequently obscure relation between etching
features and the atomic structure of defects. The basic principle of silicon
etches is to oxidize silicon into SiO[2J, using an agent such as nitric or
chromic acid and then to dissolve the oxide with hydrofluoric acid (see Tuck
1975). S5.t!es at which the lattice is strained, such as dislocations r or sites
of different composition. such as impurity agglomerates. are etched at
different rates. The size of the etching features can be controlled by
changing the etch concentration and/or etching time. In practice. conditions
are selected such that the feature size exceeds the resolution of the
microscopic examination technique.
Because of this "chemical magnification"
optical microscopy can resolve defects of atomic dimensions.
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Early etching solutions, e.g.
Sirtl and Adler (1961),
achieved
high
sensitivity only on specific planes or were, when isotropic, very slow (Dash
on
all
1956). Secco (1972) developed an etch with good sensitivity
crystallographic planes.
The Wright etch (Wright Jenkins 1977) is also
sensitive on all crystal
planes
and
yields
etch
pits
which
are
crystallographically defined rather' then the round or elliptically shaped etch
pits obtained with the Secco etch. An etch which consistently develops mounds
rather then pits. and works on all planes except {111} has been described by
Seiter (1977). Since solar materials are usually polycrystalline. the Wright
etch is generally the best choice.
An example of an anisotropic etch is demonstr·ated in Fig.
la, which
shows twin bands in heat exchange method (HEM) silicon. The orientation of
the matrix is -{111J and the twin band orientation is {115}.
The etch (a
diluted Sirtl) is strongly anisotropic and reveals details on {111} but not on
[115}. Thus, scratches are visible on {111} but not on {115}. That the
scratches exist on the {115} surface is indicated by the smooth continuation
of m,ost of the matrix scratches on ei ther side of the twin bands. The
{221}/{221} second order twin joints at the intersection of the first order
twin bands are also not etched. The corresponding EBIC images. Figs 1b and 1c
will be discussed later.
2.1.1.

The relationship between etching features and defect structures

A comparison of the appearance of crystal defects etched with various
solutions can be found in the article by Wright Jenkins (1977) and a useful
schematic diagram can be found in the article by Rozgonyi (1981). In Sirtl or
Wright etched specimens, dislocation etch pits have the symmetry of the
surface plane. e.g. twofold on {110}, threefold OJl {111}, fourfold on {100}.
Unlike dislocations and stacking faults, the nature of point defect
clusters cannot be easily identified by etching.
Saucer pits in single
crystal silicon have only recently been shown to originate from heavy metal
precipitates (Stacy etal: 1982). Pits similar to these saucer pits are also
observed in some solar materials, such as edge defined film fed growth (EFG)
ribbons, see Fig.
2, or weQ (not shown) but the nature of the defects is
unknown. It is possible that the defects are heavy metal complexes (Mo has
been observed by Rutherford backscattering on web surfaces. Cunningham and
Palmstrom 1982). It is also possible that the saucer pit like etching
features may involve carbon complexes.
In single crystal silicon. carbon
interact.s with oxygen (Bean and Neman 1972. de Kook and van de Wijgert 1981)
metallic impurities such as gold (Hill and Van Iseghem 1977), and promotes
nucleation of intrinsic point defects (Foll et al 1977) and oxygen (Shimura et
al 1980).·· An interesting feature of carbon/intrinsic pOint defect complexes
is thJt they tend to be strain free and therefore invisible in the
transmission electron microscope. In the case of the saucer like EFG pits
mentioned above. no corresponding TEM features could be observed. The absence
of TEM contrast is reminescent of B swirl defects (Petroff and deKock 1976.
Foll and Kolbesen 1975), which are believed to be carbon-point defect
agglomerates. When defects occur in dense groupings, ,a.g.
microtwins,
optical microscopy underestimates their density. This etffect is iluustrated
in Fig.
3, about 100 twin boundaries are present within the field of view of
about 10 pm. Determination of the twin density of a material by optical
microscopy would severely underestimate the density of defects present.
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An example of the ambiguity of the interpretation of seemingly simple
etching features is the identification of long, straight. linear bo~ndaries
with traces compatible with {111} boundary planes.
Such boundaries are
commonly identified as first order coherent twin boundaries. an assignment
which is correct most of the time. However, such traces can also originate
from asymmetric second order. e.g. {111}/{115} twin boundaries (see section
5). In principle, all higher order twins of the form {111}/{HKL} could be
mistaken as first order twins. However, it appears that {111}/{115} is the
only combination which occurs relatively frequently.
Etching of semiconductors can be carried out in the presence of a DC
voltage. in which case the process is referred to as cathodic or anodic
etching (Deines et al 1979. FoIl 1980).
A grain boundary
which
is
electrically active has a different electrical potential than the matrix.
This potential difference offers. in principle. a method of preparing TEM
specimens in which only electrically active boundaries are etched (FoIl 1980).
The possible application of cathodic etching in the automated counting of
electrically active defects by
optical
imaging
analyzers
should
be
investigated.
The staining of beveled p-n junctions makes use of the built-in junction
potential to delineate the junction location.
The technique is useful in
studies of bulk diffusion versus grain boundary diffusion, and was first used
by Queisser . (1963) to show the absence of enhanced diffusion along coherent
twin boundaries. The technique has been used to study enhanced diffusion
along grain boundaries in solar materials (Cheng and Shyu 1982).
A very useful etch in the preparation of TEM specimens of p-n junctions
is one the discussed by Bogh (1971). This etch has a much higher dissolution
rates for n type than for p type material and does not attack p+ layers.
Infrared microscopy of silicon has been used to study the precipitation
in transition metal doped EFG ribbons (Cretella 1982). Defects which would be
otherwise invisible. can be viewed by decorating internal defects with fast
diffusers such as copper (Dash 1956. 1958). Cu decoration on EFG is being
carried out in an effort to answer the question if B-swirl like agglomerates
exist in this material.
2.2. Electron microscopy
2.2.1 Scanning electron. microscopy.
2.2.1.1 Specimen current mode.
In this mode. the current flowing between the specimen and grouno is used
to modulate the intensity of the CRT display. This current is composed of the
current carried by the incident beam minus the current carried away from the
specimen by backscattered primary: and secondary electrons.
The specimen
current varies slightly with crystallographic orientation. an effect which can
be used to accurately determine the orientation of
small
gralns
in
poly crystal line solar materials by rocking the beam about a fixed spdt (Van
Essen et al 1971). The resulting "electron channeling pattern" is analogous
to Kikuchi or Kossel patterns.
Since electron channeling is a dynamical
effect it is very sensitive to crystalline perfection.
Channeling patterns
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have
been used for the non-destructive assessment of the crystalline
perfection of silicon on sapphire and could also be used to study the emitter
layers of solar cells.
2.2.1.2 Secondary electron imaging.
In the secondary electron imaging mode (SEI), low energy electrons
emerging from the specimen are collected, and used to form the image. Most of
the secondary electrons originate within the first few atomic layers from the
surface. and escape with energies of 2 to 3 eVe
The resolution is
approximately equal to the beam diameter, or about 5 nm in a modern
instrument. The secondary electron image carries information on the surface
topography. since electrons emitted from rebessed areas are less likely to
reach the offside mounted detector.
2.2.1.3 Backscattered electron imaging mode.
The number of backscattered electrons, defined as electrons with energies
>50 eV, depends on specimen orientation. surface topography and chemical
compoSition of the specimen.
To highlight topological or compositional
variations, some SEM's, such as the JEOL 733. use two solid state detectors.
arranged symmetrically on either side of the specimen. The difference and sum
of the two detector outputs corresponds roughly to a slanting illumination.
emphasizing topology, and a flat illumination emphasizing
compositional
differences. respectively.
Fig.
4 shows a chemically polished specimen
containing Fe related precipitates imaged in the SEI (a), topo (b) and compo
(c) modes.
Since the precipitates protrude slightly above the surface. they
are visible in the topo mode. Note that twinned regions are visible in the
SEI and compo mode. but not in the topo mode.
Line and planar defects which locally bend lattice planes can be imaged
in a SEM in a "TEM like" manner by choosing a.n orientation close to a Bragg
condition. using electron channeling patterns for alignment. To obtain useful
contrast. an SEM fitted with a field emiSSion gun and an energy filter for
'back scattered electrons is required (Pivatal et all 1977. Morin et al 1979).
The technique is capable of resolving defects with a resolution of about 10 nm
located up to 100·nm belOW the surface. Its chief advantage is that it is
non-destructive and does not require any specimen thinning. The technique may
be. therefore. useful to study shallow junction solar cells.
2.2.1.4 X-ray imaging mode
The inten~ity and energy of characteristic x-rays emitted from the
specimen yields information on the chemical composition· of the specimen. With
corrections for .absorption. fluorescence and atomic number effect. accuracies
of about 1% can be achieved. The technique is most sensitive to high atomic
number elements where a concentration of 0.1% or lower can be detected in the
region probed by the electron beam.. If the impurity is present in the form of
precipitates, much lower, volume concentrations can be detected. The technique
is less sensitive for lighter el.ements, since Auger processes increase at 'the
expense of x-ray emission, and also because the beryllium window on the
detector becomes more absorbent at lower energies.
Light elements can be
detected
with windowless energy dispersive detectors or by wavelength
dispersive spectroscopy.
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2.2.1.5 Electron beam induced current mode.
In this mode. carriers generated by the incident electron beam in a small
volume. called the generation volume. are used to form the image.
The shape
of the generation volume is determined by the scattel~ing of the incident
electrons and is roughly spherical. of radius Rp (see the chapter by R.Bell).
At practical beam voltages (5 to 30 KV), Rp varies between 0.5 and several)lllls
in size.
The injected current is collected at a nearby p-n or Schottky
barrier junction and used. after amplification. to modulat~ the intensity of a
CRT display scanned synchronously with incident beam. A low input impedance
amplifier is commonly employed, in which case the EBIC current corresponds to
the short circuit current of the cell. Thus. the EBIC image is basically a
map of the variation of the short circuit current. Regions of low efficiency
(e.g. defects) therefore appear dark. Superimposed over this image is a
faint "backscattered image", since the EBIC current is related to the number
of electrons entering the crystal;
i.e.
all effects which increase the
fraction of back scattered electrons will reduce the EBIC cUl"rent,. Contrast
features which are visible in the backscattered image will also be visible in
the EBIC image.
Therefore, the backscattered image should be checked if
unusual features appear in the EBIC image. The fact that the "backscattered"
component of the EBIC image has a higher resolution than the EBIC image
(especially if the latter is taken at a high voltage), is occasionally useful
in separating the contribution of the two images.
Usually, the specimen is mounted in such a way that the collecting
junction is perpendicular to the incident electron beam (plan view mode).
OccaSionally, however, it is useful to view the specimen end on.
This mode
corresponds to cross-sectional EBIC of solar cells and can be used to study
the junction formation, see Fig. 5. which shows a cross sectional EBIC image
of a processed EFG cell. Minority carrier diffusion lengths can be dete~ined
by measuring the collected current as a function of distance from the
collecting plane (Jastrzbeski et al 1975).
The minority carrier diffusion
coefficients can be obtained from time domain measurements, either in the
single shot mode (Ioannou 1980) or by periodically blanking the beam (Fuyuki
and Matsunami 1981).
At typical beam voltages each incident electron generates about 500 to
1000 electron-hole pairs. High beam currents can cause local movements of the
Fermi level as well as the formation of micro plasmas and should be therefore
avoided in defect studies (at least as long as one does not want to exploit
these feature to measure e.g.
the density of states of a defect. or the
electrical field in the vicinity of a defect). The injected carriers move by
drift in the junction region by diffusion in the emitter and base region
(neglecting field arsing from doping gradients). Since quantitative theories
of EBIC contrast are available only for the diffusion case. is important to
establish that such conditions exist before a quantitative interpretation of
EBIC results is attempted.
In solar cells the junction depth is typically about 0.3 to 0.7 pm, and
the depletion layer is between 1 and 2pm deep. Since the range of 10 to 20
KeV electrons is between 1 and 3;un (undesirable) drift field conditions can
easily exist under common operating conditions.
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At high voltages, high doping levels and shallow junctions, the majority
of carriers are injected into field free material and move by diffusion. The
contrast of linear and planar defects, has been calculated by a variety of
authors (Donolato 1983. Marek 1982, Zook 1983) for the plan view mode. These
calculations show that the resolution of EBIC depends on the geometry of the
defects studied.
For linear defects, the resolution is roughly comparable to
the size of the generation volume. For planar defects. the resolutiQlt'l is
roughly
equal to the minority carrier diffusion
length.
Convenient
mathematical expressions are available for the EBIC contrast of dislocations
(Donolato and Klann 1980) and grain boundaries (Donolato 1983. Marek 1982,
Zook 1983), which can be used to derive the minority carrier diffusion length
and the recombination velocity from measurements of the EBIC current in the
vicinity of the defects. When using these expreSSions, it should be noted
that the definition of the surface recombination velocity used by Zook (1983)
differs by a factor 2 from that of Donolato
(1983).
The
integral
representation chosen byZook for the Bessel function converges much faster
than that given by Donolato and is therefore much more convenient in nUmerical
evaluations. Finally, when programming these expressions, it is useful to
remember that all arguments pertain radians, rather than in degrees. In
practice the largest errors in Land s arise from the uncertainty of the
background level, the choice of which can introduce an error of 30% or more.
EBIC line scans of grain boundaries are frequently asymmetric, both in
regard to the background and the decrease of the EBIC current as the bounda~
is approached, see Fig. 6, which shows a line scan across a 5.5 0
tilt
boundary of a silicon bicrystal grown at JPL. The reason for this asymmetry
are generally not well understood. Grains of different orientation can easily
be distinguished in EBIC micrographs, as shown in Fig.
7! which shows a
section of HEM material.
In such a case. the asymmetry is due to the
different back ground at either side of the boundary, but this effect can be
ruled out for Fig.
6.
In addition. the profiles themselves are usually
asymmetric in the sense that they yield different lifetimes in adjacent
grains, even when the different background at either side of the boundary is
properly taken into account. This is effect is not understood at present.
The asymmetric profiles could be caused by asymmetric probing beams, (for
which reason the specimen should be rotated by 180 CI and the measurement
repeated) or different types and concentrations of defects on either side of
the boundary.
,)ifferent dislocation densities are commonly observed on
different sides of boundaries i i i ' EFG ribbons. see Fig. 8. On an atomic
scale. grain boundaries 'are frequently asymmetric (see section 4).
In
particular, grain boundaries frequently emit microtwins to one side only.
Finally, in cast specimens with multiple nucleation sites. microsegregation
can occur. with more segregation occurring in large grains than in small
grains.
The electronic energy levels of defects can be determined by moving the
Fermi level relative to the defect levels by changing the temperature or
injection conditions. Thermal movement of the Fermi level has been used by
Kimmerling et al (1977) to determine the electronic energy level of a
contaminated stacking fault. Shallow levels in EFG have been quantitatively
determined from temperature dependent EBIC measurements by Hanoka and Bell
(1981). The frequency dependence of the EBIC contrast has been used by
Ourmazd et al (1981) to study recombination at dislocations. The frequency
dependence of the EBIC contrast contains information of the density of states
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and should be further studied, e.g.
2.2.2.

on grain boundaries.

Transmission electron microscopy

Compared to optical microscopy, the advantages of TEM are high spatial
resolution and the ability to derive quantitative information on the detailed
crystallographic nature of
the
defects;
e.g.
Burgers
vectors
of
dislocations. For more details see e.g.
Hirsch et al (1977), Thomas and
Goringe (1979) and Spence (1981).
The penetrating power of electrons in silicon is approximately 1 )1m at
100 Kev and 5-10 pm at 1 MeV. Thin specimens are therefore required for
transmission electron microscopy, particularly in high resolution studies.
Thin areas are found in the vicinity of tapered holes etched into the material
by a variety of techniques, e.g. argon ion milling. The areas examined by
TEM are very therefore very small and many specimens must be inspected before
statistically significant results can be obtained.
TEM investigations of
junction regions are especially difficult, since a single defect penetratj,ng a
junction can have a pronounced effect on the electrical properties.
In such
investigations, auxiliary methods such as etching or EBIC must be used to
preselect the areas of interest.
The resoJ.ution of TEM depends on the imaging conditions and the specimen
thickness. Wraak beam images (Cockayne i 972) can separate dislocations which
are about 2 vm apart. In the lattice imaging mods. the the image generated
corresponds to a projection of the crystal structure along the incident beam
direction. A quantitative analysiS of lattice
images
requires
image
computationt3, see e.g. Spence (1981). Limitations of the technique are that
the specimens must be extremely thin in order to reduce multiple scattering.
Only image:3 of defect~ whi.ch are imaged end-on can be easily interpreted.
Fortunately, in silicon. a lal'ge number of dislocations and grain boundaries
meet this requirement. In silicon. the <110> direction is both the preferred
line direction of dislocations, and the direction in which the lattice has the
largest open channels. A projection of the silicon lattice along a <110>
direction is shown in Fig.
9.
The resolution of commercially available
microscclpes is insufficient to resolve the closely spaced pairs of atoms in
Fig. 9.
The "white dots" observed in lattice images of silicon most
frequently correspond to the open six-sided channels. However, reversed image
contrast can occur under certain imaging conditions, particularly in thicker
specimens. A lattice image of a microtwin is shown in Fig. 10. Micro twins
can terminate inside the crystal in a variety of ways, see Fig. ,10 b which
shows both {112}/{112} boundaries and "peeling off" of indiv'idual layers
terminating in partial dislocations.
The scanning transmission electron miu~ocloope (STEM)
combines
the
features of a conventional TEM with those of a scanning electron microscope.
However, much higher resolution can be achieved in the SEM mode because of the
smaller probe size (- 1 nm) and because beam sprea.dis reduced in the thin
foils used in TEM.
The highly convergent probe formed in STEM's can be used to obtain
convergent beam patterns which contain crystallographic information on small
volumes (Steeds 1979). Elemental analyses of small volumes can be carried out
by energy dispersive spectroscopy, EDS, (Goldstein 1979) and electron energy
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loss spectroscopy, EELS, (Joy 1979, Silcox 1979, Leapman et al 1981).
In addition to the STEM mode. the instrument can also be operated in
conventional TEM and secondary electron imaging modes. In summarYr a variety
of microstructural analysis can be carried out by STEM. including surface
topographical studies by SEI. structural investigations by TEM and chemical
analysis by EDS and EELS.
When
EBIC and
collected
sensitive
the study

semiconductors are investigated, the STEM can be operated in the
CL modes.
However, because of the small volumes probed, the
signals are weak, and the signal to noise ratio is low unless phase
detection techniques are used. The technique has been applied to
of defects in GaAs by Petroff (1982).

3.Structural defects in silicon
3.1 Point defects.
The atomistic nature of the high temperature equilibrium point defect and
its charge state in silicon is controversial, and vacancies (Shaw 1975),
interstitials (Seeger and Chik 1968) and models which assume an equilibrium
between vacancies and interstitials (Sirtl 1977) have been proposed.
The
latter model predicts that the presence of carbon will shift the equilibrium
towards the interstitial side.
Graphite crucible grown silicon
should
therefore contain a higher fraction of highly mobile point defects than
regular silicon. This prediction is in agreement with various observations on
EFG material to be discussed later.
Indirect
evidence.
mostly
from
obser'vation of B-swirls, sugges.ts that interstitials form complexes with
carbon. The composition of these complexes is such that no strain develops,
and therefore depends on the int,ernal strains in the matrix.
3.2 Line defects.
Silicon has the crystal structure of the diamond cubic lattice. which is
an fcc Bravais lattice with a basis of two atoms at 000 and 1/4 1/4 1/4.
Glide dislocations in bulk silicon have Burgers vectors of the type a/2<110).
Since the diamond lattice, consists of . two interpenetrating fcc lattices,
displaced relative to one another by a/4 [111], two kind of dislocations can
be constructed which are known as the glide and shuffle set (Hirth and Lothe
1982). The difference between these two types of dislocations consists in the
termination of the extra half plane. which is shown schematically in Fig. 11.
Experimentally it is very difficult to determine whether dislocations in
silicon belong to the glide or shuffle set. By comparing experimental lattice
images to computer simulated images Olsen and Spenc~ (1981) determined that
the 30 CI a/6<112) Schockley partial belonged to the glide set. The conversion
of glide to shuffle set dislocations via the absorption and emittance of point
defects is discussed e.g. by Alexander (1979). DislOcations in silicon have
a preferred line direction of <110>, since the Peierls energy is lowest in
that direction.
Dislocations formed at high temperatures have a more
irregular line direction than those formed at low temperatures. which tend to
adhere more rigidly to <110>.
This tendency can be used as a guideline in
deciding at what stage of the growth process dislocations are introduced into
the material.
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Three different possible combinations of <110> Burgers vectors and line
directions exist. and dislocations with <110> line directions are therefore
either screw, 60° or edge type.
Possible atomic configurations of these
dislocations are discussed by Hornstra (1958) and by Hirsch (1982). Glide
dislocations in silicon are of the 60 or screw type.
The stacking fault
energy in silicon is relatively low, about 69 mJ/m (FoIl and Carter 197'9), and
most dislocations are therefore dissociated into a/6 <112> Shockley partials.
Dislocations in twin boundaries in silicon are mostly a/6 <112)
type
dislocations.
Low angle grain boundaries can contain complex dislocations with large
Burgers vectors.
These complex dislocations, first investigated by Bourret
and Desseaux (1979), can form by the interaction of
different
glide
dislocations, and have been discussed by FoIl and Carter (1979) and Carter
(1982). Examples of dislocations in low angle tilt boundaries are given in
section 4.
3.3 Grain Boundaries in Silicon
Grain boundaries with misorientations up to - 20 c can be modelled as
arrays of discrete lattice dislocations. Such boundaries are referred to as
low angle grain boundaries. Boundaries which share a large fraction of common
lattice sites are commonly referred to as low
boundaries, where
is the
reciprocal fraction of common lattice sites of the two interpenetrating
lattices (Bollmann 1970). In this notation. the coherent first order twin
boundary is a:;: =3 boundary and boundaries created by consecutive twinning
operations such as second and third order twin boundaries are termed ~ =9 and
~ =27 boundaries, respectively.
Small deviations from these low ~ boundaries
are taken up by secondary dislocations which play a role similar to those of
regular dislocations in low angle grain boundaries. A given ~ boundary can
have many different boundary planes but experimentally it is found that
symmetric boundary planes with a high density of coincident sites are
preferred (Cunningham et al 1982d).
Studies on the structure of polycrystalline silicon indicate that the
majority of grain boundaries are <110) tilt boundaries. These boundaries are
either low angle. (Cunningham 1982, Cunningham and Ast 1982), or ~=3. 9 or 27
boundaries (Cunningham et al 1982d, Fontaine and Rocher 1980. Rocher et al
1981. Yang et al 1980. Armstrong et al 1980).
The structure of a particular grain boundary in silicon or germanium
appears to be independent of the way it was created. The structure of
low-angle <110) tilt boundaries has been studied in melt grown bicrystals of
germanium, Bourret and Desseaux (1979), in hot-pressed bicrystals of silicon,
Carter, Rose and Ast (1981) and in chemically vapor deposited (CVD) silicon.
Cunningham (1982) and the dislocation structure of these boundaries is found
to be very similar.
The atomic structure of second order,
or S =9
coincidence, boundaries has been studied by Krivanek et al (1977), Bourret et
al (1981), and Vaudin et al (1983) and again are found to be independent of
the formation mechanisms.
The following discussion will be confined to <110) tilt boundaries since
these are the only ones of importance in solar silicon. !wist boundaries are
rarely found but can be made by sintering of single crystal wafers (Foll and
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Ast 1979, Vaudin and Ast 1982). The results presented below were obtained
from a study of the boundaries in CVD silicon serving as feedstock for RTR
ribbons. The material had a grain size of about 1 um and a <110> texture and
was deposited at 1100 0 C. The high deposition temperature resulted in a
higher and "more annealed" grain structure than that of standard CVD silicon.
3.3.1 Low-Angle [110] Tilt Boundaries.
Most dislocations in low-angle tilt boundaries are of edge character,
since the sum of the Burgers vectors of the dislocations comprising the
boundary must be perpendicular to the tilt axis and parallel to the boundary
plane normal, Hirth and Lothe (1982).
Bourret and Desseaux (1979) and Bourret et al (1981) have identified
dislocations with Burgers vectors a [111], a/2 [112], a [001] and a/2 [110] in
melt grown bicrystals of germanium and Carter et al (1981) have identified
dislocations with Burgers vectors a[001] and
a/2[112]
in
hot-pressed
bicrystals of silicon.
These dislocations have also been observed in low
angle [110] tilt boundaries in CVD silicon by Cunningham (1982) and Cunningham
and Ast (1983).
Fig. 12 (a) shows a 10 [110] tilt boundary. The grain boundary plane
has different orientations in different sections and the character of the
dislocations changes accordingly. The enlargements of the different boundary
regions show the nature of the dislocations in more detail, Figs. 12 (b)-(d).
For a further discussion it is convenient to introduce the concept of the
median lattice. Frank (1950). The median lattice is identical in structure
and halfway in orientation between the crystal lattices at either side of the
boundary, and will be indicated by the subscript m. Between A and B, Fig. 12
(b), the boundary is symmetric, (110)m, and consists of an array of pure edge
a/2 [110] Lomer dislocations. Between Band C, Fig. 12 c, the boundary plane
is asymmetric, (111)m, and contains dislocations with Burgers vectors a [111],
which are dissociated into three Frank partials, a/3 [111], separated by
intrinsic and extrinsic stacking faults. a/2 [110] dislocations occasionally
introduce facets into the (111)m boundary plame.
Between C and D the
asymmetric boundary plane. (112)m, consists of dislocations with the Ergers
vector a/2 [1'12], which are dissociated into a Frank partial, a stair-rOd, a/3
[001], and a' Shockley partial, Fig. 12 d. The dissociation widths are very
narrow since the boundary dislocations are t~ghtly spaced.
The dissociation
scheme is shown more clearly in Fig. 13. which is taken from a tilt boundary
with a smaller misorientation angle. shown in Fig. 13 b.
The configuration
of the dislocations in this boundary are consistent with a model that assumes
that the boundary has migra~ed during cool down.
Changes of the boundary
plane requires the introduction of new dislocations into the boundry, see
3.3.1. As the boundary moves, the a/6[112] and a/3[111] move by glide and
climb, leading to anomalously widely dissociated intrinsiC and extrinsic
stacking faults.
3.3.2 Twin related

boundari'~)s

Since the [110] plane in silicon has two mirror plane.s. two possibilities
exist for the location of a symmetric grain boundary plane. independent of the
misorientation. The two symmetric boundary planes for a [110] tilt boundary
correspond to (110) and (001) in the median lattice. It was suggested by
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Hornstra (1959) that <110) tilt boundaries with a £110} median lattice
boundary plane could be constructed without broken bonds. Recent comparison
of Hornstra t s models with lattice images of the ~ =9 boundary in germanium
(Krivanek et al 1977, Bourret et al 1981) and the Z. =9 and Z =27 boundaries in
silicon, (Vaudin et al 1983) have shown the validity of these models. Fig.
14 is a lattice image of' ali =27 boundary, (110)m in silicon. together with a
Good agreement exists between the
superimposed model of the boundary.
experimentally observed structure and the model. The structure of boundaries
with a (001) median lattice boundary plane. which include the (112) incoherent
twin boundary, appear to be more complicated. Fontaine and Smith (1982) and
Vlachavas and Pond (1981) experimentally determined different values for the
rigid body translation associated with the incoherent (112) twin boundary.
Recent computer calculations by Pond et al (1983) suggest the existence of two
energetically favorable structures. Cunningham and Ast (1983) have observed
three different structures for the (112) twin boundary in silicon.
Asymmetric boundaries are also observed in polycryst al line silicon.
Recent results by Koch and Ast (1982) and Dianteill and Rocher (1983) suggest
that greater recombination of minority carriers occurs at macroscopically
asymmetric boundaries than at symmetric boundaries. On an atomistic scale.
asymmetric grain boundaries frequently dissociate into faceted struct,:iJres
consisting of symmetric grain boundary sections (Cunningham et al 1982d).
Examples of this process are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. In Fig. 15, a ~ =27
boundary is dissociated into a E =9 boundary and a faceted Z =3 boundary, and
in Fig. 16 a ~ =9 boundary is dissociated into two Z =3 boundaries. In both
cases dissociation occurs only in those sections where the undissociated
boundary plane would have had an asymmetric configuration.
The above results emphasize the need to characterize the nature of
defects in polycrystalline silicon. on the scale of nanometers, before a
comparison of electrical properties of grain boundaries can be made with
confidence. All electrical characterization techniques average overlarge
(~) sections of grain boundaries.
On a microscopic scale. the structure of
the boundary can vary significantly over such a distance. as shown above.
Correlation of macroscopic electrical characterization techniques such as AC
spectroscopy, DLTS and EBIC with TEM is therefore inconclusive unless the
boundary is structurally characterized along the entire region probed by the
electrical measurement.
4. Electrical Properties of Defects
The relationship between structural defects and the efficiency of solar
cells is not obvious.
Lower defect ,densities do not necessarily result in
better cells, and materials with a high density of structural defects can be
processed into cells of rather high efficiency. One reason for' this seemingly
puzzling behavior is the dual role of structural defects. Lattice defects can
act as recombination centers for minority carriers, and as, gettering sites for
chemical impurities.
A illustrative case of the latter dccurs in solar cells
prepared from corner sections of HEM material. This material contains a high
densi ty of impurities since it is the last section to solidify. A solar cell
fabricated from such a material shows high collection efficiency only in close
proximity of grain boundaries. Fig. 17 shows a light induced current (LIBC)
scan of such a cell, and Fig. 18 shows the corresponding optical image. A
TEM analysis shows that the grain boundaries are heavily decorated and are
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surrounded by denuded (precipitate free) regions, see Fig. 19. The decrease
in collection efficiency at the boundary itself is more then offset by the
increased collection in its vicinity, with the result that the collection
efficiency is highest in the boundary region.
In solar cells, defects which ¥"OSS the depleted layer are
more
troublesome than similar defects in the base region. decorated defects being
particularly damaging. Thus. the presenee of defects in the base. even though
reducing the minority carrier lifetime. can be beneficial if these defects act
as strong gettering centers for the depletion layer. The detailed nature of
the defect structure in the junction and base regions, and the optimization of
cell efficiencies through processing is the subject of current microstructural
research. A difficulty in such stUdies is that the electrical activity of a
defect can change without visible changes
in microscopic
appearance.
presumably by interacting with impurity atoms and intrinsic point defects.
In the following section. the electrical activity of individual lattice
defects (local electrical activity) and their influence on the overall
efficiency of the solar cell (global activity) will be discussed.
The
application of EBIC to the study of the defect structures of dendritic web and
EFG silicon is given in sections 5.1 and 5.2 respectively.
4.1.1 Electrical activity of point defects and point defect clusters.
In the discussion of point defects it is useful to differentiate between
chemical impurities (especially transition metals), intrinsic point defects
(vacancies and interstitials), and dopants such as phosphorous. The role of
impurities is discussed later. The role of intrinsic point defects and their
interaction with carbon and oxygen is very complex and can not be discussed
here in any detail. It appears fairly certain that carbon is complexed with
interstitials and that these complexes tend to be strain free and not
electrically
active.
Treatments which increase the
concentration of
interstitials (such as the diffusion of posphorous) increase the interstitial
fraction and might lead to strained complexes which are then electrically
active (see Goesele and Ast 1983). However, more information is needed to
establish the validity of such a model. Experiments such as emitter push
effect and copper decorations should provide such information.
4.1.2 Electrical activity of dislocations.
The electrical activity of dislocations has been studied principally by
EBIC (Ourmazd and Booker 1979, Ourmazd et al 1981) and by the correlation of
EBIC with high voltage electron microscopy (Blumtritt et al 1979, Strunk and
Ast 1980a).
These investigations sholof that the recombination efficiency of
dislocations increases with increasing edge comporu,mt ,of the Burgers vectors
(screw vs. '60°, see Ourmazd 1981), and alsQ depends on the dissociation state
(Ourmazd 1979), the amount of decoration (Blumtrittet al 1979) and the jog
content (Ast et al 1982). Theoretical models of the electrical activity of
dislocations are· usually based on a broken bond model and do not t-ake into
account the presehce of impurities. Presently, it is not clear if clean
dislocations (clean to the extent that the gettered impurities do not play a
role in the electrical activity) exist in silicon.
Investigations of the
electrical activity of emitter misfit dislocations which pass close to strong
gettering centers show a reduction in the electrical activity (Pasemann et al
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1982). This result suggests that even dislocations which appear to be free of
impurities in TEM may be decorated with impurities on a level not observable
by microscopic examination (Kittler and Seifert 1981).
However, it is
conceivable that results obtained on emitter misfit dislocations are not
necessarily representative of the dislocation behavior in the bulk, since
phosphorus diffusion is known to getter impurities. Investigations of the
correlation between dislocation density and minority carrier lifetime show
that the lifetime is one to two orders of magnitude higher when the
dislocations are introduced by deformation. rather than grown in (see Vink et
al 1978). This observation can be rationalized with the absence of a Cottrell
atmosphere in deformation induced dislocations. Another factor which appears
to influence the electrical activity of dislocations is the dissociation
width. Plots of the dissociation width of dislocations versus increasing edge
character show a large scatter, for reasons which are not well understood.
(Gomez et al 1975). Experimentally, it is found that dislocations which are
generated at high stresses and low temperatures (Wessel and Alexander 1979),
are strongly electrically active (Sullivan and Ast 1981).
Finally, both
theory and experiment suggest that kinks and jogs are sites of enhanced
electrical activity (see section 5.1).
4.1.3. Stacking faults and other planar defects.
The electrical activity of planar defects varies greatly, and depends on
the atomic structure, the presence of intrinsic or extrinsic grain boundary
dislocations, and the segregation of impurities. These factors have only been
studied extensively for coherent twin boundaries.
Clean dislocation free
coherent twin boundaries and stacking faults are not electrically active
(Strunk et al 1981; Ourmazd et al 1981). Most dislocations in coherent twin
boundaries are electrically active. although dislocations are occasionally
observed which do not show any discernable EBIC contrast (Strunk et al 1981).
These dislocations tend to be straight and oriented in <110> directions.
Decorated stacking faults, see Fig. 20 showing a decorated stacking fault in
HEM material are always strongly electrically active (Kimmerling et al 1977).
Carbon, with a high bond energy, is unlikely to segregate at stacking faults
since only impurities which lower the stacking fault energy segregate to
stacking faults or twins (Suzuki segregation), and carbide precipitates (such
as SiC) have never been observed at stacking faults. The electrical activity
of other grain boundaries has been studied to a much lesser extent.
As a
general rule, twin related symmetric grain boundaries with [110] tilt axis are
less electrical active than boundaries with a macroscopically asymmetric
orientation (Koch and Ast 1982, Dianteill and Rocher 1983). This effect can
be easily seen in HEM specimens which develop large macroscopic twins, see
Fig. 1a. The second order [221}/{221} twin boundary at intersecting bands of
equal thickness is not electrically active (see Fig.
1 b, c) but shows
electrically activity when bands of unequal thickness are joined, i.e. when
the boundarY takes on a macroscopic asymmetric element. Such comparisons show
that the symmetric {112}/[112} first order twin boundary can only be very
weakly electrically active (Koch and Ast 1982). These observations can be
rationalized with structural models which show that symmetric [110] tilt
boundaries can be constructed without broken bonds. where1as broken bonds are
generally present in asymmetric boundaries. However, more research is needed
to establish the validity of the broken bond hypothesis since impurity
decoration is an alternative possibility. A comparison between AC admission
spectroscopy results and TEM shows that the spacing of secondary dislocations
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is comparable to the average distance between trapping sites (Werner and
Strunk 1982).
However, this conclusions rests on the assumption that the
structure of the grain boundary in the large area probed by the electrical
measurement is identical to the structure in the small area probed by TEM. In
general, this is a safe assumption only for twin related boundaries. and even
there the dislocation content of the boundary can vary with position (Strunk
and Ast 1980a). In non-twin related boundaries. the electrical activity of a
boundary usually varies with position (Cheng and Shyu 1981. Seager 1982).
In solar materials, the correlation between etching features and bulk
properties (conversion efficiency, minority carrier diffusion
length, majority carrier mobility) is not well established, even though modern
image processing methods allow rapid acquisition of numerical data.
Studies
of ubiquitous crystallization process (ucp) silicon with automated quantized
optical microscopy show no discernable correlation between the solar cell
efficiency and the dislocation density (Natesh et al 1983). In view of the
complex role of defects, the inhomogeneous defect distribution. the different
impact of defects on the emitter, junction and base region. the absence of
simple correlations is, perhaps, not surprising.
elec~rical

4.2 Passivation of defects by hydrogenation.
The electrical activity of structural defects in solar silicon can be
reduced by hydrogenation (Ast and Sullivan 1979, Seager et al 1980. Hanoka et
al 1983). An example of hydrogen passivation is shown in Fig. 21. The dark
area in Fig.
21a contains dislocation loops, formed in a scratched and
annealed specimen. It can be seen that these dislocations, introduced at a
low temperature and a high stress are very more electrically active than the
grown in dislocations visible in the background.
The strong electrical
activity is most likely caused by an unusually large dissociation width
(Dislocations generated at low temperatures and high stresses tend to be
widely separated).
Fig.
21b shows that hydrogenation in a glow discharge
reduces the electrical activity of these dislocation loops to a level
comparable to that of the grown in dislocations, allowing individual loops to
be resolved.
Hydrogenation experiments are commonly carried out at
temperatures
between 350 and 450 0 C. Thermal introduced changes in the minority carrier
lifetime (Graff et al 1973) must therefore be separated from hydrogenation
effects if the latter effect is to be studied properly (Sullivan 1983).
5. The Defect Structure of Solar Silicon Material
5.1.Dendritic Web
The growth mechanisms for dendritic web silicon ribbon have
been
described previously by e.g. Seidensticker (1977). The resulting ribbon has
a <111> surface normal whereas <110> is observed in most other ribbon
materials.
The general features of the defect structure of web ribbon are (i) a bulk
dislocation densi.ty of 1E4 to 1E5 cm-l, and (ii) a number of twin planes lying
parallel to the ribbon surface and located near the mid plane of the ribbon.
Fig. 22 shows a typical etch pattern observed at the surface of web ribbons.
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The etch pits delineate the traces of two different {111} glide planes,
suggesting that the corresponding dislocations were introduced into the
material by plastic processes. The dislocation density varies over the width
of the ribbon with a maximum of about 1E5 cm·l- at the center and deci"easing by
an order of magnitude toward the dendrites.
Near the twin boundaries, located in the central region of the web
ribbon, high densities of dislocations have been observed. These dislocations
have been discussed previously by Cunningham et al (1982a) and are thought to
be responsible for the slightly reduced efficiencies of web solar cells as
compared to standard dislocation free Czochralski cells. The dislocations at
the twin planes can be studied by TEM but specimen preparation is difficult.
A more convenient method for observing these dislocations has been used by
Sporon-Fiedler and Ast (1982), who polished the ribbon down parallel to the
twin plane, and used EBIC to examine the dislocations. Since it is impossible
to polish the specimens exactly parallel to the twin planes, a small bevel
invariably develops. This geometry allows several twin planes to be observed
simultaneously, and also the determination of the dislocation densities on
different twin planes. Fig.
23 shows an optical micrograph of such a
specimen where the traces of 5 twin plane intersections with the surface can
be seen. The EBIC micrograph. Fig. 24, shows that a variety of dislocations
reside in the boundaries. Hexagonal networks of dislocations can be seen and
also many long straight dislocations.
Analysis by TEM shows that the
hexagonal network consists of near screw, a/6<112> dislocations in the
boundary, and that the long
straight
dislocations
are
most
likely
Lomer-Cottrell locks (Cunningham et al 1982a). The EBIC observations show
that the twin planes nearest the ribbon surface invariably contain the highest
density of dislocations. This observation supports the conclusion that most
of the dislocations are introduced by plastic processes. The twin boundaries
therefore act as sinks for the dislocations which are generated at the
surface, or at the, dendrites, and glide in the ribbon due to thermal stresses.
On intersecting the twin boundaries. the dislocations are effectively trapped.
The process can be thought of as internal gettering of dislocations. It is
conceivable that the high conversion efficiencies of cells fabricated from web
ribbons is due to effective trapping of dislocations at the twin planes.
No
similar process is possible in ribbons with a <110> surface normal.
Fig. 25 shows a higher magnification EBIC image of the hexagonal
network. Close inspection shows that there is enhanced contrast at alternate
dislocation nodes. The thre.efold symmetry of hexagonal loops is a consequence
of the fact that each dislocation introduces a step in the boundary.
Carter
and Foll (1980) have shown that for an hexagonal network of dislocations in a
twin boundary, three of the nodes must contain unit jogs. The EBIC contrast
is consistent with the hypothesis that jogs are sites of enhanced electrical
activity (for more details see Ast et ale
1982).
This
observation
demonstrates that the correlation of EBIC with structural characterization can
yield information on defects too small to be directly resolved by TEM.
5.2 Defect Structure ofEFG Ribbons
5.2.1 As grown defect structure of EFG ribbgns.
The defect structure of EFG ribbons has been studied by Strunk et al
(1982a), and by the group at Mobil (for a summary see Wald, 1981). Most of
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the ribbons have a <110> surface normal, a (112) growth direction and contain
mainly twin boundaries which lie perpendicular to the surface and parallel to
the growth direction. This geometry has been termed the "equilibrium" or
"steady state" defect structure (see Wald, 1981) since it invariably develops
during ribbon growth, regardless of the orie~tation of the seed crystal.
In
addition, the ribbons contain dislocations, of densities 1E3 to 1E5 cm , and
higher order twin boundaries. Random high angle boundaries, i.e. high angle
boundaries which are not twin related, are rarely observed. This defect
structure is very similar to that of the CAST ribbons studied by Yang et al
( 1979).
Several boundaries of the equilibrium structure are characterized by
electrical activity, as shown in the EBIC micrograph of Fig. 26. It
is often observed that boundaries are electrically active only at certain
regions along their length.
Correlation of EBIC with TEM shows that
intermittent EBIC contrast can be due to at least two different mechanisms
(Cunningham et al 1982b).
The EBIC contrast in Fig.
27 is due to
dislocations in twin boundaries whereas the dotted contrast in Fig. 28 arises
from sections of incoherent twin boundaries.
The strong EBIC contrast of
linear boundaries lying parallel to the coherent boundaries may therefore be
due to a high density of dislocations in the twin boundary or to long sections
of higher order twins boundaries. A third possible mechanism, segregation of
impurities to selected regions of the grain boundary has never been observed
in EFG ribbons.
st~rong

As shown by Cunningham et al (1982c), the occurrence of sections of
incoherent twin boundaries produced by intersections of coherent {111} twin
boundaries is very common in many solar silicon materials, such as RTR, EFG,
SOC, and HEM.
A related mechanism is shown in Figs. 29 (a) and (b). These
EBIC and TEM micrographs were taken from an RTR ribbon. The EBIC contrast is
due to dislocations in the boundaries, but the dislocations are connected by
stacking faults, which are electrically inactive and therefore not visible in
the EBIC micrograph.
The process by which these defects were introduced is
very likely different from that responsible for introducing
individual
dislocations.
A puzzling feature of as grown EFG ribbons is that carbon precipitation
has never been observed by TEM. despite the high carbon content of the
material. Graff et al (1977), who studied precipitation in high carbon CZ
single crystal silicon noted that lithe most striking fact is the absence of
carbon in the precipitates analysed". Kolbesen and Muehlbauer (1982), who
studied the influence of carbon on the performance of high voltage two and
three terminal devices, also failed to find SiC precipitates.
The reader
should consult this reference for further details on possible factors
controlling the presence and absence of SiC. It appears that carbon is either
dispersed throughout the material, possibly decorating dislocation cores and
boundaries (Rocher et al 1980) or exists in the form of strain free
agglomerates with intrinsiC point defects. The latter is also suggested by
the fact that strain free B-swirls, whose nuc~eation is related to carbon,
develop into strained defects when subjected to treatments which increase the
interstitial concentration. i.e. oxidation.
5.2.2.

Effects of processing on the defect
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struc~ure

of EFG ribbons.

It is well known that processing of single crystal silicon can change the
configuration of existing defects. and can introduce nelol defects. such as
stacking faults, dislocations and precipitates.
This fact suggests that
defect rearrangements and the creation of new defects may also play an
important role in the processing of solar silicon.
The effects of a 30 min PH3 diffusion on the defect structure of EFG
ribbons have been reported by Cunningham and Ast (1982). Dislocation helices
are formed in the diffused region due to the absorption of point defects, as
shown in Fig.
30.
The supersaturation ratio calculated from the pitch of
these spiral is generally in the order of 100 except in one case where the
supersaturation ratio was in excess of 1E5 (this case is being checked
further). Similarly coiled dislocations (and super'saturation ratios) have
been observed in the vicinity of junctions in single crystal silicon by Strunk
et al (1980b) who explained their formation by the absorption of silicon self
interstitials created by the diffusion of phosphorous.
Another
effeot
observed in processed EFG ribbons is the formation of boundaries. as shown in
Fig. 31.
After solidification, the ribbons quickly
cool
below
the
temperature where dislocation motion can take place easily (-700~C). The
duration of the 30 min. processing step is long compared to the cooling time
and stress relief can therefore easily occur. In the present case this stress
relief occurs by dislocation multiplication and glide. Since a low-angle
boundary reduces the strain field of a configuration of dislocations it is not
surprising that such low-angle boundaries are found in many of the processed
ribbons. Dislocation nodes in such low-angle boundaries act as nucleation
sites for small precipitates (see section 5).
The above results show some of the effects of proceSSing on the structure
of EFG ribbons. Similar effects may occur in other solar materials.
The
nature of this effect will depend on the pre-existing defect structure.
residual stresses ~nd impurities.
5.2.3 Impurities in EFG Ribbons.
Hopkins et al (1980) have studied the effects ·of various metallic
impurities
on the electrical properties of solar cells
and
defined
"acceptable" impurity contents belOW which the conversion efficiencies were
not seriously affected. In many instances, these concentrations are exceeded,
especially in ribbon technologies with no impurity rejection into the melt.
Internal gettering of impurities by oxygen precipitates and back side damage
is extensively practiced in the fabrication of integrated circuits. Internal
gettering in solar cells by lattice defects is an important topic of
structural characterization.
5.3.

Precipitation in EFG Ribbons

Small, -10 nm, precipitates frequently form at the dislocation nodes of
processed induced networks, see section 5.2.2., as shown in Fig. 32. The
size of these precipitates is compatible with the diffusion coefficients of
either carbon or oxygen.
Larger precipitates (-1pm) are occasionally observed
in
processed
ribbons, Fig.
33.
The size and shape of these precipitates indicates that
they are most likely formed in the mel t and incorporated into the ribbons
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dUl"ing growth, rather than forming:a:3 a re:3ult of the high temperature
diffusion prOcess. Energy di:3persive apectroscopyshows that the precipitates
contain a variety of metallic impurities including Fe. Mo. Cr. Ni and Ti, see
Fig. 33 b.
Wavelength dispersive spectroscopy shows that the precipitates
also contain carbon. In EFG ribbons, these precipitates are always surrounded
by dislocations, Fi.g. 34, whereas such dislocatiqns are never observed in
similarly grown Nonagon material. A possible explanation for this difference
is that the slower cooling, rate of Nonagon material favors stress relief by
point
defect migration, rather than by the creation and movement of
dislocations. A feature of EFG ri'bbons which is presently not understood is
the absence of conventional misfit dislocations in the emitter layer. The
effect is appears to be related to carbon but the details of the process are
not established.
In recent experiments on EFG ribbons, the melt has been intentionally
doped .with Fe (Cretella 1982) which subsequently precipitates in the central
plane of the ribbon. It has been found that such doping with Fe increases the
efficiency relative to undoped ribbons. Fig. 35 shows a secondary electron
image of a colony of such precipitates after etching down to the central plane
of the ribbon.
X-ray mapping reveals that the precipitates contain Fe. No
other metallic impurities were detected. The precipitates contain only Fe. in
contrast with undoped processed ribbons where significant amounts of Ni, Ti,
Cr and Mo are observed. This observation suggests that Fe-C-Si complexes form
in the melt and that the other impurities are "gettered" during processing.
The dense dislocation networks arounq the precipitates can aid such a process
by pipe diffusion along the dislocations. The precipitates are frequently
associated with grain boundaries, and seem to be related to the frequent
faceting of nearby coherent twin bOUndaries. see Fig. 36. Such facetting is
extremely rare in regular (non transition metal doped) EFG specimens.
These
observations are compatible with a model which assumes cusps are formed at the
solid liquid interface, in order to minimiie the sUrface energy, see Fig. 37.
Once a precipitate is attached to such a cusp it temporarily disturbs the
equilibrium defect (i.e. cusp) spacing of the ribbon. and nearby, cusps move
laterally. This lateral movement introduces facets in the coherent twin
boundaries attached to the cusps.
6.Concluding remarks
The aim of solar silicon research is to improve
the
conversion
efficiencies of 'solar cells.
A similar objective exists in single crystal
silicon used for device fabrication. Here the aim is to improve the yield
. through the purposeful introduction of defects into electrically inactive
regions of the wafer.
The analogy suggests that improved solar
cell
efficiencies can be obtained through the manipulation of the defect structUre.
Knowledge of the structure and electrical properties of individual defects. as
well as an understanding of the interaction of the various defects with each
other, and point defects, is therefore required.
Compared to the extensive literature available on single crystal silicon,
defect research in solar silicon is still in its infancy.
In addition, the
controlled manipulation of the .defect structure of solar materials is more
difficult. since the defect structures are built in, rather than carefully
introduced, and no electrically inactive regions exist in a solar cell. An
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optimum trade off will exist between the decrease in the minority carrier
diffusion length by recombination at defects. e.g. in the base. versus their
gettering activities in nearby
layers,
e.g.
the
junction.
Ribbon
technologies in which the defects are arranged in planes parallel to the
junction, such as web, will be more suitable for a such trade off.
No agreement exists on the configuration of the high
temparature
intrinsic point defect in silicon. In most solar materials the situation is
further complicated by the presence of high Carbon concentrations.
Since
carbon is an unwanted impurity in single crystal silicon. its concentration is
kept as low as possible. The precipitation of carbon and its interaction with
other defects has therefore not been studied extensively, except for its role
as a nucleation site for oxygen precipitation and the formation of B swirls.
Tentative evidence suggests that the presence of carbon results in a higher
concentration of mobile point defects capable of relieving stress.
Point
defects in dispersed form cannot be easily resolved by microscopy, regardless
of resolution, since in a specimen of finite thickness (ego
10 nm) many
atomic layers contribute to the image. Excess concentrations of point defects
can. however, be detected by indirect means, such as the coiling of originally
straight dislocations and the formation of precipitates.
Microstructural characterization is likely to
contribute
most
to
improvement of those materials which have a complex and unstable defect
structure, and whose growth technology is relatively well developed so that
empirical correlation between growth conditions and electrical characteristics
are available.
Materials such as dendritic web, with a relatively simple
defect structure, are less likely to benefit from such investigations.
Materials in the early stages of development are less suitable, since the
growth conditions are frequently not reproducible and alternative defect
arrangements cannot therefore be generated reproducibly.
Future structural investigations of complex solar materials are likely to
concentrate on an eValuation of the gettering abilities of defect structures
in the base al~.:l their effects on junction quality.
The structure of
passivating surfac~:> layers prepared by the implantation of low energy hydrogen
layers (Hanoka et al 1983) is likely to be another area of emerging research.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1 a) Optical micrograph of an etched HEM silicon specimen. Anisotropic
etch does not reveal scratches in twin bands or second order twin
boundary. The corresponding EBIC image is shown in b). Details ot'
two twin jOints are shown in c), optical micrograph (top) and EBIC
image (bottom). The symmetric {221}/{221} twin boundary is not
electrically active. The small incoherent section of the
=3
boundary in the top left corner is clearly visible in the EBIC image.
Fig.2

Optical micrograph showing saucer pit like etching features in an
EFG ribbon.

Fig.3

Transmission electron micrograph of closely spaced twin boundaries
in silicon.

Fig.4

Scanning electron micrographs of Fe precipitates in a silicon sample.
a) SEI b) topo and c) compo modes.

Fig.5

Cross-sectional EBIC picture of a processed EFG cell. The junction
is the narrow bright band. Adjacent to the junction are the top
metall contact and the the silioon base.

Fig.6

EBIC scan across a 5.51) til t boundary in a silicon bicrystal;
{100} median plane. <110> tilt axis. Crystal grown at JPL.

Fig.7

EBIC micrograph showing variations in contrast of grains with different
orientations.

Fig.8

Etched EFG ribbon showing different dislocation densities in adjacent
grains.

Fig.9

Projection of the silicon lattice along <110>.

Fig.10 Lattice image of microtwin in silioon. b) illustrates various different
termination possibilities of microtwins.
Fig.11 Schematic drawing of glide (5-6) and shuffle (2-3) set dislocation in
silicon (from Hirth and Lothe 1968). The projection is [110].
Fig.12 Lattice image of a 10 [110] tilt boundary in silicon. b), c), and d)
are enlargements of the boundary between AB, BC, and CD respectively.
Fig.13 Lattice image of a dissociated a/2[ 112] edge dislocation in silicon.
b) Location of the dislocation in a boundary which most likely migrated
during cooling.
Fig.14 Lattice image of a symmetric ~ =27 boundary insilioon with a model·
of the proposed structure superimposed. The largest dots in the
lattice correspond to the largest open channels in the model.
Fig.15 Lattice image of a dissociated E=27 boundary. Arrows denote one
of the products of the dissociation which is a coherent twin boundary.
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Fig.16 Lattice image of a dissociatedZ=9 boundary. Note that the symmetric
regions of the boundary are not dissociated.
Fig.17 LBIC scan of a HEM solar ceLt. The base material is from a corner
section opposite the seed crystal. High collection efficiency
occurs only along grain boundaries.
Fig.18 Optical image of the same HEM solar cell as in Fig. 17
Fig.19 TEM image showing heavily decorated grain boundary section in HEM.
Fig.20 Decorated stacking fault in HEM material.
Fig.21 EBIC micrographs showing the passivation of dislocations
a) before and b) after hydrogenation treatment.
Fig.22 Optical micrograph of dislocation etch pits on the surface of a web
silicon ribbon.
Fig.23 Optical micrograph of a beveled and etched web silicon specimen.
revealing multiple twinning planes located in the mid plane of
the ribbon (upper section).
Fig.24 EBIC micrograph of dislocations in a twin boundary in web silicon.
Fig.25 Higher magnification micrograph of hexagonal network visible in Fig. 18
Enhanced EBIC contrast is observed at alternate nodes.
Fig.26 EBIC micrograph of an EFG ribbon showing long straight sections of
electrically active grain boundaries.
Fig.27 Dotted EBIC contrast from dislocations in coherent twin boundaries.
Fig.28 Dotted EBIC contrast due to sections of incoherent {111}/{115}
boundaries. Top, EBIC image; bottom, optical micrograph.
Fig.29 a) EBIC micrograph of dislocations in twin boundaries in HTH silicon
ribbon b) corresponding TEM micrograph showing the nature of the
defects giving rise to the dotted EBIC contrast.
Fig.30 Helical dislocations in the junction rE;lgion of a PH[3] diffused EFG
ribbon.
Fig.31 TEMmicrograph of a low angle boundary in the base region of a
processed EFG ribbon. The l.etter I and E refer to intrinsic and
extrinsic dislocations, respectively.
Fig.32 TEM micrograph of a! small precipitate found at a dislocation node in
processed EFG ribbbon.
Fig.33 Large preCipitates in an EFG ribbon. Left. STEM image, right. SE image.
b) EDX spectra of one precipitate.
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Fig.34 TEM micrograph showing dislocations around one of the precipitates
shown in Fig. 32.
Fig.35 Secondary electron image of an Fe precipitate colony, found in an EFG
ribbon which was grown from an intentionally doped melt.
Fig.36 TEM micrograph showing faceting of twin boundaries in a region close
to the Fe precipitate.
Fig.37 Schematic of the interaction of the solid liquid interface with
a precipitate formed in the graphite die.
a)The precipitate particle. formed by the impurity gradient in the
die approaches the liquid (L) to solid (S) interface.
b) After the particle reaches the solid liquid interface. the equillibrium spacing changes temporarily.
c) After incorporation of the particle. the original equilibrium
spacing is restored.
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FAN:

In the last slide you showed misfit dislocations in the emitter. Is
that because the doping levels are different, or the doping species cause
misfits?

AST:

We have never seen misfit dislocations in emitters of EFG material. If
the emitters are really 0.6-0.7 ~ thick, we should really see misfit
dislocations, but we don't. Why we don't see them is something we don't
understand. If you read the literature, all these dual diffusion things
with arsenic together with phosphorus, or boron together with aluminum,
they don't get misfit dislocations. So you can make models about the
possible role of carbon. Or maybe it is rather trivial. Maybe the
junctions are really 0.3 ~ thick. I get conflicting statements from
Mobil how deep the junctions are. Maybe that is why we don't see them.
The fact is we have never seen one, although we think that occ8,sional1y
they make one which is 0.7 ~ thick, so we should see them.

FAN:

You say the misfit dislocation should be there because the different
doping species should cause a misfit?

AST:

No, just a misfit from the phosphorus.

They go up to 10 20 or so.

SCHWUTTKE: Regarding misfit dislocations: you generate them if you generate
by your diffusion, a certain volume strain. Originally, misfit
dislocations occurred early in the transistor manufacturing process. Two
things were different. First of all, the diffusion process was done
differently than it is done today, so you ended up with a very high
surface concentration of phosphorus because the diffusion was done at a
m~ch higher temperature.
Today for solar cells they use a much lower
temperature than we used when we discovered misfit dislocations, and then
obviously the junction depth is very critical. It is our experience that
if it is 0.3 lJin, it is not deep enough. EFG is a highly strained
material, so maybe the lattice is strained so that it already accommodates
your phosphorus atom and that might compensate for the volume strain.
AST:

All valid points. I should only say that not everything we get from
Mobil is diffused at low temperatures. It may be trivial, but it may be
profound. At the moment we simply don't know why we can't find them.

RAO:

When you showed the electrical activity of dislocations in the EBIC
image, you showed the dislocation where there is electrical activity and
then you hydrogenated, and you said the electrical activity at the
boundaries essentially decreased. Did you find any impurities at those
boundaries where the electrical activity was, and then did you find any
decrease in the impurity levels after hydrogenation? Why did they go down?

AST:

In this particular case, these dislocations, which were introduced by
scratching the specimen at room temperatul~e and then annealing a.t· 4000 C
so you got little dislocation loops that s~re basically very high-stress,
low-temperature dislocations, and they hav'e anomalously wide
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dislocation-dissociation widths. We have not done the TEK on these
samples, because it is difficult to find the same area. But from what we
know from the literature, the electrical activities can be correlated with
the dissociation widths. In general, we have flever seen decorated
dislocations in EFG or decorated ~tain.boundarie~. But that doe~n't prove
that the decoration doesn't exist, because if you calcu1,(l.te what you need
for making a reasonable electrical activity on a dislocatio~, there is
only one impurity atom every 100 atoms along the core. So all we can say
is, there are no visible decorations in EFG, ever, that we have seen, but
that doesn't prove that invisible decorat'ions don't exist.
RAO:

You showed that the precipitates had iron, copper, titanium, and so on,
and then said if you look for carbon, you might find carbon. Did you?

AST:

Yes. The precipitates are big, about 5 ~, so once you find them
in the 'rEK, you can actually take them out and drag them over to a
chilbd, superprobe 733 which has a wavelength-dispersive X-ray
spectrometer on it that goes down to carbon, and you can show there is
carbon in these large precipitates.

CHALMERS: I didn't intend to imply that the very high proportion or
percentage of impurities extended all the way down to the die, when I
talked about 50~ impurities. If there were precipitates, I was talking
about within a micrometer or so of the interface, but nowhere else.
You observed the termination of some twins in the structure; if twins
terminate, some must also initi.ate. If those initiations are similar to
the terminations, I might suppose they happened within the crystal; if
they are entirely different, I would like to conclude that they happened
at the interface during growth.
AST:

What initiates the twins as far as we can tell is that twins always come
off from faceted boundaries. In other words, you know you find the
second-order twin boundary in the material that is not totally symmetric,
and these kinds of boundaries act as prolific emitters. That is the way
it looks for twins. They emit partial dislocations, and the twin goes
off. This is one of the more difficult questions: did the twins stop at
the interface, did they all run into the boundaries and stop there, or
were they emitted from the interface? So you need some feel and
experience in looking at it. When the boundary emits the twin it doesn't
do a little facet because it loses a little dislocation content, and you
can see this fairly frequently. So that is whe~e I think the twins
originate.

LANE: Could you tell us a little about sample preparation and how it might
affect what you see, if it does?
AST:You mean TEK or what? Silicon is wonderful material, because
dislocations are immobile below 700 o C, so you don't have great
problems without effects, if you TEK in silicon. Some other materials,
you may have problems, but not in silicon. It is just time-consuming.
The biggest problem of TEK is it looks at very small areas, so if you ask
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statistical results, or you deal with something for a small defect, it has
a big influence, like a dislocation threading a junction, or something
like this. It bec_omes very laborious and time-consuming. X-ray
topography is much better suited for something like this. So it is •
tradeoff. You get very detailed information but it \$a ~Qt of work. But
all defects, in silicon, are not a big problem.
SCHWUTTKE: Actually topography is very dangerous. If you take what you see
for granted. most of the time you are wrong, if you say the crystal is
dislocation-f:reeor defect-free, based on an X-ray topograph. I always
recommend, before you run an X-ray topograph, I train my technicians--the
first thing you do before we talk topography is learn how to etch the
sample. Before you know how to etch the sample, look at it, then look
under the microscope, and remember what you saw, then etch it. Once it is
etched, and you know what the etch structure is like, then take an X-ray
topograph. If you think there is an area that is defect-free in the X-ray
topograph, go back to your etch pattern and see if this correlates with
the X-raytopograph, and don't be satisfied at that. Then I say make a
transmi~sibn el~ctromicrograph, and if this shows that the area is
defect-free, then I am sure that the crystal is perhct in this area.
Actually, you cannot separate one technique from the other. It is a lot
of sweat and blood and if Dieter [Ast] shows you these terrific
electromicrographs, don't ask him how many hours he spends to get these
thin~s into the microscope.
WARGO:' I was wondering, in the context of your discussion on dislocations, do
you think you could speculate on how you can resolve a controversy in
melt-grown cadmium telluride that has been around for .a long time: whether
the dislocations that are present in the cadmium telluride were introduced
as a result of the liquid-solid phase transformation, or post-growth
either in the anneal or during the processing? Is there any way you can
separate the two? Or three, actually.
AS!:

tirst of all, I don't know anything about cadmium telluride. You should
He does wonderful high-resolution microscopy on
that stuff. Th~ second point is: if you believe the literature, in
prlnciple, it can go about differentiating ingrown dislocations from
glide-induced dislocation by the fact that plastic-deformation-induced
dislocations don't have impurity atmosphere with it, because in
introducing temperatures, except for copper or something like this, the
usual impurity can't keep up with the moving dislocations. Many years ago
a paper was published that studied the photoluminescence on dislocations
in gallium arsenide, and it was shown that they got different spectra.
They just had a little microscope, which was radiation-focused down into
the dislocations that were pumped above the bandgap of light, and they
looked at some bandgap of light coming out. It was shown that the spectra
that you got on glide-induced dislocation and growth-induced dislocatiop
were different. Dislocations in two-phase systems, like gallium arsenide,
are generally much more electrically active than dislocation in silicon,
because you screw up these A-B bonding schemes. It might be more
difficult in .a multicomponents system.
re~lly ask Bob Sinclair.
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MILSTEIN: If the growth orientation of some of the samples can be preserved,
in terms of your analysis, one might be able to take a look at the
question that came up with regard to kinks along a boundary and the twin
planes. Do the twins come off the kinks, or do you have the circumstance
where you have twins in a material and a grain boundary, and the two
happen to intersect then you produce the kinks? I don't know.
AST:

This is one of the ideal things. You tell all these guys who actually
do the work to keep track of the orientation of the specimen, but by the
time you have a 3-millimeter little electric microscope, in many cases
they have forgotten, then the image rotates further in the microscope
because all these magnetic lenses rotate the image, of course. In
principle it can be done. It just makes the work more difficult. The
grain boundaries are wonderful things for basic studies, but I don't think
they are the most critical things to study in a solar cell, if you just
want to improve the solar-cell performance. You can study dislocations
that pass very close to very strong gettering centers, and then if you
study the EBle contrast it can give you some clues if dislocation
electrical activity is controlled by impurities or not, because if they
run past very strong gettering centers, they get locally sucked clean and
induce misfit locations. Things like this I think are more essential for
improving the understanding of the solar cell at the moment.
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Lehmann 1 ), H. FBII, L. Bernewitz and J.G. Grabmaier
Siemens AG, Research Laboratories
Otto-Hahn-Ring 6, 0-8000 Muenchen 83, FRG

ABSTRACT
High-speed crystal growth techniques demand high-speed characterization techniques to allow a timely feed-back of information to the crystal growers. The unique properties of the Sielectrolyte-contact (SEC) provide for an extremely fast and
simple measurement of the light-induced photo-current for any
piece of Si without lengthy preparation of the specimen. Electropolishing at high anodic current densities allows for insitu generation of fresh surfaces whereas preferential etching
of defects in various modes is possible at low current densities. In n-type Si a simple estimation of the minority-carrier
diffusion length is possible in many cases. Laser-scanning enables local probing of the photocurrent and provides data
about the homogeneity of a sample. The experimental realization of the method is described in detail and examples are
given and discussed.
INTRODOCTION
Material analysts in the Siemens laboratories have been confronted lately with an unprecedented v~riety of nsolar" Si
specimens. Chunks of metallurgical Si from two carbo-thermic
reduction furnaces /1/, poly- or single crystals grown from
this material, "supported Web" (S-Web) /2/ specimens, 3isheets made by sintering Si powder, Si-ribbons obtained by
roller-quenching, and reference material from ~utside vendors
were to be characterized as comprehensively as possible and,
needless to say, as quickly as possible.
"Characterizing" a piece of solar SI usually calls fqr
statements about basic morphological and structural properties
(e.g. flatness,presence of microcracks, grain size, texture,
dislocation density, inclusions and precipitates); electronic
properties (conduction type, resistivity, carrier mobility,
minority-carrier diffusion length L and life-time~, density
and type Of deep levels), and ultimately solar-cell properties
1) Present address: Eupener Str. 135, 0-5100 Aachen, FRG.
Please address correspondence to H. FBII •
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(efficiency, open-circuit voltage U , short-circuit current
I
and fill-factDr). For the poten€£al user of solar Si~ the
s~8rt-circuit current Isc is the ~ost interesting material parameter because it is dominated by the bulk properties of the
Si (the exact magnitude of U and ~f the fill-factor are rather junction- and contact p~8perties). I
is basically determined by the diffusion length L which in ~arn depends mostly
on the concentration, the type, and the spatial distribution of
recombination centers ("deep-levels"). Deep levels, finally,
are created by impurities, by lattice defects (grain-boundaries, dislocations, precipitates) or by combinations of both. A
grain boundary or dislocation is called "electrically active"
if it is associated with deep levels and therefore acts as recombination center for minority carriers.
A quick, simple a,nd reliable method that could provide I c·
data and information about defects certainly would be most we!come. The Silicon-·Electrolyte-Contact (SEC) can do just this;
its mechanism and its application is the subject of lni~ paper. ,
Emphasize wi.ll be placed on the implementation of the technique. i
In order to provide easy reading for "silicon people", the
'
necessary electrochemistry will be presented in semiconductor
lang~age rather than in electrochemical nomenclature. For more
elaborate treatments pf the electrochemistry of semiconductors
the reader is referred to refs. /3-9/.
THE SI-ELECTROLYTE-CONTACT: BASIC PROPERTIES
In a first apprOXimation, the SEC may be thought of as a Schottky-contact with an electrolyte substituting the metal. With a
counter-electrode of arbitrary material (but preferably chemically inert) that "contacts" the electrolyte, a voltage may be
applied and a current passed through the Si-elect~olyte junction. The important differences to a proper Schottky-contact
at this point are: i) There is a measurable cell- or batteryvoltage Uo that depends on the properties of the Si, the counter electrode and the electrolyte, and ii) current flow is inherently tied to' a chemical r.eactio.n. With HF-based electrolytes,
the chemical reactions at the Si-electrode are the reduction
and liberation of hydrogen-ions for the cathodic reaction (i.e.
electron transfer from-the Si to the electrolyte) and the dissolution of the ,Si for the anodic reaction (i.e. hole transfer
from the Sito the electrolyte).
Fig.1a shows typical U-I-characteristics for a mono-crystalline p-type sample with ~ 0.5 Q.cm resistivity in 2.5 % HF
and a particular set of experimental conditions that will be
discussed later. -:The main features are:
i)
The basic diode...;characteristic is evident. For large reverse voltages, junction break-down occurs; for forward
bias large currents flow (only limited by the resistivity
of the electrolyte).
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~i)

Illumination producen a photo-current, carried by the
light-generated minority carriers (i.e. electrons); the
magnitude of which is proportional to the light intensity.
iii) Zero-current conditions are obtained when the applied voltage exactly compensat~s the built-in cell-voltage. The
light-induced current is not superimposed on the darkcurrent for small voltagesand thus does not induce a
shift in the cell-voltage that would correspond to U of
a solar-cell.
oc
iv) The forward-characteristic shows a peculiar structure with
two current peaks, P and P2 , and stron~ current oscillations for U>U (P l).
v)
For. current densiti~s J<.J(P 1 ) a film exhibiting interference colors grows on the Si surface which is called the
"porous Si layer" (PSL) /10-12/; if the current density is
raised beyond J(P 1 ) this layer peels off instantaneously.
What can be done with this? Firstly, the junction breakdown voltage at reverse-bias condition carries information
about the resistivity of the sample. Secondly, the magnitude of
the dark current provides a good measure of the surface quality
of the sample. Third, illuminating the sample with a calibrated
'light-source produces a photo-current Iph which equals closely
the Isc-value of a solar-cell that were to be made from the
sample. To give an example: Good single cryst~ls illuminated
under "air mass 1" (AM1) conditions (925 W/cm , spectral ~istri
bution corresponding to sun-light)2produce about 30 mA/cm ;
"Silso" . material yie~ds ~ 25 mA/cm and metallurgical Si may
be as low as 1 mA/cm • Fourth, if the specimen surface is poor,
it may be electro-polished by raising the forward-voltage beyond U(P 2 ). Finally, defects may be 2 etched preferentially at
forward current densi ties ~ 1 mA/cm •
Before going into details, n-type Si needs to be discussed
because it behaves very differently from p-type Si. Fig. 1b
shows typical I-U-characteristics for n-type Si. Important
points to note are!
i)
With reference to p-type Si, the reverse- and forward-current regions are interchanged, but the chemical reactions
a~e not. H
is still developed for the cathodic reaction
(now forwa~d-current region of the SEC) and the specimen
d~ssolves in the anodic region.
ii) WVth light .impinging on the S1, a photo-current flows in
the anodic region. At very high light intensities the I-Uctirve is similar to p-Si for anodic currents because of
current limitation by-the electrolyte. The photo-current,
however, is not proportional to the light intensity but
may be twice as high as the light-induced minority-carrier
current.
iii) Electropolishing can only be achieved if the light intensity is high enough to allow for the current oscillations.
Otherwise defect etching occurs as will be discussed later.
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EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The experimental set-up comprises the e1ectrolytic cell with
the specimen holder, a pumping circuit for the electrolyte,
light-source, potentiostat, and x-y-recorder. A description together with experimental details will be given in the appendix.
EXAMPLES OF MEASUREMENTS
p-type Si: Cathodic reactions
Fig. 2 compares I-U-characteristics of various Si specimens as
they are obtained with ·~Chottky-contaqts (3 nm Cr, 5 nm Cu,
1 nm Cr, AI-grid, 18 mm area) and, after removal of the metal
layers in~situ by a short electropolishing ~reatment, with the
SEC. The area in the latter case was 100 mm , the dark currents
nevertheless were comparable to, or even smaller than th.e
Schottky-contact case. The 'result from these and many other
measurements is that the photo-induced current I
can be measured quantitatively with the SEC~method. The po~~ibility of
repeated measurements with fresh surfaces produced by electropolishing is an additional advantage not available with other
methods.
As already discussed, the SEC-method does not provide data
about the open-circuit voltage Uac' But this is no serious disadvantage because Uoc is mainly aetermined by the nature of
the junction and thus by the technology used for its formation.
p-type Si: Anodic reaction
Electropolishing (i.e. etching of the sample to a mirror-finiSh)
has already been discussedj it should be performed in the current-oscillation regime of the I-U-characteristics (~300 mAlcm 2
for [H~ = 2.5 Ij cf. Fig. 1a). In contrast, very clear etching
of defects i~ achieved for small current-densities around
~500
uAlcm . In this current regime the IgI-U-characteristics
often aisplay classical diode-behaviour (i.e. IgI~U with proportionality factors typiccil for diffusion- or recombinationcurrents, cf. 113/). The etching of defects at low current densities has been described before by one of the authors 114/,
but was then not well understood. It is still not well understood, but with the following items in mind, it is rather simple
to prod~ce etching patterns at least as good or superior to
those obtained by the traditional chemical etches:
i)
"Electrically active" defects are always etched b~low a
certain critical current density (roughly 1 mAlcm )j i.e.
etch-pits or grooves are formed (cf. 114/). For good defect
deiineation a curr~nt-density x etching-time product of
~(3-5) mA.min.cmis ~ecommended. At very low current
densi ties (~100 luAlcm ) the etching behaviour may be
complex.
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ii)

Whether or not electrically non-active defects are preferentially etched at somewhat higher current-densities as
was stated in 1141 is an open question at present. Great
care has to be exercised in judging if a grain-boundary
was truly etched (i.e. a groove was formed) or .if only
a step was developed.
iii) For all current-densities, including ratner large ones,
the etching rate depends initially on th~ surface orientation which manifests itself by steps at grain-boundaries.
The maximum step heights observed depend somewhat on the
current-density but seem to remain constant after a certain time of etching.
iv) The colored layer always present at low current-densities
partially obscures the etching pattern, partially enhances
it (by showing different colors in different grains). It
is easily removed by either raising the current-density J
for a few seconds beyond J(P1) or by immersing the specimen for a few seconds in KOH.
The preferential etching effects must be closely related
to the mechanisms of carrier-transport across the Si-electrolyte interface. In a firist approximation, it can be envisioned
that for low current-densities recombination currents at defects
are larger than the diffusion-currents flowing in more perfect
areas of the sample. This view is supported by the observation
that etch-pits disappear rather suddenly if the current-density
exceeds a certain value. In any case, preferential etching of
defects using the SEC-method is tied to current transport mechanisms in defected junctions and thus should allow a deeper
understanding of the correlation between etching behaviour and
defect properties.
Notwithstanding the difficulties of a detailed interpretation of the preferential etching phenomena in p-type Si, it
is a simple and straight-forward procedure to obtain high-quality etching-patterns 'that allow to determine grain-sizes, dislocation densities~presence of precipitates etc. Fig. 3 serves
to illustrate the aforesaid. A major advantage in comparison
to many purely chemical etching procedures lies in the!act
that defects are always etched, irrespective of the surface
orientation, and that qualitative judgements about the electrical activities of defects are possible.
n-type Si: Cathodic and anodic reactions
The cathodic current regime is rather uninteresting. The SEC
is forward-biased; large currents flow; hydrogen is developed
and not much can be learned about the Si specimen.
The anodic current regime corresponds to reverse bias of
the SEC; the currents flowing therefore are interpreted as
leakage currents (in the dark) or photo-currents with illumination. Since anodic current always go hand in hand with dis-
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solution of the Sf-electrode, the amount of Si locally dissolved isa direct measure of the time-integrated current flowing
through that area.
As in the case or p-type Si, illumination induces a photocurrent. In contrast to p-Si, this photo-current is not identical with the light-induced minority-carrier current flowing to
the Si surface, but is generally larger by a factor lying between 1 and 2. This phenomena is caused by an electron-injection
process at the Si-surface which is triggered by the arrival of
a hole and the concomitant breaking of a Si-Si bond. Much simplified, this process may be envisioned ~s follows: Surface atoms
at the Si-electrolyte interface are tied with two bonds to the
Si-crystal; the other two bonds are saturated wi.th F·-ions. A
hole arriving at the surface breaks one bond. The remaining one
is either broken by another hole that happens to come along or,
if that does not come to pass ~ithin a certain time, is broken
by the injection of an electron into the Si. The free atom then
enters the solution as SiF" an unstable species that immediately disproportionates according to
2 SiF 2
Si
+ SiF
•
4
or oxidises as follows
SiF 2 + 2 HF - + SiF4 + H2 ·
This process may also occur during the anodic dissolution of
p-type Si. at small current densities and probably plays a crucial role in the formation of the colored layer (PSL) formed
for current densities smaller than J(P1).
Unfortunately, this electron-injection process makes direct measurements of the interesting quantity, the light-induced hole-current, very difficult. The injected electron-current has to be separated from the measured current and therefore has to be known. It is possible to "calibrate" a given
experimental set-up (Fig. 4) but detailed measurements have
not been attempted in the present work.
Preferential etching of defects now may be achieved either
with the dark- or photo~current. Fig. 5 gives a rather spectacular example of a poly-Si sample that was grown from metallurgical Si and thus contains a high concentration of metallic
impurities. Although nominally of 0.05 Slcm n-type, it also
contained a significant concentration of boron. The etching
pattern obtained with the dark-current shows irregular features
only loosely associated with the grain-structure of the specimen. Most likely, it mirrors the distribution of some metal
that acts as generation center for minority carriers. The peculiar appearance of the etching pattern suggests that the main
process governing the incorporation of the metal was constitutional supercooling of the Si melt.
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Fig. 5b shows the etching pattern on an area adjacent to
that shown in Fig. 5a, but now the current was light-induced.
Since the photo-current in "bad" samples is sensitive to the
width of the space-charge region which varies with the dopant
concentration, the appearance of striations is understandable.
Of particular interest is the etching-profile across a
. grain-boundary. Since a portion of the minority garriers generated in the vicinity of a grain-boundary will recombine at the
grain-boundary, the photo-current density around the grainboundary is smaller than in the interior of the grain. The
current increases with increasing distance from the boundary;
the bulk-value will be reached at a distance roughly given by
the minority-carrier diffusion length. Since the etching-profile mirrors the current-density profile, grain-boundaries, if
etched with the photo-current, should appear as rid~e~with
a basewidth of roughly twice the diffusion length. Fig. 6
proofs that this is indeed the case. The base-width of the
grain-boundary ridges and the minority-carrier diffusion
length (as obtained by the surface photo-voltage method) are
in basic agreement.
Laser-scanning
As already mentioned, laser-scanning by simply moving the focussing lens is easily possible. The resolution is limited to a
few 10 lum because of light-scattering in the plastic window
and the electrolyte. A particular advantage is the possibility
to perform a defect-etch in-situ after the laser-scan which
oft~n allows a direct correlation between the ~hoto-current
pro~ile obtained and structural properties of the sample; Fig.
7 gives an example. The specimen was a single crystal of ptype, but partially compensated by phosphorus. The photo-current was small, due to the presence of metallic contaminants,
and therefore sensitive to the width of the space-charge region. It is seen that photo-current maxima correspond perfect~y
to the striations'revealed by a short etching at ~500 lulAlcm
and which therefore are interpreted as the maxima of the phosphorus distribution.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The examples given demonstrate that the SEC does in fact provide a method for a "high-speed" characterization of solar Si.
Some peculiarities of the method certainly do exist and some
experience is needed for its proper application. But whoever
has mastered chemical etching techniques and I-U-measurements
can also handle the SEC. An initial effort is rewarded with a
facility that can provide substantial data about a "raw" sample
(e.g. broken off from a ribbon still being grown) within 15 min
after it has been received.
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There is also ample opportunity for more involved measurements utilizing the SEC. Suffice it to mention the possibility
of measuring the dependence of I . on the wavelength which may
be used for diffusion-length det~Pminations 115/, of deep-level
spectroscopy 1161 and, with defined electropolishing steps between measurements, of carrier concentration profiling 117,18/.
There is also much leeway for basic research: The etching behaviour of defects :in both p- and n-type Si exhi bi ts many particular features that wait for proper explanations. Moreover,
the chemistry of the dissolution process, though much investigated, is far from being clear. The nature and the formation
of the so-called porous Si-layer (PSL) still is not fully explained despite of its possible use in integrated-circuit
technology (cf. 119/).
APPENDIX
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The basic experimental set-up used for this investigation is
shown in Fig. 8. rts main parts are the specimen holder and
the electrolyte cell, the pumping circuit for the electrolyte,
the ligh~~source, the potentio$tatand the x~y~recorder.
The specimen holder employed is depicted in Fig. 8b. It
should allow an easy electrical contact to the back-side of
the specimen, accommodate specimens of vari ous sizes and shapes,
define the sample area exposed to the electrolyte as precisely
as possible and it should accommodate the reference electrode.
It should not, above all, leak electrolyte to the sample backside and it should not obstruct too much the flow of the electrolyte. The specimen holder shown in Fig. 8b is a working
compromise, better constructions are certainly possible. An
interesting alternative, e.g., is described in ref. 120/; an
other desirable o'P·tion would be to rotate the specimen.
The electrolyte cell is a suitable container with fixtures
that allow the insertion of the specimen holder, the counter
electrode, and, if so deSired, a thermometer and a pH-probe.
It contains an inlet and outlet for the circulation of the
electrolyte and a window to allow the Illumination of the specimen. All parts of specimen holder, cell and pumping oircuit
in contact with the electrolyte should be HF-resistent; PVC
TEFLON are recommended.

0*
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Circulation of the electrolyte is essential for troublemeasurements. A jet of electrolyte streaming against the
specimen (via a suitable nozzle connected to the electrolyte
inlet) insures that currents are not limited by diffusion of
molecules to or from the electrode. More important, it removes hydrogen bubbles which otherwise could stick to the specif~ee
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men and then obscure measurements of I ph • Fig. 9 shows the
effect of pumping on the I-U characteristics of p-type Si. The
jitter of the photo-current for the unpumped case is due to
H,-bubbles. In the anodic region marked differences occur bec~use of current limitations for the unpumped case. Rotating
the specimen or the use of an ultrasonic generator, however,
may serve the same purpose as pumping.
The pumping circuit contains a TEFLON filter (10 um) to
remove small particles and dust from the electrolyte. This is
advantageous if a focussed laser-beam is used as a light source.
An intermediary container allows quick and easy adjustment of
the elec~rolyte level irrespective of pressure differences in
pump and filter by moving it up or down. As a pump, any HF-resistant pump strong enough to overcome the flow resistance of
the circuit will do.
As electrolyte, HF in a concentration of ~ 2.5 % by weight
was chosen. Electrolytes containing no fluorjdes d~ not give
satisfactory results; fluorine salt solutions~ e,g. NHuF in H,O,
are too current limiting for electropolishing. HF in much higner
concentrations leads to inconveniently high currents (the height
of the peaks P 1 and P, is proportional to the HF-concentration)
in the anodic regime ~nd concentrations below ~ 2 % are too
current-limiting. Very diluted HF, however, does not wet clean
3i-surfaces very well. The addition of a wetting agent therefore is essential. In our experiments a few drops of a commercially available wetting agent for acidic environments ("Mirasol"; producer: Tetenal) proved sufficient for the purpose.
The light source used was a 150 W halogen lamp adjusted
to give a homogeneous intensity within an area ~ 5 cm in diameter. The intensity was adjusted to approximate AM1 conditions
by placing a calibrated solar cell in the location of the specimen. As it was found t~at this intensity!produced a photo-current of (30 + 2) mA/cm in any good single crystal of p-type
3i investigated (resistivities ranging from 0.1 SL cm - 100Ucm),
a 1 12cm sample was permanently mounted in a specimen holder
and use~ as reference standard. Alternatively to homogeneous
illuminations, a He-Ne laser-beam focussed to a spot size of
~30 fum could be u~ed. An inexpensi!e camera-le~s (f = 109 mm)
was used for focusslng; "laser scannlng" was achleved by slmply
moving the lens with a motor-driven table.
A few words about the potentiostat and the reference electrode: The former is essentially a device that keeps the voltage across the semiconductor-electrolyte junction at a constant, pre-determi!led value and supplies the current necessary
to maintain this potential-difference. A built-in ramp generator allows to scan the junction voltage between pre-determined
values and thus to record I-U-characteristics. As in any precision measurements of I-U-characteristics, the electrochemical
equivalent of a "4-point-probe" configuration is used for the
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measurements. Two current leads contaqt .th~ sample backside
and the counter-electrode and two potential probes measure the
vol tage.i nne is simply connected to the sample backside, the
other one to a "reference electrode" that is located next to
the specimen surface. This reference electrode!not only eliminates the voltage drop across most of the electrolyte (which
is normally nonlinear with the current) but serves as the reference point for the voltage scale. Since any electrode immersed in an, elect~olyte develops an electrochemical potential
that varies ~ith the electrode material, electrolyte composition, temperature, etc., an "ohmic" contact to the electrolyte
is impossible. The difference between the electrochemical potentials of the Si-eleatr~de and the reference electrode therefore is superimposed on the applied voltage and measurements
are meaningful only if the potential of the reference electrode
is constant and known. For very precise measurements therefore
standard reference electrodes such as a saturated calomel electrode should be used, for the obj ecti v.e of this work, however,
a simple Pt-wire will be adequate. The counter-electrode could
be used as referenceelectroda, too. (Simplifying the set-up to
a "2-point-probe"), but then the measured voltage will include
the voltage drop in the electrolyte (quite significant at higher
current densities) and unaccounted changes of the potential
since the counter-electrode has to pass current and therefore
cannot maintain a constant potential.
The potentiostat should be able to deliver about 1 A/cm 2
but should also allow measurements in the JUA-region. Its voltage range should be large (e.g. -10 V - +~O V) and, considering
the diode-character of the SEC, it should be fool-proof.
The samples should fit into the specimen holder, otherwise
no restrictions concerning size or shape are necessary. Very
irregular samples, or samples with holes (e.g. metallurgical
grade Si or porous sintered Si) that would leak electrolyte
to the backside contact, can also be simply contacted with an
insulated wire (insulate the contact point with wax) and immersed into the electrolyte. The illuminated area then has to
be defined by an aperture and high dark-currents may be encountered. The quality of the sample surface is of no importance
since an electrically good surface (i.e. passing only small
reverse currents) can always be obtained by"electropolishing;
this is demonstrated in Fig. 10. However, under-etching at the
circumference of the rubber-seal may occur which often is
accompanied by noticeable dark-currents. It is therefore good
practice to etch unpolished.samples.befor~ insertion i~ the 0
specimen holder for a few mlnutes elther 1n KOH (20 % at 80 C)
or in CP4.
The samples need to have an ohmic back-side contact which
can be produced by the usual methods (e.g. evaporating and
alloying Al in p-type Silo For "high-speed" measurements, it
has been found sufficient to paste Ga and liquid Ga-In-eutec536
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ticum on the sample backside in conjunction with some scrat- .
ching. It is good practice to make two contact spots in this
way and to measur~ the I-U-characteristics between them. This
is easily done with the potentiostat; if an ohmic characteristic
is obtained the contacts are good enough for measurements.
I
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b)

Fi . 5

Etching pattern of n- type poly- Si obt ai ned
a) in he ark; b) with i ll mi nation .
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a)
Fig. 6

Etching profiles across grain-boundaries.
Fig. 6a shows a SEM- micrograph of an e ched area ;
Fig . 6b and 6c show interference fring es across grai nboundaries in specimens with di f fus ion- lengths of
~3 fum and 25 fu m, r esp ecti vely.
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DISCUSSION

JOHNSON:

How do you make your contact to the back side of the wafer?

GRABMAIER: By evaporation or by pasting, with indium, gallium, and a little
bit of aluminum. The best contacts are evaporated.

I

I
f

!.
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"DEFECTS IN HIGH SPEED GROWTH OF EFG SILICON RIBBON"
C.v. Hari N. Rao and Mary C. Cretella
Mobil Solar Energy Corporation .
16 Hickory Drive, Waltham, Massachusetts 02254, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT
Silicon ribbons grown by the Edge-defined Film-fed Growth (EFG)
technique exhibit a characteristic defect structur.e typified by twins,
dislocations, grain boundaries and silicon carbide inclusions.
As growth speed is increased from less than 2.5 cm per minute, the
structural details change.- The major difference between the ribbons grown
at speeds below and above 2.5 cm per minute is in the generation of a
cellular structure at the higher growth speeds, observable in the ribbon
cross section. The presence of the cross sectional structure leads, in
general, to a reduction in cell performance.
Models to explain the
formation of such a cross sectional structure are presented and discussed.

,;

INTRODUCTION
The Edge-defined Film-fed Growth (EFG) of silicon for terrestrial
photovoltaic applications is the technology developed and practiced at
Mobil Solar Energy Corporation.
Silicon ribbons have been grown from
both graphite crucibles and from fused silica crucibles at typical growth
speeds of 2.5 cm per minute. In this paper, we will describe some of the
phenomena observed during the growth of EFG ribbon and their impact on the
material properties.
CRYSTAL GROWTH
The one feature of ribbons grown from melts is the defect structure,
which is dominated by the presence of twins. Such a twinned structure has
been observed in .EFGribbons, as. w~ll as in ribbons grown by the Ribbon
Against Drop (RAD) process, the Ribbon to Ribbon (RTR) process, the
Horizontal Ribbon Growth tHRG) ~rocess and others [1].
These twin
densi~ies range. b7twe~n 10 . to 10. per cm. i~ EFG ra-bbogs. 2 In .ad~ition,
EFG r1bbons exh1b1t h1gh d1slocat10n dens1t1es, 10 -10 / cm , s1m1lar to
that exhibited by ribbons grown by many other growth techniques. Silicon
material grown in the form of ingots, at solidification rates lower than
those employed by the sheet growth methods, has, in addition, a classical
polygonal grain structure [2].
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The defect structure of ribbons grown by the EFG technique shows a
dependence on purity of melt, speed and thic~kness. In the case of growth
runs where the melt is "clean", the charactgristic twin structure is
observed through the thickness of the ribbon sample. For the same growth
speeds, the introduction of impurities into the melt due to either the use
of unpurified system components or due to accidents will result in a
degree of structural breakdown and the increase of defect densities. In
Fig. 1 are photomicrographs of the transverse (perpendicular to the growth
direction) cross sections of ribbon samples showing the structural details
through the thickness. Samples depicted in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) were both
grown at substantially the same speed, i.e., 2.0 to 2.3 em/minute.
The
ribbon in Fig. 1(a) was from a "clean" growth run, while that shown in
Fig. l(b) was from a growth run where the graphite system components were
not clean.
As can be seen, the ribbon grown from the "unclean" run
exhibits an increa~ed defect density.
Growth of ribbons at high speeds (growth speeds greater than 2.5 em
per minute) requires the removal of the latent heat of crystallization
from the growth interface at rates greater than would be possibl.e by
radiation into the growth ambient.
Accelerated heat extraction at the
interface can be effected via the use of water-cooled heat removal
elements [3] which is the practice at Mobil Solar. A consequence of such
increased rate of heat extraction is the introduction of stresses into the
mat~rial.
Alleviation of these residual stresses can be facilitated by
the use of annealing afterheaters. Figure 2 is a representation of the
temperature profile that the grown ribbon experiences.
Figure 2(a)
represents schematically, the ideal or desired temperature profile in such
a cold shoe-annealing afterheater system, where the ribbon would
exp~rience a rapi~ cool-down followed by a linear cooling rate fX'()lIl
approximately 1200 C.
In practice, however, the ribbon undergoes a
temperature excursion (shown in Fig. 2(b)), where a rapid initial
cool-down is followed by a reheat before settling on a linear temperature
gradient.

.
r
I

Ribbons grown at speeds greater than 2.5 em/minute e~hibit a
subsurface structure often characterized by the presence of cellular
grains.
Figure 3 . is a comparison of the transverse cross sections of
ribbons grown at three different speeds:
3.7 em/min, 4.5 em/min and 5.6
em/min, in the same growth run.
All the ribbon sections examined were
substantially the same thickness, ~200 Mm. As can be seen from Fig. 3,
ribbon grown at 3.7 cm/min shows an increase in the cross sectional defect
density compared to that grown at .... 2.0 em/min (Fig.• 1(a»; an increase in
growth velocity causes an increase in the incidence of the subsurface or
central grain structure.
The fraction of the sample width with the
central grain structure was examined in these ribbons and the data are:

,t .
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Sample

Growth Speed
(cm/min)

% of Width
with Subsurface
Structure

16-126-1-1

3.7

5.4

203

16-126-1-4

4.5

7.2

212

16-126-1-8

5.6

48.8

212

Average
Thickness
(J.tm)

Ribbon thickness seems to be a critical parameter governing the
generation of the central grain structure. For the .same growth speed, a
decrease in ribbon thickness suppresses the formation of the central grain
structure as shown in Fig. 4. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) are transverse cross
sections of ribbons grown at two different speeds and, in each case, the
thinner ribbon section is seen to be free of the central grain structure.
The central grain structure can be postulated to ~e the result of
compositional inhomogeneities. As the ribbon is cooled, the solid-liquid
interface acquires a shape shown in Fig. 5 as a result of the higher rate
of heat extraction from the surfaces compared to the central region of the
sample.
An interface such as that shown in Fig. 5 leads to an
inhomogeneous distribution. of impurities, such as carbon and the
transition metals, with a higher impurity concentration present in the
center of the ribbon. The differences in temperatures are accentuated as
the rate of heati extraction, required to attain higher speeds, is
increased. As the growth rate is increased, the impurity gradient between
the surface and the cente~ of the ribbon also is exacerbated. The ribbon,
initiall~ under such conditions of impurity gradient, undergoes an anneal
at ...,1200 C as it travels through the afterheaters (Fig. 2(b».
The quenched-in _~il:h.':fn self-interstitial concentration has been
computed to ~g 2 ~ 10 cm
at . T = TM, with a self"':diffusion coefficient
of 2 .49 x 10
cm / sec [41.
In the vicinity of the ribbon surface, the
interstitials can outdiffuse to the· surface sinks during annealing.
On
the i other hand, the high carbon and other impurity concentration in the
center of the ribbon leads to a high concentration of defects in the
cen*er portion of the ribbon.
In fact, the central grain structure has
not'i been observed to intersect the ribbon surfaces, and in all
obs~rvations was found to be confined to the interior of the ribbon.
TheJe observations are consistent with the assumption that the self
interstitials annihilate by migration to the ribbon surfaces and the shape
of the growth interface is as depicted in Fig. 5.
To examine the interface shape during growth, ribbons were grown from
a boron (k = 0.8; k ff = 1.0) doped silicon melt contained in fused
silica cruc~ble at typfcal growth speeds of 2 cm/min. Progressively more
boron dopant was added at specific intervals during the growth to achieve
5 n-cm, 1 O-cm, and 0.2 O-cm resistivity. It was expected that the boron
concentration would remain constant through the ribbon thickness, while
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contaminants like Al (k = 0.003), from the dissolution of the fused
o
silica crucible, would superimpose a resistance profile which is
responsive to the solid-liquid interface shape [5].
Careful spreading resistance data were obtained across the thickness
of the samples, in the manner shown in Fig. 6..
The resul ting
distributions measured through the ribbon thicknesses are shown in Fig.
7(a), (b), and (c). As can be seen from the profile of the 5 Q-cm and 1
Q-c~ material, the impurit~es; e.g. Al, segregated to the center of the
sample .even at 2 em/min gr9wth speed. From these resistance profiles the
liquid-solid growth interface can be assumed to have a sh'il}eakin to that
shown in Fig. 5. At the 0.,2 Q-cm doping level (B = 2 x 10
atoms/cc) the
effect of the Al distribution is much diminished; however, there is no
reason to assume that the growth interface shape has changed.
To examine the effect of speed on interface shape, ribbons were grown
from a silicon melt with no added dopant,but contained in a fused silica
crucible. The speed of growth was increased from 1.8 em/min to 2.5 em/min
and to 3 cm/min. A displaced graphite die was used for growth. Spreading
resistance data, taken at 10 p.m step intervals across the thickness of the
sample are shown in Figs. 8(a), (b) and (c).
As observed earlier,
impurity doping occurs from dissolution of the fused sHica crucible. As
can be seen, the inhomogeneous impurity distribution through the thickness
is accentuated with an increase in growth speed. It is not unreasonable
to expect that at higher growth speeds (4 em/min and higher), if the
thickness were a constant, impurity concentration through the sample
thickness would be inhomogeneous, as proposed earlier. Figure 9(a) is a
spreading resistance profile across the bevelled section of a sample grown
at 3.5 em/min. The sample was taken from a growth run where unpurified
graphite components were used which introduced a high impurity
co~centration resulting in the formation of central grain structure in the
ribbon. A periodic variation is seen in the spreading resistance, with
low values of resistance coincidental with the position of the grains,
shown in Fig. 9(b). In addition, the grains were found to be decorated
with a second phase containing iron and other transition metals. These
data fUJ:ther sup'port the hypothesis that the central grain structure is a
result of the interaction of the interface shape and inhomogeneous
impurity distribution in the silicon ribbon which appears to lead, in the
end case, to cellular growth.
These data suggest that the impurity distribution can be selected by
a proper tailoring of the interface shape. For example, the impurities
can be segregated to a particular position in the ribbon by an appropriate
manipulation of the thermal and geometric gradients at the die top and
with selection of the growth parameters of speed and thickness within the
constraints imposed by residual stresses.
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Several studies [6,7,8} have reported on the electrical effects of
the v~rious defect types observed in EFG silicon ribbon and other sheet
materials.
Electron beam induced current (EBIC) data on (a) Schottky
barriers fabricated on the as-grown material and (b) on finished cells
allow correlations of the electrical activity of the as-grown defects and
their response to solar cell processing. In general, it has been observed
that twin boundaries do not act as recombination sites and that grain
boundaries and dislocation arrays tend to reduce the local collection
efficiency.
This is depicted in Fig. lOeb) which is an EBIC image
obtained on a section of as-grown P-type ribbon by fabricating an aluminum
Schottky barrier. Fig. 10(a) is a photomicrograph of the surface of the
sample and Fig. 10(c) is a portion of the same section of the sample after
a preferential dislocation etch. Figure 10(d) is a magnified image of the
portion of the sample marked "X", showing the details of the dislocation
array that was found to be electrically active.
Th~ presence of
the electrically active defects leads to local
variations in resistivity.
Figure l1(a) shows a spreading resistance
profile across the surface of a P-type ribbon grown at 2.0 cm/minute from
a fused silica crucible; Fig. 11 (b) and ll(c) respectively, are
photomicrographs of the surface of the sample (unetched) and after a
preferential dislocation etch.
As can be seen, the grain boundary in
Figure ll(c) shows a dramatic variation in the resistivity. This change
in resistivity can be due to the segregation of impurities to the grain
boundary site s1milar to that shown in the presence of the central grain
structure (Fig. 9).

Growth of ribbons via the EFG technique has been practiced from melts
contained in both fused silica crucibles and purified graphite crucibles.
It has been reported [9} that a junction formation technique that employs
gas phase diffusion (with PH3 at 900 0 C) yields cells with lower efficiency
when the cells are fabricatea on ribbons grown from a graphite crucible as
compared to cells fabricated on material grown from fused silica
crucibles. These data indicate the beneficial effects of the presence of
oxygen in the as-g~o~n ribbon.
A majority of the high speed ribbon growth experiments have involved
growth from graphite crucibles, and· these have exhibited low efficiencies
of 7~9%. Oxygen can be introduced into these ribbons by the addition of
oxygen bearing gases (such as CO 2 ) to the growth .ambient in the vicinity
of the solid-liquid interface [lOJ. Table I shows the solar cell data on
a series of cells grown in a cartridge system from graphite crucibles.
The data clearly indicate that controlled concentrations of CO gas to the
2
growth meniscus improves cell performance from -9% to Nll% efficiency.
Table II, however, shows the efficiency data of cells gro~n under similar
conditions of CO 2 gasfl?w, p~t w,ith the, parameters adju~ted so t~a~ the
growth speed was 2 cm/mm.
It 1S poss1ble that the h1gher eff1c1ency
(N12.5%) exhibited by these cells is a result of an improved defect
st.ructure; the improvement being brought about by a decrease in the
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temperature gradient between the surface and the center portion of the
as-grown ribbon at the solid-liquid interface.
Unfortunately, no
structura.l data was gathered on these cells. The role of oxygen or the
effect of carbon in modifying the response of EFG ribbons to junction
formation techniques is not well understood.

SUMMARY
'The growth parameters of speed, thickness and thermal environment
have been shown to affect the distribution of impurities through the
thickness of the ribbon material. Although not discussed in this paper,
similar distribution effects occur across the ribbon width.
The impurities and the impurity/defect interactions that result, have
been shown to cause localized suppression of the current collection.
Additional effects of oxygen, either introduced from the crucible material
or the ambient (via CO ), have been noted to perturb the solar cell
2
performance.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig.

1.

Photomicrographs of transverse cross sections of silicon ribbons:
a) grown in a clean system; b) grown in a system with unpurified
graphite components. Growth speed was 2.0-2.3 cm/min from melt
contain~d in fused silica crucibles.

Fig.

2.

Schematic of (a) ideal and (b) experimental vertical temperature
profiles for high speed cartridge ribbon growth.

Fig.

3.

PhotomicrogI'!lphs of transverse cross sections of silicon ribbons
showing the subsurface structure as a function of growth speed.

Fig.

4.

Photomicrographs of transverse cross sections of silicon ribbon
grown at speeds of 3.7 and 4.5 em/min showing the subsurface
structure as a fun.ction of thickness.

Fig.

5.

Schematic of the solid-liquid interface shape during EFG of
silicon ribbon.

Fig.

6.

Schematic showing spreading resistance. probe paths in the. cross
sections of silicon ribbon. Probe spacing used is 25 J.Lm. at
stepping intervals of 10 J.Lm. Surfaces are prepared with a final
chemical/mechanical polish using 30% Syton HT* as the abrasive.

Fig.

7.

Spreading resistance probe measurements showing the impurity
distribution through the thickness for various boron doping
levels. Resistances are given relative to the minima (taken as
IX).

Fig.

8.

(a) Spreading resistance probe measurements on silicon ribbon
cross sections showing the distribution or impurities as a
function of growth speed. No dopant was added; impurities were
introduced to the melt through dissolution of the final silica
crucible. From left to right growth speeds are 1.8, 2.5, and 3.0
em/min. Resistances are given relative to the minima (taken as
IX). (b) Schematic of solid-liquid interface shapes related to
the impurity distributions shown in (a).

*Syton is a registered trade name of the Monsanto Company.
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Fig.

9.

Spreading r'esistance probe measurement (a) through a bevelled
section of silicon ribbon containing central grain structure as
shown in the photomicrograph (b). The arrow indicates the probe
path. Low resistance regions occur around the grain boundaries.
Note the presence of a second phase surrounding the grains.
Magnification by bevelling is 20X.

Fig. 10.

Photomicrographs of an area of a silicon ribbon surface. (a)
Surfaee after etchingiJl 4 pts (70%) HN03 : 1 pt (49%) HF for 30
seconds. (b) EBIC image of the same area obtained using an Al
Schottky barrier. (c) Portion of same area (note increase in
magnification) after etching in Sirtl etchant (SMCr0 in 12NHF) to
3
reveal defects. Arrows A, B and X indicate recombination
boundaries. (d) Higher magnification image of boundaries Band X.

Fig. 11.

(a) Spreading resistance profile across a section of Syton
polished silicon ribbon surface ahowing large variation in carrier
concentration. (b) Photomicrograph of polished surface showing
probe t.races. (c) Photomicrograph after etching in Sirtl etchant.
Arrow indicates boundary region corresponding to high carrier
concentration in probe trace.
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Table I.

Efficiencies (AMI) of Solar Cells Fabricated on Ribbons Grown from
a Graphite Crucible at MSEC, With and Without CO2 Gas in the
Ambient Near the Growth Interface. Growth Speed = 3.5 em/minute.

Table II.

Ambient
Condition

Jsc
(mAlcm2)

Voc
(V)

FF

'YJ
(%)

C02 Off

22.2
18.7
22.7
18.9
23.1

.523
.499
.530
.501
.534

.738
.723
.732
.731
.760

8.7
6.8
8.9
7.0
9.4

CO 2 On

28.0
28.8
28.1
26.4
26.9
27.5
26.3
27.3
26.1
26.1
25.2
26.2

.570
.580
.574
.562
.565
.573
.560
.573
.562
.560
.555
.563

.721
.698
.717
.695
.730
.727
.730
.714
.739
.741
.738
.765

11.6
11.8
11.7
10.4
11.2
11.6
10.4
11.3
11.0
10.9
10.4
11.4

Efficiencies (AMI) of Solar Cells Fabricated on Ribbons Grown
from a Graphite Crucible at MSEC, With CO 2 Gas in the Ambient
Near the Growth Interface. Growth Speed = 2.0 em/minute.

CELL
NUMBER

AREA
(em 2 )

I rv
(mAFem2 )

60

49.68

61

49.68

62

49.68

0.02

0.552

1460

63

49.68

0.03

0.566

1475

64

49.68

0.00

0.562

1571

65

49.68

0.15

0.547

1405

66

49.68

0.13

0.552

67

49.68

0.07

Voe
(V)

Ip
(mA)

0.02

0.557

1498

33.06

0.724

13.34

0.02

0.549

1449

32.24

0.728

1.2.90

32.42

0.718

12.85

33.00

0.737

13.77

33.47

0.753

14.17

32.02

0.719

12.59

1422

32.32

0.723

12.88

0.555

1541

33.41

0.73.4

13.62

0.562

1442

32.34

0.725

13.18

Isc
(mA/cm 2 )

FF

P

(mWLcm 2 )

68

49.68

0.18

69

49.68

0.12

0.546

1502

33.09

0.718

12.97

70

49.68

0.12

0.552

1517

33.29

0.719

B.21

0.551

1416

31.95

0.710

12.52

Mean values for 123 cells:
49.68

0.13

563

DISCUSSION

MILStEIN: You were describing t.he effect.s of glass-doped and phosphene-doped
materials, and made the comment t.hat in materials grown in quartz
c~ucibles versus graphite crucibles, the effect seemed to reverse. There
h'ave been other studies, such as work at Motorola by Ming Liaw, dealing
with the slagging of metallurgical silicon melts, typically using oxide
slags. What is observed is that. the impurities segregate into the oxide
to a rather large extent. I wonder whether, when you do an
o~ide-phosphorus diffusion, partially what you are also doing is depleting
the near-surface region of some metallic impurity, perhaps, and conversely
when you grow from an oxidic crucible you are doing the same thing to the
entire melt; therefore, when you sea the phosphine reaction, it is better
because the material is cleaner throughout.
RAO: .It is possible, but while you are growing the material you could be
doing some kind of slagging, so you are removing those impuri ties .in the
slag. Now, coming back to the CVD phosphorus diffusion, one should not
find the effect of that in the long-wavelength region, which is the red
response, and that is where the improvement in diffusion lengths come in.
So it is difficult to call it a near-~urface effect, when the gettering is
happening deeper in t.he bulk of the material.
MILSTEIN: I was simply thinking of it as a near-surface effect because you
hav!! the glass on the surface, and you would imagine that if it acts Q$ a
sink you are going to have the standard diffusional relationships.
RAO:

If one uses that argument, then it is still difficult to explain what's
happening way in the bulk of the material.
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Electrical and Structural Characterization of web Dendrite Crystals
G. H. Schwuttke
Scottsdale, ft:l 85261

Abstract
M[nority carrier lifetime distributions in silicon web dendrites are
measured. Elnphasis is placed on measuring areal haoogeneity of lifetime,
show its dependancy on structural defects, and its unique change during hot
processing. The internal gettering action of defect layers present in web
crystals and their relation to minority carrier lifetime distributions is
discussed. M[nority carrier lifetime maps of web dendrites obtained before
and after high temperature heat treal:In:!nt are canpared to similar maps
obtained fran 100 om diameter Czochralski silicon wafers. Such maps
indicate similar or superior areal homogeneity of minority carrier lifetime
in webs.
Introduction
Recently, calculations have been made. which show that the presence of areal
inhaoogeneity of minor~ty carrier lifetime in silicon wafers can devastate
solar cell efficiency ~l). For instance, it was shown that for no more
than 5% of the solar cell area being inferior compared to the rest of the
cell area, solar cell efficiency can be as poor as it would be if the entire
area would be of inferior quality (1). Thus areal homogeneity of minority
carrier lifetime is an llnportant requirement for high efficiency solar cells.
This paper reports measurements of minority carrier lifetime "distributions"
made on silicon web dendrite sections. Such measurements are canpared to
similar data obtained from .100 om diameter Czochralski- silicon wafers.
Structural Aspects of Silicon Web

j

l

l

A brief description of the as-grown web geometry and dislocation structure
is needed to describe our electrical measurements clearly. For detailed
res~lts· we refer to the original papers on ~veb growth (2) and dislocation
structures (3-5).
The web surface is parallel to the (111) plane, and the web pulling
direction is (112). A cross-section of web shows its most prominent
structural feature: mUltiple twin lamellae in the center of the web covered
by two thick (100 pm) surface layers which are also in twin relation.
Dislocations in web ar: gener{lted through. ''melt entra~nt" c.;used by 'wing"
growth along the dendrItes (2). PropagatIon of such dIslocatIon depends
on the curvature of the solid-liquid interface of the web during growth. An
interface curvature of concave downward concentrates the dislocations in the
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center of the web (2). Webs grown with a straight interface concentrate the
dislocations ~n th~ fillet region. Thus the web grows free of any
dislocations ~3, 4). M:>st webs of today contain bundles of very long
dis~o~tions parallel to <112) piled up against the twin planes in the
cen~er~
In addition, annealed web contains large area stacking faults lying
in (111) planes parallel to the surface. These large faults give rise to
complex contrast phenanena and intricate (;'!f"cays can be observed in x-ray
transmission topographs after annealing »). Cootoon defect structures
present in silicon web are summarized in Table I.
~nority

Carrier Lifetllne Measurements in web

Silicon web dendrite sections were evaluated through minority carrier lifetime
''mapping'' using 1.5 rrm diameter MJS capacitors. The total number of MJS
capacitors per web section was 300. The MaS dots were arranged into 15 rows.
The dendrites were included into the evaluation. The dimensions of the web
sections were 2 inches long and 32 rrm wide. The webs were evaluated after
each oxidation cycle (15 min wet-110 min dry-IS min wet at 100OOC). Three
ot four consecutive oxidation cycles were used. Minority carrier lifetime
maps of the total web section were obtained after each oxidation cycle by
measuring th~ lifetime under each capacitor as described by Fahrner &
Schneider (6). Subsequently, the lifetime was computer plotted versus its
position on the web surface. Local lifetime degrading defects revealed by
such lifetime maps were analyzed by advanced characterization techniques. For
the measurements web sections were selected according to perfection. The web '
dendrites to be MOS processed were free of slip dislocations which can result
from buckling stresses during crystal growth. The selected webs contained all
the characteristic defects listed in Table I.
A result typical for the web sections surveyed is shown in Figure 1. This
figure summarizes the influence of high temperature heat cycles on minority
carrier lifetime. The lifetime data are displayed in 6 maps. Fach map
represents a matrix of 300 capacitor dots. The maps on the left side of the
figure carry the label oxidation 1 to 3 and represent the lifetime data
obtained aii:.er the first, second, and third oxidation cycle. The devices were
obviously stripped before every successive oxidation step. The z-scale
represents the measured lifetime values in microseconds. The range of
lifetime data present on the web section is also included in the label. For
instance, the minimum lifetime obtained at a specific location (capacitor)
after the first oxidation was 0.274 microseconds. The maximum lifetime is 207
microseconds. The lifetime map shows a relatively smooth plateau. Noteworthy
is, that this plateau extends over the total web section surveyed.
Accordingly, this web is of excellent crystal quality and compares well with
the best Czochralski silicon as available today. Interesting is a comparison
of the maps obtained after the first, secona and third oxidation. The
lifetime plateau obtained after the second oxidation is well above the one
obtained after the first oxidation and the same is true for the third
oxidation. The third plateau is a little bit lower than the second one.
USing Czochralski wafer quality as a standard, the material obtained after the
third oxidation shows a very unifonn lifetime distribution.
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The maps on the right side of Figure I are labeled DECREASE or IOCREASE. The
DECREASE map shows the degradation of lifetime as a result of the second or
third oxidation cycle. The IOCREASE map shows the area where the lifetime
increased after the third oxidation relative to the first oxidation. These
maps show clearly the improvement of lifetime as a result of oxidation. This
improvement is fairly unifo~ and covers practically the total web area.
Decreases in lifetime occur only along the dendrites, the fillet region or
along the edges where the web section was cut by the dicing saw. This result
is unique and relates to the special crystal structure of the "perfect" web.
The defect planes, sandwiched between the perfect web surface layers, p~ovide
for "internal" gettering during high temperature heat cycles. 'I.1-.tJs a
substantial improvement in minority carrier lifetime can result. These
measurements are compared to similar measurements made on 100 mm Czochralski
silicon wafers and presented in the following.
Minority Carrier Lifetime Measurements in Czochralski Silicon
Recently, we conducted an evaluation of 100 mm diameter Czochralski silicon
wafers as available from major vendors throughout the world. The evaluation
concentrated on minority carrier lifetime mapping as described for the web
crystal. Four consecutive oxidation cycles were used. The MOS dot matrix
consisted of 25 times 25 MaS capacitors of 1.5 mm diameter. A result typical
for the evaluated Czochralski wafers is shown in Figure 2. The lifetime data
shown in Figure 2 are displayed in 4 maps. The maps on the left carry again
the oxidation m.rnber. The data obtained after the first oxidation indicate
excellent wafer quality. The map has a! plateau at approximat.ely 250 to 300
microseconds and extends practically across the total wafer area. This wafer
represents silicon of the best quality. Nevertheless, successive oxidation
results in steady degradation of lifetime. This is seen by comparing the maps
obtained after the first and fourth oxidation.

.

"

Interesting are the DECREASE and INCREASE maps shown on the right of Figure
2. The DECREASE map confirms that degradation occurs uniformly across tIle
total wafer area. After the fourth oxidation cycle small lifetime incr~.s~s
are observed only at 9 locations. In all other areas lifetime degraded
substantially.
Discussion and SlIIIIMry
The data given in Figures 1 and 2 are representative of "perfect" web and
Czochralski silicon wafers. We note a basic difference between these two
materials. Oxidation increases generation lifetime in web but decreases the
same lifetime in Czochralski material. The decrease in lifetime in
Czochralsk~ wafers correlates with the precipitation phenomena of oxygen in
silicon (7).
The large extent to which areal inhomogeneities exist in todays silicon is not
well known. However, unifo~ minority carrier lifetime distributions are a
prerequisite to high performance solar cell technology. Solar cell effiCiency
in excess of 15% for large area single crystal silicon cells will be very
difficult to achieve without proper control of minority carrier lifetime
distributions during large scale manufacturing.
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Table I

GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS

WEB

SEEDING

WELL CONTROLLED

SURFACE ORIENTATION

<111> WELL CONTROLLED

GROWTH DIRECTION

<112> WELL CONTROLLED

THICKNESS

AS LOW AS A FEW MICRONS THICK
HAS BEEN GROWN
- 40 mIn

WIDTH ACHIEVED
HANDLING EASE

STRENGTH THROUGH DENDRITES
DENDRITE REMOVAL CAN BE A
PROBLEM

CONTINUOUS GROWTH

YES (30

TWIN PLANES

PARALLEL TO SURFACE; APPROX. IN
THE MIDDLE OF THE WEB (CAN ALSO
BE GROWN WITH TWIN PLANES ONLY
IN DENDRITES)

TWINS

SIMPLE TWINS: INFLUENCE ON
ELEC. PROPERTIES NOT SHOWN,
ASSUMED TO BE SMALL IF ANY.
PARALLEL TO <112> DIRECTION;
CLOSE TO TWIN PLANES. ELECTRICAL
ACTIVITY NOT DEMONSTRATED. (NO
SEM EBIC). ASSUMED TO BE LOW
(HIGH EFF.4CELLS615%2AMI).
DENSITY 10 - 10 fem •

DISLOCATIONS

mm

WIDTH)

STACKING FAULTS

LARGE AREA OF LOWER~COTTRELL
TYPE, ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY NOT
KNOWN, ASSUMED TO BE LOW, IF
ANY.
NO EBIC MEASUREMENTS HAVE BEEN MADE.

GRAIN BOUNDARIES

NORMALLY NOT PRESENT IF GROWN
UNDER CONTROLLED CONDITIONS.
TOO HIGH A GROWTH RATE CAN LEAD
TO GRAIN BOUNDARIES.
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DISCUSSION

AST:

During your oxidation treatment, it actually spends more time at high
temperature than when it is growing. It has a unique gettering
structure. All that this shows is that the central twin plane is a better
gettering plane than the usual back-side damage. People are improving
their back-side damage all the time. There is something more fascinating
to this, because the standard web cells actually have dislocations that
thread the junctions all the time.

SCHWUTTKE: These are not standard webs. These are webs that have
dislocations, due to buckling stresses.
AST:

But the standard web has dislocations that go through, and stilLhas
or l6~ efficiency. The trick must be, because a clean dislocation in
a junction doesn't do anything, that the central twin planes,
Lomer-Cottrells, or Whatever, are such strong gettering centers that they
suck the dislocations, which go with the junction, clean. If EFG also
develops these low-angle tilt boundaries in the base, they don't look as
appealing as gettering centers like thew~b, but it develops something
~hat also connects as a gettering center.
The great trick of web is that
it has this unique structure of the (111).
15~

SCHWUTTKE: I think the internal gettering comes naturally, if you deal with
web, and it does not with Czochralski. You also have internal gettering
in Czochralski crystals if you know what to do. The semiconductor
industry has become very knowledgeable in producing what we call a denuded
zone, and then we have a cent~ally located high-oxygen concentration
layer. The first vendor I showed you used a centrally located oxygen
layer for internal gettering. Only the oxygen layer does not withstand
the continuous heating, due to the high oxidation the wafer experiences,
i f you do semiconductor processing. Then you encounter oxygen
precipitation, and then you generate dislocation loops, and they start to
pertetrate into the denuded zone and they destroy the minority carrier
lifetime in the important area. You are obviously correct--the inherent
property of the web dendrite is summarized as follows: you have two
perfect thick twin lamella. This is the area where you bu.ild your
devices, be it a solar cell or be it a semiconductor device. In the
middle you have the defect layer, which provides naturalgettering, and I
think that is something nature is giving you free.KALEJS: If this twin plane is there, how would it affect back-surface-field
enhancement of solar-cell properties? Somehow, with all the JPL-reported
mater.ial processing in web, it appears that whQJlpeople do talk about
back-surface-field enhancement of solar cell-properties, you do appear to
see it in web. Do you think then that the internal gettering plane really
does not impede these effects?
SCHWUTTKE: I have no direct measurements to prove how active that internal
layer is. It is a defect layer, and if it is gettering, then it will be
doing something. If you ask my opinion, I think that the solar web
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material is good for an 18~ cell. It is as good as the best Czochralski.
Why don't we have an l8~ web dendrite solar cell today? I think that
relates directly to the manufacturing problems in producing high-quality
stuff. I have not looked at Westinghouse material since I did this
evaluation, but I see they have made considerable progress in widths and
in remo\ring impurities, in which case gettering would be of less
signif.ican.ce. The web dendrite offers you very clean material. Even
better than Czochralski. In terms of impurity distribution, the web is
superior to the Czochralski wafer. It doesn't have the microsegregation
phenomen.a. The web can fulfill very tight resistivity spec~. The
disadvantage it has today for VLSI is that it is of <111> orientation.
MILSTEIN: If you look ait some of the analysis that Rohatgi has done at
Westinghouse, I think the major feature that is considered in terms of
increasing efficiency is trying to reduce the surface recombination, and
in the region of the twin plane, at least based on the modeling, there
seem to be zero effect. It doesn't act like there is anything
electrically going on there.
CISZEK: Were any of those comparisons of vendors made on float-zone material,
and if not, how would you speculate float-zone material might compare?
SCHWUTTKE: Float-zone material was not evaluated. Float-zone is missing the
internal gettering. You hav~ to use extra getteringto maintain the
purity, etc.
AST:

There must also be something to the thickness of the web, because any
kind of minority carrier that you generate below the twin plane in order
to be collected has got to go through th~ twin plane before it reaches the
junction, an.d these di.slocations in the twin planes, which we have studied
a lot with EBIC, are definitely recombination centers. If you get too
many of these guys in the twin plane, you will lose some of the
long-wavelength response in these solar cells.

SCHWUTTKE:. We are dealing with a planar arrangement of dislocations, so the
electrical activity of a dislocation is anisotropic. Any carrier .that
will come up this way sees a planar arrangement, and so the capture cross
section for him is very low. If we are dealing with dislocations in the
s,ame direction, then the capture cross section is very high.

,i
BELOU'ET: Do you have any idea of the position of the twin planes across the
thickness along the ribbon length?
The twin planes can be almost anyplace. You can have it
where it actually has gone through the surface. The usual condition is
that the twin plane is approximatelY centered, and up to maybe a
micrometer out of a hundred or something of that sort.

SEID~NSTICKER:

SCHWUTTKE: This seems to be a self-stabilizing affair. If the process is
very controlled, the twin plane stays or positions itself very neatly. If
the process gets out of control and they get buckling stresses, the twin
plane can even outcrop, come to the surface and the whole structure
deteriorates. Some web dendrite has seen buckling stresses, and I have
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not shown you these topographs. You then, definitely, may have a high
density of slip dislocations which interact. I call this a bad web
dendrite crystal.
HORRISON: I would like to remind people that Koliwad showed Li-Jen Cheng's
latest EBIC work on slip dislocation arrays in web dendrite. The most
significant thing about those photographs h, those are low-temperature
EBIC pictures, of electrical activity that was not observed at room
temperature. This may be something that exists in other materials that
have been evaluated at room temperature and they were just a property .that
was never recognized.
SCHWUTTKE: This EBIC picture looks very much like the X-ray topographs I take
of material that will give you this particular recombination. Obviously
you are dealing with dislocation, mainly slip, introduced by buckling, etc.
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REAL-TIME X-RAY DIFFRACTION:
APPLICATIONS TO MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION
Ronald G. Rosemeier
Brirnrose Corporation of America
Baltimore, Maryland 21236

I.

INTRODUCTION

with the high speed growth of materials it becomes necessary to develop
measuring systems which also have the capabilities of characterizing these
materials at high speeds. One of the conventional techniques of characterizing
materials has been x-ray diffraction. Film which is the oldest method of recording the x-ray diffraction phenomenon is not quite adequate in most circumstances
to record fast changing events. Even though conventional proportional counters
and scintillation counters can provide the speed necessary to record these changing events they lack the ability to provide image information which may be imDortant in some types of experimental or production arrangements.
A selected
nurnber of novel applications of using x-ray diffraction to characterize materials
in real-time will be discussed. Also, device characteristics of some x-ray intensifiers useful in instantaneous x-ray diffraction applications will be briefly presented.
II.

REAL-TIME X-RAY DIFFRACTION EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS

Applications of real-time x-ray diffraction (1), (2) in the characterization of materials can be easily achieved in both laboratory and production
arrangements with the availability of portable image x-ray intensifiers. Realtime x-ray diffraction has found application in materials characterization in
the field of all x-ray topography techniques, orientation, identification of
grain boundaries and subgrain goundaries, direct observation of lattice rotation and bending, grain boundary migration, and flash x-ray applications, to
mention a few.
X-ray topography provides a method of assessing both macroscopic and microscopic observation of strain fields caused by defects in single crystal and
polycrystalline materials (3), (4), (5) and epitaxial films (6). All x-ray topography systems with real-time image x-ray intensification (2) ,(7) ,(8) provide
a useful tool of ascertaining macroscopic quality of materials instantly with a
spatial resolution of 100 um. In the developmental electronic materials field,
real-time x-ray topography can be used as a screening technique of poor materials
before undergoing costly processing (2).
A schematic of one type of double crystal camera is the asymmetric crystal
topography (ACT) technique (7),(8) shown in Fig. 1. In this particular system
an x-ray intensifier is placed at the image position for viewing of the topographic image in real-time. In Fig. 2 is a real-time (220) surface reflection
topograph of an individual grain within a polycrystalline wafer of cast silicon
(9). The topographic image was observed in real-time with Cu radiation at 45 kV
and 32 rnA in the double crystal arrangement. The absence of images in the inside portion of the grain in the vertical direction are (111) twin volumes of
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a different orientation from the bulk of the grain and do not satisfy the Bragg
condition. Image intensification is routinely used by the author ",ith all conventional topography systems as both an alignment tool and as a method of assessing macroscopic quality of crystalline materials.
Real-time x-ray diffraction can find usefulness in the most simple of the
techniques, the Laue method. In Fig. 3 is a schematic of a Laue arrangement used
in conjunction with an image x-ray intensifie·r. In Fig. 4 is a real-time Laue
transmissi0u pattern of alrnrn thick sapphire single crystal obtained at 40 kV
and 32 rnA with Cu radiation. Using a modification of this technique in Fig. 3
the crystal can be translated linearly which can allow the change in orientation
of the crystal to be monitored along its length. Also, precise positions of
grain boundaries and macroscopic quality of crystalline structures (e.g. identification of subgrain boundaries, twin~, rotation, axes, strain, etc.) can be
determined.
Similarly, real-time x-ray Debye-Scherrer arrangements can also be set up
as shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 illustrates a real-time x-ray Debye-Scherrer transmission pattern of a brass foil obtained at 40 kV and 32 rnA using Cu radiation.
The rolling texture within the material is demonstrated in the photograph.
Using a similar arrangement annealing experiments could be performed in situ
to measure effects upon the texture in the grain structures. Also, experiments
can be conducted to study real-time phase changes in a material system.
In order to study how single crystal aluminum materials behave during uniaxial tensile deformation, crystallographic orientations obtained from transmission Laue patterns were obs,erved in situ (10, (11). The use of an image
x-ray intensifier system developed by Reifsnider and Green (11) permitted Laue
transmission x-ray diffraction patterns to be recorded with a motion picture
camera at rates as fast as 24 frames per second. In Fig. 7 is an experimental
configuration for observing Laue transmission patterns in real-time during
tensile deformation. In Fig. 8 is a sequence of Laue x-ray patterns observed in
real-time during various stages of tensile strain. In Figs. 8.0 through 8.26
lattice rotation first occurs, which is evidenced by the formation of two ellipses
of Laue spots which reach approximately the sarne size. Lattice rotation approximately ceases from Fig. 8.26 and gross plastic deformation occurs which is
illustrated by increa~ed asterism in the individual Laue spots.
In. a relatively simple design and a system extremely easy to us~ Green (12)
developed a method which permits absolute measurement of grain boundary positions
at temperature as well as being able to observe in situ fast moving boundaries.
The basic components of the system as shown in Fig. ~ are as follows. A continuous spectrum x-ray beam which is slit collimated is incident along the entire
length of the tes.t specimen. This beam is interrupted by a wire grid just prior
to impingement on the test spe<;:i.!tlen. The sample is supported vertically in a
furnace maintained at the temperature required for grain b0undary migration.
The various diffracted'x-ray beams pass out of the fu:rnace into the image x-ray
intensifier system. Figure 10 illustrate? a sequence of ix-ray diffraction Laue
patterns as a function of time in the furnace. 'Each of 'these; line segments is
interrupted at :te.gular intervals as a results of the fiducial screen placed in
the incident x.,..ray beam.' When the grain. boundary moves the set or line segments
decreases in length as shown. A similar configuration could also be designed
to study solidification behavior by monitoring liquid-solid interfaces in various
materials systems. For example, the solid region will produce a defined x-ray
pattern whereby the liquid or amorphous region will not produce a defined x-ray
pattern.
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For special cases involving very rapid events,flash x-ray systems have been
designed incorporating image x-ray intensifiers. Green (13)', (14) developed a
flash x-ray system which enabled x-ray diffraction patterns to be recorded from
shaped charge jets. The system illustrated in Fig. 11 consists of a 150 kV
flash x-ray generator and an electro-optical system incorporating an image intensifier tube as a detector. In Fig. 12 is shown a transmission flash x-ray
diffraction pattern of an aluminum shaped charge jet obtained with a single
150 kV x-ray pulse of 70 ns duration. Analysis of the pattern indicated that
the jet consisted of a particulate solid, with a grain-sized distribution ranging from about 1 rnrn to about 0.01 rnrn. The diameter of the outer ring of the
diffraction pattern agreed with thetheoreucal calculation of the diameter of
the (200) diffraction ring for an aluminum powder irradiated by MoK~ x-rays.
III.

IMAGE X-RAY INTENSIFIER CHARACTERISTICS

with all these techniques, image x-ray intensifier devices play a major
role in allowing fast changing events to be recorded. An excellent review of
the various electro-optical systems for dynamic display of x-ray diffraction
images was presented .. by Green in 1971 (15). In Fig. 13 is a three stage portable image x-ray intensifier (PIXI) with a 40 rnm input x-ray window, unity magnification, 100 um spatial resolution and gains of the order of 240,000.
Physical dimensions are 31 cm x 9.5 cm dia. and weighs 2.2 Kg. In Fig. 14 is
a microchannel plate (MCP)inverter tube miniature image x-ray (MINIX) intensifier
wi th a 50 rnm input window, 40 rnm output viewing window, 100 um', spatial resolution and gains of the order of 40;000. Physical dimensions are L-llcm x W-9cm x
D-8 cm and it weighs o.~ Kg., In some experimental or production arrangements
where size is a limitation this unit can be used.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

Real-time x-ray diffraction experiments with the incorporation of image
x-ray intensification have been shown to add a new dimension in the characterization of materials. The uses of real-time image intensification in laboratory
and production arrangements are quite unlimited and their application depends
more upon the ingenuity of the scientist or engineer.
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Schematic of the Double Crystal Asymmetric Crystal
Topography (ACT) System Illustrated in Both the Surface
Reflection and the Transmission Mode. Ref. (2)

Fig. 2

A Real-Time (220) ACT Surface Topograph of an Individual
Grain Within a Cast Polysilicon Semix Wafer . Ref . (1)
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Illus ration of a Real-Time X-ray Laue Transmission Arrangement.

Fig . 4

Real-Time Laue Pattern of a Sapphire Single Crys t al Illustrating the Two- Fold Symmetry .
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Experimental Arrangement for Observing Real- Time X-ray Images
From Fine Polycrystalline Materials .

Fig . 6

Real-Time Photograph of X-ray Oebye- Scherr
Pattern from a Rolled Brass Foil . Ref . (1)
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Laue X-ray Transmission etien Picture Frames at Various
Stages of Tensile S rain as Labelled . Ref . (10)
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Real-Time X-ray L ue Transmission Pictures Taken a t Var ious
Stages of Grain Boundary Migration . Ref . (12)
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Al uminum Shaped Cha rge J et . Re f . (13)

Fig . 13

Three-Stage Portable Image X-ray Intensifier (PIXI) . Ref . (1)

Fig . 14

A Micro-Channel Plate
Re f . (1)

inia ure Image X- r a y (MI IX ) Inten s i f ier .
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DISCUSSION

CISZEK: How easy is it to see individual dislocations, if you were trying to
observe a diffraction topography image?
ROSEKEIER: There are tradeoffs between film and using real-time X-ray image
intensification. First of all, image intensification is not meant to be
u~ed as a quantitative tool for assessing dislocation densities in a
m'aterial. It is mostly used hi laboratory arrangements for doing
alignments of diffraction images. We have had some instances where we
were able to look at mercury cadmium telluride mater-ials and use it as a
screening operation as the first step in a production assembly. We take
the material and pick a random orientation, and then look at a
substructure. If it is poor, you get rid of it. If it is good, then you
put it along the step of the production line and use more sophisticated
techniques. Basically, it is an alignment tool, up to this time.
,:

MILSTEIN:

In 1978, at the first European Crystal Growth Conference,
from Phillips showed some work he had done on X-ray diffraction
~rocesses on LEC-encapsulated gallium arsenide indium phosphide in the
furnace. He observed,using that technique, the loss of zero D structure
with widening the crystal. The technique is even doable under those
conditions. He took great pains to look for the fiber he was looking for.
~uxneller

MAYO::

My question is probably a follow-up on your comment. One of the points
has come up in this discussion the last few days is that people would
like to study the melt-solid interface in real time. Do you feel that
real-time topography perhaps can be combined with synchrotron radiation?
It might offer advantages over optical techniques. Granted, logistics
would be horrendous, but are the advantages worthwhile?
~hat

ROSEKEIER: I agree. For example, if you were interested in setting up some
type of experimental arrangements, you would probably want to use
initially
some low-melting-temperature
materials. At the Brookhaven
I
•
Synchrotron Facility, Dr. John Bellelo is setting upa dedicated X-ray
synchrotron topography facility, where experiments are going to be done
where he will be able to observe dislocation movements in materials in
real time. One of the things that make that possible is, we have a very
intense X-ray source to look at. As a result, you will be able to use
film quicker and at the same time develop improved imaging systems.
AST:

Chikawa has used X-ray diffraction techniques to look at the solidliquid interface in silicon and has seen the incorporation of liquid
droplets, and I think a group in stuttgart also has an x-ray topography
system that they apply to crystal growth. These are both rotating-anode
machines.

ROSEMEIER: The first fellow to do X-ray time diffraction was Bob Green from
Johns Hopkins University. He was working with RCA at that time. Chikawa
came over to the united States and he stayed a week with Bob Green going
through RCA. Five years later they built a topography system where they
586

they are able to look at individual dislocations in material. They are
setting up arrangements to quality control electronic material before it
goes into the expense of processing arrangements.

.'
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We are getting into the ingot growth section now, and I thought just to
help us get into the mood, I would show you this picture. This is
Gzochrabki's apparatus. Although the apparatus is perhaps a little
i\rchaic to us, his concept was very interesting, and quite appropriate to
what we are trying to do here. He had molten metal in a graphite crucible
8'nd dipped a glass rod into the metal. He used lead or tin or something
like that, and he rubbed the glass rod on some metal, to try to get the
f~lass rod to stick to the metal, and then he began to pull.
He learned
'that he could pull a thin filament of metal up, and then he could lower
the temperature and pull faster and faster. So he learned a lot of the
basic principles of Czochralski growth in this experiment. But I think
t,he inteL'esting thing, which is ver:y appropriate to this conference. is
that Czochralski was trying to measure the maximum growth rate of metals.
He was not interested in growing single crystals. So I am not sure why we
call it the Czochralski method, except that certainly he was aware of the
several important principles in pulling, and that is probably why some
people insist on calling it the Teal-Little method, because Teal and
Little were the ones who rotated the crucible, and rotated the seed, and
so forth.

LAN£~:
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X-RAY TOPOGRAPHIC METHODS AND APPLICATION TO ANALYSIS OF ELECTRONIC MATERIALS

William E. Mayo, Hung Y. Liu and Jharna Chaudhuri
Rutgers University
Piscataway, New Jersey 08854

ABSTRACT
X-ray topographic methods have proven to be of great
use in characterizing microelectronic materials. The Lang
and Berg-Barrett techniques have long been used for visualizing
gross structural defects such as twins and misfit dislocations.
As a result, these methods are routinely applied to the study
of growth induced defects in electronic materials prepared by
a variety of methods.These techniques, although useful, yield
an incomplete description since they provide no information
about the overall stress state in the material. To this end,
three supplementary x-ray techniques new to semiconductor
applications will be discussed. These are the Computer Aided
Rocking Curve Analyzer, the Divergent Beam Hethod and a new
method based on enhanced x-ray flourescence. The first method
is used for quantitative mapping of an elastic or plastic strain
field while the other two methods are used only to measure
elastic strains. The divergent beam method is used for measuring
the full strain tensor while the micro fluorescence method is
useful for monitoring strain uniformity. These methods \vill be
discussed in detail and examples of their application will be
presented. Among these are determination of the full strain
ellipsoid in state-of-the-art LPE deposited III-V epitaxial films;
mapping of the plastic strain concentrations in tensile deformed
Si; and quantitative determination of damage in V3 Si due to ion
implantation,'
IHTRODUCTIOH
X-ray topographic methods have long been used as a nondestructive tool
for relatively low resolution examination for crystai perfection. It has
proven to be suitable for characterizing and mapping lattice defects in
crystalline materials, and is most useful when the defect concentration is
low. Quite often topography is used to supplement information obtained by
other methods which have inherently higher resolution such as transmission
electron microscopy. It should be emphasized at the outset that x-ray
topography should not be considered to be in competition with TEM, but rather
complements it. X-ray topography is useful for examining large sample areas
with poor resolution while Tffi1 can examine only very small areas with high
resolution. Thus the two techniques provide complementary information.
The earliest topographic methods dealt principally with imaging of
Of
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gross structural defect structures. The most popular were Lang's method, the
Berg-Barrett method and the Double Crystal technique. The characteristic
feature which distinguishes these methods is their relative sensitivity. It
is generally conceded that the Double Crystal method has the greatest
sensitivity and the Berg-Barrett method the least. Moreover, the types of
samples which can be examined by each method varies considerably. The Lang
and Double Crystal methods require nearly perfect crystals while the BergBarrett technique is often utilized in reflection to examine samples with
high defect concentrations (e.g.- deformed metals).
Recently, many new topographic methods have been introduced for specific
applications. These include the anomalous transmission geometry (1), the x-ray
Moire method (2), the x-ray interferometer (3) and the asymmetric crystal
topographic method (4) among others. It is not the purpose of this paper to
review these conventional x-ray topographic methods. There are several
excellent reviews in the literature (5-7) and the interested reader should
consult these. In addition, an excellent text by Tanner (8) discusses these
and other methods in some depth along with several applications of topography,
particularly in the area of electronic materials.
While the conventional x-ray topographic methods are uS.eful for visualizing various types,of defect structures and determining crystallographic
orientations, they do not·provide a complete picture. Much more information,
particularly quantitative information, is available than is presently generated
via topographic analyses. For example, it would be desirable to be able to
determine completely the strain state and equally important, the uniformity
of the strain.
In this paper, three unconventional x-ray techniques will be explored
which apply topographic concepts to the quantitative determination of the
strain state in single crystals. Of utmost interest are the description of the
complete strain state including the determination of theelastic strain tensor
and the magnitude and distribution of the. plastic deformation. With these
three techniques, very complex strain states can be examined, including three
dimensional mappi~g. Thus, such problems as strain localization around internal
defects can be analyzed.
The most versatile of these three methods is the Computer Aided Rocking
Curve Analyzer (CARCA) which is based on the double crystal (+n,-n) arrangement.
The rocking curve is a sensitive measure of 1:h~ lattice misalignment induced
by deformation. Thus. by measuring the rocking curves on a point by point basis,
a complete map of the deformCl-tion can be dedllced. TO'facilitate this process,
a Position Sensitive Detector (PSD) with interactive computer control has
been incorporated. This method is extremely rapid and provides a deformation
map with 50 ~m resolution. By controlled etching (or alternatively using a
more pene'trating radiation), the deformation map can be extended into a full
three dimensional' map. This is a sig~ificant advantage over the conventional
topographic methods which provide only a two dimensional projection of the
plastic strain field.
The second method to be presented complements the CARCA method by
providing a map of the elastic strain field. This method if? based on enhanced
anomalous transmission by a bent crystal. The experimental arrangement is
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identical to the Limg arrangement, but the quantitative analysis utilizes x-ray
microflourescence technique on the topograph in a scanning electron microscope.
Such a method is useful for two dimensional mapping of elastic strain uniformity
and is particularly well suited for examination of the effect of stress
concenL:ators.
The final method to be discussed is an old technique which has only
recently been applied to electronic materials. The Divergent Beam method has
a history dating back to approximately 1915 and was used primarily for precision
lattice parameter measurements (9). However, interest in these studies waned
during the period 1950-1970 due to the stringent requirements that single
crystals of nearly perfect materials be used. Around 1970, Ewing and Smith (10)
and Glass and co-workers (11,12) revived the method for studies on semiconductor materials. Such materilas are ideally suited for analysis by the
divergent beam method owing to their high perfection and small elastic strains.
Schutz et al. (13-15) extended the method to study the role that surface layers
damaged by ion implantation had on the depression of the superconducting
transition temperature of V Si. In the present work, the divergent beam has
3
been used to study the straln in thin epitaxial films of II~-V semiconductors
deposited by liquid phase epitaxy. Simultaneously, the strain in the underlying substrate is also determined, thus providing a complete description.
Details of all three methods will be presented and appropriate examples
of their applications will be offered. Potential applications will also be
included, particularly as they relate to studies of electronic materials.
COMPUTER AIDED ROCKING CURVE ANALYZER
The Computer Aided Rocking Curve Analyzer (CARCA) is a powerful tool for
quantitatively analyzing plastic deformation in a crystal. Two arrangements
have been constructed, one for polycrystalline materials (16,17), the other
for single crystal studies (18). Only the single crystal method will be
discussed here.
The method is based on the double crystal diffractometer in the (+n,-n)
antiparallel arrangement. A monochromatic beam is produced by reflection from
a (Ill) oriented Si crystal. After the K a component is removed by the use
of a long collimator and slit system, the fiighly monochromatic beam impinges
on the test crystal. The test crystal is then rotated (or rocked) through its
reflecting range and its intensity versus angular position is recorded. The
rocking curve thus obtained is highly sensitive to the perfection of the
lattice producing it as shown schematically in Figure I. A relativ~ly perfect
region produces a sharp reflection with a narrow reflecting range indicated by
a small S value (total width at half maximum intensity). As plastic deformation
proceeds, an excess number of dislocations of one sign are produced. If these
are uniformly distributed, the rocking curve is broadened; but if the excess
dislocations are non-uniformly distributed a multipeaked rocking curve is
produced. If the rocking curves can be determined on a point-to-point basis,
for example by use of a microbeam combined with movement of the sample, a
complete deformation map can be obtained. Amore practical solution to the
problem however, is shown in Figure II. Instead of using a microbeam, a large
area of the specimen is irradiated by a parallal line source and advantage is
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Figure I

Figure II

Relationship between rocking curve
halfwidth, S, and distribution of
excess dislocations.

Operating principle of the
Computer Aided Rocking Curve
Analyzer.

taken of the fact that the diffracted beam line is a true topographic image.
Accrodingly, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the position in the
diffracted beam and the ftpot on the sample giving rise to it. This reflected
beam is then registered by a linear position sensitive detector (PSD) placed
tangent to the Debye arc and parallel to the rotation axis of the sample. When
combined with a multichannel analyzer (MCA), the diffracted beam can be broken
into 60 ~m increments. Thus, as shown in Figure II, the diffracted beam A'
originates from point A on the sample, and similarly for pairs BB',CC',etc ••
By step-rotations of the specimen, rocking curves are generated simultaneously
and independently for each 60 ~m segment of the sample. When the rocking curve
analysis has been completed, the sample is step-wise translated so that
adjacent regions can be similarly analyzed. In this way, a complete two
dimensional map can be readily generated in a few hours. A schematic drawing
of the system is shown in Figure III.
Extensive studies of deformation of Si have been undertaken with the
overall objective of critically comparing the experimenta;Lly determined
deformation map to that predicted by continuum mechanics. This is part of a
larger program to study long-range elastic and plastic strains emanating
from stress raisers and examining the interactions between multiple sources.
One of the aims of this study is to determine the effect of elastic constraints
on the formation of plastic zones.
In all of tHese studies (18,19), Si has been chosen as a model material

sin~e a.) Si can be readily obtained. in large, essentailly disloc~tion 'free

crystals; b.) can be plastically deformed above 650 0 S; and c.) the dislocation
substructure formed during deformation is frozen when the specimen is cooled.
Prior to testing the 0.03 + 0.003 ncm samples were dislocation free as
determined by PendellBsung-and Lang projection topography. The tensile axis
was chosen parallel to (011) and hyperbolic notches were introduced by electro-
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Figure III
Schematic diagram of the Computer Aided Rocking Curve Analyzer
spark cutting followed by chemical etching to remove any mechanical damage.
Regions more than 3-4 mm above or below the notch were essentially free
of p:astic deformati9n. However, large elastic strains were noted as evidenced
by a shift in the Bragg angle on either side of the notch. As shown in Figure IV,
the deformation in a single notched specimen is confined to a narrow band
perpendicular to the tensile axis. The contour map shown in this Figure is
constructed by determining regions of equivalent lattice misalignment. Note
that the map generated by the CARCA method contains substantially greater
detail than the conventional reflection topograph·of the same region. Moreover,
the computer generated map is capable of distinguishing easily between elastic
and plastic deformation; information which is usually lost in topographs unless
great care is taken.
Similar contour maps for a double notchfd :specimen are shown in Figure, V.
Although the individual S contours could be determined to an accuracy of seconds
of arc, this Figure is shown with a vary course increment for the sake of
clarity. The shape of the plastic zone in the double notch specimen strained
to 1.04% is similar to that for the single notch, but the interaction between
the two notches i& evident. This is apperent in samples strained at smaller
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Figure V

Contour map of plastic deformation
concentration at a notch .

Depth p ofile of deformation in
a double no ched specimen ( £= 1. 04%)

value of 0 . 83% (not shown) . An interes ing esult 's seen when he deformed
sample is examined through the thickness . By etching away successive layers of
approxima ely 150 ~m the full 3 dimensional plastic deforma ion map is obtained .
It will be seen that the severity as well as the ex en of the plastic deformation
decreased with distance below the surface . This is a surpr'sing result since
it is generally assumed that thin specimens (0 . 75-1 . 00 mm) undergoing tensile
deformation will have a uniform strain distribution . But is it clear from the
present results that such is not the case.
The Computer Aided Rocking Curve Analyzer was an invaluable tool in the
studi s of plastic deformation described above . The method has an excellen
sensitivi y (6S ~ 1011 ) and is extremely rapid . It can be used for the
quanti ative deformation gradient mapping j us descr ibed and 's also capable of
isola ing reg'ons of in ense deformation . This la er function would be useful
for indica 'ng those 'regions for addi 'onal analysis perhaps by TEM .
DETERMINATIO~

I

OF ELASTIC STRAIN COICE TRATIO BY ENHANCED X-RAY
MICROFLOURESCENCE METHOD

I is well known (20 21) that the diffracted intensity from a perfect
crystal is dependent on the degree of elast ' c bending , In a rigorous treatment
o t he dynamical theory, Kalman and Weissmann (22) have shown hat the
d ' racted intensity is linearly r lated to th radius of curvatur due to
s' mple bending over a very wide rang . In a very r ecent paper (23) , they were
ble tq extend their analysis t o include the f ull range of possible curvatures
which ind 'ca t ed a departure from linearit y only or the mos t s r ongly bent
cr ys a1s . I n s uch c ses anomalous absor pti on of th propaga ing wav field
w'th'n th Borrmann fan must b
ak n i nto a ccount in ord r 0 f ully exp l a n
t h obs r ved in ens ' ti s . Thus , meas ur ments of the obser v dint ns ities of er a
quan itat 've me hod of m asur' ng las tic bend 'ng in nearly p rf ct crys tal s ,
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In a series of papers (22-24), this method was applied to determine the
strain concentration factors around holes and inclusions. This mapping capability
was achieved by analyzing a conventional Lang projection topograph in a novel
way. Since the image is a true topographic projection, the determination of
the intensity at any point on the photographic plate will immediately give the
local radius of curvatureat the corresponding point in the sample. llowever, the
problem of intensity measurement on the nuclear track plate is formidible since
the optical opacity is not linearly related to the incident photon density.
Instead, Kalman and coworkers developed a method based on the principle that
the amount of precipitated silver in the developed emulsion is proportional to
the photon flux. Then by measuring the local silver density, the desired
intensity measurements are obtained. For this purpose, a scanning electron
microscope and its associated energy dispersive analyzer were utilized to carry
out the x-ray denitometry measurements. The spatial resolution of the method
is of the order of less than 10 ~m, making it one of the most sensitive x-ray
techniques. It was also found that the microflourescence could be greatly
enhanced if the topograph were first coated with a metal deposit (Cu is favored).
This increased the fluorescence of the Ag La and greatly increased the
micro fluorescence yield.
The method has been successfully applied to the study of elastically bent
Si. As in the previous study, Si was chosen as a model material and a number
of sample configurations were examined. These included an elliptical hole, a
circular hole and a double notched specimen subjected to out-of-plane bending.
Samples were elastically bent a prescribed amount, after which the x-ray
topographs were prepared in situ.
An example of the results obtained with this method are shown in Figure VI

Figure VI
Comparison of experimentally measured strain concentrations
with theory • (0= circular hole ; ~= circular hole filled
with amalgam).
for the case of a circular hole. Two sets of curves are shown; one plots the
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strain concentration factor for the hole itself as a function of distance from
the bending axis; the second curve plots the concentration factor for the hole
filled with dental amalgam. The latter case was chosen to represent an inclusion
problem. Also shown in the Figure are the results of numerical calculations
based on a closed form solution of the problem (24). Note the excellent
agreement between the theroy and the experimentally determined values. It is
interesting to note also that the strain concentration is reduced in the presence
of the inclusion, presumably due to the fact that the second phase carrys
part of the load and thus reduces the strain concentration. (24).
It is clear that the x-ray microfluorescence technique is an important
quantitative tool for mapping of nonuniform elastic strains and will be
invaluable for the studies continuing in the area of stress concentrators.
DIVERGENT BEAM METHOD
The divergent beam x-ray technique has been used extensively for high
precission measurement of lattice parameters in nearly perfect single crystals
including semiconductor materials (9). Although this method may be utilized
in either a transmission or back reflection mode, the former is used only when
the sample is thin (~t < 10). Since most crystals do not satisfy this condition
only the back reflection method is appropriate. The experimental qrrangement
for the bac~ reflection divergent beam method is shown schematically in
Figure VII:

/
I.

sample/

Focused
e- beam

Figure VII

Figure VIII

Schematic drawing .of the Divergent
Beam Method

Schematic drawing of diffracting
conics in the DD method

A focused electron beam of approximately 20 microns diametr impinges upon the
tip of a thin metal target acting as a vacuum seal for the electron gun. The
resulting x-ray beam consists of both white and characteristic radiation, but
with a suitable choice of accelerating voltage, the charcteristic radiation
can be made to dominate. A unique feature of the method is that the x-ray beam
generated in this way has a divergence of nearly 180 degrees as shown in the
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Figure. Each diffracting plane in the crystal chooses an incident x-ray beam
which uniquely satisfies B.ragg' s law for that plane resulting in a diffracting
conic. Each set of reflecting planes thus results in a unique conic as shown
in Figure VIII. Indexing of these conics is achieved by suitable matching of
the observed pattern to a computed pattern based upon the known crystal
orientation and the measured distance between the crystal surface and the x-ray
source.
In order to determine the d spacing for each set of (hkl) planes, the
multiple exposure method of Ellis et al (2'5) is employed and is shown schematically
in Figure IX. In this method, the x-ray film is first placed at an arbitrary

t-·_·
r

"!illlm,.. §mlll-r _5rYJm..;

Figure IX
Schematic drawing of the multiple exposure
method of Ellis et ale (25).
distance from the. sample and then exposed, yielding a pattern similar to
Figure VIII. A second exposure is then taken after the film has been shifted by
a known amount (usually 5.000 mm) This process is then repeated several times
before the film is developed for the strain analysis.
The divergent beam method provides a means of determining the strain for
each reflecting plane in a deformed crystal. Thus a single experiment provides
strain information for a large number of planesand·makes possible a complete
analysis of the overall strain state. Imura et al. (26) haveconsid.ed the
calculation of the full strain tensor from th~ individual strains of 6 or more
planes. Their analysis requires a minimum of 6 planes whose normal vectors do
not form two subsets of three mutually .orthogonal vectors. This restriction is
necessary since the resultant matrix equation contains no unique solution for
such non-independent vectors. To aVQid this problem, and to minimize errors,
it is necessary to use more than six reflecting planes and their corresponding
strain values from which a least squares fit to the strain tensor is obtained.
Once the full strain tensor is obtained, it is then a simple matter to
determine the principal strains and their directions by conventional means.
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Under favorable conditions (sharp conics, multiple readings, etc.),accuracies
of the order of 10-20 ppm are possible (26) for precision lattice parameter
measurements and a sensitivity of 0.00Q2 for the elastic strain are obtainable.
A number of structures have been examined by the divergent beam method.
All of these samples were based on III-V semiconductor devices,formed either
by vapor deposition or by liquid phase epitaxy. Among the samples investigated
were:
a.) Si0 2 or SiN dielectric films on an InP substrate;
b.) Si0 2 or SiN: dielectric films on an InGaAsP epitaxial
layer depos1ted onto an InP substrate;
c.) InGaAs diodes with varying degrees of lattice
mismatch with the substrate; and
d.) Be/Au diffused contacts on InP substrates.
Of particular interest was the dielectric films on the epi/substrate structure.
This configuration has been investigated by other researchers utilizing a
double crystal diffractometer, and it is instructive to compare the two
set of experiments. The present results obtained with the divergent beam method
indicates that the epi layer is in a state of nearly perfect plane strain in
the plane of the film. This refers however, to the principal strains, and the
actual strains in the conventional crystallographic set of axes is far more
complex than that proposed by other investigators (27,28). Results of these
previous studies concluded that in InGAAsP or InGaAs films that the strain
state is a simple nearly balanced triaxial state oriented along the three (100)
directions. This conclusion is based on their assumption that the shift in the
Bragg angle for peaks of like form (for example (511) and (511» is due to a
simple tetragonal distortion. They assumw that there is no bending or other
distortion which may lead to the generation of shear strains. This appears to
be a particularly severe restriction, especially in light of the large body
of work which clearly demonstrates the presence of bending strains (29-32).
Indeed, the operating principle of the Automatic Bragg Angle Control (ABAC)
relies on such a phenomenon (29,31). In addition, theoretical calculations of
stresses produced by thin films support the view that shear stresses are present
and in fact are quite large (33). Therefore, the simple model of Matsui et ala
(28) and Kawamura et ala (27) appears to be an oversimplified view.
The results of the divergent beam investigation are summarized in Figure X
where they are compared to the results obtained with a double crystal
diffractometer. Note that in the present results the principal strains are
nearly perfectly balanced plane strain in the plane of the film oriented along
the {no} directions. The-present results also found the substrate to be slightly
deformed. This conflicts directly with the current model that the substrate
is undeformed and that shear strains are negligible. (27,28). Clearly, the neglect
of shear strains can have a profound influence on the 'description of the strain
state.
Similar results were found in most of the other systems investigated. In'
general, the strain in the substrate and in the thin film could adequately be
described by a state of plane strain in the plane of the film. Moreover, the
direction of the maximum principal strain was always oriented in the {i10}
direction. Overall, the divergent beam method has been shown to be a powerful
tool to monitor strains in thin films. Semic'onductor materials such as the III-V
family satisfy the stringent requirements of the DBM, namely, a single crystal
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Figure X
Comparison of the strain measurements with the
Divergent Beam Method and the Double Crystal
Diffractometer.
which is nearly perfect with only elastic strains.
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DISCUSSION

MILSTEIN: You described a very fascinating set of techniques. I don't know
whether you or many other people in the room are familiar with both the
superlattice concept that is being used by Gene Blakesley at SERI, which
has the propensity to cause dislocations to rollover where the strain is
between two rather thin layers, and more recently the strain layer
fJuperlattice, which is been proposed by the people at Sandia. In that
case they are growing epitaxial layers, by MBE, of two materials that can
have quite dissimilar lattice parameters. I wonder whether yO\1 would have
any comments?
KAYO: In our own laboratory, Tom Tsakalakos is doing a lot of WOL"k on
modulated structures where he is looking at 20 Xfilms of completely
dissimilar materials, and actually, when they are 20 i thick, they are
basically dislocation-free. I don't know what happens in thicker
structures. But, yes, we can measure elastic strains quite easily in
these things, although when they come down to 20 1 thick you have a
problem with intensity, from a practical point of view.
MILSTEIN: A quick comment on the strain layer superlattice is that you can
grow these layers anywhere trom about 16 Xto hundreds of land it might
be interesting to look at the features that you see as a function of
thickness, or s,omething.
KAYO: Are you familiar with the term super-modulus effect? There is a
tremendous enhancement in modulus when these films are of the order of
20 1. In fact, a copper-palladium thin film has been made with an elastic
mpdulus that is 50~ higher than that of diamonds. You get up to 500~
enhancement in the modulus and there are a number of extraordinary effects
tl;1at occur when you have these ultra-thin layers and, yes, we are looking
at them with some of these techniques. One of the reasons that these
materials have these unusual anomalous properties is the fact that there
is strain. Tbe two materials have very different latticeparf.!.l\\eters, but
the energy of the d'islocation is so high compared with the strain energy
that the two lattices will exist in the strain state, and you get very
unusual electronic behavior.
ROSEMEIER: Can you comment on the analysis times for your various
quantitative measurements?
KAYO: The two-dimensional mapping can be done in the space of a day or two
with a low-power X-ray machine. With the high-powered one, you could
probably do this in a few hours.
FAN:

Can you do a three-dimensional mapping of the elastic strains?

KAYO: :No. Bacause, in order to get. into the third dimension, we have two
alternatives. One is, we can actuate the surface; the other one is, you
can use a more penetrating radiation. However, when you eteh down into
the surface, you immediately remove any residual elastic strains. We have

...
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no success there. The only alternative is to use a more penetrating
radiation to look at the line shape that comes out and then, by a
numerical number-crunching scheme, you can actually determine the elastic
strain profile in the third dimension.
AST:

In your double-notched silicon specimen, where you studied plastic
strain around the notches, how was that thing actually deformed?

MAYO:
I
AST:

It is raised to 800 oC, and then it is simply tensiled to forms.
Were they dislocation-free silicon?

MAYO: Yes. Initially it was
improve electro-sparks.
AST:

B

Cz-grown silicon and was lightly doped to

That probably explains, when you etched it down, why the strain was not
homogeneous through the thickness: because you had to generate all the
dislocations, probably at the surface, that had to slip in.

MAYO: I don't know. I think the fact is, the strain is generated at the
notch, even well below the surface. You see the strain concentration
around the notch, and I think that is the effect. We are talking about
very high strain levels here.
'AST:

When you polish layer by layer, does it disappear in the midplanes to a
certain degree?

MAYO:

It didn't really disappear, but it is greatly reduced.

I

i .
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ABSTRAcr
It has been suggested from theory(1-4) that silicon can be grown from
the melt at rates far exceeding the current state of the art. Previous
theoretical and experimental investigations which predict maximum rates of
pulling during Czochralski growth are reviewed. Several experimental
methods are proposed to modify the temperature distribution in a growing
crystal to achieve higher rates of pulling. A physical model of a
Czochralski crystal of germanium in contact with its melt has been used to
quantitatively determine, by'direct measurement of the axial temperature
distribution in the solid. the increase in axial temperature gradients
effected by an inverted conical heat reflector located above the melt and
coaxially about the physical model. Preliminary results indicate that thi.s
is an effective method of increasing the thermal resistance between the hot
melt and crucible' wall and a growing crystal. Under these conditions the
enhancement of the interfacial temperature gradients permit a commensurate
increase in the rate of crystal pulling.
Introduction
It is well established that in order for photovoltaic energy conversion
to compete successfully with other major sources or----energy (eg. coal,
hydroelectric, gas, oil etc.) a significant increase in the economy of solar
electronic materials production must be achieved. One of many parallel
approaches being pursued to achieve this goal is an ongoing effort to
increase the throughput of bulk melt growth techniques, principally
Czochralski crystal pulling. The primary focus is on growing larger
diameter crystals at higher rates of pulling.
The conditions for maximized rate of crystal growth by the Czochralski
technique have been given before.(S) Included are the assumptions of a flat
crystal/melt interface -and zero axial as well as radial temperature
gradients in the melt at the solidification front. Under these
circumstances the maximum rate of growth has been calqulated to be(S):
.

ks

err

v.max = -p -AlI-dz
-

[1]

s

where ks is the thermal conductivity of the solid at the melting point, ps
is the density of the solid, AlI is the latent heat of solidification and the
temperature gradient in the solid (dT/dz) is evaluated at the crystal/melt
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interface. Eq. [1] shows that to increase the rate of pulling it is
necessary to increase the axial temperature gradient in the solid.
Many investigators have formulated thermal models of Czochralski growth
to determine theoretically the magnitude of the axial temperature gradient
in a growing crystal. Their models commonly assume: 1) constant rate of
pulling (but may be zero), 2) constant crystal diameter (cylindrical
symmetry), 3) zero temperature gradients in the liquid, 4) a flat
crystal/melt interface at temperature Tm' S) temperature independent crystal
properties (except, in ~ome treatments, thermal conductivity), 6) onedimensionality and 7) steady state heat transfer conditions., ~he various
models differ in the assumptions made concerning the thermal boundary
conditions to which the growing crystal is exposed.
A one-dimensional heat transfer model, in cylindrical coordinates, that
describes the axial temperature distribution in a growing crystal has been
developed by Rea(4~6):

where T is the temperature of the solid at z, V is the rate of growth, c is
the specific heat of the solid, h is the convective heat transfer
coefficient, R is the crystal radius, Ta is the average furnace interior
ambient temperature and ~ is the radiation heat flux from the solid at z.
T~e first term in [2] is the heat transferred through the crystal by
conduction. The second term accounts for the transfer of sensible heat due
to the motion of the crystal. The third term descr ibes the loss of heat
from surface of the crystal by convection and the fourth term represents
heat loss from the surface by radiation.
Rea(4,6) has solved [2] for the case of silicon growth using thermal
boundary conditions that attempt to closely account for the thermal exchange
between the surface of the growing crystal and the hot melt and crucible
walls. His results suggest that the temperature gradient in the growing
crystal, and thus the maximum rate of pulling, is strongly influenced by the
temperatures, surface emittances and geometry of the crystal/melt/crucible
system. For example, as the melt is depleted during the pulling of a long
crystal. the crystal/melt interface drops well below the upper rim of the
crucible exposing the growing crystal to heat exchange with the hot, high
crucible walls. Such radiant heat transfer to the crystal leads to reduced
estimates of pulling rates.
Billig(S) and Ciszek(3) (who corrected a minor error by Billig)
neglected the second and third terms in [2] and assumed that radiation was
lost to a black body ambient held at OOJ<. The emmisivity of the crystal was
assumed to be temperature independent and the thermal conductivity was taken
to have an inverse temperature dependence. Their closed form solution gave
a ~quare root dependence of the pulling rate on diameter which has been
verified experimentally by Rea(6). Their predicted maximum rates of pulling
(for silicon) are a factor of two greater than those predicted by Rea.
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Kuo and Wilcox(2) combined the radiative and convective components of
the heat transfer (terms three and four in [2]) through use of an overall
heat transfer coefficient as embodied in the Biot number. H = hR/k s • Their
results indicate that. as would be expected. the interfacial temperature
gradient increases as the Biot number at the crystal circumference is
increased. In addition. they found that the critical crystal length at
which the axial temperature gradient ceases to be length dependent decreases
with increasing Biot number. When their results are expressed in terms of
maximum pulling ,rates (of silicon) using [1] they exceed the predictions of
Rea by approximately 30~.
Heat Transfer Conditions Leading to Increased Interfacial Temperature
Gradients
As indicated by Rea. the energy exchange between the growing crystal
and its thermal environment plays a key role in determining the degree to
which axial temperature gradients may be increased. When compar ing the
results of Billig(S). Ciszek(3) and Kuo and Wilcox(2) with those of Rea(4.6)
it is seen that substantial improvements in the rate of pulling should be
realized if the thermal boundary conditions during growth are modified to
approach t~ose of the more simplified models. To this end it is desirable
to analyze the dominant thermal resistances between the growing crystal and
its immediate environment (Fig. 1). An increase in the axial temperature
gradient in the crystal requires that the heat flow from its surface be
increased in order to balance the increased heat flow from the crystal/melt
interface. This flow of heat from the surface of the crystal can be
increased in two ways: first. improve the heat transfer away from the hot
crystal to the cold environment. second. decrease the heat flow to the
crystal from hot crucible and melt surface. The mechanisms of heat transfer
from the crystal include convective transport in a surrounding gas as well
as radiation and conduction to a cold ambient. This is shown schematically
in figure one as a resistor between the crystal and the environment at
temperature. TR. This resistance to heat transfer should be minimized.
Simi.larly. heat transfer to the crystal from the hot crucible and melt
surface occurs via 'the thermal resistances shown originating at TC and TM
respectively. An increase in these thermal resistances is desiredwitbout
degrading the required low thermal resistance between the crystal and the
environment at ToR.
The thermal resistance to radiant heat
radiation exchange factor. i~
_

a~r.x =

Fcr.x =

Fcr.x -cr
A

4

a

tr~sfer

is proportional to the

4

(Tcr - Tx> .
1

[3]

[4]
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where:

'\;r .x = energy per unit area transferred by
Acr

=
Tcr =
Tx =
Fcr,x =
=
'cr
=
8X
Acr
=
Ax
G'

-

radiation from the crystal to grey surface, x
Stefan-Boltzman constant
temperature of the surface of the crystal
temperature of radiating surface, x
radiative view factor between the crystal, cr,
and a radiating surface, x
emissivity of the crystal
emissivity of the radiating surface, x
surface area of the crystal
surface area the radiating surface, x
I

where x denotes either the cold environment at TR, the crucible wall at Tc
or the melt surface at Tm. (These expressions assume that the surface, x,
and the crystal may be approximated as grey bodies at uniform temperature.)
Increasing the -=adiant thermal resistance demands a small view factor and
surface emissivities and vice-versa.
Application of an Inverted Conical Heat Reflector for Thermal Resistance
Modification
Modification of the thermal resistances in a conventional Czochralski
puller for increased axial temperature gradients can be achieved by placing
above the melt an inverted conical heat reflector mounted coaxially about
the growing crystal (Fig. 2). In this way the thermal resistance from the
hot zone to the crystal is increased while the heat transfer to the ambient
remains largely unchanged.
The effectiveness of such a heat reflector has been indirectly observed
during liquid encapsulated Czochralski (LEe) growth of PbSnTe(7). A conical
heat reflector was positioned above the melt but within the B203 encapsulant
(Fig. 3). The temperature distribution within the liquid glass was modified
by the heat reflector resulting in a higher viscosity (lower temperature)
encapsulant. In this way a coherent encapsulating film was established on
the growing crystal. Previous attempts at LEC growth of this material had
been limited by the rupture of the low viscosity encapsulating film
resulting in the loss of volatile constituents.
The choice of an optimized geometry <included angle, physical
dimensions and position) for the conical reflector is influenced by two
orthogonal and counter-productive sets of constraints. First are those
related tQproducing a minimum value of the radiation exchange factor
between tpe heat reflector and the growing crystal while the second set are
those that permit an optimized use of the reflector for the duration of
crystal growth.
An effective method of minimizing the radiation exchange factor between
the heat reflector and the crystal is to reduce the radiation view factor
given in [4]. This can be accomplished by incr.easing the included angle of
610
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the conical section. However, as the included angle is increased the
vertical position at which it would contact the crucible wall decreases.
'Ibis; permits two types of wide angle reflectors. 1) A relatively short heat
reflector can be fabricated that will remain within the confines of the
crucible and thus maintain its position relative to the crystal/melt
interface as the melt height drops during growth (or equivilantly, as the
crucible is raised). The drawback to this design of a short reflector is
that at low melt levels the crystal is again affected by the hot crucible
walls. 2) To preclude this last condition the heat reflector can be made
taller and thus wider at the upper end. In this case it will not be able to
track the melt height drop since its 0.0. is greater than the crucible's
1.0. During the latter stages of growth (at low melt heights) there will be
a large separation between the end of the conical reflector and the
crystal/melt interface which negates and even reverses the effect of the
reflector.

,;

A smaller included angle can be used to offset som~ of the above
effects. In this way the reflector can be made taller and yet still remain
within the crucible over appreciable melt height drops. The effectiveness
of the heat reflector is deminished at the beginning of growth due to its
height. Under these circumstances the heat reflector causes an increase in
the thermal resistance between the crystal and the environment. The
radiative view factor is increased with this design which further reduces
its effectiveness.
Experimental System: Physical Modelling of the Axial Temperature
Distribution in Czochralski Grown Germanium
Germanium was chosen as a model semiconductor/melt system. The insitu
determination of the axial temperature distribution in a growing
semiconductor crystal is problematical. Replacement of the crystal by a
physical model permits this measurement to be made without incurring those
problems inherent in using the crystal itself. These difficulties include:
1) accurately machining and drilling small diameter holes in germanium, a
brittle material ·and 2) maintaining, during transient heat transfer
conditions (i.e. when exchanging gases), a fixed geometry oftlie crystal and
a constant relationship between the position of the crystal/melt interface
and the measurement thermocouples.
Since there is less than a five percent difference in the thermal
qonductivity of the two materials near the melting point of germanium
(~37OC), stainless steel (type 303) was chosen as a physical model for solid
germanium. The simulated Czochralski crystal was 10.0 cm in length (7.S cm
at constant diameter, 2.S cm crown) with 9.S mm radius. A graphite disk
(13 mm thick) was attached to the end of the model in contact with the melt
~o serve as a buffer between the corrosive germanium melt and the stainless
steel. An array of seven inconel sheathed, ungrounded chromel-alumel
~hermocouples (0.020" 0.0., Omega Engineering) was positioned along the
qenterline of the model in holes (0.086 mm diameter) drilled perpindicular
~o the axis of symmetry.
Figure fou~ shows the positions of the
thermocouples relative to the melt surface, crucible and conical heat
reflector. While the holes were drilled offset at 900 intervals to
611
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facilitate insertion of the thermocouples they are shown in the figure for
clarity to be parallel. Temperature compensated (electronic ice point
reference) rotary switches and digital displays were used for data
acquisition.
The hot zone of an otherwise standard Czochralski crystal puller was
modified by placing a isothermal furnace liner (heat pipe) coaxially between
the graphite heating element and the crucible. The thermal boundary
conditions associated with the heat pipe are reproducible and characterized
by reduced axial and radial tempe~~ture gradients in the melt as well as
improved thermal symmetry. Temperature control during the experiments was
maintained using a standard P.I.D. (proportional, integral, derivative)
system with the control thermocouple located on the active region of the
heat pipe (Fig. 4).
A conical heat reflector was formed from molybdenum sheet (0.127 mm)
with a 60 0 included angle. This angle was chosen as a compromise between
the previously stated diametric effects of the included angle on mechanical
i~plementation and performance.
The reflector's axial and azimuthal
pOsition was determined by three graphite tipped support arms arranged
radially that were attached to an auxiliary heat shield. The lower opening
of the reflector (22 mm diameter) was positioned 3.5 mm above the melt
surface. It was considered of primary importance to maintain a minimum
separation between the reflector, the physical model of the crystal and the
melt. In this way the heat reflector could influence to the maximum extent
possible for the chosen geometry the axial temperature gradient at the
crystal/melt interface. This corresponds to experimental conditions that
permit the maximum rate of crystal pulling. The height of the truncated
cone reflects the need to provide shielding of the 'crystal' from the hot
zone while not significantly inhibiting the loss of heat to the ambient.
A multi-regulator gas flow syst~m was used to exchange argon and helium
gases during the experiment. A pressure of 2 psig was maintained in the
growth chamber and the gas flow rate was adjusted to approximately 3 l/hr
(2 bubbles/ sec) •
Temperature distributions within the physical model were measured under
fqur sets of experimental conditions: argon and helium gases w(~re used both
with and without the conical heat reflector. Each set of measurements was
taken with the physical model in contact with liquid germanium (45 g) at its
melting point. The upper rim of the graphite crucible was positioned at the
opening to the heat pipe.; _The heat reflector (when employed) was positioned
3.5 mm above the surface of the melt.
After melting the germanium charge the temperature of the system was
reduced until freezing was observed at the edge of the graphite buffer. It
was then raised until remelting forced the crystal/melt interface to retreat
beneath the buffer. It was subsequently confirmed by rapid separation of
the model from the melt that solid germanium was still present beneath the
buffer a A thermal soak of not less than 30 minutes followed any change in
hot zone conditions. This permitted the temperature distr ibution within the
hot zone and model to reach a new equilibrium condition. Temperature
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distribution data were converted to non-dimensional form normalized to the
first (lowest position) thermocouple reading and room temperature:

[51

where:

9i = non-dimensional temperature at position i
Ti = temperature at position i
'lR = room temperature
.
T1 = temperature at position '1

The axial position.
Z. of the measurement thermocouples
non-dimensionalized in terms of the radius. R. of the physical IOOdel:
'1\

=

was

[61

Z/R

Results and Discussion
, Figures. 5 and 6 show the measured temperature distributions within the
physical roodel in helium and a~gon atIoospheres respectively. It can be seen
in both cases that the conical heat reflector does indeed enhance the axial
temperature gradient. Also of note is that the reflector has a larger
effect on the temperature distribution in the presence of argon than helium.
This: is to be expected since. in the case of helium. a larger fraction of
the : total heat transfer is by convection which is not expected to be
affected by the conical heat reflector to the same extent as the the
radiative heat transfer conponent. Also. as expected, the greater heat
transfer capability of helium resulted in larger absolute temperature
gradients.

i;

The results are quantitatively summarized in tables 1 and 2 where the
axial temperature 'gradients have been calculated from the temperature
distribution data. Table 1 presents the information in non-dimensional
terms while in table 2 the temperature gradients are given in units of
OC/cm. The influence of the conical heat reflector on the axial temperature
gradient was found to be substantial in the case of an argon ani:>ient. An
increase in the axial temperature gradient of greater than 40%, from SSoC/cm
to 78OC/cm, was achieved. When helium was used as an inert arrbient the
increase in the temperature gradient due to the heat reflector was limited
to approximately 25.. , from 7SOC/emto9SOC/em. In both cases the absolute
change in the axial temperature gradient was an increase of approximately
20OC/em.
The maxinum rate of crystal pulling is linearly related to the axial
temperature gradient in the solid at the crystal/melt interface (see [1]).
The changes in the temperature distribution within the model caused by the
conical heat reflector could, in principle. be translated directly to a
coresponding increase in the rate of crystal pulling. These results are a
mininum iIrprovement of approximately a factor of two over unpublished
-,
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Table 1

Change in Axial Temperature Gradients Due
Non-Dimensional

To COnical Heat Reflector:
AROON

TIC

\

IDc.

,
i,

I

des (reflector)
d'1

des (no
d'1 reflector)

Percent
Change

(z/R)

i

44

0.081

0.065
..
0.055

47

"1.5-2.0

. 0.079

0.060

31

2.0-2.5

0.074

0.058

28

:2.5-3.5

0.075

0.064

17

0.056

0.051

9

iI0.5-1.0
i
I

.1.0-1.5
I
i

"

i!

-3.5-4.5

0.094

HELIUM

,
i
i.

TIC

IDe.

des (reflector)
d'1

des (no
d'1 reflector)

Percent
Change

(z/R)

0.5-1.0

0.106

0.086

23

1.0-1.5

0.084

0.067

26

1.5-2.0

0.084

0.074

14

2.0-2.5

0.079

0.071

Il

2.5-3.5

. 0.080

0.077

4

3.5-4.5

0.056

0.062

-3
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Table 2

Change in Axial Temperature Gradients Due
To Conical Heat Reflector: Dimensional

AROON

TIC
Loc.

drs
dZ (reflector)
(oC/crn)

i

drs (nO
dz reflector)
(oC/crn)

Percent
Change

1-2

78

S5

42

2-3

67

46

45

3-4

65

50

29

4-5

61

48

26

5-6

62

54

16

6-7

46

41

7

I

HELIUM
TIC
Loc.

dr
dz s (reflector)
(oC/crn)

I

drs (no
dz reflector)
(oC/crn)

Percent
Change

i,

1-2

95

75

25

2-3

75

59

29

3-4

73

65

i3

4-5

69

63

10

5-6

71

68

5

6-7

S2

55

-4
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experimental res~lts Qn increastng the pulling rate of silicon(8) using this
technique~
The differences in the implementation of the two different
conical heat reflectors illustrate the importance of the design factors
described previously. The reflector used in the previous investigation was
tall thus preventing the hot growing crystal from exchanging heat with the
cold environment of the growth chanber. In addition. it was positioned high
above the melt which reduced (and mal have eliminated) its effectiveness in
establishing an increased axial temperature gradient in the solid in the
critical region near the crystal/melt interface.
proposals for Future study
A) Experimental System: An Active Heat Transfer Control System for
Temperature Gradient Modification

Axial

The geometric limitations imposed upon the design and mechanical
of an optimized conical heat reflector can. in principle. be
eliminated by substitution of an annular isothennal furnace liner (heat
pipe) (Fig. 7). A heat pipe based active heat transfer control system would
have significant advantages over the passive conical heat reflector.
~lementation

The temperature distribution within the growing crystal can be adjusted
and controlled by actively heating or cooling the heat pipe.
In addition.
by maintaining a small gap between the crystal and .the heat transfer control
system. the radiative view factor can be made te, approach unity and the
ratio of the radiating and absorbing surface dianeters can be optimized.
The small gap and potential low temperature environment about ~he growing
crystal establish conditions of enhanced heat transfer from the crystal.
Kuo and Wilcox(2) have shown that this high Biot number condition (due
to the large value of the heat transfer coefficient. h. leads to increased
concavity of the crystal/melt interface. This interface curvature is
characteristic of presently obtainable Czochralski 9rown silicon.
While it
has not as yet been shown to significantly influencE~ the liquid/E30lid phase
transformation at rates of pulling presently employed. it must bel considered
as a potential problem due to the adverse effect on defect gene;ration and
propogation inherent in this interface mrphology.
It must alsl:> be noted
that these problems are a priori magnified in III-V and II-VI co~?Ounds due
to the defect structure control of the electronic properties in these
mater ials • To this end. the design of the heat transfer control system
(~ig. 7)
makes provision. through a separately controlled booster heater.
for introduction of heat to the meniscH;;'S region to IOOdify the shape of the
crystal/melt interface(9).
The axial position of the heat pipe can be repositioned during growth
to maintain a constant distance from the melt.
In this way. unlike the
passive conical heat reflector. the heat transfer control system may be
pOsitioned at all times close to the hot melt in order to increase the
thermal resistance between the crystal and the melt while maintaining a
uniformly cold environment into which the crystal may radiate thus
developing the high axial tenperature gradients required for high rates of
crystal pulling. Furthermre. the geometry is such that it is never
616
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necessary for the crystal to interact with the hot crucible walls near
end of the growth run.

the

B) Absorption of the Latent Heat of SOlidification by the Peltier Effect
It has been indicated previously in this discussion that maximizing the
rate of Czochralski crystal pulling requires efficient rerooval of the latent
heat of solidification from the crystal/melt interface. Thus far the
emphasis has been on obtaining heat transfer conditions which produce
incr~ased axial temperature gradients in the growing crystal for this
purpose. However, the latent heat can be absorbed directly at its source by
the Peltier effect thus permitting an increased rate of crystal pulling with
no change in the axial temperature gradient in the solid.
'!he Peltier effect describes the absorption or release of heat at an
interface between two dissimilar materials when an electric current flows
across it.
(Whether heat is absorbed or released depends on the direction
of the electric current and the nature of materials.):
[7]

= heat absorbed or released
= relative Peltier coefficient between liquid and solid

where:

(negative for absorption, positive for release)

= current density

J

Introduction of the Peltier effect modifies the expression for conservation
of energy at the crystal/melt interface:
ks

f:. - kl:'

= PsAlm

+ 7tl,sJ

[8]

Maintaining the assurrption that the maxim.un rate of growth is obtained with
zero temperature gradient in the liquid, [8] can be rearranged to express
the maxiIrum velocity in terms of the Peltier term, 7tl,sJ, the tenperature
gradient in the solid and phYSical constants:

Rmax =
i ;
, i

-~'
~
1- ,

I

[9]

PsAH

The

direction of J is chosen to make the Peltier term in [9] positive
of heat), thus increasing the rate of growth. To be
effective in increasing the rate of growth, the heat absorbed due to the
Peltier effect rust be significant when compared with the heat rerooved from
the crystallmeltinterface by conduction. Therefore, materials for which
this technique is optomized should have 1) a low thermal conductivity
(~.e. absorption
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2) a large Peltier coefficient and 3) a low latent heat of solidification.
Table 3 lists these quantities for several major electronic mater ials. It
is seen that the properties of silicon make it unsuitable for this
application. However, InSb and Cdl'e are materials which can be expected to
benefit significantly from this approach.
It has been shown(10) that pulses of direct current passed across the
c,rystallmelt interface during Czochralski pulling of doped InSb result in a
modulation of the microscopic rate of growth. Figure 8 shows a
Photomicrograph of the polished and etched surface of InSb where interface
demarcat\on (SO ms current pulses at 1 s intervals) was superimposed on a
~.5A/cm
current pulse of 20 s duration. It clearly delineates the
~ransient change in the microscopic rate of growth caused by the absorption
of heat associated with the current pulse. While this result reflects the
transient relocation of the crystal/melt interface it is recognized that
under conditions of steady state heat flow the microscopic rate of growth
is equal to the pulling rate (corrected for the drop in melt height) and the
temperature gradient in the solid would be reduced accordingly. Thus an
increase in the rate of pulling is permitted if the identical temperature
gradient in the solid is reestablished.
Application of this. technique is seen as problematical if high current
qensities are required to establish the desired degree of temperature
gradient modification. Joule heating is proportional to the square of the
current density whereas the Peltier effect depends only linearly on J. Thus
the adverse effect of reducing the axial temperature gradient caused by
Joule heating must, at some value of J, outweigh the benefit of increased
rates of crystal pulling due to Peltier cooling.

'(

(

selected Properties of Major Electronic Materials

Table 4

Latent Heat of
Solidification

Therrral
CQnductivity
(w/oC em)

Peltier
COeff.

1806

0.216

0.1

GaAs

567

0.08

Ge

466

0.173

0.1
0.09

Cdre

209

0.015

0.4

InSb

238

0.046

0.09

Material

All (j/g)
Si
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Summa~y

and Conclusions

It has been shown that an inverted conical heat reflector can be used
tQ influence the the thermal boundary conditions within a
standard
Czochralski crystal puller.
The result is the establishment of heat
transfer conditions that rore closely conform to those that are predicted to
pe~it high rates of crystal pulling.
A paysical model of solid ger.manium
was used to measure the change i1"l. axial tenrperaturegradients caused by the
change in hot zone design.
Experimental results indicate that the enhanced
a#al tenperature gradients caused by the heat reflector should permit roore
than a 4()1!& increase in the rate of crystal pulling when argon is used as the
anbient gas. A similar 25" increase can be achieved for the case of heliurn~
These findings furtherroore indicate the necessity to carefully consider
the design and inplementation of the reflector to achieve optimized
performance. Primary considerations are the geometry and positioning of the
reflector.
Not indicated but considered of equivalent inportance is the
choice of heat reflector material and subsequent construction.
Multi-layer
heat shields should provide an even greater thermal resistance between the
exposed areas of the hot zone and the growing crystal.
A proposed active heat transfer control system was described.
Its
deSign reduces 01' eliminates many of the problems inherent to the inverted
conical heat reflector approach to heat transfer control for obtaining
maximized rates of crystal pulling.
Peltier cooling assisted growth was described and shown to be
applicable to systems which exhib;.t a large Peltier coefficient and low
thermal conductivity and latent heat of solidification.
values of
Experimental results are shown for the case of InSb.
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY

Conventional Czochralski Growth With Heat Pipe

tii
01

Figure 1.

Heat transfer conditions in conventional Czochralski growth.
Arrows schematically indicate the direction of heat flow by
conduction, convection and radiation. Heat transfer to and from
a point on the crystal (at TCr) occurs via the indicated thermal
resistances.

Czochralski Growth With Heat Pipe and Conical Heat Reflector

u
1

01

Ii

h
);

Figure 2.

Thermal resistances modified by a conical heat reflector located
coaxially about the growing crystal.
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TUBE
REFLECTOR

LIQUID ENCAPSULANT
(B 2 03 )
ME LT

-t"-t--l4-CR UCIBL E
-I-+--l-+-HEAT PIPE
GRAPHITE HEATER
----'t-H-t-CRUCIBLE SHAFT
---,I-+--l-+-T/ C
HEAT SHIELD

Figure 3.

Application of a conical heat reflector to modify the
temperature distribution in liquid B203 during LEe growth of
PbSnTe.(7) The viscosity of the encapsulant is raised due to
the increase in the temperature gradient effected by the conical
heat reflector. As a result, a coherent encapsulating film is
established on the growing crystal.
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ORIGINAL PAGE 19

OF POOR QUAUTY

• loclJtion of
Thermocouples

_+-______ Stainless Steel
·Crystal"
Molybdenum Conical
Heat Reflector (60°'

Control TIC

Graphite Buffer

-111---t--- Melt
Crucible

~1lJH.--4--

- - - i - - Heat

Pipe

+---'+---1--- Crucible Shaft

TIC

Figure 4.

Schematic representation of the hot zonu configuration and
Plysical lOOdel used to measure the effect of a conical heat
reflector on the axial ten-perature distribution in germaniwn.
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Figure 5.

Measured teuperature distributions <non-dimensional) within the
PlYBical mdel in a helium atmsphere.
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Figure 6.

Measured tenperature distributions (non-dimensional) within the
physical JOOdel in an argon atJoosphere.
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Heat Exchange System for Optimized Control
of the Following Interdependent Parameters:

@-~

Figure 7 •

Active heat transfer control system system based on heat pipe
technology •
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DISCUSSION

SACHS: In your experiments with the stainlels-steel crystalline and the
sraphite puck, are you concerned with thermal contact between those two,
and how you maintain it?
WARGO: I certainly am. When they were machinins the graphite puck I said
'save some dUlt,' and when they saved the dust I packed dust between the
sraphite puck and the stainless steel. What I was really concerned about
was, even in that case when you exchange the helium with the argon you get
entrained helium, and I have to go by and look at how much influence there
was on the heat transfer down there.
KOqDY: Won't that heat pipe actually have to be in physical contact with the
srowing crYltal to be truly effective?
WARGO: No. The original idea for the beat pipe about the growing crystal
came from work we are doing for NAS~ on double-heat-pipe Bridgeman
systems. What we find is that. we want to work for absolutely reduced
dimensions between the growing crystal, and the heat pipe, but in the case
of Bddseman there is a- crucible in the way. We find that even with the
cruc!ible in the way, and maintaining that sap to on the order of a,
milliimeter, we Cl:n have a substantial effect on the Biot in the system,
and,! in fact, if our calculations are appropriate for that C;Qndition
compared to Cz srowth, we should have the Biot go from about '0.005 to the
ordet of 0.1, and that is a lIubstantial improvement. I would like to make
one comment about active control systems in cz growth. You notice I am
putting a lot of stuff down there, and I can't see very well,. so what we
haveto do is provide for innovative active control of diameter and of
temperature in those systems. We are looking at that very closely with
computer assisted multi-variable control systems, ana witb
focal-plane-array infrared imaging of the liquid melt surface.
LANE: Are you considering the pressure of the gas? Does it matter in your
calculations what the pressure is? Is it a variable there?
WARGO: It does matter. All of this was done at a few Ib/in 2 above
atmospheric, and that was because we were changing things so much and
there were so many thermocouples going in. We have to keep an
overpressure, because you end up with junk allover your system. If we
compared vacuum to vacuum, which I really didn't have the guts to do
because it would have gotten very dirty in there very fast, I think what
you would have found is a profound effect because that molybdenum heat
reflector, in that case, becomes a radiation shield, and since the only
mechanism for heat transport in that case is radiation, we should see
significant increases in the actual temperature rate.
LANE: In our laboratory a couple of years ago we did exactly what you
propose, the conical shield. We saw what -we considered a marginal
increase in pull speed; Our intuition told us that the bottom of that
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cone should be as close to the interface as possible, about one inch away
from the melt, and I think we were really too high .
WARGO: I agree. That i.s probably too high. "I was concerned that in my case,
in even a smaller system, that I was three millimeters away. The other
thing to consider is, let's look at what happens up here due to the
presence of the heat reflector, because in this case you are actually
killing yourself.' If I go back to my numbers, where I measured the
gradient, did you notice that one of the gradients went negative, that you
actually got worse gradients with the heat reflector in place? In the
case of helium, what happened was, you actually got better temperature
gradients without the shield than with it. In this case, you were
actually increasing that thermal resistance between the growing crystal
and the environment. The shield was getting in the way, and that is what
is happening in this case as you go high up on the shield. In principle,
what you would like to do is have this shield be down near the surface, be
flat, come up and then be flat again. But then you don't have that active
control that you need, and that is where the coaxial heat pipe really
helps, because I can move that 'way down to the bottom and, with even a
minor heat reflector in there, be able to take care of it. We need to
pursue this vigorously, because I think it can have substantial effect on
the actual temperature gradients and the interface morphology.
LOFGREN: You mentioned that the material out of which th~ conical heat shteld
was made is molybdenum. Do you believe that moly is the best material out
of which to make the heat shield?
WARGO: 1 honestly don't know what is the best material. The reason I used
moly is, first of all, we had it, the second thing was, in fact primary to
having it, I looked at the design of the ASTP furnace that we used to grow
directional solidification germanium aboard Apollo-Soyuz. It is a very
small furnace, 150 watts got it to the melting point of germanium, and
they had a very nice radiation shielding set up with molybdenum and it was
done in a vacuum. The other thing here is, I am only affecting radiant
energy. If I could do this, as I indicated before, under vacuum, we are
in much better shape. I am not sure, and we certainly should find out.
An enormous amount 'can be done in terms of hot-zone design with increased
research into the influence of really well-designed radiation heat
shields. We were discussing before what happens when you put all that
graphite in the system: you end up with a virtual leak all the time,
because it is all porous.
MORRISON: The first concepts for the heat shield picture that Dick [Lane]
built and ran were that it be a double-walled heat shield. I wonder if
you would consider a double-walled heat shield that is in fact a sodium
heat pump, so that the heat that you carry away from the interface region
gets physically carried far from the top of your growing crystal and also
that structure acts as a conical heat shield and provides you with all the
visibility you want?
WARGO: The compaction of that heat pipe, the fact that it is very narrow in
diameter, still preserves that nice viewing angle. I agree.
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LANE: You have a practical problem, though, the monoxide. The outside of
that cone ought to be hot. The inside could be cold because you have
clean gas coming down there. Anything that is cold above that melt is
going to precipitate silicon monoxide, and that is bad.
LEIPOLD: Your suggestion of controlling the spherical shape at the bottom of
the ingot by an auxiliary heater--unless I am mistaken, the maximum
temperature gradient in the crystal needs to be at the liquid-solid
interface, because that is before any heat is removed. It would seem that
putting a heater down there would definitely counteract the advantage that
you get by the heat pipe.
WARGO: It will certainly reduce the advantage but it shouldn't counteract it
totally. One of the reasons that you have such a large eurvature is
b~c~use you have very high gradients near that edge, so what you can do is
m.intain the axial gradients because of all the heat transfer above that.
Ii can now get rid of more heat and then give up oome on the actual
gradients near the edge of the crystal by the auxiliary heater. It would
be one thing to grow the crystal fast: it is another thing to grow it fast
with quality, and 80 to preserve the quality, we have to give up something.
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Al:5STRACT
Hall measurements and four-point probe resistivity measurements are
used to determine the concentration profile of boron and iron in doped.semiconductor silicon ingots grown by the ~ridgman technique. The concentration
profiles are fitted to the normal segregation equation and the effective
segregation coefficient, keff , is calculated. The average value of keff is
0.803 for borgn. For iron'4keff is concentration dependent an~ is in the
range 8 x 10- to 1.2 x 10- •

.,
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INTRODUCTION
Polycrystalline silicon from solar grade material made by di-

! '1
I "
I
I

rectional solidification [1, 2, 3] and other [4, 5] methods has gained
increasing importance in recent
applications [6, 7, 8].

ye~rs,

particularly for solar photovoltaic

Segregation of impurHies during directional solidi-

fication allows the use of "solargrade" starting material which is less pure,
but substantially less expensive than semiconductor-grade silicon.
knowledge of effective segregation

~Qefficient

A

(k eff ) of impurities for a

giv~n crystal growth process is necessary for optimizing the upgrading
process.

In this paper, the segregation of two specific impurities--boron and

iron--is addresssed.
Effective segregation coefficient data are available in the literature only for the Czochral ski and float zone crystal growth processes which
yield single crystals.

Even these data are at

vari~nce

from each other.

For

example, in the case of boron, values from 0.7 to 0.85 are reported [9, 10,
11].

In the case of iron a value of 6.4 x 10- 6 is reported by Hopkins

[10]: and a value of .-10- 4 is given by James and Richards [12].

et ale

Hopkins et ale

[10] measured the impurity concentrations Cs ' in the ,crystal, by neutron
activation analys1s and the concentration in the solidified residual melt, C
C 1
by atomic absorption method. The value of keff was then calculated as

r'
1

James and Richards [12J measured the value of Cs at the seed end of the
crysta 1 (first to freeze) by neutron activation analysis and from the known
C
s
i niti al concentration Co' calculated keff as
r' Such measurements assume
Q

keff to be independent of concentration and are also subject to large errors
since they are single point measurements.
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In order to obtain keff more precisely, the distribution of
impurities along the growth axis of the entire crystal should be measured.
This distribution is then fitted to the normal segregation equation

(1)

where, 9 is the fraction solidified.
slope and from the intercept.

Keff can Oe calculated both from the

If the two values do not agree, an anamoly,

such as a concentration dependent keff may be suspected.
In this paper, the methods used to ootain the concentration distribution are described.

Using the procedure outlined above, the value of keff

for boron and iron in polycrystalline ingots grown by the Bridgman method is
,

-,

ca 1cul ated.
2.

•

Experimental
The. Bri dgrnan crystals for the determi nat i on of kerf' of boron were

grown by directional solidification of semiconductor silicon doped to ....0.3
ohm-em.

A vertical section of the resulting po'lycrystalline ingot was etched

in NaOH.

Four-point-probe measurements were made at several positions along

the vertical axis.

An average resistivity of a number of readings at each

location was converted to dopant concentration using the equation suggested by
Thurber eta ale [13J.

The interface shape for different growth conditions was

estimated from experiments where this parameter was measured independently.
From the interface
geometrically.

shape~

the value of the fraction solidified was calculated

The 9 vs. Cs data were treated as described in the previous

section.
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The

~ridgman

crystal for the determination of keff of iron was grown

by directional solidification of a semiconductor silicon melt to which 0.1% by
weight of iron had been added as granules.

The ingot was grown very slowly to

avoid constitutional supercooling and interface breakdown.

5 cm x 5 em x 0.45

cm thick slices were cut at several positions along the growth axis, with the
surface of the slices perpendicular to that axis.
along the axis were chosen for this evaluation.
ments were made at three random positions.

Slice$ from 12 locations
On each slice, Hall measure-

The average of the carrier concen-

trations obtained by these three Hall measurements was taken as representing
the Cs at that axial location. The value of g was calculated for each axial
location as bet·ore. The Cs vs. 9 data were treated as described in the
previous section.

In order to assure that the electrically active iron concentration
calculated using Hall data are representative of total (chemical) iron, three
slabs weighing about 20 g each and chosen from the bottom, middle and top of
the ingot were analyzed by neutron activation analysis at General Activation
Analysis, San Diego, CA.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Boron:
Table 1 shows keff of boron calculated from the slope and intercept
for Bri dgman crysfalsgrown under different condi ti ons.

The difference

between the value of keff as estimated from the slope and the intercept is
expressed
as a percentage "error" in Table L
,

Since the intercept value

1

requires a knowledge of Co and the slope value is independent of Co' the value
from the slope should be more reliable.
is within 30% of .the slope value.

However, the value from the intercept

This error probably represents the accuracy

wi th whi ch a few mi 11 i grams of boron can be' wei ghted for use as the dopant.
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It is important to note that the keff from the slope has much less scatter.
The mean keff from the slope for all the ingots is 0.803 ± 0.036.
Iron:
C

The Cs vs. g data is plotted as ln lc S ) vs. 1n (1-g) in Figure
o
1. The Keff from the intercept is 1.18 x 10- 4• This suggests that the slope
(= keff-1) should be equal to -1.

However, as shown in Figure 1, a line with

a slope of -1 does not fit the data.

This behavior might be attributed to a

non-ideal phenomenon such as interface breakdown.

Since such a phenomenon was

not observed, an alternative explanation may be that the value of keff is
concentration dependent.

Following the procedure suggested by Wilcox [14],

the variation ot- keff along the length of the ingot can be determined.

From

the mass balance,

c1

(2 )

=

For keff«l and 9«1, the average impurity concentration in the solid is
negligible compared to Co.

Under these conditions equation 2 reduces to

C -

C
0

1 - l-g

(3 )

From the definition of keff'
IT

(4)

Using equation 4 and the Cs vs. 9 data, keff was calculated at different
values of g. The value of keff varied from 1.2 x 10- 4 at 9 = 0 to 8.3 x 10- 5
at g = 1.

Linear regression of tne keff vs. g data gives
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'\

keff = 1.218 x 10- 4 - 3.9 x 10- 5 9

with a correl at ion coeffi ci ent of

91~~.

(5)

Account i n9 for the vari at 1on of keff

with 9 according to equation 5, the normal segreyation e4uation is replotted
in Figure 2 along with the Cs vs. 9 data. The fit to the data is excellent.
In order to check if all the iron present in the crystal were
measured using the Hall method, the crystal was analyzed at three locations
using neutron activation analysis.

In all three locations, the iron concen-

tration was below the detection limit of about 100 ppba.
range measured by Hall method was between 60 and 300 ppba.

The concentration
Thus, all the iron

that is present seems to be electrically active and accounted for by the Hall
method.
4.

CONCLUSIONS
,
(i)

The effective segregation coefficient, keff for boron in directionally solidified polycrysta11ine silicon is 0.803 ± 0.036.

(i1)

keff for iron is concentration dependent.

The value ranges from

1.2 x 10- 4 to 8 x 10- 5 for the concentration range 60 ppba to 320

ppba in the solid.
(iii)

The

e1ect~ically

a.ctive iron concentration measured by the Hall

method 1s in fair agreement with the chemical concentration
measured by neutron activation analysis, suggesting that all the
iron is electrically active.
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s

- Solid
- Liquid

o
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Table 1:

Run'

EFFECTIVE SEGREGATION COEFFICIENT OF BORON IN POLYCRYSTALLINE SILICON

R2

keff from
Slope

keff from
Intercept

I

1-

keff, Intercept I x 100
keff, Slope

(%)

0'1

w
\!)

ER-3R
E8-43
E8-98
E8-99
E8-104

0.961
0.968
0.970
0.981
0.975

Mean keff from slope
*

95~

0.838
0.767
0.783
0.805
0.822

= 0.803

Confidence limits

0.928
0.806
0-~5-68

0.698
0.683

± 0.036*

10.7
_5.1
27.5
13.3
16.9

,
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.Figure 1:

Normal segregation equation with constqnt keff fitted to
experimental data with the slope forced to -1 (-) theory •
• Experimental Data
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Figure 2:

Normal segration equation with (-) conc. dependent keff and
(---) Constant keff with slope forced to -1 •
• Experimental Data •
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DISCUSSION

KALEJS:

I don't know if you aware of work that a colleague of mine, Mary

~rettella, has done at Mobil Solar in doping EFG ribbon melts with iron

and aluminum. She has co-doped normal EFG melts with and without boron,
both iron and aluminum between levels of about 10 16 to 10 18
'toms per cc. In our EFG systems, she has done this for growth from both'
graphite crucibles and quartz crucibles, the implication being that with a
graphite crucible you have no oxygen, but with a quartz crucible you still
have high carbon. It is a matter of just turning the oxygen on and off,
~ather than removing the carbon, when you go to the quartz crucible.
What
$he has found, generally, is a lot of synergistic effects such that there
~re sigr,ificant changes in the resistivity. For example, if you start
~ith aluminum and dope from 10 16 up to 10 18 when you add iron,
~nd if you start out with iron and add aluminum, then you also get change
i'n resistivity. We are interpreting these results in terms of synergistic
e!ffect!s of impuri ty complexing between iron, aluminum, and perhaps oarbon
a'nd oxyg,en. Of course, aluminum is always in the melt in Czochralski
g~owth and the quartz crucible, so that bias level unfortunately probably
i's there in your experiments. I think it probably would have a
first,-order effect on the results that you are seeing. We speculate that
the results mainly come from some kind of bulk-melt crucible interactions
and perhaps, in the case of your experiments, it might be well to monitor
the bulk melt to find out whether more iron stays behind there in some
kind of complex or precipitate form already, before the fluid moves into
the growth interface.
~ith

RAVISHANKAR: The problem with iron and aluminum is that iron is an n-type
impurity and aluminum is p-type. So when you ~re looking at them
together, you are really looking at a compensated crystal.
KALEJS: I should mention that we do find precipitates in the ribbon, large
precipitates that contain iron and aluminum, with silicon and carbon,
perhaps.
RAVISHANKAR:
KALEJS:

What level of impurities?

We go around 10 16 to 10 18 and above.

RAVISHANKAR:

In a solid?

KALEJ$: We put it in the melt and then by various types of analysis,
including neutron activation analysis, we have monitored the crystal
content. We find keff roughly on the order of a half, but. again it
fluctuates quite drastically as a function of the relative levels of the
two impurities, implying some kind of bulk-melt interactions.
RAVISHANKAR: When we started working with metallurgical silicon in
Alcan-Exxon program, we found that every time we grew a crystal
Czochralski or Bridgeman, and sent the cryst.al for analysis for
source, it always came back with one part moly and iron. So we
642

the
by
spark
didn't

..,.
know whether the publ.ished segregation coefficients are wrong, or we have
a limitation of mechanical analysis. The reason I took the up study was
to See what segr6gation coefficient we would measure, and it turns out
that even though it is automatically different from Westinghouse data, it
still is fai:ely low and is not (!nough to explain the 1:10 part moly and
iron we always see by spark source and other chemical techniques. At
least we can now conclude that the values we saw there were more of a
limitation of the chemical analysis than a fundamental problem with
segregation .
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EFFECTS OF NON~EQUILIBRIUM SOLIDIFICATION ON THE
MATERIAL PROPERT1ES OF BRICK SILICON FOR PHOTOVOLTAICS
W. F. REGNAULT*, K. C. YOO*, **, P. K. SOLTANI*, S. M. JOHNSON***
*SEMIX INCORPORATED, Gaithersburg, MD, **UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, College
Park, MD, ***SOLAREX CORPORATION, Rockville, MD

INTRODUCTION
Silicon ingot growth technologies like the Ubiquitous Crystallization
Process (UCP) are solidified within a shaping crucible. The rate at which
heat can be lost from this crucible minus the rate at which heat is input
from an external source determines the rate at which crystallization will
occur. Occasionally, When the process parameters for solidification have
been exceeded, the normally large multi-centimeter grain size material associated with the UCP will break down into regions containing extremly small,
millimeter or less, grain size material. Accompanying this breakdown in
grain growth is the development of so called sinuous grain boundaries.
Morrison first reported on these boundaries as appearing in an equiaxed
region that occurs as a result of solute concentration in the solidifying
melt (1). Also, because of the large surface area of a sinuous grain boundary, Armstrong et. al. speculated that the formation of such boundaries was
to allow excess solute to be incorporated into the material during solidification (2).
The photovoltaic properties of solar cells fabricated on this material
are, in general, quite poor. Storti et. al. presented a laser scan of a 2 cm
x 2 cm cell which contained a small segment of a sinuous boundary (3). This
cell showed an increase in photoresponse at the sinuous grain boundary at a
wavelength of 1150 nm, but in general, the ce 11 performance was quite poor.
It was assumed that the observed increaseiin photoresponse was due to an
increase in the collection volume caused by the diffusant pentrating down the
grain boundary creating, in effect, a vertical junction. Putney and Regnault
also presented solar cell data on fine grain material with open boundaries_
which they called Type 2 boundaries (4). Their results showed cells that had
shunt resistances less than one ohm but that had an enhanced red to blue!
short circuit current response which they also attributed to thediffusant
penetrating the grain boundary.
The breakdown in grain growth Which resul ts in this type of small. grain
structure with sinuous boundaries is usually associated with the rapid
crystallization that would accompany a system failure. This suggests that
there are Hmi ts to the growth ve loc i ty that one can obt ain and s till expec t
to produce material that would possess good photovoltaic properties. It is
the purpose of this paper to determine the causes behind the breakdown of
this material and what parameters will determine the best rates of solidification.

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMEn
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TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
The term mush and mushy zone, which refer to the fine equiaxed grain
structure found in the casting of alloys (5) has been adopted here to describe the small grain structure observed in this investigation. In order to
study the onset and the physical properties of this mush material two ingots
were grown under laboratory conditions. One was produc,ed so as to contain
the material of interest, the other was a control. Thermocouples were
equally spaced along the central axis of these ingots in order to obtain data
on the rate of solidification and the thermal gradients inside the ingot.
The ingots were cut in half and etched with sodium hydroxide to reveal the
internal grain structure and then two 10 cm x 10 cm quadrants were cut from
each half. One quadrant from each ingot was wafered normal to the principle
axis, the other was wafered parallel to the central axis. The resultant
wafers could then be analyzed by techniques such as optical and scanning
electron microscopy and X-ray topography.
Figures la and 1b are macrophotographs of the longitudinal cross section
of the mush and control ingot, respectively. It can be seen that from
Figure la that the fine grain structure begins about 3 cm up from the bottom
of the ingot and is roughly in the shape of a right circular cone. This
structure encompasses about 10% of the total volume solidified. The white
material in the center ~f the ingots is a quartz thermocouple protection
tube. As the freezing front passes a thermocouple location, there is a
marked change in the thermocouple response due to a change in the thermal
conductivity in going from the liquid to the solid. By knowing the distance
between the thermocouples an average growth rate can be obtained. In the
ingots grown for this study, the ingot with the equiaxed grain structure
solidifed at an average rate of 1.9 cm/hr while the control ingot solidified
at 1.6 cm/hr. Average growth rates have been measured as high as 3.3 cm/hr
in UCP material without breakdown into mush.
It has been reported that sinuous grain boundary regions will exhibit
anomalous etch characteristics (1)(2). In the current study both longitudinal and transverse cut wafers were etched with a chemical pol ish etchant.
The wafers exhibited three distinct zones with remarkably different etch
chacteristics as shown in Figure 2. In zone 1, the etching pr9perties were
normal. Both grains and grain boundaries were etched equally,· and a very
smooth surface was obtained. In zone 2, the graih vQlumes continued to etch
to a smooth polished surface but the sinuous boundaries are chemically;
resistant, leaving ridges on the surface of the wafers. In zone 3, the etching character of both the grain volumes and the sinuous boundaries has
changed. In this region the chemical attack at the boundaries is greater
leaving deep trenches over a highly textured surface. This marked change 1n
the etching character across the surface of a wafer is suggestive that
impurities are incorporated into the. grains and grain boundaries and alter
the chemistry of the etching process.
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It is reasonable to assume that if this structure is caused by an impurity build-up in the material, that there should be changes in the internal
grain structure preceeding the breakdown in grain growth. Figure 3 is a
photograph of a longitudinally cut wafer showing the breakdown of the large
grains into a much smaller grain structure. From the photograph it can be
seen that grain 1 appears to breakdown into a dentritic looking structure
that eventually gives way to grains of even smaller dimensions. These
smaller grains appear to be entwined with one another as the solidification
proceeds. Orientation studies were carried out using Laue back reflection
techniques on grains 3, 4, and 5. As in previous studies (3) (6) (7) (8) (9)
(10) the large semicrystalline grains are crystallograpically related.
Grains 3 and 4 possess a common <111> direction and are in a first order
twinning relationship. Likewise, grains 4 and 5 are first order twins with a
common <Ill> direction. This double twinning relationship across grain 4
puts grain 3 and 5 in a second order twinning relation with a common <221>
direction.
X-ray topography was used to determine the internal grain structure
prior to the breakdown in grain growth. Due to its large size, grain 1 was
chosen for study. Figure 4 is a (404) Berg-Barrett reflection topograph of
the grain labeled 1 in Figure 3. Figure 4 is rotated approximately 45°
counterclockwise relative to Figure 3 so that the growth direction is from
the lower left hand corner to the upper right hand corner. It can be seen
that as the growth of grain 1 proceeds the dislocation density increases from
about 104 dislocations/cm 2 to over 10 6 dislocation/cm 2 • The dislocations are seen to coalesce and finally, due to the high strain fields present, the lattice develops a subgrain structure as a way of dissipating the
strain energy. From previous investigations of subgrain formation in semicrystalline material it is known that subgrains tend to be rotated 5°_7°
about a common <110> type direction (6)(7). The possession of a common <110>
rotation axis is also the case in the present material. The subgrain labeled
A in Figure 4 is rotated out of the Bragg reflecting condition in a (313)
Berg-Barrett reflection topograph.
In an effort to further characterize the structure of these mush grains
two additional orientation studies were undertaken on a 2 cm x 2 cm sample
cut from the upper'left corner of the wafer shown in Figure 2. Since this
wafer is near the middle of the ingot and the grain growth is nearly columnar
at this point the surface normals of the grain in this region will be in the
direction of grain growth.
Since these grains are generally less than a millimet~r in size, the
electron channeling pattern (ECP) mode of the SEMwas used to determine surface normals and relative orientations. The ECP micrograph's were obtained
by first setting the specimen perpendicular to the optic axis of the SEM
using single crystal silicon of known orientation and tilting the stage until
the correct ECP was obtained. All experimental patterns were then obtained
without further adjust~ents to the specimen stage.
.,.

".
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The channeling pattern is obtained by rocking a nearly collimated beam
of electrons through several'. Bragg angles on the specimen surface. The
result is the modulation of the backscattered electrons by the crystal
lattice, yielding a characteristic pattern for a given orientation. Using
this method, electron channeling patterns of 10-20 Pm size grains are readily
obtained. The surface normal of a grain can then be determined by matching
its ECP with a complete channeling map of the same material (11).
Figure 5 is a plot of the surface normals of sixteen mush grains as
determined from their ECP's. It can be seen that the normals lie along the
[111]-[100] zone axis as far from [110] as possible. This was also found to
be the case in a previous study of the orientation of grains surrounded by
sinuous boundaries (12).
While determining the surface normals of the small grain material, it
was occasionally found that numerous isolated grains, designated "a" in
Figure 6, would be surrounded by a larger grain, designated "b", and that
these small island grains would posses identical electron channeling patterns
indicating that they are part of one grain. The relitive orientation of the
surface normals of these grains are indicated on the unit triangle shown in
Figure 5, as a and b, respectively. In order to determine if there is a
crystallographic relationship between these two grains, their full orientations were determined from the electron channeling patterns by a method
described by Joy et. al. (11). The relative orientations of grains a and b
are indicated on the combined stereographic projection shown in Figure 7. It
can be seen that these grains have a nearly coincident <110> type direction,
with a misorientation of 4°, and that there is a 22° rotation of grain a
relative to grain b about the <110> axis. The 4° misfit in the <110> poles
is probably caused by the highly strained nature of this material as shown in
Figure 4.
As mentioned above, solar cells fabricated on this material are, in
general, quite poor. There is, however, evidence that seems to suggest that
diffusant may be penetrating down the grain boundaries and enhancing the
collection efficiency there (3) (4). This is likely due to the highly
strained nature of this material. In order to study this hypothesis, bevel
and staining experiments were carried out on a number of different types of
semicrystalline samples. The samples that were selected consisted of a
control sample, a sample contalning previously investigated subgrain boundaries (7), and two samples containing mush. One of the mush wafers was
diffused and another was not. The samples were type tested prior to diffusion using a hot probe technique and all indicated p-type substrates. The
samples were then diffused at 1000°C for approximately 10 minutes to a sheet
resistance of 10-15 ohms/C. After diffusion the samples were ground at an
angle of 109' to the horizontal and stained using commercial preparations.
The results are shown in Figures 8-10. Figure 8 is a photomicrograph of the
control semicrystalline sample. This specimen contained an example of a
non-crystallographic grain boundary and two twin boundaries. It can be seen
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that the diffusion has penetrated about 35 microns down the grain boundary
but that there is no evidence of any diffusion down the twin boundc.\ries.
Figure 9 is a photomicrograph of diffused sample containing a pure dislocation subgrain boundary. It can be seen that there is only a slight penetration of the diffusant down this type of boundary, as indicated by the arrows.
Thus, from these two samples, it seems unlikely that dislocations alone can
be responsible for the shunting observed in devices fabrication on mush
wafers. Figures lOa and lOb are photomicrographs of the mush samples. The
sample shown in Figure lOa has been diffused while the one shown in Figure
lOb was not. Since both samples indicate a staining at the grain boundary it
may be possible that the shunt paths found in this material are due to
impurities segregated into the grain boundaries as well as by phosphorous
diffusing down the grain boundaries.
It can be seen from the preceeding discussion why this material exhibits
such a poor photovoltaic response when processed into solar cells. The high
stress concentration and associated high dislocation density both in the bulk
and at the grain b6undaries is responsible for the low minority carrier lifetime observed in this material while impurities and/or diffusion down the
grain boundaries are responsible for shunting these devices.
In addition to the studies just discussed, the grain morphology of this
material was also studied. As noted above, while examining this mush region,
one would observe isolated grains surrounded by a larger matrix grain. This
is dramatically illustrated in the Namarski interference contrast photomicrograph, Figure 11, of one of these regions. As expected from the orientation
studies these islands grains all exhibit the same etch texture, further
indicating that they all posses the same orientation. If one looks in the
longitudinal direction at one of these areas, the crystal growth pattern
shown in Figure 12 can be observed. Here, it can be seen that there are two
grains growing together in a lamellar type of structure. The degeneration
into this type of structure is characteristic of grain growth in solute rich
melts.
The final study that was carried out on this material was a detailed
microscopic investi,gation of this mush region. A 2 cm x 2 cm sample from the
upper left hand corner of the wafer adjacent to the one shown in Figure 2 was
mechanically polished to a 1 micron finish with diamond grit. Figur~ 13 fs a
relatively low, 100x, magnification dark field illuminated photomicrograph of
the mush area with the sinuous grain boundaries. The grain boundaries show
up as the white serpentine lines. Under high magnification (lOOOx) these
line revealed themselves as a series of dots, approximately 1 ~ m across. It
is observed thqt these dots are not angular as would be expected if they were
inclusions, but rather the corners are soft and rounded as would be expected
from liquid ~ntrapment as the primary field of silicon freezes. Figure 14 is
the identical area from theCP etched wafer shown in Figure 2. It can be
seen from this photomicrograph the highly textured nature of the grain
volumes. In order to see the development of the island nature of these
grains one can see the isthmus marked with an ar~ow in Figure 14 has completely disappeared in Figure 13. The two wafers are approximately 700 l.l m
apart.
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In optical microscopy there is not enough depth of field to reveal any
detail in the grain boundary of the etched wafer so a scanning electron
microscope was used to further investigate this sample. The area marked with
an "0" in Figure 14 was chosen for investigation. Since this is a region
where several sinuous boundaries join, a greater evidence of solute should be
expected in this region. Figure 15 is a scanning electron photomicrograph of
this region. In this figure the deep trench like nature of the grain boundaries can be observed and in the center of these trenches a fiberous residue
can be seen. This residue was chemically analyzed by electron microprobe
techniques using wavelength dispersive spectroscopy, and it was found to be
silicon carbide. Figure 16 is a high magnification image, approximately
2500x, of the large precipitate found at "0". As can be seen from this
figure that the residue does not appear to have a well defined crystal
morphology. Further investigation into the nature of this material are
planned. A similar structure, which was identified as silicon carbide, was
also found in Heat Exchanger Method (HEM) produced silicon (13).
From the preceeding discussion on the nature of this mush zone material,
1.e. the highly strained nature of the grains, the morphology of the grains
that make up this ,area, and the nature of the sinuous grain boundaries with
the solute trapped at the boundaries, it is felt that the onset of this
structure is driven by a constitutional supercooling of the melt (14).
In order to ascertain, in a general way, the effects of constitutional
supercooling on the solidifying ingot it is possible to apply one of the
models for solute redistribution to the current system. One of the earlier
models was developed by Tiller et. a1. OS}. This model assumed that the
solidification front is planar, that the segregation coefficient, which is
the ratio of the equilibrium concentration of solute in the solid to the
liquid at the interface and is denoted by 1tk", was constant over the entire
freezing range, that diffusion in the solid was negligible, and that there
was no mixing of the melt to aid in solute redistribution. This model was
later extended by Burton, Prim, and Slichter to account for complete solute
redistribut ion in the liquid beyond a dead layer of width f3 as would be
expected in Czochralski growth (16).
In the present system, mixing of the melt would only be accomplished by
convective means and since at present there is no good way of estimating the
fluid dynamics of the system, the Tiller model was used in the following
analy~is .
If we assume that the initial impurity concent.ration 1S given by Co,
then from the definition of the segregation coefficent the amount of impurity
incorporated into the initial volume solidified will be given by kC o • As
toe solidification progresses the solute will increase ahead ot the freezing
front and more and more impurities will be incorporated into the solid until
a steady state value of Co is reached. By considering the dynamics of the
system, the impurity concentration in the solid as a function of distance
solidified, x, can be written as (15)
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=
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(1)

where, R is the solidification rate in cm/sec and DL is the diffusion
coefficient in che liquid in cm 2 / sec. From the definition of the segregation coefficent given above the amount of solute at the liquid-solid interface is simply given by
(2)

Since there is no mixing of solute in the mel t the value of CT must
decay back to the equilibrium concentration of Co some distance away from
the interface. The shape of this transient is given by
2

C

a

=

C (l-k
0

k

[l-exp (-k

R t) ]
D~

exp(-~
DL

(x'-Rt)

)+l}

where, x' is the distance ahead of the freezing front.
In order to compare this model to the experimental results obtained in
this study, it is necessary to make some estimate of the initial impurity
concentration. This can be accomplished by considering the mush region a
right circular cone 10 cm in height with a radius of 7 cm. Included in this
volume are cylindrical grains with a diameter of 0.05 cm and a length of 4.5
cm. These grains are covered with a skin of solute 0.5 microns thick. Calculating the total amount of solute trapped in this volume and dividing it
back into the total volume of silicon present one obtains a value for Co of
2 x 10 18 atoms/cm3 •
The diffusion coefficient, DL, for most impurities in liquid silicon
is between 1.5 x 10-4 and 5 x 10-4 /sec so for convenience a value of
1 x 10- 4 cm 2 /sec was chosen for this analysis (17). The solidification
rate for this mush ,ingot T,\las 5.3 x 10- 4 em/sec. If we assume that the
major impurity is carbon with a segregation coefficient of 0.05 then we can
evaluate the above expressions (1
The results are shown in Figure 1T. It
can be seen that even with a modest segregation coefficent of 0.05 that
equilibrium solidification has not occurred for most of the ingot height.
The final transient rise is solute concentration wh~ch will occur in the. last
two centimeters to freeze was not included in this analysis as it does not·
pertain to the grain growth breakdown due to constitutional supercooling.

n.

It can be seen from Figure 17 that the impurity concentration in the
solid is in the range of 5-10 x 10 17 atoms/cm 3 . FTIR measurements on
UCP semicrystal1ine material have been about 5 x 10 17 atoms/cm 3 for
carbon. Thus, it is felt that the numbers used in this analysis are approximately COi:'rect.
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Constitutional supercooling of the melt will occur when the thermal
gradient in the melt is less than the liquidus temperature. From heat and
mass flow at this interface the general constitutional supercooling criteri~
is given by (5)

(4)

where

GL is the thermal gradient in the liquid and
is the slope of the liquid curve

!tIL

Thus, for a specific impurity concentration there is a ratio of the
thermal gradient in the liquid to the solidification rate below which the
grain growth will breakdown.
In the present example an estimate of where the breakdown will ocCur can
be obtained by combining equation 1 and 4 and solving for x. Performing the
algebra one obtains
x =

-k

}

(5)

For dilute solutions the liquidus slope depends on the number rather
than the kind of atoms present. A value of -464°C (at. fract.)-l can be
obtained from the data of Thurmond and Kowalchick for this slope (17)(18).
From the thermocouple measurements a value of O.8°C/cm was obtained for the
thermal gradient in the liquid. Substituting these value into Equation 5,
one obtains a distance of 1.5 cm for the breakdown in grain growth to occur.
In actuallity the breakdown occurs at a distance of about 3 cm from the 'onset of cryst~llization. From all of the estimations that were used 1n
obtaining these numbers it is felt that the experiment is in fairly good
agreement with the theory.
CONCLUSIONS
In the preceding discussion it was ish own that under certain conditions
the large grain UCP material will. breakdown into a cellular type of structure. This breakdown, as predicted by the theory of constitutional supercooling, is the result of solute building up in the liquid as solidification
progresses. The resultant grain stJ:'ucture is~ characterized by crysdillites
of small cross section growing together in a 'lamellar type of structure
separated by sinuous grain boundaries. Orientation studies using the
electron channeling mode of the scanning electron microscope have ShO'NO that
these grains possess a nearly coincident <110> type of direction with a 4°
misfit and a rotation of approximately 20° about the <110> •

••/
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Optical and scanning electron microscopy have indicated the presence of
a liquid second phase trapped in the sinuous grain boundaries after the
primary field of silicon has frozen. Etching and microscopic studies have
revealed a fiberous nature to this traped solute. Electron microprobe
analysis of this fiberous material has shown silicon carbide to be one of its
constituants. As the impurity concentration is increasing in the solid, it
can be seen from the X-ray topographic studies that the dislocation content
is also increasing. As grain growth proceeds the dislocations coalesce to
form the sinuous grain boundaries.
Historically, solar cells fabricated on this material have performed
poorly. It is now felt that degraded performances is due to low minority
carrier lifetimes caused by the highly dislocated nature of this material and
due to shunt paths created, in part, by the solute trapped in the grain
boundaries.
Ultimately the rate of solidification in ingot technologies such as UCP
is dictated by the general constitutional supercooling criteria. In photQvoltaics, the thrust has been to lower the cost of producing material by lowering the energy input into the solidification process, which will tend to
lower the thermal gradient in the liquid silicon, and to use less pure starting material (so called solar grade silicon). The criteria for the breakdown
of grain growth states that the rate of solidification is proportional to
thermal gradient and inversely proportional to the impurity concentration,
Thus, as the thermal gradient is lowered and the impurity content increased
the rate of solidification must decrease so that the inequality is preseved.
This means that in order to produce high quality material, there is a
practical upper limit to the rate of solidification that can be achieved
under these conditions .
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DISCUSSION

RAVISHANKAR: In the first couple of slides you indicated two different growth
rates. One was 1. 9, the other was 3.3 cent:imeters per hour. I wasn't
sure if they were UCP or some other crystal-growth method.
REGNAULT: The ingots we produced for this study were produced at the first
two growth rates of 1. 9 and 1. 6. The 3.3 is an ingot that we pr:Qdul!ed in
the lab trying to get the growth speed up. They are all UCP '-cryl$t:~:l.s.
RAVISHANKAR: So why was it that you didn't see this happening at 3.3
centimeters per hour?
REGNAULT:

Cleaner melt.

RAVISHANKAR: You can see the same sort of sinuous grain boundaries, mushy
grain boundaries with superclean melts, by just growing it a bit too fast,
and this is not the way constitutional supercooling shows up itself. In,
constitutional supercooling, you see more like what Dieter Helmreich
showed, and also the way Westinghouse has demonstrated Czochralski growth.
when that happens. This seems to be more related to heat transfer
limitations than impurity limitations.
REGNAULT: Have you etched it to see what the etching characteristics of the
material are?
RAVISHANKAR: Yes. It looks exactly like wh~t you see. We were planning to
do it ourselves, and you have saved us a lot of work. Have you ever
answered the question of why a columnar grain stops growing and a second
grain decides to nucleate, instead of the first grain continuing to ~~QW
a.ll the way?
REGNAULT: No. not really. Just through some mechanism it has developed a
twinning relationship, and a second grain nucleates off of it.
LEIPOLD: You implied, but didn't explicitly state, that there was nothing
else in those precipitates but carbon, by wavelengt,hanalysis.
REGNAULT: We have only looked for the two components.
probably are other things in it.

I suspect that there

WARGO:,' I would like to make a couple of comments, and I hope a couple of
stiggestions for you. First of all, your use of the Tiller treatment in a
s~gregation analysis isn't really all that appropriate. It assumes no
corivection. If you take a look at the shape of your interface, the radial
te~perature gradients must be absolutely fierce. We did some work growing
se~iconductor materials directionally in space in a microgravity
enYironment, where you expect to at least approach diffusion control
growth. When you compare tha.t with ground-based studies, those
characteristic distances can change by an order of magnitude as to when
you approach some steady-state value. What I might suggest to you is to
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work more with a generalized directional-freezing equation where you
assume, not zero boundary layer or film thickness, but one that is
controlled by the hydrodynamics. I think you will come into a much better
agreement because if you look you see that your characteristic distance is
larger than than what is predicted. The other thing tbat is not accounted
for in that transient prediction in the Tiller treatment is there is no
melt enrichment until you get to the end of the crystaL When you use ',a
modified directional-freezing condition, you will have that melt
enrichment, which will give rise to that increase in solute distribution,
which will force the interface to break down.
REGNAULT: I don't have any feel for what the convective currents are in the
material. The thermal properties are measured along the center line of
the ingot, and I just picked the model because, again, the assumptions
that I was making ar(J very crude in nature. I don't -have a good
quantifiable number to say 'this is the impurity concentration in the
beginning,' and I am surprised t-hat with the assumptions I made that it
came out as well as it did.
i

WARGO: What is nice about the directional solidification treatment is, all
that it really assumes is conservation of mass. The on11 problem that you
might hav,e with that in terms of segregation is that you can load up grain
boundaries and dislocations with a lot of junk. So conservation of mass
appears not to hold, unless you try to count all that stuff.
REGWAULT: Once grain growth breaks down, the rest of that curve was useless,
because you get into a local solute distribution.
RAVISHANKAR: Wben we observed this sort of sinuous-grain boundaries, and when
we Secco etch them, we found out that the dislocation density of the
intergrain material, inside what you call a fibrous material, or the
number of those grains which were dislocation free, weren't any different
from normal grains that we would observe otherwise.
REGNAULT:

We are seeing a big pileup in the dislocation density.

RAVISHANKAR: The appearance of the grains is exactly like what you showed;
they are raised up from the surface when you etch them, and they go round
and round like worms, just like you saw.
REGNAULT: There must be some dislocations showing up in the grain boundaries
that are bei,ng gettered out of the grain volumes, or something pke that:.
The amount of that material dislocated is not much different
from a normal grain.

~VIShANKAR:

HORRISON: You have described growth in s~stems with more and less pure
silicon at growth rates varying by a factor of 2. Can give us an idea of
what the growth rate is i.n the material we see now, in the pt'oduction
cells that come out of Solarex?
REGNAULT: We are constantly evolving the UCP process. The material that
started with in the JPL program was grown about 1.5 to 2 cm/h growth
rate. We are working on ways of tryinJ to get the growth rate up.
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